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GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

All entries are arranged alphabetically. Articles about a specific building are indexed under the general building type and crossfiled under "ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER" and locations, state or foreign country. Under some headings subdivisions are made geographically or by subject. All other articles are indexed by subject and not necessarily by title. The person's name presented after "by ... ;" is that of the author of the article. The name in italics is that of the architect or designer. News, Books Reviewed, and New Products are not indexed. Residential Development includes speculative and builder's houses.

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

Example Entry:

APARTMENT BUILDING
MIDDLE RISE
Texas, Dallas (Location); Turtle Creek (Name or Other Description); Charles Moore (Architect's or Designer's Name); pl. ill. (plan, illustrations, i.e., Type of Illustrations); p. 87 (Page Numbers); Oct 87 (Date of Magazine); PA (Abbreviation of the Magazine).

PERIODICALS INDEXED

ACOUSTICS (Cont'd)

Highway; Massive Green Sound Barriers at Highways; by Robin Crockett and Lieven Verkruisen; ph.; p.70-71; Aug 91; LA

Music Heard Over Restaurant Noises; Acoustic Concerns; ph. sec.; p.26; Feb 91; INT

Nomogram, Graphic Tool for Acoustic Design; chart; p.33; Oct 91; INT

Planted Berm; Florida, Fort Lauderdale; Sound Barrier at Airport; sec; p.36; Oct 91; LA

Rehearsal Hall; Skylight and Other Acoustic Elements; Van Dijk & Johnson; Acoustical Design by Jaffe Acoustics; ph. sec.; p.54; Sept 91; INT

Sound Insulating Door; sec. ph.; p.28; Aug 91; INT

Sound Isolation in Floors; Maximum Acoustical Privacy; by Timothy J. Foulkes and Gregory C. Tocci; det. ph. ref.; p.121-124; Mar 91; PA

Soundproofing a Large Metal Building; det.; p.200; May 91; B

Stopping Noise of Air Conditioning Systems; ph. sec. chart; p.29; Mar 91; INT

Tennessee, Clarksville; Music/Mass Communication Building; Austin Peay State University; Acoustical Design by Clark Associates and Stacker & Cook; Acoustical Design by Artec; ph. axon.; p.93-95; Jan 91; A

The Dimensions of Sound; Relationship of Frequency and Wavelength to Instrument Ranges; dia. biblio.; p.43; Apr 91; PA
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

AIR CONDITIONING

Domestic Indoor Pollution; Mercury and Other Pollutant Materials; by Peter Retondo; dia. biblio. table. p.58-61; Mar 91; PA

Energy Saving in Building Design; ph. sec. iso. chart; p.108-111; June 91; INT

Indoor Air Quality; Survey of Factors; Design; by Hal Levin and Kevin Teichman; references; p.52-57; Mar 91; PA

Stopping Noise of Air Conditioning Systems; ph. sec; chart; p.108-111; June 91; INT

See ENERGY, HEATING, VENTILATING also

AIRPORT

Airport Terminal, Stansted; England, Essex; Airport Terminal, Stansted: AIRPORT

See ENERGY, HEATING. VENTILATING also

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

ALABAMA

Birmingham; Interiors; Publishing Corporation Offices; Southern Progress; Jova, Daniels & Busby; ph. pl.; p.126-131; Mar 91; ID

Coosa Pines; Health and Recreation Facility; For Birmingham; Interiors; Publishing Corporation ALABAMA

NEW HANOVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT; North Carolina, Wilmington; Howard, Needles, Tammen & Bergendoff; ph. pl. sec.; p.60-63; Feb 91; A

APARTMENT BUILDING

INTERIORS

District of Columbia, Washington; Apartment: Juan Montoya; ph. pl.; p.122-125; Jan 91; ID

England, London; Apartment; Large, with Industrial Imagery; Includes Stair Details; John Young; ph. pl. sec. sel. det.; p.130-135; Sept 91; PA

England, London; Apartment; Zen-Like; John Lawson; ph. pl.; p.128-129; Sept 91; PA

England, London; Apartment; Billy Francis; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Dec 91; ID

France, Paris; Apartment; Ron Brice; ph. pl.; p.94-97; Dec 91; ID

Georgia, Atlanta; Designer’s Apartment; Office, Studio and Rental Apartments, Remodeled Warehouse; Anthony Ames; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-99; Sept 91; AR

Italy, Milan; Apartment; Marcello Pozzi; ph. pl.; p.156-159, Nov 91; ID

APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont’d)

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

Massachusetts, Boston; Handicapped Designer’s Apartment; Todd Lee and Clark & Rozas; ph. pl.; p.120-123; Apr 91; ID

New York, New York; Apartment Renovation; Hariri & Hariri; ph. pl. axon.; p.112-113; Sept 91; PA

New York, New York; Apartment, Loft; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. pl. ill.; p.108-115; Sept 91; AR

New York, New York; Apartment, Two Levels; Tamarkin & Techler; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Apr 91; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Adam Tiffany; ph. pl.; p.126-131; Jan 91; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Brady & Schalibel; ph. pl.; p.124-129; Feb 91; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; D’Aquino & Humes; ph. pl.; p.172-177; May 91; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Ralph Gills; Interior Design by Robert Currie; ph. pl.; p.148-151; Nov 91; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Shelton & Mindel; ph. pl.; p.140-145; Apr 91; ID

New York, New York; Designer’s Apartment; Elyse Lacher; ph. pl.; p.182-187; May 91; ID

New York, New York; Designer’s Apartment; Kenneth Brian Walker; ph. pl.; p.186-191; Oct 91; ID

New York, New York; Designer’s Apartment; Mark Hampton; ph. pl.; p.158-163; June 91; ID

New York, New York; Designer’s Apartment; Mark Pollack; ph. pl.; p.232-233; Sept 91; ID

New York, New York; Guest Apartment; Jack Lowery; ph. pl.; p.226-227; Sept 91; ID

New York, New York; Landmark Building Renovation; Judith Stockman; Original Design by W. J. Edbrooke; ph. pl. ill.; p.186-193; May 91; ID

New York, New York; Lobby; Two; Ellen McCluskey; ph. pl.; p.160-161; Sept 91; ID

New York, New York; Lobby; Pilat & Davis; ph. pl. axon.; p.90; Apr 91; PA

New York, New York; Loft Apartment and Studio; Richard Gluckman; ph. pl.; p.222-225; Sept 91; ID

New York, New York; Penthouse Apartment; Two-Story; Roger Ferri; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.80-87; Sept 91; AR

New York, New York; Penthouse Apartment; Haverson & Rockwell; ph. pl.; p.238-241; Sept 91; ID

LOW RISE

California, Fullerton; Infill Downtown; McClaran & Vasequez; by Susan Bradford and David A. Jones; ph. pl.; p.113-115; May 91; B

California, Los Angeles; Heathside Caswell; McCune & Gowan; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Nov 91; B

California, San Francisco; Affordable Housing; Daniel Solomon; m. pl. elev.; p.103; June 91; PA

California, Venice; Affordable; R. L. Binder, pl. elev.; p.108, June 91; PA
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP) (Cont’d)

LANDSCAPE

California, San Francisco; Bayside Village; Fisher & Friedman and Anthony Guzzardo; ph.; p.56-63, Apr 91; LA

California, San Francisco; Mendelssohn House; Tito Patin and Robert Herman; ph.; p.56-63, Apr 91; LA

Integration of Apartment Development with Landscape; Review of Projects; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph.; p.56-63, Apr 91; LA

Michigan, Northville Township; Blue Heron Pointe; Robert Leighton; ph.; p.56-63; Apr 91; LA

Pennsylvania, Lancaster; Old Town Lancaster; Derek & Edson; ph.; p.56-63; Apr 91; LA

LOW RISE

Arkansas, Dermott; Affordable Housing; Wenzel Associates; ph.; p.91; June 91; PA

California, Newport Beach; Marina, Stockton & Hiday; ph.; p.56; Aug 91; B

California, Redwood Shores; Indian Creek, BUILDER Award; Fisher & Friedman; ph.; p.123; Oct 91; B

California, San Diego; Mixed Use Downtown Development, BUILDER Award; Lorimer & Case; ph.; p.98-103, Oct 91; B

California, San Francisco; Affordable Housing, Converted Hospital Annex Buildings; Sandy & Babcock; ph.; p.136-143; Mar 91; AR

Connecticut, Stamford; Affordable; Perkins & Eastman, ph.; p.106; June 91; PA

Illinois, Chicago; Affordable Duplexes; Holabird & Root; ill.; p.101; June 91; PA

Massachusetts, Boston; Modular Housing; Papesch Associates; ph.; p.142-143, Apr 91; AR

New York, Greenwich; Affordable Temporary Housing for Single Parents, with Community Center; Cooper & Robertson; ph.; p.98-99; June 91; PA

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Affordable Housing; Regent Terrace, Rehabilitation; Goldner, Goldfarb & Kline and Kelly & Maello; ph.; p.98-99; June 91; PA

Texas, Houston; Affordable; Cisneros Partners; m. pl. elev.; p.116-117; June 91, PA

MIDDLE RISE

California, Los Angeles; Centrepointe; Towaga & Smith; ph.; p.81; Nov 91; B

California, San Francisco; Bayside Village; Fisher & Friedman; ph.; p.118-119; May 91; B

Canada, British Columbia, New Westminster; Westminster Quay; Terry Hale; ph.; p.76-77; Nov 91; B

Georgia, Atlanta; Lenox Gables; Niles Bolton; ph.; p.78-79; Nov 91; B

Japan, Fukuoka; Nexus World Housing, Chris­tian DePortzamparc; ph.; p.60, 72, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP)

Design Housing with Nature; by Duo Dickinson; ph.; p.136; Apr 91; LA

Japan, Fukuoka; Nexus World Kashii Offers Housing Solutions; by Western Architects; ph.; m. sec. axon.; p.59-79, 148; Aug 91; PA

Multi-Family Projects; Analysis; by Susan Bradford; ph.; p.73-82; Nov 91; B

One, Two and Multi-Family Housing Definitions; dia.; p.55; June 91; PA

The Pruitt-Igoe Myth; Missouri, St. Louis; Failure of Designer's High Modernism; by Katherine G. Bristol; ph.; sec. ref.; p.163-171; May 91; JAE

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT ELDERLY MIDDLE RISE of Designer's High Modernism; by Katharine G. Bristol; ph.; p.55, June 91; PA

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT ELDERLY MIDDLE RISE

Kansas, Lawrence; Steel Clad Addition to Historic House; Dan Rockhill; ph.; p.90-93; May 91; A

Missouri, St. Louis; Accessory Apartment Added to House; Thomas Moore; ph.; p.54; Aug 91; B

Texas, Houston; Accessory Apartment Added to House; EDI; ph.; p.54; Aug 91; B

MIDDLE RISE

District of Columbia, Washington; Pennsylvania Plaza; Office and Residential, Precast Concrete Wall Details; Hartman & Cox; ph.; pl. sec. det.; p.76-83; Aug 91; AR

Japan, Fukuoka; Jury Comments, PA Award; Steven Holt; m. sec. ill.; p.114-115; Jan 91; PA

Japan, Fukuoka; Nexus World Housing, Mack Architects and Masumi Yanase; ph.; sec. axon.; p.60, 66-79, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA

Japan, Fukuoka; Nexus World Housing; Steven Holt; ph.; m. sec. axon.; p.60-65, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA

New York, Great Neck; Century, BUILDER Award; Spector Group; ph.; p.125; Oct 91; B

Spain, Barcelona; Casa Battlo 1906, Antoni Gaudi; ph.; p.38; June 91; ID

Virginia, Alexandria; Colecroft Station; Michael & Michael; ph.; p.116-117; May 91; B

Wisconsin, Appleton; Remodeled Paper Mills, BUILDER Award; Miller, Wagner & Coenen; ph.; p.131; Oct 91; B

Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Affordable Housing, Two Buildings Remodeled, King Place, Louis Wasser­man; ill.; p.102; June 91; PA

Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Remodeled, BUILDER Award, Louis Wasser­man; ph.; p.130; Oct 91; B

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, ELDERLY HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/ TOWNHOUSE, UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont’d)

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Affordable; Francesco and Aldo Piccaluga; ph.; pl.; p.90; June 91; PA

Illinois, Chicago; Remodeled; Pappageorge & Haymes; ph.; p.122; May 91; B

Kansas, Lawrence; Steel Clad Addition to Historic House; Dan Rockhill; ph.; p.90-93; May 91; A

Missouri, St. Louis; Accessory Apartment Added to House; Thomas Moore; ph.; p.54; Aug 91; B

Texas, Houston; Accessory Apartment Added to House; EDI; ph.; p.54; Aug 91; B

LOW RISE

Arkansas, Dermott; Affordable Housing; Wenzel Associates; ph.; p.91; June 91; PA

California, Newport Beach; Marina, Stockton & Hiday; ph.; p.56; Aug 91; B

California, Redwood Shores; Indian Creek, BUILDER Award; Fisher & Friedman; ph.; p.123; Oct 91; B

California, San Diego; Mixed Use Downtown Development, BUILDER Award; Lorimer & Case; ph.; p.98-103, Oct 91; B

California, San Francisco; Affordable Housing, Converted Hospital Annex Buildings; Sandy & Babcock; ph.; sec. det.; p.136-143; Mar 91; AR

Connecticut, Stamford; Affordable; Perkins & Eastman, ph.; p.106; June 91; PA

Illinois, Chicago; Affordable Duplexes; Holabird & Root; ill.; p.101; June 91; PA

Massachusetts, Boston; Modular Housing; Papesch Associates; ph.; p.142-143, Apr 91; AR

New York, Greenwich; Affordable Temporary Housing for Single Parents, with Community Center; Cooper & Robertson; ph.; p.98-99; June 91; PA

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Affordable Housing; Regent Terrace, Rehabilitation; Goldner, Goldfarb & Kline and Kelly & Maello; ph.; p.98-99; June 91; PA

Texas, Houston; Affordable; Cisneros Partners; m. pl. elev.; p.116-117; June 91, PA
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP) (Cont'd)

MIDDLE RISE (Cont'd)

Japan, Fukuoka; Nexus World Housing; Osamu Ishiyama; ph. pl.; p.60, 73, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA

Japan, Fukuoka; Nexus World Housing; Tusquets & Diaz; ph. pl.; p.60, 71, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA

Japan, Hokusetu; Competition Winner; Yoji Sasaki; m.; p.69; July 91; LA

Maryland, Bel Air; English Country Manor; CWA; ph.; p.60, 71, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA

New York, Brooklyn; Affordable; Spring Creek Gardens; Liebman & Melting and Birmbaum & Kondylos; ph. pl.; p.110-111; June 91; PA

New York, New York; Affordable, Harlem; Strickland & Carson; pl. ill. axon. elev.; p.107; June 91; PA

Oregon, Beaverton; Andover Park, BUILDER Award; Fisher & Friedman; ph.; p.120; Oct 91; B

Pennsylvania, Stroudsburg; Project Chronicle; Womack & Humphreys; ph. pl.; p.115, 120; June 91; B

Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Affordable Housing, Five Buildings Remodeled, Milwaukee West; Herbst, Eppstein, Keller & Chadek; ph. pl. elev.; p.102; June 91; PA

See APARTMENT BUILDING also

AQUARIUM

Aquarium of the Americas; Louisiana, New Orleans; Bienville Group; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-59; Feb 91; A

Aquarium; Japan, Tokyo; Taniguchi Associates; ph.; p.50-51, 68; July 91; LA

Japan, Osaka; Cambridge Seven; ph. pl. sec.; p.63-71; Feb 91; AR

ARBORETUM

See GARDEN, BOTANICAL GARDEN, RECREATION

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ACOCK & SCHLEGEL

Kevin Knight, Firm Profile; New High End Residential Development; New Albany, Ohio; by John Andrews; ph. pl.; p.16-22; Sept 91; CB

ADAMS & WOLF

Residence; Porch Addition; Brookline, Massachusetts; ph.; p.147; Oct 91; B

ADAMSTEIN & DEMETRIOU

Small Log Cabin Inspires Office Building, Firm Profile; Rural, Virginia; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-81; Apr 91; A

AGRANAT, TARNA

Creek Path, Path of Decomposition; Student Proposal; ph. ill.; p.48-49; Dec 91; LA

AITKEN & WREGLESWORTH

Firm Decides to Use Both Mac and DOS; Reasons; by John Hughes; ill.; p.46-47; Nov 91; AR

ALBERT GROUP

Temple Emanuel School; Beverly Hills, California; by Jane Trigere; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Apr 91; INT

ALBERTS & VAN HUUT

Office Building, Middle Rise; NMB Postbank Headquarters; Amsterdam, Netherlands; ph. sec.; p.72-73; Nov 91; INT

ALEXANDER, CHRISTOPHER and CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STRUCTURE

Revisiting Mexico; Occupant Use Report; Interview with Alexander; Fifteen Years After; Mexico; ph. pl.; p.79-81; Mar 91; PA

AMBASZ, EMILIO

Garden Architecture; Small Portfolio of Architect's Work; m. pl.; p.68-69; July 91; AR

Park Climbs 15 Terraces; Other Works by Ambasz; Fukuoka, Japan; m. pl.; p.68-69; July 91; AR

AMES, ANTHONY

Designer's Apartment, Office, Studio and Rental Apartments; Remodeled Warehouse; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-99; Sept 91; AR

ANDERSEN, GEORG

Residence; Interiors; Scarsdale, New York; ph. pl.; p.178-181; May 91; ID

ANDERSON & SCHWARTZ

Women's Fashions Studio, Showrooms and Offices; for Isaac Mizrahi; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79; Sept 91; AR

ANDERSON, DEBARTOLO & PAN

Four-Level Private Suites Addition to Stadium; University of Arizona; Tucson, Arizona; ph. det.; p.100-101; June 91; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ANDERSON, KATHY and KYLE WILLIAMS
Residence; Custom Home Award; Lakeville, Minnesota; ph.; p.22-25; Jan 91; CB

ANDO, TADAO
Architect's Work; m. sec. pl.; p.30-31; Nov 91; A
Furniture Showroom, Cassina; Tokyo, Japan; Interior Design by Mario Bellini; ph.; pl. p.86-89; Dec 91; ID
Office Building; Landscape; Raika Headquarters; Osaka, Japan; ph.; p.54-55; July 91; LA
Retail Complex with Apartments, Showroom; Collezioni; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79; Feb 91; PA
World's Fair Pavilion, Japan; Seville, Spain; m. sec. ill.; p.91; Feb 91; PA

ANDROPOGON
Ecological Landscape Design; Wetlands Concerns in Design; Firms' Ecological Design Work; by Kathleen McCormick; ph. sec.; p.88-91; Oct 91; LA
Hospital; Psychiatric; Site Analysis; Rochester, New York; sec. pl.; p.90; Oct 91; LA

ANSHEN & ALLEN
Salk Institute, Addition; La Jolla, California; Original Design by Louis I Kahn; m. sec.; p.23; Apr 91; A
Shiley Eye Center, University of California; San Diego, California; ph. pl. p.58-63; July 91; A

APPLETON & MECHUR
Residential Development; Affordable Houses, Ocean Park; Santa Monica, California; ph. axon. sec.; p.94-95; June 91; PA

ARAPPCO HOMES
Residential Development; Residence; River Hills Plantation; Greensboro, North Carolina; ph. pl. p.102-103; Mar 91; B

ARBOR SOUTH ARCHITECTURE
Residential Development; BUILDER Award; Eugene, Oregon; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Oct 91; B

ARCHAMBAULT. TIMOTHY and JEFFREY INABA
Private Landscape Structure; Affects Viewing of the Landscape; ph. m.; p.53; Dec 91; LA

ARCHITECTS COLLABORATIVE
Research Center, Oklahoma State University; Stillwater, Oklahoma; ph. pl. sec.; p.106; Feb 91; AR

ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES GROUP and MARTIN E LI WEIL
Residence; Hanna House, 1937, Repaired and Strengthened After Earthquake; Stanford, California; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl. det.; p.112; June 91; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ARCHITECTURE STUDIO
Arenes Technical School; Toulouse, France; m. ill.; p.110-111; Apr 91; PA

ARGONAUT A. E. C./GENERAL MOTORS and HELLMUTH, OBATA & KASSABAUM
Automobile Plant; Saturn Automobile, Spring Hill, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.67; Dec 91; PA

ARIZALA & ARIZALA and DAN KILEY
Legislative Complex; Courtyard Features Native Latte Stones; Agana, Guam; m. pl.; p.38; Sept 91; LA

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
ARCHITECTURE DEPARTMENT
Riverfront Linear Park; Tempe Rio Salado; Tempe, Arizona; ph. m.; p.42-43; Feb 91; LA

ARONSON, SHLOMO
Potash Conveyor Belt; Eighteen Kilometers Long, Landscape Concerns; South Judean Desert, Israel; by J. William Thompson and Shlomo Aronson; ph.; p.86-87; Apr 91; LA

ARQUECTONICA and BERNSTEIN DESIGN
Ceramic Tile Showroom; Italian Tile Center; Miami Beach, Florida; ph. pl. p.164-167; Oct 91; ID

ARRIBAS, ALFREDO and JAVIER MARISCAL
Night Club; Torres De Avila; Remodeled Exposition Towers; Barcelona, Spain; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-97; Sept 91; PA
Night Club; Torres de Avila; Barcelona, Spain; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.60-61; Oct 91; INT

ARROWS STREET
Shopping Center; Urban Marketplace; Cambridge Side Galleria; Critique; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl. p.96-103; May 91; AR

ARTEC
Music/Mass Communication Building; Austin Peay State University; Acoustical Design; Clark Associates and Stackler & Cook; ph. axon.; p.93-95; Jan 91; A

ARTECNICA
Interiors; Cosmetics and Hair Products, Corporate Headquarters, Sebastian; Woodland Hills, California; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.52-55; July 91; INT

ARUP ASSOCIATES
Candy Factory; Colchester, England; ph. pl. sec.; p.70; Dec 91; PA

ASMUSSEN, ERIK
Community Based Anthroposophical Principles; Organic Architecture; Jarna, Sweden; ph. dia. ill.; p.70-73; Mar 91; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ASPEN DESIGN GROUP

Hotel; Santa Fe's Inn of the Anasazi; Santa Fe, New Mexico; Interior Design by Trisha Wilson; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.64-69; Nov 91; INT

ASSOCIATED SPACE DESIGN

Window Covering Showroom, Hunter Douglas; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.178-181; Oct 91; ID

ATKIN, TONY

Residence; Waterfront, BUILDER Award; Stockton, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Oct 91; B

AYERS, SAINT & GROSS

Physics and Astronomy Building, Johns Hopkins University; Auditorium; Baltimore, Maryland; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p.52-57, 96-97; Jan 91; A

B.B.T. ARCHITECTS

Residence; Custom Home Award; Sunriver, Oregon; ph.; p.84-87; Jan 91; CB

BOOR/A

School; Elementary; Lake Oswego, Oregon; m. iso. pl.; p.93; July 91; PA

BAKER, DAVID

Hotel; Affordable Single-Room Occupancy, Studio Durant; Berkeley, California; m. pl. axon. ill.; p.104; June 91; PA

BALSAMO & OLSON

Residential Development; Residence; Bartlett, Illinois; ph.; p.229; Jan 91; B

BANIGAN, STEPHEN M.

Residence; The Courts, Large Models; Potomac, Maryland; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Dec 91; B

BARANES, SHALOM

Office Building; Lobby; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.90; Apr 91; PA

Office Building; Middle Rise; Addition Surrounds Historic Homer Building; Washington, District of Columbia; Original Design by Appleton P. Clarke; ph. pl. sec.; p.110-111; Nov 91; A

BARBER, FLOSS

Coffee and Pastry Bar, Capriccio; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.21; Apr 91; INT

BARLOW-LAWSON, STEPHEN

Biomorph, Desk Designs; Based on Biologically Harmonious Movements; ph. pl. ill.; p.116-120; Sept 91; INT

BARNES, EDWARD LARRABEE and JOHN M. Y. LEE

Library Addition, University of Washington; Wall Details; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.110-117; Nov 91; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BARTLETT, THOMAS

Winery Offices; Sutter Home; Interior Design; St. Helena, California; Robert D. Torres; ph.; p.156-157; Oct 91; ID

BASSENIAIN & LAGONI

Residential Development; Residence; Bellwood Park, BUILDER Award; Foothill Ranch, California; ph. pl.; p.119; Oct 91; B

BAUHS & DRING

Lighting a Bank Interior; Chicago, Illinois; Lighting Design by Mitchell B. Kohn; ph.; p.20; Dec 91; INT

BAUSMAN & GILL

Entertainment Company Offices; Firm Profile; New York, New York; ph. sec. axon.; p.50-53; Oct 91; A

Interiors; Entertainment Company Offices, Elektra; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.140-149; May 91; ID

BECKHARD, HERBERT

Renovation of Architect's House; New Canaan, Connecticut; Original Design by Marcel Breuer; ph.; p.154-159; Mar 91; ID

BEEBY, THOMAS, TERRY FARRELL and JOHN SIMPSON

Master Plan; Paternoster Square; London, England; elev. pl.; p.23; Sept 91; PA

BEHA, ANN

Church; Episcopal; 1810, Reconstructed After Fire; Hanover, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p.114-119; Mar 91; AR

BEHNISCH & PARTNER

Postal Museum; Frankfurt, Germany; ph. pl.; p.74-76; Oct 91; PA

BELLINI, MARIO

Furniture Showroom, Cassina; Interior Design; Tokyo, Japan; Tadao Ando; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Dec 91; ID

BELLSCHNER, ANDREW and JOSEPH VINCENT

Furniture Showroom, Harpers; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.168-171; Oct 91; ID

BELT & COLLINS

One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile; ph.; p.65; Sept 91; LA

BENTEL & BENTEL

Library, St. Joseph College; Patchoque, New York; ph. pl.; p.126-131; Nov 91; AR

BENTLEY & MEISNER

Union Terminal Museum Fountain and Landscaping; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.24; June 91; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

**BENTLEY, LAROSA & SALASKY**
Clothing Store; Joseph Abboud; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.116-121; Sept 91; AR

**BERGER & RAIT**
Furniture Showroom; Brayton; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.118-121; Jan 91; ID

**BERKE & MCWORTER**
Factory-Built House, Affordable; elev. axon. pl.; p.108; June 91; PA
Modular Houses; ph. pl. elev.; p.140-141; Apr 91; AR
Residential Development; New American Home Model; Products; Buckhead, Georgia; by Susan Bradford; ph. pl. elev. axon.; p.178-212; Jan 91; B

**BERKSHIRE DESIGN GROUP**
Hotel; Atrium Courtyard, Landscaping; Greenwich, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.60-61; May 91; LA
Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile, Their Work; Northampton, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.60-61; May 91; LA

**BERKUS GROUP**
Residence; Ocean Ranch; Laguna Niguel, California; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Dec 91; B
Residential Development; Residence; American Traditions; Adelanto, California; ph. pl.; p.99; Mar 91; B
Residential Development; Residence; Cobblestone; Owings Mills, Maryland; ph. pl.; p.88; Oct 91; B
Residential Development; Residence; Desert Horizons; Indian Wells, California; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Feb 91; B
Residential Development; Residence; Sorento; Cypress, California; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Sept 91; B

**BETZ, FRANK**
Residential Development; Residence; Hillbrooke; Alpharetta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.222-223; Jan 91; B

**BEYER, BLINDER & BELLE**
Grand Central Station Restoration and Remodeling; Use of CAD; New York, New York; by John Hughes; ph. ill.; p.56-57, 197; Mar 91; AR
Lighting a Landmark Fashion House; New York, New York; Lighting Design by Johnson & Schwinghammer; ph.; p.14; Aug Suppl 91; AR
Office Building; Middle Rise; Harborside Financial Center; Remodeled Terminal Warehouse; Jersey City, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.120-129; Mar 91; AR

**BIBER, JAMES**
Restaurant; Mesa Grill; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.56-57; July 91; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

**BIENVILLE GROUP**
Aquarium of the Americas; New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-59; Feb 91; A

**BIERMAN-LYTLE, PAUL**
Non-Toxic Materials Used in House; —, Massachusetts; ph.; p.108; May 91; A
Residence; Environmentally Sound Design; ph.; p.65; July 91; INT

**BINDER, R. L.**
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Affordable; Venice, California; pl. elev.; p.108; June 91; PA
Computer Science/Engineering Building; University of California; Firm Profile; Irvine, California; ph. pl.; p.40-45; Oct 91; A

**BIRKERTS, GUNNAR**
Embassy, U. S., Offices; Caracas, Venezuela; m. ill. pl. elev.; p.64-65, 72-73; Aug 91; AR
Humanities Complex, University of Turin; Turin, Italy; m. sec. ill.; p.58-69; Aug 91; AR
Mixed-Use Center Development with Office Tower; Turin, Italy; m. sec. elev. ill.; p.64-69; Aug 91; AR
Mixed-Use Center; Florence, Italy; m. pl. axon. ill.; p.64-65, 70-71; Aug 91; AR
National Library; Riga, Latvia; sec. elev. pl. ill.; p.64-65, 74-75; Aug 91; AR
Portfolio of Architect’s Current Projects; m. elev. ill sec. pl. axon.; p.64-75; Aug 91; AR

**BLACKWELL, MARLON**
Residence; Cashiers, North Carolina; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-103; Apr 91; AR

**BLAKE, JR., EDWARD L.**
Aboretum, Crosby; Ecological Garden; ASLA Award; Picayune, Louisiana; ph. pl.; p.55; Nov 91; LA

**BLATT, MURRAY**
Residence; Custom Home Award; Saratoga Springs, New York; ph.; p.64-67; Jan 91; CB

**BLATTEAU, JOHN**
Bank; Classical Style; Washington, District of Columbia; elev. ph. sel. det.; p.80-84; Feb 91; PA
Classical Architecture as a Critique of Current Practice; elev. ph. det.; p.80-84; Feb 91; PA

**BLOODGOOD, SHARP & SNIDER**
Residential Development; Models; Washington Suburbs, District of Columbia; ill. pl.; p.174; Jan 91; B
Residential Development; Residence; Windsor Park Model; North Tampa, Florida; by Richard Binsacca; ph. pl.; p.217-219; Jan 91; B
Residential Development; Residence; Yorktown, New York; ph. pl.; p.230; Jan 91; B
Residential Development; Townhouse; Ski Area; Lincoln, New Hampshire; ph. pl.; p.89; Feb 91; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BOCA ARCHITECTS COLLABORATIVE
Residential Development; Residence; Silverlakes; Pembroke Pines, Florida; ph. pl.; p.78; Sept 91; B

BOERI, CINI
Silverware Store, Aldo Citterio; Milan, Italy; ph. pl.; p.92-97; July 91; ID

BOHLIN, POWELL, LARKIN & CYWINSKI
Office Building; Hallway Lighting; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. axon.; p.18, May/Suppl 91; AR
School; Private; Winchester Thurston North Hills Campus; Hampton Township, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.58-59, 68-71; Jan 91; A

BOLD, PAMELA
Kitchen; Design Award; ph. pl.; p.51; Aug 91; B

BOLTON, NILES
Apartment Development; Lenox Gables; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Nov 91; B

BOOTH & HANSEN
Electronics Museum, Motorola; Schaumburg, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.68-73; Dec 91; A
Lighting Training Center; Cooper Lighting; Elk Grove Village, Illinois; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. axon.; p.64-69; Mar 91; INT

BOWMAN, OBIE G.
Residence; Sod Roof; Sea Ranch, California; ph. pl.; p.84; May 91; A
Visitor Center; Environmental Education Tool; Santa Rosa, California; m. sec.; p.82-83; May 91; A

BRANDSTON, H. M.
Lighting in Detroit; Downtown Lighting Plan; Detroit, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Dec 91; A

BRAWER & HAUPTMAN
Office Building; Remodeled Loft, BUILDER Award; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.142; Oct 91; B

BRAY & SCHAIBLE
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.124-129; Feb 91; ID

BRAYTON & HUGHES
Interiors; Financial Offices; Palo Alto, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.122-125; Sept 91; AR

BRAYTON, RICHARD
Interiors; Land Development Company Offices, Keenan; San Francisco, California; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Feb 91; INT

BRAZIER, CLARENCE W.
Replacement to Bank's Dome; Tile Roofing with Aluminum; New York, New York; ph. sec.; p.119; Nov 91; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BRENNAN, BEER & GORMAN
Office Building; Exterior Lighting; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. elev. det.; p.92-93; Dec 91; A

BREUER, MARCEL
Renovation of Architect's House; Original Design; New Canaan, Connecticut; Herbert Beckhard; ph. pl.; p.154-159; Mar 91; ID

BRICKLE, RON
Interiors; Apartment; Paris, France; ph. pl.; p.94-97; Dec 91; ID

BRINKMANN, DON
Interior Design; Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; ph.; p.S16-S19; Dec/Suppl 91; ID

BROMLEY, R. SCOTT
Interior Design; Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; ph.; p.S20-S23; Dec/Suppl 91; ID

BROWNING, DAY, MULLINS & DIERDORF
Art Museum; American Indian and Western Art; Indianapolis, Indiana; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-109; May 91; AR

BRUCE, HANK
Remodeled Hillside House; Belvedere, California; by Christina Nelson; ph. pl.; p.34-39; Sept 91; CB

BRUDER, WILLIAM P.
Branch Library; Phoenix, Arizona; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-77; Aug 91; A

BUNKER, STIMSON & SOLIEN
Residential Development; Affordable Housing; Falmouth, Massachusetts; pl. elev.; p.45; Apr 91; LA

BURDICK GROUP
Computer Store, ComputerCraft; San Jose, California; ph. pl.; p.102-105; Apr 91; ID

BURGESS & NIPLE and PERKINS & WILL
Education Village, K Through 12; Perry, Ohio; ill. sec. pl.; p.27; Jan 91; A

BUTLER, RICHARD and RICHARD DUMAS
Showroom for Plumbing Fixtures and Furniture; Paris, France; by Mervyn Kaufman; p.74-77; Aug 91; INT

BUTTRICK, WHITE & BURTIS
Record Store, Tower; Lighting; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Lighting Design by Peter J. Golden; by David Masello; ph. pl.; p.38-43; May/Suppl 91; AR

Record Stores, Tower; Lighting; Cherry Hill and Paramus, New Jersey; Lighting Design by Peter J. Golden; by David Masello; ph. pl.; p.38-43; May/Suppl 91; AR

Refreshment Stand in Central Park; New York, New York; ph. p.100-101; June 91; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BYE, A. E.
Farm Estate Landscape; Lexington, Kentucky; by Jory Johnson; ph. pl.; p.66-69; June 91; LA
Residence; Landscaping; Falls Village, Near, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.66-69; June 91; LA

CRSS and DEISS ASSOCIATES
Automobile Showroom; Volkswagen Feature Car Center; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.44-45; Nov 91; INT

CRSS
Beauty Salon, Blockhead; Houston, Texas; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Nov 91; INT
Clothing and Jewelry Store, Eve France; Houston, Texas; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.48-51; Nov 91; INT
Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices, INTERIORS Award; Dallas, Texas; by J. Scott Omelianuk; ph. pl.; p.122-123; Jan 91; INT
One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile; m. pl.; p.61; Sept 91; LA

CUH2A
Drug-Discovery Laboratories, Two; pl. m.; p.98-99; Feb 91; AR

CWA
Apartment Development; English Country Manor, Bel Air, Maryland; ph. p.80; Nov 91; B

CADWALLADER, DAVID
Jewelry Store, William Noble; Dallas, Texas; ph. p.168-169; June 91; ID

CALATRAVA, SANTIAGO
Cathedral; Completion of St. John the Divine, as Biosphere; New York, New York; m. pl. sec.; p.23; Aug 91; PA
Cathedral; St. John the Divine, Competition for the Completion Design; New York, New York; m. sec.; p.35; Sept 91; A
Railway Station Entrance Hall; Lucerne, Switzerland; ph. sec.; p.84-89; Aug 91; AR

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC GRADUATE STUDENTS
Management Plan for Tijuana River Valley; ASLA Award: San Diego, Near, California; pl. p.68-69; Nov 91; LA

CALTHORPE ASSOCIATES
Post-Suburban Environment; Questioning Reliance on the Car; Sketches of Transit-Oriented Development; by Peter Calthorpe; pl.; p.84-85; Mar 91; PA

CAMBRIDGE SEVEN
Aquarium; Osaka, Japan; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.63-71; Feb 91; AR

CANO & SOTOLONGO
Residential Development; Residence; Sawgrass Mills; Sunrise, Florida; ph. pl.; p.107; Mar 91; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CARBONE & SMOLAN and NBBJ RETAIL CONCEPTS
Jewelry Showroom, Tiffany; New York, New York; Original Design by Stanford White; ph.; p.127+; May 91; INT

CARDEW, PETER
School; Elementary; Based on Native Forms; Jury Comments, PA Award; British Columbia, Stone Indian Reserve, Canada; m. pl. sec.; p.112-113; Jan 91; PA

CARLSON & FERRIN
Supermarket, Larry's; Lighting; Bellevue, Washington; ph. pl.; p.42-45; Aug/Suppl 91; AR

CARRERE & HASTINGS
Replacement Alternatives to Historic Building Components: Example; New York City Library Baluster; New York, New York; ph. sec.; p.117-120; Nov 91; A

CASTEDO, MANUEL
Interiors; Magazine Company Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.118-121; Feb 91; ID
Interiors; Publisher's Offices, Ziff-Davis; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.196-199; Sept 91; ID

CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STRUCTURE
Campus; New Eishin University; Eishin, Japan; ph. pl.; p.102-103; July 91; PA
Portfolio of Firm's Recent Work; Christopher Alexander's Theory of Architecture; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-112; July 91; PA
Residence; Lake Berryessa, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-105; July 91; PA
Residence; Whidbey Island, Washington; ph. pl.; p.106-107; July 91; PA
Shelter for the Homeless; Julian Street Inn; San Jose, California; ph. pl.; p.100-101; July 91; PA

CENTER/MAXIMUM POTENTIAL BUILDING SYSTEMS and MILOSAV CEKIC
Management Plan for Tijuana River Valley; ASLA Award: San Diego, Near, California; pl. p.68-69; Nov 91; LA
Student Center; Carroll College; Helena, Montana, m. pl. sec. elev.; p.45; May 91; A

CENTER/MAXIMUM POTENTIAL BUILDING SYSTEMS
Self-Sustaining Farm; Ecologically Sound Elements, Utopian; Laredo, Texas; ph. axon. sec. map.; p.84-71; May 91; A

CENTERBROOK
Residence; BUILDERS Award; Southern, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Oct 91; B

CENTEX HOMES
Residential Development; Residence; Chantilly Highlands; Herndon, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.95; Mar 91; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CERAMI ASSOCIATES
Ballroom, Acoustic Treatment; Acoustical Design; Lake Buena Vista, Florida. Michael Graves and Alan Lapidus; ph. sec.; p.13; July 91; INT

CHAI, PHILIPPE and JEAN-PAUL MOREL
Schools of Geography and Engineering; Marne-la-Vallee, France; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.109-110; Apr 91; PA

CHAPMAN HOMES
Three Fill-In Houses; Santa Fe, New Mexico; by Ann L. Patterson; ph. pl. elev.; p.58-50; July 91; CB

CHARLES K. & GATSERELIA
Restaurant; Cafe Outre; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Oc 91; ID

CHARTER CAROLINA
Residential Development; Residence; River Hills Plantation; Greensboro, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.103; Mar 91; B

CHEN, RUEY YUAN
Memorial Peace Park; —, Taiwan; m. ph.; p.44-45; Dec 91; LA

CHICAGO ARCHITECTURAL ASSISTANCE CENTER
Residential Training Center for the Disadvantaged; Remodeled; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. axon.; p.41; Mar 91; PA

CHILD ASSOCIATES
Residence; Restored Stan Hywet Hall Estate. Landscaping; Akron, Ohio; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p.64-65; June 91; LA

CHING, WILL
Interiors; Insurance Company Offices, Chubb & Son; New York, New York, ph.; p.208-209; Sept 91; ID

CISNEROS PARTNERS
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Affordable; Houston, Texas; m. pl. elev.; p.116-117; June 91; PA

CIVITAS
Coal Harbour; Office, Hotel, Marine Berths, Retail and Market Space; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; ill. m.; p.48-49; Feb 91; LA

CLARK ASSOCIATES and STACKER & COOK
Music/Mass Communication Building; Austin Peay State University; Acoustical Design; Clarksville, Tennessee; Acoustical Design by Artec; ph. axon.; p.93-95; Jan 91; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CLARK, TRIBBLE, HARRIS & LI
Office Building; High Rise; Spartan Food Systems; Spartanburg, South Carolina; ph. pl.; p.76-79; June 91; A

CLARKE, APPLETON P.
Office Building; Middle Rise; Addition Surrounds Historic Homer Building; Original Design; Washington, District of Columbia; Shalom Baranes; ph. pl. sec.; p.110-111; Nov 91; A

CLINE & DAVIS
Residential Development; Boat Houses; Roanoke Island, North Carolina; elev. pl.; p.76; June 91; B

CLODAGH
Interiors; Advertising Offices, Client Conference Rooms; Dentsu; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl.; p.70-75; Dec 91; ID

Interiors; Public Relations Offices, Brooks Rogers; New York, New York; ph.; p.200-201; Sept 91; ID

CODESIGN
New Town; Water Concerns in Plan; Landscape Design; Nance Canyon, California; DPZ Associates, by Robert L. Thayer, Jr.; pl.; p.168; Oct 91; LA

CONCEPTS II
Kitchen; Remodeled; Orange County, California; by Donna Hartman; ph. pl.; p.23-26; Mar 91; CB

CONCORDIA ARCHITECTS
Contemporary Arts Center, Renovated; New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. axon.; p.152-153; Mar 91; AR

Contemporary Arts Center, Renovated; Remodeled Warehouse; New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. sec.; p.23; Jan 91; PA

Performing, Musical and Visual Arts Center; INTERIORS Award; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Jean Morman; ph. sec.; p.118-119; Jan 91; INT

CONTEMPO BUILDER
Residential Development; Duplex; North Barrington, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.164; Jan 91; B

COOK, JEFFREY
Model for Public Spaces in Desert Communities; m.; p.37; Mar 91; PA

CIOOLIDGE & HODGES
Memorial Church, Stanford University; 1903 Structure Repaired and Strengthened After Earthquake; Original Design; Stanford, California; Degenkold Associates and Hardy, Holzman & Pfeffer, ph. pl. det.; p.113; June 91; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

COOP HIMMELBLAU
Interview with Wolf D. Prix; on Urban Design and Vienna's Architecture of Neurosis; Vienna, Austria; ph. pl. m.; p.136-137, 178; Sept 91; PA
Residence; Jury Comments, PA Award; Malibu, California; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.85-87; Jan 91; PA

COOPER & ROBERTSON
Apartment Development; Affordable Temporary Housing for Single Parents, with Community Center; Greenburgh, New York; ph. pl.; p.98-99; June 91; PA
Museum; Sculpture Garden; Henry Moore Sculpture Garden; ASLA Award; Kansas City, Missouri; Landscape Design by Dan Kiley; pl. pl.; p.57; Nov 91; LA

CORNIG DESIGNS
Hotel; Omni Ambassador East, Interiors, Renovations; Chicago, Illinois; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.106-107; June 91; INT

CORNTO COLLABORATIVE
Bedroom Sheets and Accessories Showroom; Stevens and West Point Pepperell; New York, New York; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.60-61; Nov 91; INT

CROXON COLLABORATIVE
Interiors; Natural Resources Defense Council's Offices, INTERIORS Award; New York, New York; by Michael Wagner; ph. pl.; p.130-131; Jan 91; INT
Office Building; National Audubon Society; New York, New York; ph. ill. sec.; p.104-105; May 91; A
Office Building; Natural Resources Defense Council; New York, New York; ph. sec. ill.; p.88; May 91; A
Recycled Materials in Audubon Headquarters; elev.; p.132; Sept 91; INT
Remodeled 1891 Building, Environmental Concerns, Audubon Society Offices; New York, New York; Original Design by George B. Post, chart, axon. ill. sec.; p.93-99, Aug 91; ID

CROZIER ASSOCIATES and LDR INTERNATIONAL
Piers 5 and 6, Inner Harbor East; Mixed Use Waterfront Development; Baltimore, Maryland; m. pl.; p.50-51; Feb 91; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DANIELIAN ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Residence; New Territory; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.70; Sept 91; B

DAROFF DESIGN
Interiors; Insurance Company Offices; Interior Design; Fort Washington, Pennsylvania; Hillier Group; ph. pl. axon. elev.; p.132-137; Jan 91; ID

DAVIDS & KILLORE
Affordable Group House; PA Award; Jury Comments; m. pl. sec.; p.86; June 91; PA
Residential Development; Townhouse; Housing for Homeless Single Mothers and Children; Jury Comments, PA Award; Escondido, California; m. pl. sec. ill. axon.; p.96-97; Jan 91; PA

DAVIDSON, L. BARRY
Residence; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.101; June 91; B

DAVIS & BRODY
Biotechnology Center, Cornell University; Ithaca, New York; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Feb 91; AR
Firm Profile, Their Work; ph. pl.; p.39-59; Apr 91; INT
Interiors; Advertising Offices, Deutsch Advertising, New York, New York; by Laura Heberton; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Apr 91; INT
Interiors; Architects' Offices; New York, New York; by Laura Heberton; ph. pl.; p.40-43; Apr 91; INT
New York Public Library, Restoration; New York, New York; by Jean Gorman; ph. sec.; p.52-57; Apr 91; INT
New York Public Library; Restoration; New York, New York; ph. sec.; p.86-87; Sept 91; INT
Performing Arts Center; School for American Ballet, Juilliard, Samuel and David Rose Building, New York, New York; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl. axon.; p.44-51; Apr 91; INT
Solid State Technology Center; AT&T Bell Laboratories; Breiningsville, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec.; p.97, 100-103; Feb 91; AR

DAVIS, MARLEEN and THOMAS K. DAVIS
Master Plan, University of Miami; Analysis; Miami, Florida; by Marleen Davis and Thomas K. Davis; pl. ill. biblio.; p.8-15; Summer 90; JAE

DAWSON, KERRY
Inventory of Flora of Fuchs Hammock; ASLA Award; Miami, Near, Florida; ph.; p.78; Nov 91; LA

DeMARTINO, STEFANO and REM KOHLHAAS
Advertising Agency Offices; London, England; ph. pl. axon.; p.100-105; Sept 91; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)
DePORTZAMPARC, CHRISTIAN
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Nexus World Housing; Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl.; p.60, 72, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA

DEBS, ELIZABETH
Affordable Group House; PA Award; Jury Comments; pl. elev.; p.85; June 91; PA

DEGENKOLD ASSOCIATES and HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER
Memorial Church, Stanford University; 1903 Structure Repaired and Strengthened After Earthquake; Stanford, California; Original Design by Coolidge & Hodges; ph. pl. det.; p.113; June 91; AR

DELK, EDWARD BUEHLER
Art Museum, Phlilbrook; Villa Philbrook Estate; Original Design; Tulsa, Oklahoma; Urban Design Group and Michael Lustig; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.60-65; Nov 91; A

DENNIS, MICHAEL, JEFFREY CLARK and TAM'S/ARCHITECTS
East Campus, Carnegie Mellon University; Dormitories; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Oct 91; PA

DENNIS, MICHAEL
Arts Center; University of Virginia; Jury Comments, PA Award; Charlottesville, Virginia; m. pl. ill. dia.; p.120-121; Jan 91; PA

DERCK & EDSON
Apartment Development; Landscape; Old Town Lancaster; Lancaster, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.56-63; Apr 91; LA

DESIGN CONSORTIUM
Riverfront Park, Woldenberg; New Orleans, Louisiana; ph.; p.28-31; Feb 91; LA

DESIGN CONTINUUM
Yacht and Beach Clubs; Disneyland; Interior Design; Orlando, Florida; Robert A. M. Stern; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.56-59; Oct 91; INT

DESIGN STUDIO
Child Care Center; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.158-159; May 91; INT

DESIGN TRADITIONS
Residence; Charity Show House; Woodstock, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.63; Nov 91; B

DESIGN WORKSHOP
Open Pit Mine Site, Reclaimed for Housing and Open Space; Aguas Claras, Brazil; ph. pl. ill.; p.30; Dec 91; LA
Residential Development; Wildcat Ranch, Large Sites and Preserve; Aspen, Near, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.26; Aug 91; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

DESCLAUGIERS, FRANCOIS
Convention Center; Toulouse, France; ill. pl. sec. axon.; p.111; Apr 91; PA

DESPRADELLE, C. D.
Office Building; Middle Rise; Berkeley Building, Office and Retail, 1905, Restored and Remodeled; Original Design; Boston, Massachusetts; Notter, Finegold & Alexander; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-99; Mar 91; AR

DIMARINISI & WOLFE
Materials Recycling Facility; Springfield, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p.68; Dec 91; PA

DIPRIMA CONSTRUCTION
Residence; Showcase House; Lansing Island, Florida; by John Andrews; ph. pl.; p.30-34; July 91; CB

DIVOSTA
Residential Development; Residence; Sun Terrace; Palm Beach Gardens, Florida; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Mar 91; B

DIAMOND, A. J., DONALD SCHMITT and BREGMAN & HAMANN
Earth Sciences Centre, University of Toronto; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Feb 91; AR

DIAMOND, A. J. and DONALD SCHMITT
City Hall Complex; Jerusalem, Israel, ill. pl.; p.40; Aug 91; LA

DIAZ-ACZUY, ORLANDO
Interiors; Financial Services Office; San Francisco, California; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.60-63; Feb 91; INT

DILLER & SCOFIDIO
Architectural Tourism Exhibition; Fifty Suitcases Utilized; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph.; p.27; Mar 91; A
Residence; Jury Comments, PA Award; North Haven, Long Island, New York; m. pl. elev.; p.88-90; Jan 91; PA

DOMIGAN, STEPHEN K.
Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile, His Work; Xeriscape Advocate; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.62-63; May 91; LA
Residence; Xeriscape Landscape Plan; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.79-83; Oct 91; LA

DONOVAN & GREEN
Furniture Showroom, Haworth; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Apr 91; INT

DOUGHERTY & DOUGHERTY
School; Elementary; Orange, California; m. pl.; p.89; July 91; PA
School; Elementary; Santa Ana, California; m. pl.; p.89; July 91; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

DOUGLAS, JOHN C.
Office Building; Low Rise; New Times Building, Landscape; ASLA Award; Phoenix, Arizona; Landscape Design by Steve Martino; ph. pl.; p.50; Nov 91; LA

DOYLE WILSON HOMES
Residence; Wentworth Estates; Plano, Texas; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Dec 91; B

DREYFUSS, HENRY
Office Seating; Stress Free; ph.; p.34; Nov 91; INT

DUANY, ANDRES and ELIZABETH PLATER-ZYBERK
New Town; Gaithersburg, The Kentlands, Maryland; ph. pl.; p.112-113, 118-119; Oct 91; AR
New Village; Orange Beach, Tannin Village, Florida; ph. pl.; p.113, 116-117; Oct 91; AR
New Village; Vero Beach, Village of Windsor, Florida; ph. pl.; p.113-115; Oct 91; AR
Portfolio of Current Work of Urban Planning Firm; ph.; p.110-119; Oct 91; AR
Residential Development; Kentlands, Community Taking Shape; Analysis of Design; Gaithersburg, Maryland; ph.; p.74-77, 116-117; Dec 91; A

EBC
Urban Park; Tuen Mun, Hong Kong; ph. pl.; p.40; Sept 91; LA

EDAW
Mission Bay, Mixed Use Urban Plan; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.50-55; Sept 91; LA
National Cathedral's Landscape Completed; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.22; Jan 91; LA
One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile, ph.; p.63; Sept 91; LA
Samuel Love Greenway, City Park; Englewood, Colorado; ph.; p.49-51; Jan 91; LA

EDI
Accessory Apartment Added to House; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.54; Aug 91; B
Residential Development; Residence; Wexford, Raleigh, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Sept 91; B

ELS/ELBASANI & LOGAN
Center for the Creative Arts; Fairfield, California; ph. axon. sec.; p.64-69; Sept 91; A
Hotel; Renovation of Mission Inn, 1903; Riverside, California; ph. pl.; p.82-89; Oct 91; PA
Marketing Strategies; ph. dia.; p.21; July 91; INT
Ronald McDonald House; for Critically Ill Children and Their Families; San Francisco, California; ph. axon.; p.160-161; May 91; INT

EARTH DESIGN
Kitchen; ph. pl.; p.64; Mar 91; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ECKSTUT, STANTON
Interview with Urban Designer; ph.: p.96; Nov 91; PA

EDBROOKE, W. J.
Apartment Building; Interiors; Landmark Building Renovation; Original Design; New York, New York; Judith Stockman; ph. pl.; elev.: p.188-193; May 91; ID

EHRlich, STEVEN
Recreation Center, Shatto; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.70-73; Sept 91; A

EISENMAN ARCHITECTS and LORENZ & WILLIAMS
College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning; University of Cincinnati; Jury Comments, PA Award; Cincinnati, Ohio; pl. elev.; p.62-64; Jan 91; PA

EISENMAN, PETER
Architect Designs Fabric; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.60-63; Aug 91; INT

ELKUS & MANFREDI
Interiors; NCARB Offices; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.26-27; Dec 91; INT

ELLENZWEIG ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Lighting Blue Cross Blue Shield; New Haven, Connecticut; Lighting Design by William Lam; by Virginia Cartwright; ph. pl.; p.50-55; May/SuppI 91; AR

ELLERBE & BECKET and DUNLOP & FARROW
Office Building; High Rise; CN/Royal Trust; Jury Comments, PA Award; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; m. pl.; p.100-101; Jan 91; PA

ELLERBE & BECKET
Hospital; Psychiatric; Storage and Desk Unit Detaled; Cedar Rapids, Iowa; ph. sec.; p.28; May 91; INT
National Hospital; Oslo, Norway; m. pl.; p.102-103; Oct 91; PA
Office Building; High Rise; Jeddah, Saudi Arabia; m. pl.; p.103; Oct 91; PA
Portfolio of Firm's Current Work; m. pl. axon.; p.102-104; Oct 91; PA

ELLIOTT ASSOCIATES
Ballet Studios; INTERIORS Award; —, Oklahoma; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.128-129; Jan 91; INT
City Monument; Giant Arrows and Sign; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.36-37; July 91; INT
Interiors; Insurance Company Offices, Photo Holder Details; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl. det.; p.40-41, 12; July 91; INT
Jewelry Store; BUILDER Award; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; ph.; p.139; Oct 91; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

ELLIOTT ASSOCIATES (Cont’d)
National Cowboy Hall of Fame, Exhibition Gallery; Art Museum; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Kristen Richards; ph. axon.; p.38-39; July 91; INT
Office Building; Interiors; Lobby; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.42-43; July 91; INT

ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP
Foodservice Presentation Center, Kraft; Deerfield, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Nov 91; ID

ESTES COMPANY
Residence; Seekonk, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.94-95; June 91; B

EVANS GROUP
Residence; Custom Home Award; Longwood, Florida; ph.; p.72-74; Jan 91; CB
Residence; Custom Home Award; Maggie Valley, North Carolina; ph.; p.56-58; Jan 91; CB
Residence; New Territory; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.71; Sept 91; B
Residential Development; Residence; Hammock Dunes; Palm Coast, Florida; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Feb 91; B

FTL ASSOCIATES
Portable Outdoor Orchestra Shell; Tension Fabric and Steel Frame Details; New York, New York; ph. det.; p.102-105; Sept 91; A

FWA GROUP
Twin-Hulled Cruisers, Interiors; ph.; p.24; June 91; INT

FACILITIES DESIGN
Office Furniture Showroom, Steelcase; ASID Winner; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.176-177; Oct 91; ID

Falcone, Daniel
Builder's Own House, Energy Efficient; Livingston, New Jersey; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.34-38; Nov 91; CB

FARRELL, TERRY et al.
Paternoster Square Development; Master Plan; London, England; elev. pl.; p.32; July 91; A

FEILDEN & CLEGG
Recording Studio; Real World Studios, Acoustical Concerns; Bath, England; Acoustical Design by Harris & Grant; ph.; p.38; June 91; INT

FELTON & PARRY
Builder's Own House; Newton, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.69; Nov 91; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FENTRESS, BARBARA

Convention Center; Interior Design; Denver, Colorado; C. W. Fentress and J. H. Bradburn, by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.44-49; July 91; INT

FENTRESS, C. W. and J. H. BRADBURN

Convention Center; Denver, Colorado; Interior Design by Barbara Fentress; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.44-49; July 91; INT

Municipal Center; Golden, Colorado, by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.50-51; July 91; INT

FERNANU & HARTMAN

County Museum and Cultural Center; Napa County, California; pl. sec. elev. ill.; p.99; Aug 91; PA

Portfolio of Firm's Current Work; Influence of Vernacular Architecture; m. pl. sec. elev. axon. ill.; p.98-100; Aug 91; PA

Residence; —, California; sec. pl.; p.98-99; Aug 91; PA

Residence; San Francisco Bay Area, California; m. pl. sec.; p.100; Aug 91; PA

Residence; Sea Ranch, California; m. pl. axon.; p.100; Aug 91; PA

FERRI, ROGER

Beach Pavilion; Seaside, Florida; ph. sec.; p.74-77; May 91; AR

Penthouse Apartment, Two-Story; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.80-87; Sept 91; INT

FERRIS ARCHITECTS

Affordable Single-Family House, Tower; PA Award, Jury Comments; pl. sec. elev.; p.86; June 91; PA

Residence; BUILDER Award; Westport, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Oct 91; B

FIFIELD & PIAKER

Interiors; Office Lobby, Remodeled Warehouse; Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl. iso.; p.164-165; Sept 91; ID

FISHER & FRIEDMAN and ANTHONY GUZZARDO

Apartment Development; Landscape; Bayside Village, San Francisco, California; ph.; p.56-63; Apr 91; LA

FISHER & FRIEDMAN

Apartment Development; Andover Park, BUILDER Award; Beaverton, Oregon; ph.; p.120; Oct 91; B

Apartment Development; Bayside Village, Mixed Use; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.118-119; May 91; B

Apartment Development; Low Rise; Indian Creek, BUILDER Award; Redwood Shores, California; ph. pl.; p.123; Oct 91; B

Club House; Andover Park, BUILDER Award; Beaverton, Oregon; ph.; p.132-133; Oct 91; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FISHER & FRIEDMAN (Cont'd)

Food Facility, University of California; BUILDER Award; Irvine, California; ph.; p.138; Oct 91; B

Residential Development; Andover Park, Preserves Trees; Beaverton, Oregon; ph. pl.; p.72, 74; July 91; B

FISHER, ROBINSON

Four Painterly Gardens in Urban Development; Atlanta, Georgia; by Nancy Anne Dawe; ph.; p.48-51; Apr 91; LA

FLANSBURGH, EARL R.

Interiors; Trust Management Company's Offices; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.150-153; May 91; ID

School; Elementary; Sunderland, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.58-61; Jan 91; A

School; Elementary; Warren, Massachusetts; pl. elev. ill.; p.90; July 91; PA

FLEMING, JAMES SCOTT

Award Kitchen; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Mar 91; B

FLOURNOY, BILL

City Greenways Design; History; Raleigh, North Carolina; by Charles Little; pl.; p.112; Jan 91; LA

FONG & STEVEN

Studio Prototype House; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.75-77; Nov 91; PA

FORD, POWELL & CARSON

Residence; Landscape, Stone Walls; Castle Pines, Colorado; Landscape Design by POD and David Sheridan; by Tom Jenkins; ph. pl.; p.56-57; June 91; LA

Rivercenter, River Walk Extension; San Antonio, Texas; ph. pl.; p.32-35; Feb 91; LA

FOSTER ASSOCIATES

Airport Terminal, Stansted; Wall Section; Essex, England; ph. pl. sec. ill. m. sel.; p.53-63; Dec 91; PA

Art Museum Additions; Royal Academy; Sackler Galleries; London, England; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.88-93; Oct 91; AR

FOX & FOWLE

Embassy Suites Hotel, Interiors; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.124-125; Sept 91; INT

New Hotel Over Landmark Palace Theater; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.107-109; Nov 91; A

FRANCIS, BILLY

Interiors; Apartment; London, England; ph.; p.102-103; Dec 91; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FURNESS, FRANK
Library; Furness Building, University of Pennsylvania; Restoration, Original Design; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Venturi & Scott Brown; ph. pl. sec. dia. elev.; p.81-89; May 91; PA

GASS, TOM
Office Furniture Showroom, United Chair Company; ASID Winner; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pi.; p.172-175; Oct 91; ID

GAUDI, ANTONI
Apartment Building; Casa Batllo, 1906; Barcelona, Spain; ph.; p.150-155; Oct 91; ID

GAYNOR, JOHN
Hotel; Sheraton Palace, 1895; Renovation; Original Design; San Francisco, California; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.61-67, Jan 91; AR

GEDDES, BRECHER, QUALLS & CUNNINGHAM
Museum; Futures Center, Franklin Institute; Lighting; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Lighting Design by Jerry Kugler; ph. pl. det.; p.56-61; Feb/Suppl 91; AR

Science Museum; Franklin Institute's Futures Center; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.61-67; Jan 91, AR

GEHRY, FRANK O.
Art Museum; Guggenheim Museum of Modern Art; Bilbao, Spain; m. sec.; p.25; Nov 91; AR

GENSLER ASSOCIATES and LEASON POMEROY
Airport Terminal; John Wayne Airport; Orange County, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.230-235; July 91; AR

GENSLER ASSOCIATES
Apple Computer Offices; Cupertino, California; ph. pl.; p.116-119, Nov 91; ID

Computer Plant, Becton Dickinson; San Jose, California; ph. pl.; p.100-105; Aug 91; ID

Furniture Showroom, Allsteel; Dallas, Texas; ph.; p.46; June 91; ID

Interiors; Corporate Headquarters; Klein Tools; Showroom; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.112-115; Nov 91; ID

New York Headquarters, Interiors; San Paolo Bank; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Sept 91; INT

Office Building; Glazed Lobby; Long Beach, California; ph. pl.; p.87; Apr 91; PA

Office Building, Low Rise; Epstein America; Canopy Section; Torrance, California; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Aug 91; A

Office Building; Middle Rise; Columbia Pictures Headquarters; The Role of CAD; Case Study; Burbank, California; by Ann Moore and John Hughes; ph. ill.; p.86-87; July 91; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

GENSLER ASSOCIATES (Cont'd)

Prototype Transit Station; Monorail Transit System and Parking Intercept Program; Burbank, California; pl. ill.; p.42; Mar 91; PA

GERARD, ETHAN
Masonic Hall; Restoration; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.200-201; May 91; ID

GERTLER & WOOLF
Interiors; Modeling Agency Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.128-131; Apr 91; ID

GILBERT, CASS
Judicial Center; Addition; Original Design; St. Paul, Minnesota; Leonard Parker; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.80-87; Nov 91; A

GILLIS, RALPH
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; Interior Design by Robert Currie; ph. pl.; p.148-151; Nov 91; ID

GIULIANI ASSOCIATES
Airport; National Terminal, Remodeled Hangar; Arlington, Virginia; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.130-135; Mar 91; AR

GLAZER ASSOCIATES
Music Hall, Exterior Lighting; Cincinnati, Ohio; Lighting Design by William Lam; by Judith Davidsen; ph.; p.48-49; May/Suppl 91; AR

GLENDENING, E. A.
School; Elementary; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.90; July 91; PA

GLITSCH, VAL
Residence; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-65; Oct 91; A

GLUCK, PETER L.
Residence; Mamaroneck, New York; ph. pl. ill.; p.100-103; Apr 91; PA

GLUCKMAN, RICHARD
Interiors; Loft Apartment and Studio; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.222-225; Sept 91; ID

GOLDEN, PETER J.
Record Store, Tower; Lighting; Lighting Design; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Buttrick, White & Burts; by David Masello; ph. pl.; p.38-43; May/Suppl 91; AR

Record Stores, Tower; Lighting; Lighting Design; Cherry Hill and Paramus, New Jersey; Buttrick, White & Burts; by David Masello; ph. pl.; p.38-43; May/Suppl 91; AR

GOLDSMITH, VAL
Pre-Visualization in Architectural Design; Using Computers Before the Working Drawings; Jury Comments. PA Award; ill.; p.131; Jan 91; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GOLDNER, GOLDFARB & KLINE and KELLY & MAIELLO
Apartment Development; Low Rise, Affordable Housing; Regent Terrace, Rehabilitated; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.88-89; June 91; PA

GOODHUE, BERTRAM
State Capitol Building, Restoration; Original Design; Lincoln, Nebraska; Vermeer & Haecker; ph.; p.34-35; Nov 91; A

GOODMAN, JOEL
Massive Solar Collectors; Their Architectonic Potential; m. sec. ill.; p.99; Mar 91; PA

GOODY & CLANCY
Office Building; Lobby as Public Passageway; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec; p.85; Apr 91; PA

GORLIN, ALEXANDER
Residence; East Hampton, New York; Interior Design by Siskin & Valls; ph. pl.; p.234-237; Sept 91; ID

GOTTWALL, JANUSZ
Interiors; Detail of Lighting Over Partition Wall, Management Firm’s Offices; New York, New York; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl. axon.; p.110-111; Sept 91; INT

GRAHAM, BRUCE
Interview About Architect’s Career; ph.; p.104-105; Apr 91; PA

GRAVES, MICHAEL and ALAN LAPIDUS
Ballroom, Acoustic Treatment; Lake Buena Vista, Florida; Acoustical Design by Cerami Associates; ph. sec.; p.13, July 91; INT

GRAVES, MICHAEL and KLIPP PARTNERSHIP
Central Library Competition; Denver, Colorado; m. pl.; p.34; Apr 91; A

GRAVES, MICHAEL
Dolphin and Swan Hotels; Use of Value Engineering; Orlando, Florida; ph.; p.24-25; Dec 91; AR
Interior Design; Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; ph.; p.52-57; Dec/Suppl 91; ID
Office Building; Middle Rise; Team Disney Offices; Burbank, California; ph. pl.; p.80-89; June 91; A; Office Building; Three Level Lobby; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. sec.; p.89; Apr 91; PA

GREENWAYS
Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile. Their Work; Raleigh, North Carolina; ph.; p.56-57; May 91; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GRENSALD ASSOCIATES
Lighting, The Citadel; Lighting Design; Commerce, California; Nadel Partnership and Sussman & Przybysz; by David Masello; ph. pl.; p.36-39; Nov/Suppl 91; AR

GRESHAM & SMITH
Special Care Health Center; Dalton, Georgia; Interior Design by Quantrell & Mullins; ph. det.; p.114-117; Apr 91; ID

GRIFFITH, CHARLES
Energy Conserving House; Rural, Indiana; ph. sec. ill. biblio.; p.129, May 91; A

GRIMSHAW, NICHOLAS
Production Plant; Cologne, Germany; m. pl. elev.; p.72; Dec 91; PA
World’s Fair Pavilion, United Kingdom; Seville, Spain; m. sec.; p.89-90; Feb 91; PA

GRINSTEIN & DANIELS
Hospital; Residences for AIDS Patients; San Pedro, California; m. pl.; p.27; Nov 91; AR

GRISWOLD, HECKEL & KELLY
Interiors; Offices, A. C. Nielsen; Bannockburn, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Aug 91; ID
Interiors; Realtor’s Offices; JMB; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.122-125; Nov 91; ID
Interiors; TV-Ratings Company Offices, Lighting; Bannockburn, Illinois; Lighting Design by Horton & Lees; ph.; p.34-35; Aug/Suppl 91; AR

GROH, CAROL
Interiors; Record Distribution Company Offices, WEA; New York, New York; ph.; p.124-127; Apr 91; ID

GRUPO DE DISENO URBANO
Park; Parque Tezozomac; Mexico City, Mexico; pl. ill.; p.20; Dec 91; LA

GRUZEN, SAMTON & STEINGLASS
Hebrew Home for the Aged; Riverdale, New York; ph.; p.94; Aug 91; INT

GWATHMEY & SIEGEL and FWA GROUP
College of Architecture, University of North Carolina; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.118-125; Nov 91; AR

GWATHMEY & SIEGEL
Agriculture and Life Sciences Building, Cornell University; Alumni Auditorium; Ithaca, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.38-39, 44-47, 98-99; Jan 91; A
Center for Theory and Simulation, Cornell University; Ithaca, New York; ph. pl. elev.; p.39, 42-43; Jan 91; A
Design Showroom; IDCNY; Long Island City, New York; ph.; p.58-89; Sept 91; INT
Field House, Cornell University; Ithaca, New York; ph. sec.; p.38-41; Jan 91; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GWATHMEYA & SIEGEL (Cont’d)
Fogg Museum, Addition, Harvard University; Werner Otto Hall; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Michael J. Grosbie; ph. pl. sec.; p.51-59; Nov 91; A

GWYNNE & PUGH
Spiral Concrete Stair; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.44; Feb 91; AR

HED
Manufacturing, Storage and Offices; Hewlett-Packard, Component Details; Roseville, California; ph. axon.; p.106-107; Aug 91; A

HMFH ARCHITECTS
School; School Above Daycare-Community Center; New York, New York; ill. sec.; p.93; Jan 91; AR

HOGH ASSOCIATES
Conservation Easement Restoration; ASLA Award; Loudoun County, Virginia; ph.; Nov 91; LA
Ewa Beach Marina; Oahu, Hawaii; pl. elev.; p.50-55; Sept 91; LA

HABITAT DESIGN GROUP
Residential Development; Residence; U. S. Homes; Denver, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.70; Feb 91; B

HACKWORTH, GREGORY SCOT
Residential Development; Residence; Salt Lake City, Utah; ph. pl.; p.72; Feb 91; B

HACKWORTH, GREGORY and PEGGY WYATT
Affordable Single-Family House; PA Award; Jury Comments; ill. pl.; p.84; June 91; PA

HADID, ZAHA
Moonsoon Restaurant; Sapporo, Japan; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-69; Feb 91; PA

HADLEY, HARLAN
Architect’s View on Functional Design; Motorcycle Designer; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.145; Apr 91; ID

HAGUE & RICHARDS
Interiors; Whitman Corporation Offices; Chicago, Illinois; by Laura Heberton; ph. pl.; p.96-99; June 91; INT

HAIGH, PAUL
Residence; Interiors, Remodeled; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.114-119; July 91; ID

HALE, TERRY
Apartment Development; Westminster Quay; British Columbia, New Westminster, Canada; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Nov 91; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

HALPRIN, LAWRENCE
Lingotto Park; Integration with Fiat Factory; Remodeled into Multi-Purpose Center; Turin, Italy; by Kevin Powell; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.52-55; Aug 91; LA

HAMILTON, HOUSTON & LOWNIE and BOSTI
Mentally Ill Elderly House; Buffalo, New York; pl.; p.24; Aug 91; AR

HAMMEL, GREEN & ABRASHAMSON
Crop Science Laboratory, North Dakota State University; Fargo, North Dakota; ph.; p.107; Feb 91; AR
School; Elementary; Eagan, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.88; July 91; PA

HAMMOND, BEEBY & BAKBA
Office Building; High Rise; 1931 Building Renovated; 745 Fifth Avenue; New York, New York; Original Design by Ely Jacques Kahn; ph. sec. det.; p.156; 158-159; Mar 91; AR
Office Building; Lobby; Austin, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.88; Apr 91; PA

HAMPTON, MARK
Designer’s Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.158-163; June 91; ID

HANNA & OLIN
Art Institute; Stanley McCormick Memorial Court; Chicago, Illinois; elev. pl.; p.22; Apr 91; LA
Urban Public Square; Canary Wharf and Exchange Square, Firm’s Other Work; London, England; by Martin H. McNamara; ph. pl.; p.58-61, 44-45; Aug 91; LA

HARA, HIROSHI
Downtown Redevelopment; Second-Prize Winner; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; m. axon. dia.; p.113-115; July 91; PA

HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER
Auditorium; Brooklyn Academy of Music; Majestic Theater Renovation; Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Sept 91; INT
Fine Arts Center, Middlebury College; Middlebury, Vermont; elev. pl.; p.34; Jan 91; A
Rainbow Room Atop Rockefeller Center; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Sept 91; INT

HARGREAVES ASSOCIATES
Landfill Park; Palo Alto, California; pl. ill.; p.99; Mar 91; PA
Residence; Landscape; ASLA Award; Landscape Design; Napa Valley, California; Powell, Tuck & Conner; ph.; p.56; Nov 91; LA
Riverfront Walkway Park; Incorporates Flood Control; San Jose, California; ill. pl.; p.40-41; Feb 91; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HARIRI & HARIRI
Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.112-113; Sept 91; PA

HARNAR, JEFF
Artist's Studio; Santa Fe, New Mexico; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Aug 91; A
Children's Museum; Santa Fe, New Mexico; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Aug 91; A
Residence; Firm Profile; Santa Fe, New Mexico; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Aug 91; A

HARRIS & GRANT
Recording Studio; Real World Studios; Acoustical Concerns; Acoustical Design; Bath, England; Feilden & Clegg; ph.; p.38; June 91; INT

HARRIS, HARWELL HAMILTON
Obituary; 1903-1990; ph.; p.25; Jan 91; PA

HARRIS, STEVEN
Residence; Kent, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-75; Apr 91; AR

HARTMAN & COX and MORRIS ARCHITECTS
Office Building; Middle Rise; Market Square; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. elev.; p.58-63; Apr 91; A

HARTMAN & COX
Law Library, Georgetown University; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-101; Nov 91; AR
Office Building; Middle Rise; One Franklin Square; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Apr 91; A
Pennsylvania Plaza; Office and Residential; Precast Concrete Wall Details; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.76-83; Aug 91; AR

HASBROUCK & PETERSON
Residence; Restoration of the Dana-Thomas House; 1904; Springfield, Illinois; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-95; May 91; AR

HASEGAWA, ITSUKO
Cultural Center, Metallic Garden; Shonandai, Japan; by Rita McWilliams; ph.; p.64-66; July 91; LA

HAVERSON & ROCKWELL
Interiors; Penthouse Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.238-241; Sept 91; ID

HAWTHORNE, HENRY
Forest Engineering Research Facility; Uses Engineered Wood; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; ph.; p.98-99; Sept 91; A

HAYDEN, MICHAEL
Lighting Sculpture; ph.; p.10+; Aug/Suppl 91; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

HAYES, THAD
Men’s Clothing Store, Wilke Rodriguez; New York, New York; ph.; p.182-185; Sept 91; ID

HEIM, JEAN-PIERRE
Silverware Store, Puiforcat; Paris, France; ph.; p.88-89; July 91; ID

HELFFAND, MARGARET
Small Industrial Building, Pre-Engineered; Arkville, New York; ph. sec. det. axon.; p.128-131; Oct 91; AR
Women’s Clothing Store, Cullinane; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. iso.; p.106-109; Apr 91; ID

HELLE & LEAKE
Office Building; Middle Rise; Precast Concrete Wall Section; San Francisco, California; ph. sec. det.; p.77, 80-81; Jan 91; A

HELLMUTH, OBATA & KASSABAUM
Baseball Stadium; Comiskey Park, Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.60-67; June 91; AR
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Headquarters; Electronic Systems; Fairfax, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.109-110; June 91; A
Interiors; Headquarters Offices; ph. pl.; p.132-135; Nov 91; ID
Interiors; Rockefeller Center Lobby; Renovation; New York, New York; ph.; p.162-163; Sept 91; ID
One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile; m.; p.70; Sept 91; LA
School; High; Flushing, New York; m. pl. sec.; p.91; July 91; PA
Zoo; Living World Complex; Lighting; St. Louis, Missouri; by David Masello; ph.; p.46-49; Aug/Suppl 91; AR

HELPENK ARCHITECTS
Study Centers for Academic Departments, New York University; Two 1850’s Townhouses Restored; New York, New York; ph. pl. elev.; p.100-105; Mar 91; AR

HERBST, EPPSTEIN, KELLER & CHADEK
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Affordable Housing; Five Buildings Remodeled; Milwaukee West; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; ph. pl. elev.; p.102; June 91; PA

HERMAN, ROBERT
Elderly Housing; Apartment Complex for Low-Income; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.90-99; Aug 91; AR

HERMANOVSKI & LAUCK
Clothing Store, Neiman-Marcus; Clearance Center; Wayne, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.120-121; Nov 91; ID
Interiors; Law Offices; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.170-173; June 91; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HILDNER, JEFFREY
Nursing Home; Library, Dormitory and Residential Addition; Princeton, New Jersey; ph. pl. elev.; p.72-77; Feb 91; AR

HILLIER GROUP
Engineering Building; Princeton University; Additions, Princeton, New Jersey; ill. elev.; p.72-77; Feb 91; AR

HILLIER GROUP
Engineering Building; Princeton University; Additions, Princeton, New Jersey; ill. elev.; p.72-77; Feb 91; AR

INTERIORS; Insurance Company Offices; Fort Washington, Pennsylvania; Interior Design by Daroff Design, ph. pi.; axon, elev.; p.132-137; Jan 91; ID

Office Building; Middle Rise; Jury Comments, PA Award; Ridgefield Park, New Jersey; m. pi. ill.; p.66-73; May 91; AR

U.S. Healthcare Customer Service Center Offices; Signage; Blue Ball, Pennsylvania; by Karin Tellow; ph. pi.; p.71-79; Jan 91; ID

HIMMEL & BONNER
Clothing Store and Restaurant, Boogie's Dinner; Wall Details, Lighting; New York, New York; by Laura Heberton; ph. pi.; p.140-145; Feb 91; ID

HISAKA ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Lobby; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. sec.; p.91; Apr 91; PA

Office Building; Middle Rise; Curtain Wall Details; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. elev.; det.; p.66-73; May 91; AR

HOLT, HINSHAW, PFAU & JONES
Administrative and Maintenance Facility; Concrete Batching Company; Oakland, California; ph. pl.; p.80-81; July 91; PA

Astronauts Memorial; Kennedy Space Center; Cape Canaveral, Florida; by Gavin Hogben and Jeffrey Kipnis; ph. pl. elev.; det.; p.71-79; July 91; PA

Display Machine, Mechanical, for Office Accessories; ph. axon.; p.85; July 91; PA

Film and Tape Archives Building; Paramount Pictures; Los Angeles, California; ph. pi.; p.82-84; July 91; PA

Office Tools and Accessories Exhibit, Details; New York, New York; ph.; p.163; Mar 91; ID

Residence; For Visiting Japanese Executives; Jury Comments, PA Award; Malibu, California; ph. pl. elev.; det.; p.91-93; Jan 91; ID

Residence; Jury Comments, PA Award; Manhattan Beach, California; m. pl. sec.; p.110-111; Jan 91; PA

HOPE ARCHITECTS
Underground Parking Garage; Seaport Village; San Diego, California; m. sec.; p.91; Dec 91; A

HOPKINS COMPANY
Residential Development; Residence; English Turn, New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Mar 91; B

HORNBOSTEL, HENRY
College of Fine Arts Building, Carnegie-Mellon University; Stone Carving Resumes After 75 Years; Original Design; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Paul Rosenblatt and Bruce Lindsey; sec.; elev.; p.154-155; Mar 91; AR

HORTON & LEES
Interiors; TV-Ratings Company Offices, Lighting; Lighting Design; Bannockburn, Illinois; Griswold, Heckel & Kelly; ph.; p.34-35; Aug/Suppl 91; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HOUSE & HOUSE
Kitchen; BUILDER Award; Hillsborough, California; ph.; p.145; Oct 91; B

HOWARD, NEEDLES, TAMMEN & BERGENDOFF
New Hanover International Airport; Wilmington, North Carolina; ph. pl. sec.; p.60-63; Feb 91; A

School; High; Peoria, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.88; July 91; PA

HOWELLS & HOOD
Chicago Tribune Lobby, 1925, Restored; Original Design; Chicago, Illinois; John Vinc.; ph. elev. iso.; p.106-107; Sept 91; AR

HVATT, RAINES & VITEK
Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile, Their Work; ph. pl. ill. m.; p.68-69; May 91; LA

ISD
Clothing Store, Zara International; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.94-95; Sept 91; INT

Interiors; Law Offices; Interior Design; Irvine, California; Albert C. Martin; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Nov 91; ID

INNOVA ARCHITECTURE
Residential Development; Townhouse; Kingstowne, Alexandria, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.94; Mar 91; B

ISHII, MOTOKO
Lighting Design; ph.; p.28; Mar 91; INT

Three Chandeliers; ph.; p.30; Apr 91; INT

ISHIYAMA, OSAMU
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Nexus World Housing; Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl.; p.60, 73, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA

ISOZAKI, ARATA and GRUEN ASSOCIATES
Skylights and V-Shaped Coffers; ph. sec. det.; p.45; Feb 91; AR

ISOZAKI, ARATA and HEATHER THIEDEKE
Library Administration Building, Bond University; Queensland, Australia; ph. pl.; p.58-65; May 91; AR

ISOZAKI, ARATA and JAMES STEWART POLSHEK
Brooklyn Museum Auditorium; Remodeled; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.88-93; Sept 91; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ISOZAKI, ARATA and JUAN CARLOS CARDENAL
Olympic Sports Hall; Raising the Dome; Barcelona, Spain; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-93; Apr 91; PA

ISOZAKI, ARATA
Exhibit of Architect's Work; Los Angeles, California; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.120; July 91; ID

ISRAEL, FRANKLIN D.
Interiors; Design Firm's Offices, Ceiling Glass Details; Venice, California; iso. ph.; p.24; Apr 91; INT

JBL HOMES
Residential Development; Residence; Aurora Oaks; New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. pl.; p.97; Mar 91; B

JACKSON & PAGE
Townhouse; Fair Street; Guilford, Connecticut; ph.; p.120-121; May 91; B

JACOBS & RYAN
Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile, Their Work; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. m. elev.; p.66-67; May 91; LA

Urban Plazas; City Front Center, Illinois Center; Chicago, Illinois; pl. m.; p.66; May 91; LA

JACOBS, HUGH NEWELL
Art Center, St. John's University; Collegeville, Minnesota; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-85; Nov 91; AR

JAFFE ACOUSTICS
Rehearsal Hall; Skylight and Other Acoustic Elements; Acoustical Design; Van Dijk & Johnson; ph. sec.; p.54; Sept 91; INT

JAHAN ASSOCIATES
Affordable Single-Family House; PA Award; Jury Comments; ph. sec. elev.; p.78-79; June 91; PA

JEFFREY, NOEL
Kips Bay Guest Bedroom, Interiors; Kips Bay, New York; ph.; p.170-171; Sept 91; ID

JENNINGS & STOUT
Weekend House; Healdsburg, California; ph. pl.; p.78-83; Nov 91; PA

JENNINGS, JIM
Sculpture Studio; California College of Arts and Crafts; Jury Comments, PA Award; Oakland, California; m. pl. elev. ill.; p.116-117; Jan 91; PA

JERDE PARTNERSHIP
'Wizzbang' Interior Lighting and Graphics; Programmable, Building Wide; ill. elev.; p.8; Feb/Suppl 91; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

JERDE PARTNERSHIP (Cont'd)

Downtown Shopping Center; Del Mar Plaza, Landscape; Del Mar, California; Landscape Design by Emmet Wemple; by Dirk Sutro; ph.; p.70-73; Apr 91; LA

Mixed-Use Resort and Research Center; Jury Comments, PA Award; Mie Prefecture, Ise Shima, Japan; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.122-123; Jan 91; PA

Tile Dome for Fashion Institute; ph elev det.; p.45; Feb 91; AR

JIRICNA, EVA

Clothing Store and Other Designer Goods, Joseph; INTERIORS Award; London, England; by Jean Gorman; ph pl.; p.104-105; Jan 91; INT

Shoe Store, Joan & David; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.186-189; Sept 91; ID

JOHNSON & SCHWINGHAMMER

Lighting a Landmark Fashion House; Lighting Design; New York, New York; Beyer Blinder & Belle; ph.; p.14; Aug/Suppl 91; AR

JOHNSON, JOHNSON & ROY

One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile; ph. pl.; p.67; Sept 91; LA

Sears Plan, Mixed Use; Corporate Headquarters; Chicago, Near, Illinois; elev. pl.; p.50-55; Sept 91; LA

JOHNSTON ASSOCIATES

Residential Development; Residence; Cotswolds; Northbrook, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Aug 91; B

JONES & JONES

Airport Entry Drive; ASLA Award; Portland, Oregon; ph. pl.; p.54; Nov 91; LA

Newcastle Beach Park; ASLA Award; Bellevue, Washington; ph.; p.51; Nov 91; LA

San Diego Zoo; ASLA Award; San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.60; Nov 91; LA

JONES & KIRKLAND

Office Building; Glazed Lobby; Ontario, Scarborough, Canada; ph. axon. ill.; p.87; Apr 91; PA

JONES, FAY and MAURICE JENNINGS

Community Chapel; Fort Worth, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-97; Mar 91; A

JONES-EVANS, DALE

Residence; Melbourne, Australia; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.84-87; Nov 91; PA

JOVA, DANIELS & BUSBY

Interiors; Publishing Corporation Offices; Southern Progress; Birmingham, Alabama; ph. pl.; p.126-131; Mar 91; ID

JOYCE & SNOWEISS

Residence; Gables Estates, Florida; ph. pl.; p.164-167; June 91; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

JUNG A BRANNEN

The Atrium, Precast Concrete Wall Sections; Newton, Massachusetts; ph. det.; p.77, 82-83; Jan 91; A

JUSTICE CENTER JOINT VENTURE

Justice Center; San Antonio, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-69; Feb 91; A

KCA ARCHITECTS

Photovoltaic Systems Manufacturing Facility; Fairfield, California; m. ill. pl. sec.; p.65; Dec 91; PA

KMJR

Department of Ecology Headquarters; Competition Winner; Olympia, Near, Washington; m. pl.; p.47; June 91; A

KAHLER, SLATER & TORPHY

Downtown Master Lighting Plan, Street and Building Lighting; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; by Judith Davidsen; ph. ill.; p.30-35; Nov/Suppl 91; AR

KAHN ASSOCIATES

Mixed-Use Downtown Project; Sexton Commons; Westhampton Beach, New York; ph.; p.123; May 91; B

KAHN, ELY JACQUES

Office Building; High Rise; 1931 Building Renovated; 745 Fifth Avenue; Original Design; New York, New York; Hammond, Beeby & Babka; ph. sec. det.; p.156, 158-159; Mar 91; AR

KAHN, LOUIS

Art Galleries; Two, Yale University, 1953 and 1974; New Haven, Connecticut; ph.; p.96-97; Oct 91; AR

Art Museum; Kimbell, 1972; Fort Worth, Texas; ph.; p.101; Oct 91; AR

Conference on Architect's Work; AIA and ACSA; ph. ill.; p.21, 24; Dec 91; A

Kahn Reconsidered; Major Retrospective; His Life and Review of His Work; by Roger Kimball; ph.; p.94-103; Oct 91; AR

Library and Dining Hall; Philips Exeter Academy, 1972; Exeter, New Hampshire; ph.; p.102; Oct 91; AR

Medical Research Building and Biology Building, 1965; University of Pennsylvania; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.103; Oct 91; AR

Salk Institute Landscape Alteration; Original Design; La Jolla, California; Lois Scherr; ph.; p.38; Oct 91; LA

Salk Institute for Biological Studies, 1965; La Jolla, California; ph.; p.100; Oct 91; AR

Salk Institute, Addition; Original Design; La Jolla, California; Anshen & Allen; m. pl. sec.; p.23; Apr 91; A

KAJIMA INTERNATIONAL

Mitsui Banking Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.80-85; Dec 91; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KAJIMA INTERNATIONAL (Cont'd)

Restaurant; Mon Cher Ton Ton; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Feb 91; ID

KALLMAN, McKINNELL & WOOD
Becton Dickinson Headquarters, Landscape; ASLA Award; Franklin Lakes, New Jersey; Landscape Design by Morgan Wheelock; ph. pl.; p.58; Nov 91; LA

KAPLAN, McLAUGHLIN & DIAZ and PFISTER PARTNERSHIP
Office Building; Interiors; One Bush Street, Renovation, Elevator Cab Detail; San Francisco, California; Original Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. det.; p.55-22-23; Feb 91; INT

KAPLAN, McLAUGHLIN & DIAZ
Hi-Desert Medical Center; Joshua Tree, California; ph. pl.; p.46-49; July 91; A

KARMI ARCHITECTS
Residence; Tel Aviv, Israel; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-74; Nov 91; PA

KAUFMAN & BROAD
Residential Development; Residence; California Marquis; Palmdale, California; ph. p.99-99; Mar 91; B
Residential Development; Residence; Moreno Valley Ranch; Moreno Valley, California; ph. pl.; p.220-221; Jan 91; B

KAUFMAN & MEES
Residential Development; Residence; Kentlands; Washington, Near, District of Columbia; ph. pl. elev.; p.80-81; July 91; B

KAVANAUGH, GERE
Craft and Folk Art Museum Store; Los Angeles, California; ph. p.122-123, Feb 91; ID

KAWASE, ATSUMI
Landscape Grounds of Hotel and Office Building; Tokyo, Japan; ph.; p.70; July 91; LA

KELLEN, DAVID
Interiors; Management Firm Offices; Beverly Hills, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.114, 118-119; Sept 91; PA

KELLY, BRUCE and DAVID VARNELL
Shakespeare Garden, Central Park; ASLA Award; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.65; Nov 91; LA

KEYES, CONDON & FLORANCE (Cont'd)

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KEYES, CONDON & FLORANCE
Office Building; Middle Rise; Liberty Place; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Apr 91; A
Washington Office Center; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Apr 91; A

KILEY, DAN
First Interstate Plaza; Public Use; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.44-46, Jan 91; LA
Museum; Sculpture Garden; Henry Moore Sculpture Garden; ASLA Award; Landscape Design; Kansas City, Missouri; Cooper & Robertson; ph. pl.; p.57; Nov 91; LA

KINZIE, PAM and LES TAYLOR
Affordable Single-Family House; PA Award; Jury Comments; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.83; June 91; PA

KLIMENT, R. M. and FRANCES HALSBAND
Interiors; Insurance Company Offices, Marsh & McLennan; Lighting Plan; New York, New York; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79; Mar 91; INT

KLING & Lindquist, KOETTER & KIM and DENNIS & CLARK
Science and Technology Building, Syracuse University; Syracuse, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.48-51; Jan 91; A

KLING & Lindquist
Office Building; High Rise; Bell Atlantic Tower; Structural Analysis, Wall; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec. det. dia.; p.104-107, 133-135; Mar 91; A

KNUDSON & GLOSS
Residence; Custom Home Award; Jefferson County, Colorado; ph.; p.44-57; Jan 91; GB

KOETTER & KIM and DENNIS & CLARK
Shaffer Art Building, Syracuse University; Syracuse, New York; ph. axon.; p.48-51; Jan 91; A

KOHN, MITCHELL B.
Lighting a Bank Interior; Lighting Design; Chicago, Illinois; Bauhs & Dring; ph.; p.20; Dec 91; INT

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX, KRESS & COX and NAEGELE, HOFFMANN & TIEDEMANN
World Bank Headquarters; Retains Two of Seven Existing Structures; Details of Skylight and Wall Sections; Washington, District of Columbia; m. pl. elev. sec. det.; p.156, 160-163; Mar 91; AR

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX and SCHUMAN, LICHTENSTEIN, CLAMAN & EFRON
Office Building; High Rise; Stone Cladding Details; New York, New York; ph. sec.; p.82-83; Feb 91; A

23
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX
Office Building: Lobby as Public Passageway; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.85; Apr 91; PA
Office Building: Lobby; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.66; Apr 91; PA
World Bank Complex; Jury Comments, PA Award; Washington, District of Columbia; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.106-107; Jan 91; PA

KOHN, PEDERSEN, FOX & CONWAY
Interiors: Cable Company Offices, Viacom; New York, New York; ph. pl. elev.; p.190-195; Sept 91; ID
Interiors; Financial Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.75-76; Dec 91; PA
Interiors; Investment Company Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.64-85; Sept 91; INT
Interiors; Law Offices, Two Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.73-75; Dec 91; PA

KONING & EIZENBERG
Community Services Center; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-103; Mar 91; A
Hotel; Affordable Single-Room Occupancy, Los Angeles, California; ill.; p.104; June 91; PA

KOOLHAAS, REM and FUMINORI HOSHINO
Residential Development; Nexus World Housing, Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl. sec.; p.60, 74-79, 148; Aug 91; PA

KRINKE, REBECCA
Forest Sculpture; Beauty and Fear; ph.; p.42-43; Dec 91; LA

KROHN & HARTVIG RASMUSSEN
World’s Fair Pavilion, Denmark; Seville, Spain; m.; p.91; Feb 91; PA

Krukowski, Kenneth J.
Kitchen; Remodeled, BUILDER Award; Edgeworth, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.146; Oct 91; B

KUGLER, JERRY
Museum; Futures Center, Franklin Institute; Lighting; Lighting Design; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; ph. pl. det.; p.56-61; Feb/Suppl 91; AR

KUNIHIO, GEORGE
Beauty Salon, Naka; Harrison, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.148-149; Mar 91; ID

KUROKAWA, KISHO and FUJIKAWA & JOHNSON
Sports Club Building; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-99; June 91; AR

KUROKAWA, KISHO
Art Museum, Addition; Van Gogh Museum; Amsterdam, Netherlands; axon. ill.; p.25; Nov 91; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

LDR INTERNATIONAL
Presentation Graphics for Landscape Architects; by J. William Thompson; ph. ill.; p.82-83; Feb 91; LA

LPA ARCHITECTS and LEGORRETA ARQUITECTOS
Shopping Center; Tustin Market Place; Tustin, California; ph. pl.; p.52-55; Dec 91; A

LABORATORIO ASSOCIATI
Clothing Store, Gianni Versace; Paris, France; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Nov 91; INT
Women’s Clothing Store, Versace; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-101; Apr 91; ID

LACAYO ARCHITECTS
Kitchen; Kauai, Hawaii; ph. pl.; p.65; Mar 91; B

LACHER, ELYSE
Interiors; Designer’s Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.182-187; May 91; ID

LAKE & FLATO
Bank; Fair Oaks, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.89-91; Feb 91; AR
Ranch House; Roma, Texas; ph. pl.; p.70-73; Aug 91; A
Residence; Uses Industrial Shed of Old Cement Plant; Kyle, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.86-91; Apr 91; AR

LAM, WILLIAM
Music Hall, Exterior Lighting; Lighting Design; Cincinnati, Ohio; Glazer Associates; by Judith Davidsen; ph.; p.48-49; May/Suppl 91; AR
Office Building; Lighting Blue Cross Blue Shield; Lighting Design; North Haven, Connecticut; Ellezwieg Associates; by Virginia Cartwright; ph. pl.; p.50-55; May/Suppl 91; AR

LANDAUH GROUP
Bureau of Worker’s Compensation Offices; Columbus, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Jan 91; INT
Interiors; Actuarial Consultants Offices, Executive Suite; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.74-77; Jan 91; INT
Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices, Executive Suite; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Jan 91; INT
Interiors; Developer’s Offices, F. H. Prince; Chicago, Illinois; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.88-89; June 91; INT
Interiors; Law Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Jan 91; INT
Interiors; Real Estate Firm Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Jan 91; INT
Interiors; Skin-Care Company Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. ill.; p.88-93; Jan 91; INT
Restaurant; Revolving; Ventanas; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Jan 91; INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

LANDAHLL, GREGORY

Designer of the Year Award; Profile, His Work; ph. p.63-93; Jan 91; INT

Interiors; Real ESTATE Developers Offices, Miglin-Beitler; Lobby Shelf Detail; Interior Design, Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.68-71, 16-17; Jan 91; INT

LANEY, JAMES C. R.

Residence; Interiors; Interior Design; Northwest Area, Georgia; Gregg Sims; ph. pl.; p.160-163; Nov 91; ID

LARSEN, JACK LENOR and CHARLES FORBERG

Designer’s Residence and Offices; East Hampton, New York; by Justin Henderson; ph. p.112-115; Sept 91; INT

LARSON ASSOCIATES

Interiors; Corporation Offices, Crown Consolidated; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.164-167; May 91; ID

LAUTNER, JOHN

1963 House Remodeled; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-93; Nov 91; PA

Architecture; Review of His Work; ph.; p.15; Dec 91; AR

LAVALLEE & BRENSINGER

Residence; Meredith, New Hampshire; ph. p.96-97; June 91; B

LAVENDER DESIGN

Residential Development; Residence; Runningsbrook; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.225; Jan 91; B

LE CORBUSIER

Architect’s History and Work; by Ivan Zaknic; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.27-36. Summer 90; JAE

Four Houses; —, France; pl. ill. ph. iso.; p.176-178; May 91; JAE

Swiss Pavilion, Cite Universitaire of Paris; Essay by William Curtis; Discussion; Paris, France; ill pl. ref.; p.200-205; Aug 91; JAE

LeMOYNE, LAPOINTE & MAGNE et al.

Municipal Workshops; Jury Comments, PA Award; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; m. pl. ill.; p.104-105; Jan 91; PA

LEDOUX, CLAUDE-NICOLAS

Architect’s Works, Rediscovered and Restored; Review of Vidler’s Book on Ledoux; Interview with Vidler; by Anthony Vidler; ph. pl. ill. axon. m. sec.; p.106-116, 193; May 91; PA

Chateau, 1769; Normandy, France; ph. pl. sec.; p.111; May 91; PA

Ledoux Architecture Museum, Remodeled Royal Saltworks, 1779; Original Design; Arc-et-Senans, France; Anthony Vidler and Pierre Schalt; ph. pl. m.; p.112-113; May 91; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

LEDOUX, CLAUDE-NICOLAS (Cont’d)

Tollgates, 18th Century, Restored; Paris, France; ph. pl. axon.; p.107-108; May 91; PA

LEE, TODD and CLARK & ROZAS

Interiors; Handicapped Designer’s Apartment; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.120-123; Apr 91; ID

LEE, TOM

Hotel; Doral Park Avenue; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.130-139; Oct 91; ID

Radisson Empire Hotel, Renovation; Interior Design; New York, New York; Emery Roth and Sons; by Justin Henderson; ph. p.74-77; Dec 91; INT

LEERS & WEINZAPFEL

District Court Building; Newburyport, Massachusetts; ph. pl. axon.; p.68-71; Oct 91; A

Obsevatory, Phillips Exeter Academy; Exeter, New Hampshire; ph.; p.72-73; Oct 91; A

Subway Structures; Wall Section and Plan; Selected Detail; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p.112; Apr 91; PA

LEFF, NAOMI

Clothing Store, Saks Fifth Avenue; New York, New York; ph. pl. m.; p.178-181; Sept 91; ID

Conference Center; Executive Retreat, Interiors; Beaver Creek, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.134-143; June 91; ID

Interior Design; Hall of Fame Inductee; Her Work; ph.; p.528-531, Dec/Suppl 91; ID

LEGRORRETA ARQUITECTOS

Children’s Discovery Museum; San Jose, California; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Sept 91; A

Residence; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.126-133, Apr 91, AR

LEGRORRETA, RICARDO

Review of Architect’s Projects; ph. m.; p.22, 24; Sept 91; A

LEIGHTON, ROBERT

Apartment Development; Landscape; Blue Heron Pointe; Northville Township, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.56-63; Apr 91; LA

LEMBO & BOHN

Restaurant; Angelo Pietro; Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Dec 91; ID

LEON, DON ALVARO

Korean War Memorial Competition; Controversy; m. pl.; p.27; Feb 91; A

LESSARD ARCHITECTURAL GROUP

Residence; Sully Station Model; Centreville, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.99; Dec 91; B

LEVISEUR, ELSA

Residence; Xeriscape Landscape; Santa Monica Mountains, California; ph. pl.; p.79-83; Oct 91; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LEVY, MAX
Residence; Includes Dance Studio; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Feb 91; AR

LEWIS HOMES
Residential Development; Residence; Terra Vista, Rancho Cucamonga, California; ph. pl.; p.224; Jan 91; B

LEWIS, ROGER
Residential Development; Chapmen's Landing, Charles County, Maryland; pl; p.84; July 91; B

LIBESKIND, DANIEL
History Museum with Jewish Museum Addition; Berlin, Germany; pl m.; p.94; Dec 91; PA

LIEBMAN & MELTING and BIRNBAUM & KONDYLIS
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Affordable; Spring Creek Gardens; Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl.; p.110-111; June 91; PA

LIEFMANN, MARTIN
Downtown Redevelopment; Second-Prize Winner; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; m. axon. sec. ill.; p.113-115; July 91; PA

LIMITED STORE DESIGN
Women's Clothing Store, Henri Bendel; New York, New York; ph.; p.82-87, July 91; ID

LINE and SPACE
Botanical Gardens; Visitor Center; Superior, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.86-87; May 91; A

LONGORIA & PETERS
Medical Center; El Paso, Texas; ill. axon.; p.108; Apr 91; A

LORD, AECK & SARGENT
AIDS Research Center; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.86; July 91; A

LORIMER & CASE
Low Rise; Mixed Use Downtown Development, BUILDER Award; San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.98-103; Oct 91; B

Residential Development; Residence; Maracay, BUILDER Award; Chula Vista, California; ph. pl.; p.116; Oct 91; B

LOWERY, JACK
Interiors; Guest Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.226-227; Sept 91; ID

LUMINAE SOUTER
Marin County Civic Center, Exterior Lighting; Lighting Design; San Rafael, California; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p.40-43; Nov/Suppl 91; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LUMINAE SOUTER (Cont'd)
Palace of Fine Arts Building Lighting; San Francisco, California; Original Design by Bernard Maybeck; ph.; p.44-47, Feb/Suppl 91; AR

LYLE, JOHN TILLMAN
Architect and Landscape Architect's Ecosystem Design Studies; His Philosophy and Work; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-88, June 91; LA

Tijuana River Valley Concept Plan; pl.; p.87; June 91; LA

MGS ARCHITECTS
Restaurant; Mezzanine Rail; Sequoia; Washington, District of Columbia; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.66-67, 30; Oct 91; INT

MacDONALD & MACK
Restoration of House, 1913; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Original Design by Purcell & Elmslie; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.144-151; Mar 91; AR

MacDONALD, DONALD
Affordable Small Exhibit Starter Home; Oakland, California; ph. axon.; p.97; June 91; PA

Small Starter House; Demonstration Affordable; Oakland, California; ph. axon.; p.170; Jan 91; B

MACE, RON
Architect Establishes Accessibility Codes; Disabilities Act Update; ph. pl.; p.76, 78; Feb 91; INT

MACHADO & SILVETTI and FABIO NONIS
Piazza Dante, with Fountain and Staircases; Jury Comments, PA Award; Genoa, Italy; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.118-119; Jan 91; PA

MACK ARCHITECTS and MASUMI YANASE
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Nexus World Housing; Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.60, 66-70, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA

MACK ARCHITECTS
Residence; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl.; p.64-69; Nov 91; PA

MACK, MARK and NEZAR ALSAYYAD
Alexandria Library; Historical Site Analysis; Alexandria, Greece; by Mark Mack and Nezar Alsayyad; ph. pl. ill. axon. sec. map; p.110-118; Feb 91; JAE

MADDOX, EVA
Carpet Showroom, DuPont; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Oct 91; ID

MAGNUSSON, CARL
Furniture Showroom, Knoll; Florence, Italy; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-101; July 91; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MAKI, FUMIHIKO
Cinema Palace; Venice, Italy; m. pl.; p.143-145; Sept 91; PA
Tepia Plaza; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl.; p.52-57; July 91; LA

MALEADY, ROY & O'BRIEN
Residential Development; Montgomery Village, Maryland; ill. pl.; p.72-74; June 91; B

MARKWOOD, PHILLIP
Bathroom; ph. pl.; p.67; Mar 91; B
Residence; BUILDER Award; Dublin, Ohio; ph.; p.144; Oct 91; B

MARQUIS ASSOCIATES
Community Recreation Center; BUILDER Award; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.143; Oct 91; B
Gymnasium, Park and Community Center; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.68-73; June 91; AR
Residence; BUILDER Award; Sausalito, California; ph. pl.; p.111; Oct 91; B

MARTIN ORGANIZATION
Residence; River Crossing; Norton, Massachusetts; ph.; p.71; Aug 91; B
Residential Development; Residence; Haven Hills; Guilderland, New York; ph.; p.79; Sept 91; B

MARTIN, ALBERT C.
Biology and Chemistry Facility; California Institute of Technology; Beckman Institute; Pasadena, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-57; July 91; A
Interiors; Law Offices; Irvine, California; Interior Design by ISD; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Nov 91; ID

MARTINO, JAMES THOMAS
Townhouse; Affordable; Nehemiah Homes Plan; Brooklyn, New York; ph.; p.110-111; June 91; PA

MARTINO, STEVE
Landscape Architect's Work in the Southwest; Uses Native Sonoran Species; Tempe, Arizona; by Nora Burba Trulsson; ph.; p.114-116, Oct 91; LA
Office Building; Low Rise; New Times Building, Landscape; ASLA Award; Landscape Design; Phoenix, Arizona; John C. Douglas; ph. pl.; p.50; Nov 91; LA

MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Heritage State Park; Holyoke, Massachusetts; by Nancy Levinson; ph.; p.52-55; Jan 91; LA

MATHEWS, BICE & DEBBAS
Interiors; Financial Offices; Remodeled Warehouse; Emeryville, California; ph. axon. pl.; p.114-117; Sept 91; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MAXMAN, SUSAN
Bank; BUILDER Award; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.141; Oct 91; B
President Elect of A. I. A.; Profile; ph.; p.13; July 91; A
Residence; Architect's Philosophy; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec.; p.46-49; Oct 91; A
Residence; BUILDER Award; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.110; Oct 91; B
Residence; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.90-91; June 91; B
Residence; Remodeled, BUILDER Award; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.128-129; Oct 91; B

MAXWELL, JAMES
Restaurant; Remillard's, Remodeled Brick Kiln; Larkspur, California; ph.; p.72-73; Feb 91; INT

MAYBECK, BERNARD
Palace of Fine Arts Building Lighting; Original Design; San Francisco, California; Luminae Souter; ph.; p.44-47; Feb/Suppl 91; AR

MAYEUX & RANGEL
Art Studio; Monterrey, Mexico; ph. axon.; p.51-57; Aug 91; A

MAZRIA ASSOCIATES
Highway Rest-Stops and Weigh Stations; Based on Traditional, Spiritually-Based Cultures; —, New Mexico; m. dia.; p.74-75; Mar 91; PA

McCLUSKEY, ELLEN
Apartment Building; Interiors; Lobby, Two; New York, New York; ph.; p.160-161; Sept 91; ID

McCoy, RONALD
Residence; Marina del Rey, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-99; Apr 91; PA

McCUNE & GERWIN
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Hearthside Caswell; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Nov 91; B

McDONOUGH, WILLIAM
Men's Clothing Store; Paul Stuart; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Nov 91; INT
Office Building; High Rise; Trade Center; Warsaw, Poland; pl. ill.; p.97; Mar 91; PA

McGRAW & BALDWIN
Flight Training Complex; Seismic Considerations; Very Light, Braced-Frame Steel Structure; San Diego, California; ph. pl. det. sec. axon.; p.106-111; June 91; AR

McINTURFF ARCHITECTS
Weekend House; Firm Profile; Front Royal, Virginia; ph. axon.; p.88-91; Apr 91; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

McKAY, DONALD
Residence; Jury Comments, PA Award; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; m. pl. dia.; p.96-99; Jan 91; PA

McKINNEY, HEATHER H.
Swimming Pool Complex; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Oct 91; A

McLARAND & VASQUEZ
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Infill Downtown; Fullerton, California; by Susan Bradford and David A. Jones; ph. pl.; p.113-115; May 91; B

McWILLIAMS & WIMPENNY
Beauty Salon, Shear Artistry; Greenwich, Connecticut; ph.; p.150-151; Mar 91; ID

MEDICAL DESIGN INTERNATIONAL and BAKER INTERIORS
Hospital; Cancer Treatment Center; Atlanta, Near, Georgia; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.50-53; Nov 91; B

MEIER, RICHARD
Art Museum and Research Complex; Getty Center; Los Angeles, California; m. pl.; p.21-22; Nov 91; A

M. Paul Getty Arts Center; Los Angeles, California; m. pl. axon.; p.80-87; Oct 91; AR

Museum of Contemporary Art; Jury Comments; PA Award; Barcelona, Spain; m. pl. sec.; p.94-95; Jan 91; PA

Office Building; Middle Rise; Bridgeport Center, Analysis; Bridgeport, Connecticut; by Gevork Hartoonian; ph. pl.; p.33-36; Nov 90; JAE

MEKUS & JOHNSON
Interiors; Telephone Technology Center, Ameritech; Chicago, Illinois; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.84-87; June 91; INT

METZGER, ROBERT
Interior Design; Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; ph.; p.92-93; June 91; ID

MEYER, GREG and BRIAN WOOD
Midwestern Sidewalks; Student Proposal; ph. ill.; p.50-51; Dec 91; LA

MICHAEL & MICHAEL
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Colecroft Station; Alexandria, Virginia; ph.; p.116-117; May 91; B

MIGLIASSI & JACKSON
Factory Orientation Center; ill. pl.; p.111; Apr 91; A

MILLER, WAGNER & COEKEN
Apartment Building; Remodeled Paper Mills; BUILDER Award; Appleton, Wisconsin; ph.; p.131; Oct 91; B

MILLS, EDWARD I.
Shoe Store, Kenneth Cole; INTERIORS Award; New York, New York; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Jan 91; INT

Shoe Store, Kenneth Cole; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Sept 91; INT

MILNER, JOHN
Anatomy of a Wall Failure; Aiden Park; Restoration; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.114-119; Feb 91; AR

MINTZ, DAVID
Office Building; High Rise; Lighting, Interior and Exterior; Lighting Design; Atlanta, Georgia; Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback; by David Masello; ph.; p.52-55; Feb/Suppl 91; AR

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA
Medical Center; University of California; Westwood, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-71; July 91; A

Office Building; Lobby; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.88; Apr 91; PA

MITHUN PARTNERS
Residence; Camano Island, Washington; ph. pl.; p.92-93; June 91; B

MONACELLI ASSOCIATES and MORGAN WHEELOCK
Botanical Conservatory; Boston, Massachusetts; pl. m. elev.; p.22; June 91; LA

MONEO, RAFAEL
Cinema Palace; Venice, Italy; m. pl.; p.143-144; Sept 91; PA
Railroad Station, Atocha; Madrid, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec. axon. ill.; p.222-229; July 91; AR

MONTOYA, JUAN
Interiors; Apartment; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.122-125; Jan 91; ID

MOORE, CHARLES, RICHARD DODGE and JESSEN
Alumni Center; University of Texas; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.70-73; Mar 91; A

MOORE, CHARLES, URBAN INNOVATIONS GROUP and FISHER & FRIEDMAN
City Hall; Pleasant Hill, California; ph. pl.; p.74-81; Sept 91; A

MOORE, CHARLES
A.I.A. Gold Medal Award; His Work; ph. pl.; p.58-61, 170; Mar 91; A
A.I.A. Gold Medal Award; ph. ill.; p.9, 19; Feb 91; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MOORE, CHARLES (Cont'd)
A.I.A. Gold Medal Award; ph.; p.19; Jan 91; A

MOORE, IACOFANO & GOLTSMAN and LAWRENCE WIGHT
Flood Park; Accommodates People with Disabilities; Menlo Park, California; ph. p.102-103; Feb 91; A

MOORE, RUBLE & YUDELL and AUSTIN HANSEN GROUP
Church; Catholic; Rancho Santa Fe, California; ph. pi. sec.; p.78-83; Feb 91; AR

MOORE, RUBLE & YUDELL and RATCLIFF ARCHITECTS
Molecular Biology Research Facility; University of California; San Diego, California; ph. pi.; p.78-81; Mar 91; A
Science Complex, University of Oregon; Eugene, Oregon; ph. p.86-95; Nov 91; AR

MOORE, RUBLE & YUDELL
Church of Christ; Glendale, California; ph pi. sec.; p.74-77; Mar 91; A
Hotel; Plaza las Fuentes; Pasadena, California; Interior Design by Pfister Partnership; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.48-51; Feb 91; INT

MOORE, THOMAS
Accessory Apartment Added to House; St. Louis, Missouri; ph.; p.54; Aug 91; B

MORGAN, HILL, SUTTON & MITCHELL
Hotel for Elderly and Ill; Shreveport, Louisiana; ph. p.43; Mar 91; PA

MORI, TOSHIKO
Clothing Showroom, Marimekko; New York, New York; ph. pi. axon.; p.174-177; Sept 91; ID

MORPHOSIS
Residence with Guest House, Steel Structural Details; Montecito, California; ph. pi. sec. ill. sel.det.; p.53-63; Nov 91; PA

MOSS, ERIC OWEN
Advertising Studio and Offices, Remodeled Warehouses; Culver City, California; ph. pi. sec. axon. m.; p.98-103; May 91; PA
Film Production Offices, Remodeled Warehouses; Culver City, California; ph. pi. ill.; p.104-105; May 91; PA
Interiors; Qualitative Research Company Offices, INTERIORS Award; Los Angeles, California; by Beverly Russell; ph. pi. axon.; p.120-121; Jan 91; INT
Office Building; Low Rise; Public Relations Firm Offices, Remodeled Steel Foundry; Critique; Culver City, California; ph. pi. sec. elev.; p.106-113; Mar 91; AR

MOUNT, CHARLES MORRIS
Restaurant; McDonald's Prototype; New York, New York; ph.; p.92-93; Sept 91; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MOZER, JORDAN
Restaurant; Vivere, INTERIORS Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Justin Henderson; ph. p.116-117; Jan 91; INT

MULDENER & MOULTRIE and JOVA, DANIELS & BUSBY-HARRIS
City Hall Addition; Lighting the City Council Chambers; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pi. det.; p.48-51; Feb/Suppl 91; AR

MURASE, ROBERT
Japanese-American Internment Memorial Plaza; Riverfront; Portland, Oregon; ph.; p.36-39; Feb 91; LA

MURRAY, BOB
Residence; Builder's Own House, Custom Home Award; Ann Arbor, Michigan; ph.; p.78-81; Jan 91; CB

MUTLOW, JOHN V.
Townhouse; Affordable Farmworkers' Housing, Rancho Sespe; Piru, California; elev. pi.; p.101; June 91; PA

MYERS, BARTON
World's Fair Pavilion, United States; Seville, Spain; m. pi.; p.90-91; Feb 91; PA

NBBJ
Interiors; Insurance Company Offices; INTERIORS Award; Seattle, Washington; by Justin Henderson; ph. p.98-99; Jan 91; INT
Interiors; Law Offices, Interior Design; Columbus, Ohio; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pi.; p.136-139; Nov 91; ID
Jewelry Store, Tiffany; New York, New York; ph.; p.120+; May 91; INT
School; Elementary; Flagstaff, Arizona; ph. pi.; p.92; July 91; PA
School; Elementary; Tucson, Arizona; ph. pi.; p.58-59, 62-63; Jan 91; A
Washington Technology Center; University of Washington; Business/Academic Consortium; Seattle, Washington; ph. pi. sec.; p.50-53; July 91; A

NG CHUN MAN
Hotel; Grand Hyatt Interiors; Hong Kong; Interior Design by Hirsch & Bedner; ph. pi.; p.140-145; Feb 91; ID

NADEL PARTNERSHIP and SUSSMAN & PREJZA
Lighting, The Citadel; Commerce, California; Lighting Design by Grenald Associates; by David Masello; ph. pi.; p.36-39; Nov/Suppl 91; AR
The Citadel; Shopping, Offices, Hotel, Factory Complex; Commerce, California; ph. axon.; p.62-67; Dec 91; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

NAKAOKA, J. T.
Clothing Store, Men’s; Bergdorf Goodman; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.110-115; Jan 91; ID

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
Civil War Memorial, Visitor Center, Museum; Andersonville, Georgia; pl. elev. m. ill.; p.62; Mar 91; LA
Steamtown National Historic Site; Railroad Roundhouse; Scranton, Pennsylvania; ill.; p.66; Mar 91; LA
Trail Standards; ph. ill.; Mar 91; LA
Visitor Center and Administration Building; Fossil Beds National Monument; Florissant, Colorado; ill. pl.; p.66; Mar 91; LA
Visitor Center and Headquarters; Big Thicket National Preserve; Beaumont, Texas; ill. ph.; p.61; Mar 91; LA
Visitor Center and Headquarters; Biscayne National Park; Homestead, Florida; ill.; p.60; Mar 91; LA
Visitor Center; Knife River Indian Villages Historic Site; Stanton, North Dakota; ph. m. sec; p.63; Mar 91; LA

NEWMAN, HERBERT S.
Dormitories, Taft School; BUILDER Award; Watertown, Connecticut; ph.; p.121; Oct 91; B

NEWTON, RICHARD
Ploughman Path; Student Visionary Landscape Idea; ph. pl. ill.; p.46-47; Dec 91; LA

NIEMEYER, OSCAR
Interview with Architect; His Philosophy and Work; Brazil; ph.; p.98-99; Oct 91; PA

NORTHCUTT, JAMES
Four Season’s Palace Hotel; Interior Design; Wailea Beach, Hawaii; Wimblerly, Allison, Tong & Goo; ph. pl. elev.; p.148-157; June 91; ID

NORTHWARD
Residential Development; Residence; Tall Tree Park; Bothell, Washington; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Sept 91; B

NORTON, THOMAS A.
Residence; Custom Home Award; Baltimore, Maryland; ph.; p.30-32; Jan 91; CB

NOTTER, FINEGOLD & ALEXANDER
Office Building; Middle Rise; Berkeley Building, Office and Retail, 1905, Restored and Remodeled; Boston, Massachusetts; Original Design by C. D. Despradelle; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-99; Mar 91; AR

NOUVEL, JEAN
Cinema Palace; Venice, Italy; m. pl. sec.; p.142-144; Sept 91; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

NUNNERLEY, SANDRA
Child’s Bedroom, Interiors; Salzburg, Near, Austria; ph.; p.108-109; Dec 91; ID

O’BRIEN, RIEBER and CARDELLA DESIGN
Interiors; Record Company Offices, Virgin Vision; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.156-161; May 91; ID

O’NEIL & MANION
Residence; Remodeled, BUILDER Award; Clifton, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Oct 91; B

OEHME & VAN SWEDEN
Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile; Washington, District of Columbia; by James A. Van Sweden; ph.; p.136; May 91; LA
Residence; Estate Landscaping; Shenandoah Valley, Virginia; by Virginia Greiner; ph. pl.; p.60-63; June 91; LA

OLMSTED, FREDERICK LAW
Water Filtration System Plant, 1905; Preservation Plans; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.44-45; May 91; AR

ONCINA, MANUEL
Branch Library; Pacific Beach, California; elev. sec.; p.39; Sept 91; A

OWEN & MANDOLFO
Interiors; Food Company Offices, Castle & Cooke, Dole Foods; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.210-213; Sept 91; ID

OWENS, JR., ROBERT A.
Residence; Custom Builder Award; Albuquerque, New Mexico; ph.; p.90-93; Jan 91; CB

PHA LIGHTING
Hotel; Swissotel, Lighting; Lighting Design; Atlanta, Georgia; Rabun & Hatch; by Gareth Fenley; ph. sec.; p.46-49; Nov Suppl. 91; AR

PHH ENVIRONMENTS
Office Furniture Showroom; Westinghouse, San Francisco, California; ph.; p.56-59; Feb 91; INT

POD and DAVID SHERIDAN
Residence; Landscape, Stone Walls; Landscape Design; Castle Pines, Colorado; Ford, Powell & Carson; by Tom Jenkins; ph. pl.; p.56-57; June 91; LA

PADGET, STEVE
Mobile Ticket Office; Lawrence, Kansas; ph.; p.94-95; May 91; A

PAIK, NAM JUNE
Video-Sculpture Installation; Video Arbor; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.26; Mar 91; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PALMER & HORBOSTEL
Maintenance to Roof Structure; Temple Rodef Shalom; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. axon.; p.120; Nov 91; A

PAOLETTI ASSOCIATES
Temple Emanu-EI; Acoustic Aberrations; Acoustical Design; San Francisco, California; Robinson, Mills & Williams; ph. pl. elev.; p.52; May 91; INT

PAPADATOS, STEVEN P.
Architect Uses Computer to Do Acoustic Analysis; pl. chart; p.25; Jan 91; INT

PAPAIOANNOU, SPYROS
OMAM Restaurant Complex, Various Styles; Cairo, Egypt; ph. pl.; p.110-115; Dec 91; ID

PAPESCH ASSOCIATES
Modular Housing; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Apr 91; AR

PAPPAGEORGE & HAYMES
Apartment Building; Remodeled; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.122; May 91; B

PARKER, LEONARD
Judicial Center; Addition; St. Paul, Minnesota; Original Design by Cass Gilbert; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.80-87; Nov 91; A

PARKER, J. N.
Office Building; Middle Rise; Stone Cladding Details; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. sec. elev.; p.80-81; Feb 91; A

PEI, COBB & FREED
Office Building; Lobby; Beverly Hills, California; ph. pl.; p.91; Apr 91; PA

PEI, I. M. and WONG, KUNG & LEE
Office Building; High Rise; Bank of China Tower; Hong Kong; ph. pl. sec. axon. det. elev.; p.76-83; Jan 91; AR

PEICHL, GUSTAV
Art Museum, Addition; Staedel Art Institute; Frankfurt, Germany; ph. pl. iso.; p.70-73; Oct 91; PA

PEKAREK & CRANDELL
Residential Development; Courtyard Houses; Escondido, California; pl. elev.; p.108; May 91; B

Pelli, Cesar and BRENNAN, BEER & GORMAN
Office Building; High Rise; Carnegie Hall Tower; Curtain-Wall Details; New York, New York; ph. pl. elev. det.; p.66-71, June 91; A

PELLI, CESAR
Glass Vaulted Plaza; Winter Garden; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.104-105; Sept 91; INT

Hospital; St. Luke's Medical Tower; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.42-45; July 91; A

Interiors; Real Estate Developers Offices, Miglin-Beitler; Lobby Shelf Detail; Interior Design by Gregory Landaht; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.68-71, 16-17; Jan 91; INT

Mathematics, Computing and Engineering Center; Trinity College; Hartford, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.102-109, Nov 91; AR

Office Building; High Rise; 181 Madison Street; Curtain-Wall Details; Chicago, Illinois; ph. sec. det.; p.100-103; Aug 91; AR

Office Building; High Rise; 777 South Figuera, Curtain-Wall Details; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. axon. det.; p.101, 104-107; Aug 91; AR

Success of Architect's Curtain Wall Designs; ph. pl. sec. det. axon.; pl. 100-107; Aug 91; AR

PENNEY, RICHARD
Firm Profile; ph.; p.36; Oct 91; INT

Furniture Showroom, Atelier International; Long Island City, New York; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Sept 91; INT

PERCHUK, FLORENCE
Work of Kitchen Designer; ph.; p.26-30; Sept 91; CB
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PFISTER PARTNERSHIP (Cont'd)

Interiors; Financial Planning Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.112-117; Feb 91; ID
Regent Hotel; Milan, Italy; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl. elev.; p.52-53; Feb 91; INT

PHelps, Barton

Clark Library Center, University of California; Expansion; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.70-73, 116; Feb 91; PA

PHILLIPS & JANSON

Fragrance Manufacturer's Space; New York, New York; ph.; p.162-163; May 91; ID

PHOENIX GROUP

Residential Development; Residence; Santa Fe Courtyards; Santa Fe, New Mexico; ph. pl.; p.70; Aug 91; B

PIANO, RENZO

Cruise Ship, Interiors; Crown Princess; ph.; p.10; July 91; INT

PICCALUGA, FRANCESCO and ALDO

Apartment Building; Low Rise; Affordable; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl.; p.90; June 91; PA
Eye Glasses Store; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.78-79; Oct 91; INT

PILAT & DAVIS

Apartment Building; Lobby; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.90; Apr 91; PA

PIVA, PAOLO

Corporate Hospitality Center; Venice, Italy; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.52-55; Oct 91; INT

PLANNING DESIGN RESEARCH

Firm's Survival Tactics; ph.; p.56; Sept 91; INT

PLANNING and DESIGN COLLABORATIVE

Residential Development; Wellesley, Richmond, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Aug 91; B

POLLACK, MARK

Interiors; Designer's Apartment; New York, New York; ph.; p.232-233; Sept 91; ID

POLSHEK, JAMES STEWART

Lighting Fixtures; Designed by Architect; ph.; p.82-83; Mar 91; INT
Resource Recovery Facility; San Diego, California; ill. pl. sec.; p.100; Mar 91; PA
Seamen's Church Institute Headquarters; New York, New York; by Barry Bergdoll; ph. pl. sec. axon. elev.; p.66-73; Nov 91; A
Student Housing, Union Theological Seminary, 1910; Renovated; New York, New York; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.80-82; Mar 91; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PERIDIAN

One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile; ph. pl.; p.69, Sept 91; LA

PERKINS & WILL and OLDE, McGUIRE & SHOOK

School; High; Warsaw, Indiana; ph. pl.; p.94-97; Jan 91; AR

PERKINS & WILL

Interiors; Investment Bankers Offices, Tokai Bank; Chicago, Illinois; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.90-93; June 91; INT
Medical Research Building, Northwestern University; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-71; Jan 91; AR
Office Building; High Rise; Morton International Building; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. axon.; p.94-99; July 91; PA
Waste Management Monitoring Laboratory; Geneva, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p.85; July 91; A

PERKINS, GEDDIS & EASTMAN and BARRY POSKANZER

Custom Boardroom Door; ph. pl.; p.26; Mar 91; INT

PERKINS, GEDDIS & EASTMAN

Apartment Development; Low Rise; Affordable; Parkside Gables; Stamford, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.106; June 91; PA
Geriatric Center; West Palm Beach, Florida; ph. axon.; p.82; Feb 91; INT

PERRY, DEAN & ROGERS

Furniture Showroom, Henderson Candler; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.26; July 91; ID
Residence; Architect's Residence; Head of Westport, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p.112-115; Apr 91; AR

PETERS, WILLIAM WESLEY

Obituary, 1912-1991; p.24; Sept 91; PA

PETERSON A LITTENBERG

Downtown Redevelopment; First-Prize Winner; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; m. pl. axon.; p.113-115; July 91; PA

PETERSON ARCHITECTS

Graduate Students Society Center, University of Victoria; British Columbia, Victoria, Canada; ph. sec. det.; p.101; Sept 91; A

PFISTER PARTNERSHIP

Express Place Museum and Exhibition Hall, 1865; Restoration; Singapore; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.54; Feb 91; INT
Firm Profile, Their Work; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.47-55, 22-23; Feb 91; INT
Hotel; Plaza las Fuentes; Interior Design; Pasadena, California; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.48-51; Feb 91; INT
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

POPE, JOHN RUSSELL
Art Museum; National Gallery of Art, Exhibit; Washington, District of Columbia; ill. sec.; p.33; May 91; A

PORT AUTHORITY OF NEW YORK & NEW JERSEY
Mass-Transit Substation Buildings, Two; Jersey City, New Jersey; ph. pl. sec.; p.236-237; July 91; AR

PORTMAN, JOHN
Mixed-Use Project, Riverwood; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. sec; p.84-85; Dec 91; A

Office Building; Bilevel Lobby; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pi. sec; p.89; Apr 91; PA

Town Center, Northpark; Office, Parking Complex; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-83; Dec 91; A

POST, BUCKLEY, SCHUH & JERNIGAN
Residential Development; Residence; Willowbrook Village; Heathrow, Florida; ph. pi.; p.226-227; Jan 91; B

POST, GEORGE B.
Remodeled 1891 Building, Environmental Concerns, Audubon Society Offices; Original Design; New York, New York; Croxon Collaborative, chart, axon. ill. sec.; p.93-99; Aug 91; ID

POWELL & KLEINSCHMIDT
Country Club; Chicago Suburb, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.80-83; June 91; INT

Firm Profile, Their Work; by Cynthia Davidson; ph. pl. il.; p.69-83; June 91; INT

Interiors; Law Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.76-79; June 91; INT

Law School, Illinois Institute of Technology; Chicago, Illinois; m. pl.; p.74-75; June 91; INT

Standard Club; Ceiling Lighting Details; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. def. elev.; p.70-73, 34-35; June 91; INT

POWELL, TUCK & CONNER
Residence; Landscape; ASLA Award; Napa Valley, California; Landscape Design by Hargreaves Associates; ph.; p.56; Nov 91; LA

POZZI, MARCELLO
Interiors; Apartment; Milan, Italy; ph.; p.156-159; Nov 91; ID

PUCKETT, FRANK CAMP
Builder's Own House; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.68; Nov 91; B

PUGH & SCARPA
Four One-Bedroom Houses for Extended Family Raised on Posts into Tree Canopy; Lakeland, Florida; m. pl. sec. ill. elev; p.96; Mar 91; PA

PURCELL & ELMSLIE
Restoration of House, 1913; Original Design; Minneapolis, Minnesota; MacDonald & Mack; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.144-151; Mar 91; AR

PUTMAN, ANDREE
Beauty Salon, Carita; Paris, France; ph. pl. axon.; p.144-147; Mar 91; ID

QUANTRELL & MULLINS
Special Care Health Center; Interior Design; Dalton, Georgia; Gresham & Smith; ph. det.; p.114-117; Apr 91; ID

QUIGLEY, ROB WELLINGTON
Hotel; Affordable Single-Room Occupancy, Harborplace; San Diego, California; ph. axon. sec. elev.; p.106; June 91; PA

Solana Station, Bus and Automobile Center at Air Terminal; Solana Beach, California; ill. pl.; p.43; Sept 91; A
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

QUINCY & JOHNSON
Residential Development; Residence; New Territory; Houston, Texas; ph.; p.67-69; Sept 91; B

RDS
Shoe Store, Nike; Lighting; Lighting Design; Portland, Oregon; Gordon Thompson III; ph.; p.44-47; May/Suppl 91; AR

RTK
Office Building and Hotel Towers Flank Train Station; Tower City Center; Cleveland, Ohio; ph. pl. sec; p.112-113; Nov 91; A

Residential Development; Harbor Town, BUILDER Award, Memphis, Near, Tennessee; ph. pl.; p.124; Oct 91; B

Residential Development; Harbor Town, Memphis, Tennessee; ph.; p.82-83; July 91; B

Town Center; Shopping and Office Complex; Reston, Virginia; ph.; p.56-61; Dec 91; A

RABUN & HATCH
Hotel; Swissotel, Lighting; Atlanta, Georgia; Lighting Design by PHA Lighting, by Gareth Fenley; ph. sec; p.46-49; Nov/Suppl 91; AR

RANALLI, GEORGE
Door Hardware; Sculptured Handles; ph.; p.90-91; Aug 91; INT

RASMUSSEN, INGLE & ANDERSON
Micro Electronics Facilities; Controls Utilized; Irvine, California; ph. sec.; p.84; July 91; A

RATCLIFF ARCHITECTS
Air and Intermodal Terminal; Visalia, California; ill. pl.; p.43; Sept 91; A

Child Development Center; Children's Hospital, INTERIORS Award, Oakland, California; by Karin Tetlow; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Jan 91; INT

Children's Health Care Clinic; Remodeled, BUILDER Award; Oakland, California; ph.; p.136-137; Oct 91; B

RAUH, RICHARD
Hospital; Head Injury Treatment; Shenandoah Regional Campus; Manassas, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.64-67; July 91; A

RAWN, WILLIAM
Faculty Housing, Dartmouth College; Hanover, New Hampshire; pl. sec. elev.; p.106; June 91; PA

Performance Pavilion; Lowell, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.104-109; Oct 91; AR

Residential Development; Affordable Housing, Battle Road Farm; Lincoln, Massachusetts; Landscape Design by Michael Van Valkenburgh; axon. ill.; p.42-47; Apr 91; LA

RECKSEIT, RONDA
Pediatric Offices; Oceanside, New York; ph.; p.118-119; Apr 91; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

REESE, LOWER, PATRICK A SCOTT
Efforts of Firm to Make Client Service Its Top Priority; by Nina F. Hartung; ill.; p.51; Oct 91; PA

REFUERZO, BEN J. and STEPHEN R. VERDERBER
Architectural Study; for a Changing Psychiatric Treatment Milieu; Jury Comments, PA Award; New Orleans, Louisiana; m. ill. dia.; p.126-127; Jan 91; PA

REID & FEHN
Men's Clothing Store; Lucho; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. axon.; p.126-127; Nov 91; ID

REINIGER, CLAIR
Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile, Her Work; Santa Fe, New Mexico; ph.; p.50-53; May 91; LA

RICHARDSON & SMITH and GEORGE MYERS
Townhouse; Affordable, New Brunswick, New Jersey; pl. elev. axon. ill.; p.109; June 91; PA

RICHARDSON, NAGY & MARTIN
Residential Development; Residence; Laguna West, Sacramento, Near, California; elev. pl.; p.81; July 91; B

Residential Development; Residence; Marina Hills, BUILDER Award; Laguna Niguel, California; ph. pl.; p.118; Oct 91; B

Residential Development; Residence; New Territory; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.70; Sept 91; B

Residential Development; Residence; Ocean Pointe, BUILDER Award; Huntington Beach, California; ph. pl.; p.122; Oct 91; B

Townhouse; Admiralty, Dana Point, California; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Feb 91; B

ROBINSON, MILLS & WILLIAMS
Art Museum, Addition; Interior Design; San Jose, California; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. sec.; p.54-57; Sept 91; A

Bank of West, Interiors; Interior Design; San Jose, California; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Mar 91; ID

Interiors; Port of Oakland Offices, INTERIORS Award, Oakland, California; by Karin Tetlow; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Jan 91; INT

Temple Emanu-El; Acoustic Aberrations, San Francisco, California; Acoustical Design by Paolotti Associates; ph. pl. elev.; p.52; May 91; INT

ROCKHILL, DAN
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Steel Clad Addition to Historic House; Lawrence, Kansas; ph.; p.90-93; May 91; A

Residence; Two Houses, Industrial and Salvage Yard Building Elements; Lawrence, Kansas; ph. axon.; p.90-93; May 91; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

ROEDER, CRAIG A.
Plaza Lighting; Renaissance Square; Lighting Design; Phoenix, Arizona; Emery, Roth and Sons; ph.: p.34-37; May/Suppl 91; AR

ROMM & PEARSELL
Affordable Single-Family House; PA Award; Jury Comments; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.82; June 91; PA

ROMNEY, HERVIN
School; Elementary; Prototype; Dade County, Florida; ph. pl. sec; p.98-101, Jan 91; AR

ROSAK, GARY P.
Kitchen Addition; Albany, New York; ph. axon.; p.S24-S25; Mar/Suppl 91; ID

ROSENBLATT, PAUL and BRUCE LINDSEY
College of Fine Arts Building, Carnegie-Mellon University; Stone Carving Resumes After 75 Years; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Original Design by Henry Hornbostel; sec. elev.; p.154-155; Mar 91; AR

ROSENBLUM ASSOCIATES
Residence; Florence, South Carolina; ph.: p.98-99; June 91; B

ROSS BARNEY & JANKOWSKI
Post Office; Glendale Heights, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p 70-73; Feb 91; A

ROSSER & FABRAP
Sports Arena, Pyramid; Roof Section; Memphis, Tennessee; ph. sec.; p.102-103; Aug 91; A

ROSSI, ALDO and GIANNI BRAGHIERI
San Cataldo Cemetery; Interview with Aldo Rossi and Morris Adjmi; Modena, Italy; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.50, 58-63; Feb 91; PA

ROSSI, ALDO and IGNAZIO GARDELLA
Opera House; Carlo Felice Theater; Genoa, Italy; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.49-57; Feb 91; PA

ROSSI, ALDO, VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN and RICHARD MEIER
Fabric Design by Three Architects; by Peter Blake; ph.: p.120-125; Mar 91, ID

ROSSI, ALDO
Cinema Palace; Venice, Italy; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.143-145; Sept 91; PA
Italian Contemporary Cemeteries, Review; —; Italy; Carlo Scarpa; by Linda J. Cook; ph.; p.66-69; Feb 91; LA

ROTH, EMERY and SONS
Plaza Lighting; Renaissance Square; Phoenix, Arizona; Lighting Design by Craig A. Roeder; ph.; p.34-37; May/Suppl 91; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

ROTH, EMERY and SONS (Cont’d)
Radisson Empire Hotel, Renovation; New York, New York; Interior Design by Tom Lee; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.74-77; Dec 91; INT

ROTZLER, STEFAN and PETER LANZ
New Commemorative Foot Path; Twenty-One Miles; —; Switzerland; ph.; p.62; Oct 91; LA

RUTH, MAISHA
Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile, Her Work; Sebastopol, California; ph. ill.; p.64-65; May 91; LA
Playground; Petaluma, California; ill.; p.64; May 91; LA

RYBCZYNSKI, WITOLD and AVI FRIEDMAN
Affordable Demonstration House; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ph.; p.96; June 91; PA

RYBCZYNSKI, WITOLD and VIKRAM BHATT
Study on Settlement Standards, User Planning Process; Jury Comments, PA Award; Indore, India; m. pl.; p.129; Jan 91; PA

SCR
Firm Profile and Business Strategies; ph. pl.; p.28; Feb 91; INT
Interiors; Fiduciary and Information Service, Offices, Citibank; Long Island City, New York; ph. pl.; p.158-161; Oct 91; ID

SITE
Japan Cultural Center; Paris, France; ill. pl.; p.119; Aug 91; ID
Mountain Resort; Shinwa, Japan; ill. pl.; p.72-73; May 91; A
Retail-Office Building with Landscaped Decks and Courtyards; Hollywood, California; ill. pl.; p.98; Mar 91; PA
World Ecology Pavilion, World Fair 1992; Seville, Spain; ill. pl. sec.; p.98; Mar 91; PA
World’s Fair Buildings, Three; Seville, Spain; ill. pl.; p.74-75; May 91; A

SPGA GROUP
Interiors; Modeling Agency Offices, Wilhelmina; Gallery Lighting, New York, New York; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl. det.; p.108-109, 40; Sept 91; INT

SITH INTERIORS GROUP
Country Club; The Fountains; Palm Beach, Florida; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Oct 91; ID

SWA GROUP
Downtown Mixed-Use Center; Arizona Center; Landscape; Phoenix, Arizona; by Reed Kroloff; ph.; p.74-77; Apr 91; LA
One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile; ph. pl.; p.64; Sept 91; LA
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SAARINEN, EERO
Gateway Arch; Monument to a Dream; St. Louis, Missouri; by Peter Blake; ph.: p.138-139; Jan 91; ID
Office Building; Middle Rise; Deere and Company; Landscape; ASLA Award; Moline, Illinois; Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates; ph.: p.46-47; Nov 91; LA

SAILITWITZ, STANLEY
Holocaust Memorial; Competition Winner; Boston, Massachusetts; m.; p.37; Aug 91; A

SANDY & BABCOCK
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Affordable Housing; Converted Hospital Annex Buildings; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.136-143; Mar 91; AR
Residential Development; Residence; Santa Rosa, California; ph.; p.228; Jan 91; B

SANTOS, ADELEAUDE
Modular Duplexes; Camden, New Jersey; m. pl. iso. dia. ill.; p.144-145; Apr 91; AR

SARATOGA ASSOCIATES
Master Plan; Union College; ASLA Award; Schenectady, New York; ph.; p.59; Nov 91; LA

SARBID CORPORATION
Biosphere II; Steel and Glass Enclosure for Mini Ecosystem for Living Experiment; Oracle, Arizona; ph. sec. pl.; p.76-81; May 91; A

SAROKI, VICTOR
Townhouse; Merrill Park; Birmingham, Michigan; ph. elev. sec. det.; p.59-61; Aug 91; B

SASAKI ASSOCIATES
Bank of Boston; Banking Services Offices; Boston, Massachusetts; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.86-89; Mar 91; INT
Office Building; Middle Rise; Deere and Company, Landscape; ASLA Award; Landscape Design; Moline, Illinois; Eero Saarinen; ph.; p.46-47; Nov 91; LA
One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile; ph.; p.62; Sept 91; LA
Sports District Plan; Gateway Project; ASLA Award; Cleveland, Ohio; m. pl.; p.66-67; Nov 91; LA
Waterfront Park; Charleston, South Carolina; ph.; p.44-47; Feb 91; LA

SASAKI, YOJI
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Competition Winner; Hokusetu, Japan; m.; p.69; July 91; LA

SCARPA, CARLO
Italian Contemporary Cemeteries, Review; —, Italy; Aldo Rossi; by Linda J. Cook; ph.; p.66-69; Feb 91; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SCHERR, LOIS
Salk Institute Landscape Alteration; La Jolla, California; Original Design by Louis I. Kahn; ph.; p.38; Oct 91; LA

SCHICKEL, SARO
Convention Center Complex; Alternate Plan; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; axon.; p.28, 30; Jan 91; PA

SCHNADELBACH PARTNERSHIP
Formal Floral and Vegetable Decorative Community Garden; Joint Developer and Community Project; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.22; Aug 91; LA
Museum and Park for Technology; Other Work in France; Longwy, France; by Karin Teltow; ill. pl. ph.; p.47-51; Aug 91; LA
Oceanographic Museum; Large Fish Fossil Etched into the Ground; Calais, Near, France; p.47-51; Aug 91; LA

SCHOENEGGE, ALAN
Classroom Building Renovation, Phillips Academy; Glazed Fire Walls; Andover, Massachusetts; ph. elev. sec. det.; p.144-145; Jan 91; AR

SCHOLZ MASTER BUILDERS
Residence; Custom Home Award; Valparaiso, Indiana; ph.; p.34-37; Jan 91; CB

SCHWARTZ & SILVER
Library of Architecture, Planning and Art; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Addition and Renovation; Wall Section; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl. axon. sec. det.; p.90-97; May 91; PA
Office Building; Lobby; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. sec.; p.86; Apr 91; PA
Performing Arts Center; Firehouse Center; Remodeled Fire Station; Newburyport, Massachusetts; ph. sec.; p.74-79; Nov 91; A

SCHWARTZ, SMITH & MEYER
Citadel, Office, Hotel and Shopping Complex; Landscape; ASLA Award; Los Angeles, California; ph. m.; p.48-49; Nov 91; LA
Office Building; Interiors; Atium; Becton Dickinson; ASLA Award; San Jose, California; ph. m.; p.62; Nov 91; LA
Pedestrian Plaza at Civic Center; Competition Winner; New York, New York; ph.; p.20; Jan 91; LA

SCHWARZ, DAVID M., HNTB and HKS
Baseball Stadium; Arlington, Texas; pl. elev.; p.25; Oct 91; AR

SCHWEITZER BIM
Remodeled 1925 House; Los Angeles, California; Original Design by Lloyd Wright; ph. sec.; p.126-133; Sept 91; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SCHWORTZ, STEVEN B.
Dental Periodontal Offices; North Miami Beach, Florida; Interior Design by Shuster Design; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Dec 91; INT

SCOGIN, ELAM & BRAY
College of Law Library, Arizona State University; Expansion; Tempe, Arizona; sec. pl.; p.30; Jan 91; A
Residence; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. elev.; p.76-85; Apr 91; AR

SEGLER, PAUL
Interiors; Architects' Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.202-207; Sept 91; ID

SELLDORF & VAN CAMPEN
Affordable House; PA Awards; Jury Comments; pl. axon, dia.; p.80-81; June 91; PA

SELLERS, DAVID
Lindisfarne Village Concept; pl. ill.; p.86-87; Mar 91; PA

SENHAUSER, JOHN C.
Bathroom; ph. pl.; p.66; Mar 91; B

SHANNON & JEAL
Metal Furniture; ph.; p.58, 61; July 91; INT

SHAUGHNESSY, FICKEL & SCOTT
Fire Station; Lenexa, Kansas; ph. pl.; p.48-51; Feb 91; A
Sheet Metal Workers' Union Hall, Pre-Engineered; Kansas City, Missouri; ph. sec. det.; p.132-135; Oct 91; AR

SHEPARD & MINDEL
Furniture Collection for Jack Lenore Larsen; ph.; p.152-157; May 91; INT
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.140-145; Apr 91; ID

SHEMETZ, SYLVAN R.
Grand Central Station, Lighting; Lighting Design; New York, New York; Benjamin Thompson; ph. axon.; p.30-33; Aug/Supp 91; AR

SHLEMMER DESIGN
Resource Library for Designers; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.30; Feb 91; INT

SHLEPPY & HEZMALHALCH
Residential Development; Residence; Fremont, California; ph. pl.; p.166; Jan 91; B
Townhouse; Corte Villa, BUILDER Award; Tustin, California; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Oct 91; B

SHOEMAKE, CARRIE GLASSMAN
Residence; Hills Prairie, Texas; ph. sec.; p.58-61; Oct 91; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SHUSTER DESIGN
Dental Periodontal Offices; Interior Design; North Miami Beach, Florida; Steven B. Schwartz; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Dec 91; INT

SIKES, JENNINGS, KELLY & BREWER and CARR, LYNCH, HACK & SANDELL
Office Building; Prudential Center Redevelopment; Urban Mixed Use Complex; Boston, Massachusetts; m. pl. sec.; p.46-47; Nov 91; A

SILVER, PHILIP
Resort Hotel; Interiors; Hayman Island, Australia; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.62-65; Oct 91; INT

SILVETTI, JORGE and HARVARD GRADUATE SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Research Report; Architecture & Urban Environments of Sicily; Jury Comments, PA Award; Sicily, Italy; pl.; p.128; Jan 91; PA

SIMON, MARTIN-VEGUE, WINIKELSTEIN & MORIS
Resort Hotel, Squaw Creek; Interior Design; Squaw Valley, California; Ward & Young; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.68-71; Oct 91; INT

SIMS, GREGG
Residence; Interiors; Northwest Area, Georgia; Interior Design by James C. R. Laney; ph. pl.; p.160-163; Nov 91; ID

SISKIN & VALLS
Residence; Interiors; East Hampton, New York; Alexander Gorlin; ph. pl.; p.234-237; Sept 91; ID

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL and PAUL WILLEN
Riverside Redevelopment; Penn Yards; New York, New York; m. pl.; p.17-18; Oct 91; PA

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
Art Museum, Addition; San Jose, California; Interior Design by Robinson, Mills & Williams; ph. sec.; p.54-57; Sept 91; A
Bank of West, Interiors; San Jose, California; Interior Design by Robinson, Mills & Williams; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Mar 91; ID
Hospital; General; Milstein Hospital Building, Presbyterian Center; New York, New York; ph. sec.; p.120-127; Oct 91; AR
Hotel; Sheraton Palace, 1895; Renovation; San Francisco, California; Original Design by John Gaynor; ph. pl.; p.150-155; Oct 91; ID
Interiors; Law Offices; Columbus, Ohio; Interior Design by NBDB; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Nov 91; ID
Municipal Justice Center; Innovative Precast Concrete Forms, Dome; Aurora, Colorado; ph. sec. det.; p.77-79; Jan 91; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL (Cont'd)
Office Building; Interiors; One Bush Street, Renovation; Elevator Cab Detail; Original Design; San Francisco, California; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz and Pfister Partnership; ph. det.; p.55, 22-23; Feb 91; INT
Savings and Loan Buildings, Two; Beverly Hills, California; ph. axon. sec.; p.108-115; Mar 91; A

SMITH, HINCHMAN & GRYLLS
Center for Advanced Technologies; Detroit, Michigan; ph. sec. axon.; p.66; Dec 91; PA

SOLERI, PAOLO
New Town; Arcology; Updating the Prognosis; Arcosanti, Arizona; ph. pl. m. sec. elev.; p.76-78, Mar 91; PA

SOLOMON, DANIEL and KATHRYN CLARKE ET AL.
Residential Development; Lee's Orchard, Integration with an Orchard Site; Santa Clara Valley, California; by Kevin Powell; pl. elev.; p.52-55, Apr 91; PA

SOLOMON, DANIEL
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Affordable Housing; San Francisco, California; m. pl. elev.; p.103; June 91; PA

SPECK, LAWRENCE W.
Architect's House; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Feb 91; AR

SPECTOR GROUP
Apartment Building; Century, BUILDER Award; Great Neck, New York; ph. pl.; p.125; Oct 91; B

SPRAFKE, GRETCHEN
Ski Lodge for the Disabled; Student Thesis; ph. ill.; p.78-79; Dec 91; INT

ST. LOUIS, DENNIS
Historical Shaughnessy House on Display; Restoration; Canadian Centre for Architecture; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; Original Design by William T. Thomas; ph.; p.90-93; Dec 91; ID

STARR, PHILIPPE and HAIGHT SPACE ARCHITECTS
Century Paramount Hotel, Interiors Remodeled; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.72-75; Jan 91; AR

STIRLING, JAMES and MICHAEL WILFORD
Medical Synthetics Factory; Kassel, Germany; m. pl.; p.67; Dec 91; PA

STOCKMAN, JUDITH
Apartment Building; Interiors; Landmark Building Renovation; New York, New York; Original Design by W. J. Edbrooke; ph. pl. elev.; p.188-193; May 91; ID

STOCKTON & HIDEY
Apartment Development; Marina; Newport Beach, California; pl. ill.; p.56; Aug 91; B
Townhouse; San Antonio; Thousand Oaks, California; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Aug 91; B

STONE, EDWARD DURRELL
Museum of Anthropology; Landscape; ASLA Award; Xalapa, Mexico; Landscape Design by Edward D. Stone, Jr.; ph. pl.; p.52-53; Nov 91; LA

STONE, JR., EDWARD D.
Museum of Anthropology; Landscape; ASLA Award; Landscape Design; Xalapa, Mexico; Edward Durrell Stone; ph. pl.; p.52-53; Nov 91; LA

One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile; ph.; p.66; Sept 91; LA
STOUT, LEE
Furniture Showroom; Vecta; New York, New York; ph. p.60-61; July 91; INT
Interiors; Book Developers Offices; New York, New York; ph. p.154-157; May 91; ID

STRIKLAND & CARSON
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Affordable; Harlem; New York, New York; pl. ill. axon. elev.; p.107; June 91; PA

STUBBINS ASSOCIATES
Furniture Showroom; Kimball/Artec; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. axon, pl.; p.54; May 91; ID
Suffolk County Jail; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p.98; Apr 91; A

STUDIO MORSA
Clothing Store; Caron Cherry; Display System; Bal Harbour, Florida; by Justin Henderson; ph. det. p.82-83, 36; Aug 91; INT
Modular Display Systems Showroom; New York, New York; by Justin Henderson; pl. p.80-81; Aug 91; INT
Restaurant; Barolo; New York, New York; by Justin Henderson; ph. p.88-89; Aug 91; INT
Restaurant; Courtyard at World Financial Center; New York, New York; by Justin Henderson; ph. p.86-87; Aug 91; INT

STUDIO NACO
General Council Chambers; INTERIORS Award; Belfort, France; by Kristen Richards; ph. p.112-113; Jan 91; INT

STUDIOS B
Club House; Desert Mountain; BUILDER Award; Scottsdale, Arizona; ph. p.134-135; Oct 91; B

STUDIOS
Apple Computer Learning Center for Adults; INTERIORS Award; by Rachael Butler; ph. p.102-103; Jan 91; INT

SUMMERS, GENE
Architect's Sculpture and Furniture; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.94-95; June 91; INT

SWANKE, HAYDEN & CONNELL
Interiors; Law Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. sec.; p.132-135; Apr 91; ID
Interiors; Law Offices; New York, New York; ph. ill.; p.218-221; Sept 91; ID

SWITZER, LOU
Interiors; Designer's House; Long Island, New York; ph. p.152-155; Nov 91; ID

TMP ASSOCIATES
Amphitheater at Civic Center; Wayne, Michigan; pl. elev.; p.26; Nov 91; AR

THOMAS, WILLIAM T.
Historical Shaughnessy House on Display; Restoration; Canadian Centre for Architecture; Original Design; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; Dennis St. Louis; ph. p.90-93; Dec 91; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)
TRA and PARSONS, BRINKERHOFF, QUADE & DOUGLAS
Bus Tunnel Stations; Five; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.212-221; July 91; AR

TSL/MERCHANDISE DESIGN
New Otoni Hotel; Los Angeles, California; p.24; Mar 91; INT

TAFT ARCHITECTS
Residence; Vacation House; Nevis, West Indies; ph. p.116-121; Apr 91; AR
School; Elementary; Hope, Indiana; ph. pl. axon.; p.102-105; Jan 91; AR

TAFURO, SILVESTER
Airline Traveler's Club; La Guardia Airport; New York, New York; ph. pl. p.92-93; Mar 91; INT

TAINER ASSOCIATES
Restaurant; Pinuccio, INTERIORS Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Justin Henderson; ph. axon.; p.124-125; Jan 91; INT

TAMARKIN & TECHLER
Interiors; Apartment, Two Levels; New York, New York; ph. p.136-139; Apr 91; ID

TANIGUCHI ASSOCIATES
Aquarium; Tokyo, Japan; ph. p.50-51, 68; July 91; LA

TAPPLEY & LUNOW
Church; Catholic; Kerrville, Texas; ph. pl. sec.; p.86, 88-89; Feb 91; AR

TARQUINI ORGANIZATION
Residential Development; Residence; Valleybrook, Gloucester Township, New Jersey; ph. p.100; Mar 91; B

TAYLOR, JAMES KNOX
U.S. Court of Appeals and Post Office; 1905 Structure; Base-Isolation and Other Seismic Strengthening; San Francisco, California; ph. sec. det.; p.114-115; June 91; AR

THOMAS & BOOZIOTIS and CHARTIER & NEWTON
Architecture School; Lecture Hall, University of Texas; Austin, Texas; ph. elev.; p.93, 100; Jan 91; A

THOMAS, WILLIAM T.
THOMPSON & VAIVODA
Fitness Center, Nike World Campus; Beaverton, Oregon; Interior Design by Wyatt Architects; ph. pl.; p.108-115; May 91; INT
Nike World Campus; Sports and Fitness Center, Bo Jackson; Beaverton, Oregon; ph. pl. sec.; p.57-65; June 91; A
Office Building Complex, Nike World Campus; Firm Profile; Beaverton, Oregon; Interior Design by Wyatt Architects; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.108-115; May 91; INT
THOMPSON III, GORDON
Shoe Store, Nike; Lighting; Portland, Oregon; Lighting Design by RDS, ph., p.44-47; May/Suppl 91; AR
THOMPSON, BENJAMIN
Grand Central Station, Lighting; New York, New York; Lighting Design by Sylvan R. Shemitz, ph. axon.; p.30-33; Aug/Suppl 91, AR
THOMPSON, TIM
Residence; Custom Home Award; Hinsdale, Illinois; ph. p.50-53; Jan 91; CB
THOMPSON, VENTULETT & STAINBACK
Interiors; AT&T Offices, Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.102-107; July 91; ID
Office Building; High Rise, Lighting, Interior and Exterior, Atlanta, Georgia; Lighting Design by David Mintz; by David Masello; ph.; p.52-55; Feb/Suppl 91; AR
TIGERMAN & McCURRY
Office Building; High Rise, Chicago Bar Association; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. elev.; p.72-75; June 91; A
Outdoor Education Center; Boy Scout Camp; Yorkville, Illinois; by Michael J. P. Smith; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.84-91; June 91; A
TIHANY, ADAM
Interior Design; Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; ph.; p.S36-S39; Dec/Suppl 91; ID
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.126-131; Jan 91; ID
Restaurant; Bice; Paris, France; ph. pl.; p.98-101; Dec 91; ID
TJADEN ARCHITECTS
Affordable Group House; PA Award; Jury Comments; ph. sec. elev.; p.85; June 91; PA
TORRES, ROBERT D.
Winery Offices; Sutter Home; St. Helena, California; Interior Design by Thomas Bartlett; ph.; p.156-157; Oct 91; ID
TOWAGA & SMITH
Apartment Development; Centreponte; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.81; Nov 91; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)
TOWN & COUNTRY CEDAR HOMES
Residential Development; Residence; Log Cabin Type; Buchanan, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.88; Feb 91; B
TRANSIT DESIGN
Silverware Store; Limentani Argenti; Rome, Italy; ph.; p.90-91; July 91; ID
TRESSERA, JAMIE and ROBERT PALLI
Restaurant; Eldorado Petit; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.144-147; June 91; ID
TRIMBACh INTERIOR DESIGN
Interiors; Textile Designer's Studio, Offices; New York, New York; ph.; pl.; p.26; Sept 91; INT
TSCHUMI, BERNARD et al.
Park, Flushing Meadows Corona Park Concept Plan; Site of Former World Fairs; Jury Comments, PA Award; Flushing Meadows, New York; ph. pl.; p.124-125; Jan 91; PA
TSCHUMI, BERNARD
Chartres Cathedral Landscape Extension; Chartres, France; axon. pl.; p.13; Dec 91; AR
TURETT & FREYER
Restaurant; City Bakery; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Oct 91; ID
TUSQUETS & DIAZ
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Nexus World Housing; Fukuoka, Japan; ph. pl.; p.60, 71, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA
TYLEVICH, ALEXANDER V.
Profile; Russian Jewish Architect Immigrant to U.S.; by Richard Kronick; ph.; p.54-55; Aug 91; PA
UKELES, MIERLE LADERMAN and GREELEY & HANSON
Walk-Through Observatory, Garbage-Disposition Plant; New York, New York; ph.; p.100; Mar 91; PA
ULRICH, DAVID
Kitchen; Remodeled; Franklin Lakes, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.23-24, 26-28; Mar 91; CB
UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND STUDENTS
Town Plan; Transformative Model for Design Education, Whakatane, New Zealand; by Anthony Ward; ph. pl.; ref.; p.90-109; Feb 91; JAE
URBAN DESIGN GROUP and MICHAEL LUSTIG
Art Museum, Philbrook; Villa Philbrook Estate; Tulsa, Oklahoma; Original Design by Edward Buehler Deil; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.60-65; Nov 91; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

**URBAN INNOVATIONS**

Children's Fire Education and Safety Facility; ph.; p.163; May 91; INT

**VALERIO ASSOCIATES**

Elderly Housing; Apartment Complex; Colton Palms; Jury Comments, PA Award; Colton, California; m. pl. ill.; p.102-103; Jan 91; PA

Health and Recreation Facility; For Kimberly-Clark Corporation; Coosa Pines, Alabama; ph. pl.; p.84-97; Jan 91; AR

**VALERIO, JOSEPH and LINDA SEARL**

Architects' Residence; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. axon.; p.92-97; Apr 91; AR

**VAN DIJK A JOHNSON**

Rehearsal Hall; Skylight and Other Acoustic Elements; Acoustical Design by Jaffe Acoustics; p.54; Sept 91; INT

**VAN LENGEN, KAREN**

American Memorial Library Extension; Berlin, Germany; m. pl. sec.; p.95; Dec 91; PA

American Memorial Library; Berlin, Germany; ph. pl. det. axon. elev.; p.54-57; Oct 91; A

**VAN VALKENBURGH, MICHAEL**

Residential Development; Affordable Housing, Battle Road Farm; Landscape Design; Lincoln, Massachusetts; William Rawn; axon. ill.; p.42-47; Apr 91; LA

**VAN DER RYN, SIM**

Buddhist Center, Guest House; Marin County, California; ph. pl.; p.90; Mar 91; PA

Buddhist Center; Crestone, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.90; Mar 91; PA

Foundation School, an 'Eco-Village'; Ojai, California; m. pl. elev.; p.88-89; Mar 91; PA

School; Foundation School; Ojai, California; m. ill. sec. ph.; p.102-103; May 91; A

**VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN and PAYETTE ASSOCIATES**

School of Engineering, Addition, Dartmouth College; Hanover, New Hampshire; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-79, 84-87; May 91; AR

**VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN and SHEPPARD & ROBSON**

Art Museum Addition; National Gallery Wing; Critique; London, England; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-79; Oct 91; AR

**VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN**

Art Museum Addition, National Gallery; Critique; London, England; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-87; Aug 91; PA

Building for Three Departments, Princeton University; Princeton, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.86-91; Aug 91; PA

**ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)**

**VENTURI & SCOTT BROWN (Cont'd)**

Library; Furness Building; University of Pennsylvania; Restoration; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Original Design by Frank Furness; ph. pl. sec. dia. elev.; p.81-89, May 91; PA

National Gallery Wing; Opening; London, England; p.; p.26-27; July 91; A

**VENTURI, ROBERT**

Pritzker Prize; ph. ill.; p.27; May 91; PA

Pritzker Prize; ph.; p.21; May 91; A

**VERGASON, E. MICHAEL**

Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile, His Work; Arlington, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.54-55; May 91; LA

**VERMEER & HAECKER**

State Capitol Building, Restoration; Lincoln, Nebraska; Original Design by Bertram Goodhue; ph.; p.34-35; Nov 91; A

**VICTOR, JANE**

Restaurant; 210-Year-Old Building Renovated, Allyn's; Millbrook, New York; ph.; p.194-195; May 91; ID

**VIDLER, ANTHONY and PIERRE SCHALL**

Ledoux Architecture Museum, Remodeled Royal Saltworks, 1779; Arc-et-Senans, France; Original Design by Claude-Nicolas Ledoux; ph. pl. m.; p.112-113; May 91; PA

**VIGNELLI ASSOCIATES**

Interiors; Designer's Offices, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Sept 91; INT

**VIGNELLI, MASSIMO and LELLA and YOSHIMO KONO**

Leather Showroom, Poltrona Frau; INTERIORS Award; Tolentino, Italy; by Alice Feiring; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Jan 91; INT

**VIGUIER, JEAN-PAUL and JEAN-FRANCOIS JODRY**

Industrial 'Hotel'; Factory Structure Rents Space; Paris, France; ph. pl. axon.; p.71; Dec 91; PA

World's Fair Pavilion, France; Seville, Spain; m. sec.; p.90; Feb 91; PA

**VINCI, JOHN**

Chicago Tribune Lobby, 1925, Restored; Chicago, Illinois; Original Design by Howells & Hood; ph. elev. iso.; p.106-107; Sept 91; AR

**VINOLY, RAFAEL**

Convention Center with Four Theaters; Tokyo, Japan; ill. pl. sec. dia.; p.120-121, 135; May 91; PA

Physical Education Facility, Lehman College; Bronx, New York; m. pl.; p.121-122; May 91; PA

Residence; Ridgefield, Connecticut; m. pl.; p.122; May 91; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

VISION HOMES
Residential Development; Residence; Canada Hills; Tucson, Arizona; ph.; pl.; p.104; Oct 91; B

WAGNER, SHERLE
Interview with Bathroom Fixture Designer; p.155; Mar/Sep 91; ID

WALKER, KENNETH BRIAN
Interiors; Designer’s Apartment; New York, New York; ph.; pl.; p.68; Sept 91; LA

WALKER, PETER
Stacked Roof Gardens and Sculpture; Villa Olimpica; Barcelona, Spain; by Kevin Powell; pl.; p.55-56; Aug 91; LA
The Garden as Art; Landscape Architect’s Views; Minimalist Sculpture in the Landscape, Examples; by J. William Thompson; p.60-67; Dec 91; LA

WALLACE, ROBERTS & TODD
Liberty State Park; Includes Amphitheater, Golf Course, Museum and Science Center; —, New Jersey; pl.; p.16-19; Oct 91; B
One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile; ph. pl.; p.68; Sept 91; LA

WALTERS & STORYK
Recording Studio; Full Sail Center; Winter Park, Florida; by Michael Wagner; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Mar 91; INT

WALZ DESIGN
Furniture Showroom; Arc International; New York, New York; pl.; p.116-117; Jan 91; ID
Interiors; Record Company Offices; New York, New York; ph. det. ill. axon.; p.106-111; Sept 91; PA

WARD & YOUNG
Resort Hotel, Squaw Creek; Squaw Valley, California; Interior Design by Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Morris; by Justin Henderson; p.68-71; Oct 91; INT

WASHINGTON, RANDY
Residence; Westlake Village, Large Model; Westlake Village, California; ph.; p.110-111; Dec 91; B

WASSERMAN, LOUIS
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Affordable Housing, Two Buildings Remodeled, King Place; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; ill.; p.102; June 91; PA
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled, BUILDER Award; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; ph.; p.130; Oct 91; B

WAVE CREST PROPERTIES
Residence; Rancho Santa Fe, California; ph.; p.100; June 91; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

WEENESE, LANGLEY & WEENESE and LANDON ARCHITECTS
Residential Development; Townhouse; Affordable Units, West Town Housing; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.92-93; June 91; PA

WEENESE, LANGLEY & WEENESE
School; Private; Chicago City Day School; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.58-59; 66-67; Jan 91; A

WEINSTEIN ASSOCIATES
Office Building; Low Rise; Firm Profile; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.82-85; Apr 91; A
Office Building; Low Rise; Remodeled Kresge’s Store Building; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p.66-67; Apr 91; A

WELLS, MALCOLM
Organic Health Center; Fields, Islands, Hotel, Athletic Facilities; —, China; pl. sec.; p.82-83; Mar 91; PA

WEMPLE, EMMET
Downtown Shopping Center; Del Mar Plaza, Landscape; Landscape Design; Del Mar, California; Jerde Partnership; by Dirk Sutro; ph.; p.70-73; Apr 91; LA

WENK ASSOCIATES
Horseshoe Park; Aurora, Colorado; by Michele Strutin; ph.; p.49-51; Jan 91; LA
Two Public Parks, Flood Control, Stormwater Control; Wallace Park and Shop Creek Park; Denver, Colorado; by Michele Strutin; ph.; p.84-87; Oct 91; LA

WENTLING, JAMES
Residential Development; Attached Triplet Homes; Elverson, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.69; July 91; B

WENZEL ASSOCIATES
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Affordable Housing; Dermott, Arkansas; ph.; p.91; June 91; PA

WESTMACOTT, RICHARD
Traditional Gardens and Yards of African-Americans; ASLA Award; Landscape; Franklin Lakes, New Jersey; Kallman, McKinnell & Wood; ph.; p.58-59; Nov 91; LA

WHEELOCK, MORGAN
Becton Dickinson Headquarters, Landscape; ASLA Award; Landscape Design; Franklin Lakes, New Jersey; Kallman, McKinnell & Wood; ph.; p.58; Nov 91; LA
Horse Farm, Landscape; Lexington, Near, Kentucky; by Nancy Levinson; ph.; p.58-59; June 91; LA

WHEELWRIGHT, PETER
Remodeled Rowhouse, Interiors; New York, New York; ph. sec. ill. axon. dia.; p.102-105; Sept 91; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

WHITAKER ARCHITECTURE
Residential Development; Residence; Cambridge, Massachusetts; pl. ph.; p.166, Jan 91; B

WHITE, STANFORD
Jewelry Showroom, Tiffany; Original Design; New York, New York, Carbone & Smolan and NBGJ Retail Concepts; ph.: p.127++; May 91; INT

WHITNEY SANDER DESIGN
Billiard Parlor; pl.; p.22; Nov 91; INT

WIDOM, WEIN & COHEN
Art and Music Camp for Underprivileged Children; Glendale, California; ph. ill.; p.44; Mar 91; PA

WILLIAMS, ASSELIN & ACKAOUI
Beach Park, Parc Plage; Water Filtering Lake; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; ph.; p.32; Dec 91; LA

WILLIAMS, TOD and BILLIE TSIEN
Apartment, Loft; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.108-115; Sept 91; AR

WILSON, TRISHA
Hotel; Santa Fe's Inn of the Anasazi; Interior Design; Santa Fe, New Mexico, Aspen Design Group; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.64-69; Nov 91; INT

WIMBERLY, ALLISON, TONG & Goo
Four Seasons's Palace Hotel; Wailea Beach, Hawaii; Interior Design by James Northcutt; ph. elev.; p.148-157; June 91; ID

WODICZKO & LURIA
Homeless Vehicle Project; Shelter and Recycling Vehicle; New York, New York; ph. ill. elev.; p.37-42, Summer 90; JAE

WOLFE, DOUGLAS
Strawberry Creek Park; Berkeley, California; by Kevin Powell; ph. pl.; p.47-48, Jan 91; LA

WOMACK & HUMPHREYS
Apartment Development; Project Chronicle; Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.115, 118, 120; June 91; B
Residential Development; Residence; Sterling Forest; Tinton Falls, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Mar 91; B

WOODING, PETER
Restoration; Corporation Offices, Cookson America; Providence, Rhode Island; ph. pl.; p.202-207; May 91; ID

WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD
Affleck House, 1941; Restored; Bloomfield Hills, Michigan; by John Andrews; ph. pl.; p.47-49; Mar 91; GB

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD (Cont'd)
Marin County Civic Center, Exterior Lighting; San Rafael, California; Lighting Design by Lumenae Soutar; ph.; p.40-43; Nov Suppl 91; AR
Reprints of Writings and Designs; ph. pl. ill.; elev.; p.12-17; Jan 91; AR
Residence; Hanna House, 1937, Repaired and Strengthened After Earthquake; Original Design; Stanford, California; Architectural Resources Group and Martin Eli Weit; ph. pl. det.; p.112; June 91; AR
Residence; Restoration of the Dana-Thomas House, 1904; Original Design; Springfield, Illinois; Hasbrouck & Peterson; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-95; May 91; AR
Schumacher Fabric Interprets Frank Lloyd Wright Patterns; ph.; p.24-25; July 91; INT
Unity Temple, 1906; Oak Park, Illinois, pl. elev.; p.17; Jan 91; AR

WRIGHT, LLOYD
Remodeled 1925 House; Original Design; Los Angeles, California; Schweitzer BIM; ph. pl. sec.; p.126-133; Sept 91; AR

WYATT & RHODES
Symphony Hall; Barrier Free Design; Phoenix, Arizona; ph.; p.105; Feb 91; A

WYATT ARCHITECTS
Fitness Center, Nike World Campus; Interior Design; Beaverton, Oregon; Thompson & Vaivoda; ph. pl.; p.108-115; May 91; INT
Office Building Complex, Nike World Campus; Firm Profile; Interior Design, Beaverton, Oregon; Thompson & Vaivoda; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.108-115; May 91; INT

YABU & PUSHELBERG
Interiors; Interior Design Firm's Offices; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; ph. pl.; p.120-123; Sept 91; PA

YANIK, JOHN
Architectural Center, Catholic University; Remodeled Gymnasium; Washington, District of Columbia; by Peter Blake; ph. pl.; p.196-199; May 91; ID

YARNELL ASSOCIATES
Jewelry Store, Lighting; Lighting Design; Kansas City, Missouri; Cowan & Stevens; ph.; p.44-45; Nov Suppl 91; AR

YOKOTA, RYIOICHI
Bathroom, Demonstration; ph.; p.S10-S11; Mar/Suppl 91; ID

YOST, ZANE
Affordable Starter House; Terryville, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.102; Dec 91; B
ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

YOUNG, JOHN
Interiors; Apartment, Large, with Industrial Imagery; Includes Stair Details; London, England; ph. pl. sec. sel. det.; p.130-135; Sept 91; PA

YUDELL, BUZZ
Residence; Malibu, California; ph. pl.; p.88-89; June 91; B

ZENI, FRANK
Residence and Architect's Studio; Houston, Texas; by Gerald Moorehead; ph. pl.; p.84-86; Feb 91; AR

ZIMMER, GUNSL & FRASCA
A.I.A. Firm Award; Firm Work and Profile, New Projects; ph. m.; p.82-93; Mar 91; A
Convention Center; Glass Tower Analysis, Wind Effect; Portland, Oregon; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.86-93, 127-129; Mar 91; A

ZIMMERMAN & STAFFORD
Men's Clothing Store, Sy Devore; San Fernando Valley, California; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. axon.; p.66-67; Feb 91; INT

ZIVKOVIC ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Investment Bank Offices, Elders; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.214-217; Sept 91; ID
Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices, OMON; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.104-107; Dec 91; ID

ZYSCOVICH ARCHITECTS
School; Elementary; Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p.58-59, 64-65; Jan 91; A

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS
Creative Work from Architectural Competitions; France, —; Review; by Wojciech Lesnikowski; m. pl. sec. elev. ill. axon.; p.109-111; Apr 91; PA

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY (Cont'd)

Architecture as Index; Toward a Theory of Contingency; by Richard Scherr; ph. pl. axon. ill.; ref.; p.172-181; May 91; JAE
Architecture's Role in Saving the Environment; by James Wines; p.12-22; June 91, INT
Attack on the Present Mainstream Theory of Architecture; Manifesto 1991; by Christopher Alexander; ph.; p.108-112; July 91; PA
Caricature, Architectural Sketches as Design; by Kendra Schank Smith; ill. ref. pl. elev.; p.49-58; Nov 90; JAE
Classical Architecture as a Critique of Current Practice; John Blattstein, elev. ph. det.; p.80-84; Feb 91; PA
Conference on Architect's Work; AIA and ACSA; Louis I. Kahn; ph. ill.; p.21, 24; Dec 91; A
Conference on Context and Modernity; Review; by Richard Ingersoll; p.124-125; Feb 91; JAE
Design Process Analysis; Syntactic Analysis, Context Analysis, Programmatic Analysis; Examples; by Marc Angell; ill. m.; p.37-48; Nov 90; JAE
Goodness and Value in the Structure of Cognitive Process; Basic Concepts in Architecture; by Howard Saalman; ill. biblio.; p.2-7; Summer 90; JAE
Infrastructure, Historic Preservation; Schism Between Architecture and Art, 1970-1991; by Mildred Friedman; ph. ill.; p.170-173; July 91; AR
Japan, —; Japan-U.S. Design Discussions; ph.; p.62-63; Nov 91; INT
Modernity and the Historical Perspective of Nietzsche and Loos; by Taisto H. Makela; ill.; ref.; p.138-143; May 91; JAE
Museum Piece; Allegorical Script; by Jacqueline M. Jenkins; sec. ref. ill.; p.17-26; Nov 91; JAE
Nature and Architecture in Japan; by Glynn Berry; ph.; p.94-95; Nov 91; PA
New Mexico, —; Highway Rest-Stops and Weigh Stations; Based on Traditional, Spiritually-Based Cultures; Mazria Associates, m. dia.; p.74-75; Mar 91; PA
PA Awards; Jury Discussion; Profiles of Winning Firms; ph. pl. m. sec. elev. ill. dia. axon.; p.77-80, 82-117, 132-135; Jan 91; PA
Pre-Visualization in Architectural Design; Using Computers Before the Working Drawings; Jury Comments, PA Award; Glenn Goldman and Michael Stephen Zdepski; ill.; p.131; Jan 91; PA
Role of Consumerism in American Architecture; Response of Types of Building Design to Consumer Reaction; by John Chase; ph. ref.; p.211-224; Aug 91; JAE
Sweden, Jarna; Community Based Anthroposophical Principles; Organic Architecture, Erik Asmusser; ph. dia. ill.; p.70-73; Mar 91; PA
The Crisis of Interdisciplinary Historiography; by Mark Jarzombek; table, ref.; p.150-155; May 91; JAE
The Future of Design; Roundtable; ph. pl. ill. axon.; p.176-181; July 91; AR
ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH

Architecture and Sociology: Collaboration; by Judith Blau; ref. p.96-40; Nov 91; JAE

Incorporating Myth and Science; by Julia W. Robinson; ph. ref. ill. chart. p.20-32; Nov 90; JAE

PA Awards: Jury Discussion; Profiles of Winning Entrants; m. pl. sec. ill. dia. graphs; p.77-81, 132-135; Jan 91; PA

Pons Asinorum, a Fable; by John Templer; ill. biblio.; p.4-10; Nov 90; JAE

Research Report; Architecture & Urban Environments of Sicily; Italy, Sicily; Jury Comments, PA Award; Jorge Silveitti and Harvard Graduate School of Design; pl.; p.128; Jan 91; PA

Role of Architectural Research in the University; Architecture Research Centers Consortium; by John Templer; p.3; Nov 90; JAE

Study on Settlement Standards, User Planning Process; India, Indore; Jury Comments, PA Award; Witold Rybczynski and Vikram Bhatt; m. pl.; p.129; Jan 91; PA

Theory of Image; Research in Imagination; by Marcel Frascari; ill.; p.11-19; Nov 90; JAE

See BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, Related Specific Topics also

ARCHITECTURE

A.I.A. Firm Award; Firm Work and Profile, New Projects; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. m.; p.82-93; Mar 91; A

A.I.A. Gold Medal Award; His Work; Charles Moore; ph. pl.; p.68-81, 170; Mar 91; A

A.I.A. Gold Medal Award; Charles Moore; ph. ill.; p.9; Jan 91; A

A.I.A. Gold Medal Award; Charles Moore; ph. pl.; p.19; Jan 91; A

A.I.A. Honor Awards; ph.; p.61-67; Mar 91; A

Architect's History and Work; Le Corbusier, by Ivan Zaknic; ph. ill. sec.; p.27-36; Summer 90; JAE

Architect's Works, Rediscovered and Restored; Review of Vidler's Book on Ledoux; Interview with Vidler; Claude-Nicolas Ledoux; by Anthony Vidler; ph. pl. ill. axon. m. sec.; p.106-116, 193; May 91; PA

Architects as Capitalists; Movement to Large Offices, Editorial; by Thomas Fisher; p.7; Dec 91; PA

Architects' View of Their Profession; Readers' Poll; ph. charts; p.91-94; Sept 91; A

Black American Architects; of the Late 19th-Early 20th Centuries; Opportunities; by Michael Adams; ph. ill.; p.85-87; Feb 91; PA

Conference on U.S.-Soviet Business Relations; U.S. S. R. —; ph.; p.40-41; May 91; A

Development of Skyscrapers, Beginnings of Modernism, 1891-1909; by Jack Hartray; ph. ill.; p.150-153; July 91; AR

Environmental Architecture; Examples of Effective Design; by Donald Watson; ph.; p.103-104; Mar 91; PA

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND ARCHITECTURE

Environmental Sound Architecture; Review of Recent Movements; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p.61-63; May 91; A

Firm Profile, Their Work; Antoine Predock; m. ill.; p.58-63; Aug 91; A

Firm Profile, Their Work; Davis & Brody; ph. pl.; p.39-59; Apr 91; INT

Garden Architecture; Small Portfolio of Architect's Work; Emilio Ambasz; m. pl.; p.68-69; July 91; AR

Housing America; Innovative Housing Developments, Modernism, 1920-1929; by Robert A. M. Stern and Thomas Mellins; ph. ill.; p.158-161; July 91; AR

Independent Group; British Movement of 1950's, Artists and Architects Relevant Today; ill.; p.138; Sept 91; PA

Industrialism, Production; New Ideas, Large Scale, 1930-1945; by Thomas Hine; ph. ill.; p.152-165; July 91; AR

Infrastructure, Historic Preservation; Schism Between Architecture and Art, 1970-1991; by Mildred Friedman; ph. ill.; p.170-173; July 91; AR

Interview About Architect's Career; Bruce Graham; ph.; p.104-105; Apr 91; PA

Interview With About Hundred-Year-Old Architect; Arthur C. Holden; by Stephen A. Kliment; ph.; p.174-175; July 91; AR

Kahn Reconsidered; Major Retrospective; His Life and Review of His Work; Louis I. Kahn; by Roger Kimball; ph.; p.94-103; Oct 91; PA

Los Angeles Architecture, A Sense of Collectivity; California, Los Angeles; by Leon Whiteson; p.68, 119; Feb 91; PA

Minority Firms' Work; ph. pl. ill.; p.106-113; Apr 91; A

Most Important Buildings of Last One Hundred Years; Readers Selection; ph.; p.136-139, 266-267; July 91; AR

Netherlands, Groningen; Cutting-Edge Architecture in Dutch City; by Nancy Stieber; ph. ill. elev.; p.97-101; Nov 91; PA

Obituary, 1912-1991; William Wesley Peters; p.24; Sept 91; PA

Obituary; 1903-1990; Harwell Hamilton Harris; ph.; p.25; Jan 91; PA

Phases of Modernism; Functionalism into Formalism, 1946-1969; by Robert Campbell; ph. ill.; p.166-169; July 91; AR

Portfolio of Architect's Current Projects; Gunnar Birkerts; m.elev. ill. sec. pl. axon.; p.64-75; Aug 91; AR

Portfolio of Firm's Current Work; Influence of Vernacular Architecture; Fermau & Hartman; m. pl. sec. elev. axon. ill.; p.98-100; Aug 91; PA

Portfolio of Firm's Current Work; Ellerbe & Becket; m. pl. axon.; p.102-104; Oct 91; PA

Portfolio of Firm's Recent Work; Christopher Alexander's Theory of Architecture; Center for Environmental Structure; ph. sec.; p.100-112; July 91; PA

46
ARIZONA (Cont'd)

Arcosanti; New Town; Arcology: Updating the Prognosis; Paolo Soleri; ph. pl. m. sec. elev.; p.76-78; Mar 91; PA
Flagstaff; School; Elementary; NBBJ; ph. pl.; p.92; July 91; PA
Oracle; Biosphere II; Steel and Glass Enclosure for Mini Ecosystem for Living Experiment: Sabid Corporation; ph. sec. pl.; p.76-81; May 91; A
Peoria; School; High; Howard, Needles, Tammen & Bergendoff; ph.; p.88; July 91; PA
Phoenix; Branch Library; William P. Bruder; ph. sec. pl.; p.74-77; Aug 91; A
Phoenix; Downtown Mixed-Use Center; Arizona Center, Landscape; SWA Group; by Reed Kroloff; ph.; p.74-77; Apr 91; LA
Phoenix; Office Building; Low Rise; New Times Building; Landscape Design by Steve Martino; ph. pl.; p.50; Nov 91; LA

ART

Architect's Sculpture and Furniture; Gene Summers; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.94-95; June 91; INT
Banners for the Street; Massachusetts, Holyoke: ASLA Award; ph.; p.75; Nov 91; LA
Forest Sculpture; Beauty and Fear; Rebecca Kninke; ph.; p.42-43; Dec 91; LA
Illustrations for Italo Calvino's 'Invisible Cities'; by Paul Haigh; p.119; May 91; PA
Lighting Sculpture; Michael Hayden; ph.; p.10+; Aug/Suppil 91; AR
Missouri, Kansas City; Museum; Sculpture Garden; Henry Moore Sculpture Garden; ASLA Award; Cooper & Robertson; Landscape Design by Dan Kiley; ph. pl.; p.57; Nov 91; LA
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Video-Sculpture Installation; Video Arbor; Nam June Paik; ph. pl.; p.26; Mar 91; LA
ART (Cont'd)

Private Landscape Structure; Affects Viewing of the Landscape; Timothy Archambault and Jeffrey Inaba; ph. m.; p.53; Dec 91; LA

The Euretics of Alice's Valise; Methodology of Experimentation; by Gregory L. Ulmer; ph. ref.; p.3-10; Nov 91; JAE

The Garden as Art; Landscape Architect's Views Minimalist Sculpture in the Landscape, Examines; Peter Walker, by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.60-67; Dec 91, LA

Use of Diffraction Materials; by Peter Blake; ph p.164-165; Nov 91; ID

See MUSEUM also

ARTS CENTER

California, Fairfield; Center for the Creative Arts; ELS/Elbasani & Logan; ph. axon. sec.; p.64-69; Sept 91; A

California, Los Angeles; Art Museum and Research Complex; Getty Center; Richard Meier, m. pl.; p.21-22; Nov 91; A

Contemporary Arts Center, Renovated; Louisiana, New Orleans; Remodeled Warehouse; Concordia Architects; ph. sec.; p.23; Jan 91; PA

Contemporary Arts Center, Renovated; Louisiana, New Orleans; Concordia Architects; ph. axon.; p.152-153; Mar 91; AR

J. Paul Getty Arts Center; California, Los Angeles; Richard Meier, m. pl. axon.; p.80-87; Oct 91; AR

Performing Arts Center; Massachusetts, Newburyport; Firehouse Center; Remodeled Fire Station; Schwartz & Silver; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79; Nov 91; A

Performing, Musical and Visual Arts Center; Louisiana, New Orleans; INTERIORS Award; Concordia Architects; by Jean Gorman; ph. sec.; p.118-119; Jan 91; INT

See MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

AUDITORIUM

Brooklyn Museum Auditorium; New York, New York; Remodeled; Arata Isozaki and James Stewart Polshek; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.88-93; Sept 91; AR

Center for the Creative Arts; California, Fairfield; ELS/Elbasani & Logan; ph. axon. sec.; p.64-69; Sept 91; A

Massachusetts, Lowell; Performance Pavilion; William Rawn; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.104-109; Oct 91; AR

Music Hall, Exterior Lighting; Ohio, Cincinnati; Glazer Associates; Lighting Design by William Lam; by Judith Davidsen; ph.; p.48-49; May/Suppl 91; AR

Opera House; Carlo Felice Theater; Italy, Genoa; Aldo Rossi and Ignazio Gardella; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.49-57; Feb 91; PA

AUDITORIUM (Cont'd)

Portable Outdoor Orchestra Shell; New York, New York; Tension Fabric and Steel Frame Details; FTL Associates; ph. det.; p.102-105; Sept 91; A

Symphony Hall; Arizona, Phoenix; Barrier Free Design; Wyatt & Rhodes; ph. pl.; p.106; Feb 91; A

See ARTS CENTER, CONVENTION CENTER, EXHIBITION, RECREATION, SCHOOL, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

AUSTRALIA

Hayman Island; Resort Hotel; Interiors; Phillip Silver; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.62-65; Oct 91; INT

Melbourne; Residence; Dale Jones-Evans; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.84-87; Nov 91; PA

Queensland; Library Administration Building, Bond University; Arata Isozaki and Heather Thiedeke; ph.; p.58-65; May 91; AR

Sydney; Football and Rugby Stadium; Roof Strut Details; Philip Cox and Richardson & Taylor; by Graham Jahn; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.74-83; June 91; AR

Sydney; Passenger-Ship Terminal; Public Works Department, New South Wales and Lawrence Nield; by John Graham; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.204-211; July 91; AR

AUSTRIA

Salzburg, Near; Child's Bedroom, Interiors; Sandra Nunnerley; ph.; p.108-109; Dec 91; ID

Vienna; Interview with Wolf D. Prix; on Urban Design and Vienna's Architecture of Neurosis; Coop Himmelblau; ph. m.; p.136-137, 178; Sept 91; PA

Vienna; Stores and Office Building on Historic Mall; Haas-Haus; Public Controversy; Critique; Hans Hollein; by Tracy Metz; ph. pl.; p.48-49; Apr 91; AR

BANK

California, San Jose; Bank of West; Interiors; Skidmore, Owings & Merill; Interior Design by Robinson, Mills & Williams; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Mar 91; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; Classical Style; John Blateau; elev. ph. sel. det.; p.80-84; Feb 91; PA

Illinois, Chicago; Interiors; Investment Bankers Offices, Tokai Bank; Perkins & Will; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.90-93; June 91; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Lighting a Bank Interior; Bauhs & Dring; Lighting Design by Mitchell B. Kohn; ph.; p.20; Dec 91; INT

Massachusetts, Boston; Bank of Boston; Banking Services Offices, Sasaki Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Mar 91; INT
BANK (Cont'd)

New York Headquarters, Interiors; New York, New York: San Paolo Bank: Genzler Associates; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Sept 91; INT

New York, Long Island City; Interiors, Fiduciary and Information Service, Offices; Citibank; SCH; ph. pl.; p.158-161; Oct 91; ID


New York, New York; Mitsui Banking Offices; Kajima International; ph. pl.; p.80-85; Dec 91; ID

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; BUILDER Award; Susan Maxman; ph.; p.141; Oct 91; B

Savings and Loan Buildings, Two; California, Beverly Hills: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.108-115; Mar 91; A

Texas, Fair Oaks: Lake & Flato; ph pl. sec.; p.89-91; Feb 91; AR

World Bank Complex; District of Columbia, Washington; Jury Comments, PA Award; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.106-107; Jan 91; PA

World Bank Headquarters; District of Columbia, Washington. Retains Two of Seven Existing Structures: Details of Skylight and Wall Sections; Kohn. Pedersen & Fox; n. elev. sec. det.; p.156, 160-163; Mar 91; A

See OFFICE BUILDING also

BAR
See NIGHT CLUB, RESTAURANT

BARRIER-FREE DESIGN
See HANDICAPPED DESIGN

BATHROOM
Aesthetics of Bathroom Barrier-Free Fixtures; ph.; p.92; Aug 91; B

Bath Fixtures; Review; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.54-58; May 91; CB

Bathroom Fixtures by Philippe Starck; ph.; p.S8-S9; Mar/Suppl 91; ID

Bathroom, Demonstration; Ryoichi Yokota; ph.; p.S10-S11; Mar/Suppl 91; ID

Bathroom; John C. Senhauser; ph. pl.; p.66; Mar 91; B

Bathroom; Philip Markwood; ph. pl.; p.67; Mar 91; B

Bathrooms and Kitchens by Various Designers; ph.; p.S12-S14, S21-S27; Mar/Suppl 91; ID

Five Different Bathrooms; ph.; p.144-145; Nov 91; ID

Interview with Bathroom Fixtures Designer; Sherle Wagner; p.S15; Mar/Suppl 91; ID

Safe Baths; by Gary E. White; ph. pl.; p.39-42; May 91; CB

BEAUTY SALON
See STORE

BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
Architectural Research; Incorporating Myth and Science; by Julia W Robinson; ph. ref. ill. chart; p.20-32; Nov 90; JAE

Architecture and Sociology; Collaboration; by Judith Blau; ref.; p.36-40; Nov 91; JAE

Biomorph, Desk Designs; Based on Biologically Harmonious Movements; Stephen Barlow-Lawson; ph. pl. ill.; p.116-120; Sept 91; INT

Designing to Prevent Repetitive Strain Injury; Chair, Work-Surface, Lighting Relationships; ill. biblio.; p.168-171; May 91; ID

Goodness and Value in the Structure of Cognitive Process; Basic Concepts in Architecture; by Howard Saalman; ill. biblio.; p.2-7; Summer 90; JAE

Repetitive Motion Injuries; Hazards of Constant Keyboard Work; Ordnances, Relief Attachments; ph. ill.; p.80-81; Oct 91; INT

Suturing of Dualities; The Changing Role of Women and Women Architects; by Darlene Crosby; ph. ref.; p.27-35; Nov 91; JAE

See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH and Specific Subjects also

BOTANICAL GARDENS
Aboretum, Crosby: Mississippi, Picayune; Ecological Garden, ASLA Award; Edward L. Blake, Jr.; ph. pl.; p.55; Nov 91; LA

Botanical Conservatory; Massachusetts, Boston: Monacelli Associates and Morgan Wheelock; pl. m. elev.; p.22; June 91; LA

Visitor Center; Arizona, Superior: Line and Space; ph. pl. ill.; p.86-87; May 91; A

See GARDEN, RECREATION also

BRAZIL
Aguas Claras; Open Pit Mine Site, Reclaimed for Housing and Open Space; Design Workshop; ph. ill.; p.30; Dec 91; LA

Brasilia; Report on a Capital After Thirty Years: Positive Critique; by Alan Hess; ph.; p.96-97; Oct 91; PA

Interview with Architect; His Philosophy and Work; Oscar Niemeyer; ph.; p.98-99; Oct 91; PA

BUILDING CODE
Fire Sprinkler in Residential Construction, Controversy; by Ann L. Patterson; ph. biblio.; p.63-67; Sept 91; CB

Preservation vs. Codes; Many Old Buildings Don't Comply with Current Codes; by Theodore Prudon; ph. pl.; p.52-54; Mar 91; AR
CALIFORNIA

—; Residence. Fernau & Hartman, sec. pl.; p.98-99; Aug 91; PA
—; River and Stream Bank Restoration. Examples:
Adelanto; Residential Development; Residence: Sorrento, Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Sept 91; B
Dana Point; Townhouse: Admiralty, Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph. pl.; p.60-83; Feb 91; B
Davis; Social Sciences and Humanities Building, University of California; Antoine Predock; ill. m.; p.61; Aug 91; A
Del Mar; Downtown Shopping Center; Del Mar Plaza, Landscape; Jerde Partnership, Landscape Design by Emmet Wemple; by Dirk Sutro; ph.; p.70-73; Apr 91; LA
Emeryville; Interiors; Financial Offices, Remodeled Warehouse: Mathews, Bice & Debbas; ph. axon. pl.; p.114-117; Sept 91; PA
Escondido; Residential Development; Courtyard Houses; Pekarek & Crandell; pl. elev.; p.108; May 91; B
Escondido; Residential Development; Townhouse; Housing for Homeless Single Mothers and Children; Jury Comments, PA Award; Davids & Killary; m. pl. sec. ill. axon.; p.96-97; Jan 91; PA
Fairfield; Center for the Creative Arts; ELS/Elbasani & Logan; ph. axon. sec.; p.64-69; Sept 91; A
Fairfield; Photovoltaic Systems Manufacturing Facility; KCA Architects; m. ill. pl.; p.65; Dec 91; PA
Fontana; Residential Development; Residence; Pekarek & Crandell; ph. pl.; p.231; Jan 91; B
Fonthill Ranch; Residential Development; Residence; Bellwood Park, BUILDER Award; Bassennian & Lagon; ph. pl.; p.119; Oct 91; B
Freemont; Residential Development; Residence; Shleppy & Hezmalhalch; ph. pl.; p.166; Jan 91; B
Fullerton; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Infill Downtown; McLarand & Vasquez; by Susan Bradford and David A. Jones; ph. pl.; p.113-115; May 91; B
Glendale; Art and Music Camp for Underprivileged Children; Widom, Wein, Cohen; ph. pl.; p.98; Mar 91; PA
Glendale; Church of Christ; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-77; Mar 91; A
Healdsburg; Weekend House; Jennings & Stout; ph. pl.; p.78-83; Nov 91; PA
Hillsborough; Kitchen; BUILDER Award; House & House; ph. pl.; p.145; Oct 91; B
Hollywood; Retail-Office Building with Landscaped Decks and Courtyards; SITE; ill. pl.; p.98; Mar 91; PA
Huntington Beach; Residential Development; Residence; Ocean Pointe, BUILDER Award; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph. pl.; p.122; Oct 91; B
Indian Wells; Residential Development; Residence; Desert Horizons, Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Feb 91; B
Irvine; Computer Science/Engineering Building; University of California; Firm Profile; R. L. Binder; ph. pl.; p.40-45; Oct 91; A
Irvine; Food Facility, University of California; BUILDER Award; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.138; Oct 91; B

CYPRESS

Cypress; Residential Development; Residence: Sorrento, Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Sept 91; B

BERKELEY

Berkeley; Hotel; Affordable Single-Room Occupancy, Studio Durant; David Baker; m. pl. axon. ill.; p.104; June 91; PA
Berkeley; Strawberry Creek Park; Douglas Wolfe; by Kevin Powell; ph. pl.; p.47-48; Jan 91; LA

BEVERLY HILLS

Beverly Hills; Interiors; Management Firm Offices: David Kellen; ph. pl.; p.114, 118-119; Sept 91; PA
Beverly Hills; Office Building; Lobby; Péi, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl.; p.91; Apr 91; PA
Beverly Hills; Savings and Loan Buildings; Two; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. axon. sec.; p.108-115; Mar 91; A
Beverly Hills; Temple Emanuel School; Albert Group; by Jane Trigere; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Apr 91; INT

BURBANK

Burbank; Office Building; Middle Rise; Columbia Pictures Headquarters; The Role of CAD; Case Study; Genser Associates; by Ann Moore and John Hughes; ph. ill.; p.86-87; July 91; AR
Burbank; Office Building; Middle Rise; Team Disney Offices; Michael Graves; ph. pl.; p.80-89; June 91; A
Burbank; Prototype Transit Station; Monorail Transit System and Parking Intercept Program; Genser Associates; pl. ill.; p.42; Mar 91; PA

CHULA VISTA

Chula Vista; Residential Development; Residence; Maracy, BUILDER Award; Lorimer & Case; ph. pl.; p.116; Oct 91; B

COLTON

Colton; Elderly Housing; Apartment Complex; Colton Palms; Jury Comments, PA Award; Valerio Associates; m. pl. ill.; p.102-103; Jan 91; PA

COMMERCE

Commerce; Lighting, The Citadel; Nadel Partnership and Sussman & Prejza; Lighting Design by Sutro; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Jan 91; B

CONSTRUCTION

Construction; The Citadel; Shopping, Offices, Hotel, Factory Complex; Nadel Partnership and Sussman & Prejza; ph. axon.; p.62-67; Dec 91; A

CULVER CITY

Culver City; Advertising Studio and Offices, Remodeled Warehouses: Eric Owen Moss; ph. pl. sec. axon. m.; p.98-103; May 91; PA
Culver City; Film and Production Offices, Remodeled Warehouses: Eric Owen Moss; ph. pl. ill.; p.104-105; May 91; PA
Culver City; Office Building; Low Rise; Public Relations Firm Offices, Remodeled Steel Foundry; Critique, Eric Owen Moss; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.106-113; Mar 91; AR
Cupertino; Apple Computer Offices; Genser Associates; ph. pl.; p.116-119; Nov 91; ID

CYPRESS

Cypress; Residential Development; Residence: Sorrento, Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Sept 91; B

DANA POINT

Dana Point; Remodeled Hillside House: Hank Bruce; by Christina Nelson; ph. pl.; p.34-39; Sept 91; CB

BERKELEY

Berkeley; Hotel; Affordable Single-Room Occupancy, Studio Durant; David Baker; m. pl. axon. ill.; p.104; June 91; PA
Berkeley; Strawberry Creek Park; Douglas Wolfe; by Kevin Powell; ph. pl.; p.47-48; Jan 91; LA

BEVERLY HILLS

Beverly Hills; Interiors; Management Firm Offices: David Kellen; ph. pl.; p.114, 118-119; Sept 91; PA
Beverly Hills; Office Building; Lobby; Péi, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl.; p.91; Apr 91; PA
Beverly Hills; Savings and Loan Buildings; Two; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. axon. sec.; p.108-115; Mar 91; A
Beverly Hills; Temple Emanuel School; Albert Group; by Jane Trigere; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Apr 91; INT

BURBANK

Burbank; Office Building; Middle Rise; Columbia Pictures Headquarters; The Role of CAD; Case Study; Genser Associates; by Ann Moore and John Hughes; ph. ill.; p.86-87; July 91; AR
Burbank; Office Building; Middle Rise; Team Disney Offices; Michael Graves; ph. pl.; p.80-89; June 91; A
Burbank; Prototype Transit Station; Monorail Transit System and Parking Intercept Program; Genser Associates; pl. ill.; p.42; Mar 91; PA

CHULA VISTA

Chula Vista; Residential Development; Residence; Maracy, BUILDER Award; Lorimer & Case; ph. pl.; p.116; Oct 91; B

COLTON

Colton; Elderly Housing; Apartment Complex; Colton Palms; Jury Comments, PA Award; Valerio Associates; m. pl. ill.; p.102-103; Jan 91; PA

COMMERCE

Commerce; Lighting, The Citadel; Nadel Partnership and Sussman & Prejza; Lighting Design by Sutro; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Jan 91; B

CONSTRUCTION

Construction; The Citadel; Shopping, Offices, Hotel, Factory Complex; Nadel Partnership and Sussman & Prejza; ph. axon.; p.62-67; Dec 91; A

CULVER CITY

Culver City; Advertising Studio and Offices, Remodeled Warehouses: Eric Owen Moss; ph. pl. sec. axon. m.; p.98-103; May 91; PA
Culver City; Film and Production Offices, Remodeled Warehouses: Eric Owen Moss; ph. pl. ill.; p.104-105; May 91; PA
Culver City; Office Building; Low Rise; Public Relations Firm Offices, Remodeled Steel Foundry; Critique, Eric Owen Moss; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.106-113; Mar 91; AR
Cupertino; Apple Computer Offices; Genser Associates; ph. pl.; p.116-119; Nov 91; ID

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Irvine; Interiors; Law Offices; Albert C. Martin; Interior Design by ISD; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Nov 91; ID
Irvine; Micro Electronics Facilities; Controls Utilized; Rasmussen, Ingle & Anderson; ph. sec.; p.84; July 91; A
Joshua Tree; Hi-Desert Medical Center; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; ph. pl.; p.46-49; July 91; A
La Jolla; Salk Institute Landscape Alteration; Lois Scher; Original Design by Louis I. Kahn; ph. pl.; p.38; Oct 91; LA
La Jolla; Salk Institute for Biological Studies, 1965: Louis I. Kahn; ph.; p.100; Oct 91; A
La Jolla; Salk Institute, Addition; Anshen & Allen; Original Design by Louis I. Kahn; m. pl. sec.; p.23; Apr 91; A
La Jolla; Theater; La Jolla Playhouse, University of California; Antoine Predock; ph. pl.; p.48-53; Sept 91; A
Laguna Niguel; Residence; Ocean Ranch; Berk Group; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Dec 91; B
Laguna Niguel; Residential Development; Residence; Marina Hills; BUILDER Award; Richardsons, Nady & Martin; ph. pl.; p.118; Oct 91; B
Lake Berryessa; Residence; Center for Environmental Structure; ph. sec.; p.104-105; July 91; A
Larkspur; Restaurant; Remillard's, Remodeled Brick Kiln; James Maxwell; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Feb 91; INT
Long Beach; Office Building; Glazed Lobby; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.87; Apr 91; PA
Los Angeles; 1963 House Remodeled; John Lautner; ph. pl.; p.88-93; Nov 91; PA
Los Angeles; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Heathside Caswell; McCune & Gerwin; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Nov 91; B
Los Angeles; Apartment Development; Centrepointe; Towaga & Smith; ph. pl.; p.81; Nov 91; B
Los Angeles; Art Museum and Research Complex; Getty Center; Richard Meier, m. pl.; p.21-22; Nov 91; A
Los Angeles; Carpet Showroom; DuPont; Eva Maxx; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Oct 91; ID
Los Angeles; Citadel, Office, Hotel and Shopping Complex; Landscape; ASLA Award; Schwartz, Smith & Meyer; ph. m.; p.48-49; Nov 91; LA
Los Angeles; Clark Library Center, University of California; Expansion; Barton Phelps; ph. pl.; p.73-77; June 91; PA
Los Angeles; Craft and Folk Art Museum Store; Greer Kavanaugh; ph. pl.; p.122-123; Feb 91; ID
Los Angeles; Exhibit of Architect's Work; Arata Isozaki; by Peter Blake; ph. pl.; p.120; July 91; ID
Los Angeles; Film and Tape Archives Building; Paramount Pictures; Holt, Hinshaw, Pfla & Jones; ph. pl.; p.82-84; July 91; PA
Los Angeles; Hotel; Affordable Single-Room Occupancy; Koning & Eizenberg; ill. pl.; p.104; June 91; PA
Los Angeles; Interiors; Qualitative Research Company Offices, INTERIORS Award; Eric Owen Moss; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl. axon.; p.120-121; Jan 91; INT
Los Angeles; Interiors; Record Company Offices, Virgin Vision; Rieber O'Brien and Cardella Design; ph. pl.; p.158-161; May 91; ID

THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Los Angeles; J. Paul Getty Arts Center; Richard Meier, m. pl. axon.; p.80-87; Oct 91; AR
Los Angeles; Los Angeles Architecture, a Sense of Collectivity; by Leon Whiteson; p.88, 119; Feb 91; PA
Los Angeles; New Otoni Hotel; TSL/Merchant Design; p.24; Mar 91; INT
Los Angeles; Office Building; High Rise; 777 South Figueroa, Curtain-Wall Details; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. axon. det.; p.101, 104-107; Aug 91; AR
Los Angeles; Office Building; Lobby; Mitchell & Giurghio; ph. pl. sec.; p.88; Apr 91; PA
Los Angeles; Recreation Center, Shatto; Steven Ehrlich; ph. pl. ill.; p.70-73; Sept 91; A
Los Angeles; Remodeled 1925 House; Schweitzer BIM; Original Design by Lloyd Wright; ph. pl.; p.126-133; Sept 91; A
Los Angeles; Residence; Legorreta Arquitectos; ph.; p.126-133; Apr 91; A
Los Angeles; Resource Library for Designers; Shlemmer Design; ph.; p.30; Feb 91; INT
Malibu; Residence; For Visiting Japanese Executives; Jury Comments, PA Award; Holt, Hinshaw, Pfla & Jones; ph. pl.; p.126-133; July 91; A
Malibu; Residence; Jury Comments, PA Award; Coop Himmelblau; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.85-87; Jan 91; PA
Malibu; Residence; Buzz Yudel; ph. pl.; p.88-89; June 91; B
Manhattan Beach; Residence; Jury Comments, PA Award; Holt, Hinshaw, Pfla & Jones; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.110-111; Jan 91; PA
Marin County; Buddhist Center, Guest House; Sim Van der Ryn; ph. pl.; p.90; Mar 91; PA
Marin del Rey; Residence; Ronald McCoy; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-99; Apr 91; PA
Menlo Park; Flood Park; Accommodates People with Disabilities; Moore, Iacofano & Goltzmann and Lawrence Wight; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Feb 91; A
Montecito; Residence with Guest House, Steel Structural Details; Morphosis; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.5; Nov 91; PA
Moreno Valley; Residential Development; Residence; Moreno Valley Ranch; Kaufman & Broad; ph. pl.; p.220-221; Jan 91; B
Nance Canyon; New Town; Water Concerns in Plan; DPZ Associates; Landscape Design by CoDesign; by Robert L. Thayer, Jr.; pl.; p.168; Oct 91; LA
Napa County; County Museum and Cultural Center; Fennau & Hartman; ph. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p.99; Aug 91; PA
Napa Valley; Residence; Landscape; ASLA Award; Powell, Tuck & Conner; Landscape Design by Harveys Associates; ph.; p.56; Nov 91; LA
Newport Beach; Apartment Development; Marina; Stockton & Hidey; ill. pl.; p.56; Aug 91; B
Oakland; Administrative and Maintenance Facility; Concrete Batching Company; Holt, Hinshaw, Pfla & Jones; ph. pl.; p.80-81; July 91; PA

51
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Oakland; Affordable Small Exhibit Starter Home; Donald MacDonald; ph. axon.; p.97; June 91; PA

Oakland; Child Development Center; Children's Hospital; INTERIORS Award; Ratcliff Architects; by Karin Tetro; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Jan 91; INT

Oakland; Children's Health Care Clinic; Remodeled, BUILDER Award; Ratcliff Architects; ph.; p.136-137; Oct 91; B

Oakland; Sculpture Studio; California College of Arts and Crafts; Jury Comments, PA Award; Jim Jennings; m. pl. elev. ill.; p.116-117; Jan 91; PA

Oakland; Small Starter House; Demonstration Affordable; Donald MacDonald; ph axon.; p.170; Jan 91; B

Ojai; Foundation School, an 'Eco-Village'; Sim Van der Ryn; m. pl.; p.88-89; Mar 91; PA

Ojai; School; Foundation School; Sim Van der Ryn; m. ill. sec. ph.; p.102-103; May 91; A

Orange County; Airport Terminal; John Wayne Airport; Gensler Associates and Leason Pomeroy; by Margaret Gaskie; ph. pl. sec.; p.230-235; July 91; AR

Orange County; Kitchen; Remodeled; Concepts II; by Donna Hartman; ph. pl.; p.23-26; Mar 91; CB

Orange County; Residence; Bart Prince; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-111; Apr 91; AR

Orange; School; Elementary; Dougherty & Dougherty; m. pl.; p.89; July 91; PA

Paciﬁc Beach; Branch Library; Manuel Oncina; elev. sec.; p.39; Sept 91; A

Palmdale; Residential Development; Residence; California Marquis; Kaufman & Broad; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Mar 91; B

Palo Alto; Interiors; Financial Offices; Brayton & Hughes; ph. axon.; p.122-125; Sept 91; AR

Palo Alto; Landfill Park; Hargreaves Associates; pl. ill.; p.99; Mar 91; PA

Palo Alto; Office Building; Low Rise; Plaza Ramona; BUILDER Award; DES; ph.; p.140; Oct 91; B

Pasadena; Biology and Chemistry Facility; California Institute of Technology; Beckman Institute; Albert C. Martin; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-57; July 91; A

Pasadena; Hotel; Plaza Las Fuentes; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; Interior Design by Pfister Partnership; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.48-51; Feb 91; INT

Pasadena; Police Building and Jail; Stern, Ehrenkrantz & Kamme; ph. pl.; p.41-47; Feb 91; A

Petaluma; Playground; Maisha Ruth; ill.; p.64; May 91; LA

Piru; Townhouse; Affordable Farmworkers' Housing; Rancho Sespe; John V. Mullet; elev. pl.; p.101; June 91; PA

Pleasant Hill; City Hall; Charles Moore and Urban Innovations Group and Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.74-81; Sept 91; A

Rancho Cucamonga; Residential Development; Residence; Terra Vista; Lewis Homes; ph. pl.; p.224; Jan 91; B

Rancho Santa Fe; Church; Catholic; Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Austin Hansen Group; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-83; Feb 91; AR

Rancho Santa Fe; Residence; Wave Crest Properties; ph. pl.; p.100; June 91; B

Redwood Shores; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Indian Creek, BUILDER Award; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.123; Oct 91; B

Riverside; Hotel; Renovation of Mission Inn, 1903; ELS/Eibasani & Logan; ph. pl.; p.82-89; Oct 91; PA

Roseville; Manufacturing, Storage and Offices; Hewlett-Packard; Component Details; HED; ph. axon.; p.106-107; Aug 91; A

Sacramento, Near; Residential Development; Residence; Laguna West; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; elev. pl.; p.81; July 91; B

San Diego, Near; Management Plan for Tijuana River Valley; ASLA Award; California Polytechnic Graduate Students; pl.; p.68-69; Nov 91; LA

San Diego; Community Center, Interior Design Studio; San Diego State; Community Projects; ph.; p.74-75; Nov 91; INT

San Diego; Flight Training Complex; Seismic Considerations; Very Light, Braced-Frame Steel Structure; McGraw & Baldwin; ph. pl. det. sec. axon.; p.106-111; June 91; AR

San Diego; Hotel; Affordable Single-Room Occupancy, Harborplace; Rob Wellington Quigley, ph. axon. sec. elev.; p.105; June 91; PA

San Diego; Low Rise; Mixed Use Downtown Development, BUILDER Award; Lorimer & Case; ph.; p.98-103; Oct 91; B

San Diego; Molecular Biology Research Facility; University of California; Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Ratcliff Architects; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Mar 91; A

San Diego; Resource Recovery Facility; James Stewart Polshek; ill. pl. sec.; p.100; Mar 91; PA

San Diego; San Diego Zoo; ASLA Award; Jones & Jones; ph. pl.; p.60; Nov 91; LA

San Diego; Shirley Eye Center, University of California; Ansheen & Allen; ph. pl.; p.58-63; July 91; A

San Diego; Underground Parking Garage; Seaport Village; Hope Architects; m. sec. pl.; p.81; Dec 91; A

San Fernando Valley; Men's Clothing Store, Sy Devore; Zimmerman & Stafford; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. axon.; p.66-67; Feb 91; INT

San Francisco Bay Area; Residence; Fernau & Hartman; m. pl. sec.; p.100; Aug 91; PA

San Francisco; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Affordable Housing; Daniel Solomon; m. pl. elev.; p.103; June 91; PA

San Francisco; Apartment Development; Bayside Village, Mixed Use; Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl.; p.118-119; May 91; B

San Francisco; Apartment Development; Landscape; Bayside Village; Fisher & Friedman and Anthony Guzzardo; ph. pl.; p.56-63; Apr 91; LA
CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

San Francisco; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Affordable Housing, Converted Hospital Annex Buildings; Sandy & Babcock; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.136-143; Mar 91; AR

San Francisco; Apartment Development; Mendelson House, Low Income; Tito Patri and Robert Herman; ph.; p.56-63; Apr 91; LA

San Francisco; Community Recreation Center; BUILDER Award; Marquis Associates; ph.; p.143; Oct 91; B

San Francisco; Elderly Housing; Apartment Complex for Low-Income; Robert Herman; ph. pl. axon.; p.99-98; Aug 91; AR

San Francisco; Furniture Showroom, Harpers; Andrew Belleschner and Joseph Vincent; ph. pl.; p.168-171; Oct 91; ID

San Francisco; Gymnasium, Park and Community Center; Marquis Associates; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.68-73; June 91; AR

San Francisco; Hotel; Sheraton Palace, 1895; Renovation; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Original Design by John Gaynor; ph. pl.; p.150-155; Oct 91; ID

San Francisco; Interiors; Financial Planning Offices; Pfizer Partnership; ph. pl.; p.112-117; Feb 91; ID

San Francisco; Interiors; Financial Services Office; Orlando Díaz-Acczy; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.60-63; Feb 91; INT

San Francisco; Interiors; Land Development Company Offices, Keenan, Richard Brayton; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph.; p.64-65; Feb 91; INT

San Francisco; Interiors; Magazine Company Offices; Manuel Castedo; ph. pl.; p.118-121; Feb 91; ID

San Francisco; Mission Bay, Mixed Use Urban Plan; EDAW; ph. pl.; p.50-55; Sept 91; LA

San Francisco; Office Building; Interiors; One Bush Street, Renovation, Elevator Cab Detail; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz and Pfizer Partnership; Original Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. det.; p.55, 22-23; Feb 91; INT

San Francisco; Office Building; Middle Rise; Precast Concrete Wall Section; Heller & Leake; ph. sec. det.; p.77, 80-81; Jan 91; A

San Francisco; Office Furniture Showroom, Westinghouse; PPH Environments; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.56-59; Feb 91; INT

San Francisco; Palace of Fine Arts Building Lighting; Luminaire Souter; Original Design by Bernard Maybeck; ph.; p.44-47; Feb/Supp1 91; AR

San Francisco; Ronald McDonald House, for Critically Ill Children and Their Families; ELS/Elsbasi & Logan; ph. pl. axon.; p.160-161; May 91; INT

San Francisco; Temple Emanuel-el; Acoustic Aberrations; Robinson, Mills & Williams; Acoustical Design by Paolotti Associates; ph. pl. elev.; p.52; May 91; INT

San Francisco; U.S. Court of Appeals and Post Office; 1905 Structure, Base-Isolation and Other Seismic Strengthening; James Knox Taylor; ph. sec. det.; p.114-115; June 91; AR

CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

San Jose; Art Museum, Addition; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Interior Design by Robinson, Mills & Williams; ph. sec.; p.54-57; Sept 91; A

San Jose; Bank of West, Interiors; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Interior Design by Robinson, Mills & Williams; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Mar 91; ID

San Jose; Children’s Discovery Museum; Legoreta Arquitectos; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Sept 91; A

San Jose; Computer Plant, Becton Dickinson; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.100-105; Aug 91; ID

San Jose; Computer Store, ComputerCraft; Burdick Group; ph. pl.; p.102-105; Apr 91; ID

San Jose; Office Building; Interiors; Atrium, Becton Dickinson; ASLA Award; Schwartz, Smith & Meyer; ph.; p.62; Nov 91; LA

San Jose; Riverfront Walkway Park; Incorporates Flood Control; Hargreaves Associates; ill. pl.; p.40-41; Feb 91; LA

San Jose; Shelter for the Homeless; Julian Street Inn; Center for Environmental Structure; ph. pl.; p.100-101; July 91; PA

San Pedro; Hospital; Residences for AIDS Patients; Grinslein & Daniels; m. pl.; p.27; Nov 91; AR

San Rafael; Marin County Civic Center, Exterior Lighting; Frank Lloyd Wright; Lighting Design by Luminaire Souter; ph.; p.40-43; Nov/Supp1 91; AR

Santa Ana; School; Elementary; Dougherty & Dougherty; m. pl.; p.89; July 91; PA

Santa Clara Valley; Residential Development; Lee’s Orchard, Integration with an Orchard Site; Daniel Solomon and Kathryn Clarke et al.; by Kevin Powell; ph. pl. elev.; p.52-55; Apr 91; ID

Santa Clara; Residential Development; Sterling; Steinberg Group; ph.; p.68-69; Aug 91; B

Santa Cruz; Maritime Building, University of California; Antoine Predock; ill. pl.; p.60; Aug 91; A

Santa Monica Mountains; Residence; Xeriscape Landscape; Elsa Leviser, ph. pl.; p.79-83; Oct 91; LA

Santa Monica; Community Services Center, Koning & Eizenberg; ph. sec.; p.98-103; Mar 91; A

Santa Monica; Residence; Mack Architects; ph.; p.64-69; Nov 91; PA

Santa Monica; Residential Development, Affordable Houses, Ocean Park; Appleton & Mechur; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.94-95; June 91; PA

Santa Rosa; Residential Development; Residence; Sandy & Babcock; ph. pl.; p.228; Jan 91; B

Santa Rosa; Visitor Center, Environmental Education Tool; Obie G. Bowman; m. sec.; p.82-83; May 91; A

Sausalito; Residence; BUILDER Award; Marquis Associates; ph. pl.; p.11; Oct 91; B

Sea Ranch; Residence; Sun Roof; Obie G. Bowman; ph. pl.; p.84; May 91; A

Sea Ranch; Residence; Fernau & Hartman; m. pl. axon.; p.100; Aug 91; PA

Sebastopol; Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile, Her Work; Maisha Ruth; ph. ill.; p.64-65; May 91; LA

Solana Beach; Solana Station, Bus and Automobile Center at Air Terminal; Rob Wellington Quigley, ill. pl.; p.43; Sept 91; A
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Squaw Valley; Resort Hotel, Squaw Creek; Ward & Young; Interior Design by Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Morris; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.68-71; Oct 91; INT

St. Helena; Winery Offices; Sutter Home; Robert D. Torres; Interior Design by Thomas Bartlett; ph.; p.156-157; Oct 91; ID

Stanford; Memorial Church, Stanford University; 1903 Structure Repaired and Strengthened After Earthquake; Degenkold Associates and Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; Original Design by Coolidge & Hodges; ph. pl. det.; p.113; June 91; AR

Stanford; Residence; Hanna House, 1937; Repaired and Strengthened After Earthquake; Architectural Resources Group and Martin Eli Weit; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl. det.; p.112; June 91; AR

Sunnyvale; Townhouse; Copley Square; Dahlin Group; ph.; ill. elev.; p.104; Dec 91; B

Thousand Oaks; Townhouse; San Alicia; Stockton & Hiley; ph.; p.62-63; Aug 91; B

Torrance; Office Building; Low Rise; Epson America; Canopy Section; Genisier Associates; ph. sec.; p.104-105; Aug 91; A

Tustin Ranch; Shopping Center; Tustin Market Place; LPA Architects and Legorreta Architects; ph.; p.52-55; Dec 91; A

Tustin; Townhouse; Corte Villa; BUILDER Award; Shlepey & Heznalvitch; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Oct 91; B

Venice; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Affordable; R. L. Binder; ph. elev. ; p.108; June 91; PA

Venice; Interiors; Design Firm's Offices, Ceiling Glass Details; Franklin D. Israel; iso. ph.; p.24; Apr 91; INT

Venice; Speculative Beachfront House; Antoine Predock; ph. p.; p.92-95; Apr 91; PA

Visalia; Air and Intermodal Terminal; Ratcliff Architects; ill. pl.; p.43; Sept 91; A

Walnut Creek; Heather Farm Health and Sports Facility; Accommodates People with Disabilities; Hirshen & Trumbo and Jacobson, Silverstein & Winslow; ill. pl. elev. sec.; p.104; Feb 91; A

Westlake Village; Residence; Westlake Village, Large Model; Randy Washington; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Dec 91; B

Westwood; Medical Center; University of California; Mitchell & Giurgo; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-71; July 91; A

Woodland Hills; Interiors; Cosmetics and Hair Products, Corporate Headquarters, Sebastian; Artecnica; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.52-55; July 91; INT

CANADA (Cont'd)

British Columbia, Stone Indian Reserve; School; Elementary; Based on Native Forms; Jury Comments, PA Award; Peter Cardew; m. pl. sec.; p.112-113; Jan 91; PA

British Columbia, Vancouver; Coal Harbour; Office, Hotel, Marine Berths, Retail and Market Space; Civitas; ill. m.; p.48-49; Feb 91; LA

British Columbia, Vancouver; Forest Engineering Research Facility; Uses Engineered Wood; Henderson; ph.; p.98-99; Sept 91; A

British Columbia, Victoria; Graduate Students Society Center, University of Victoria; Peterson Architects; ph. sec. det.; p.101; Sept 91; A

Ontario, Scarborough; Office Building; Glazed Lobby, Jones & Kirkland; ph. axon. ill.; p.87; Apr 91; PA

Ontario, Toronto; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Affordable; Francesco and Aldo Piccaluga; ph.; p.90; June 91; PA

Ontario, Toronto; Earth Sciences Centre, University of Toronto; A. J. Diamond and Donald Schmitt and Bregman & Hamann; ph.; p.108-109; Feb 91; AR

Ontario, Toronto; Eye Glasses Store; Francesco and Aldo Piccaluga; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.78-79; Oct 91; INT

Ontario, Toronto; Interiors; Interior Design Firms Offices; Yabu & Pushelberg; ph.; p.120-123; Sept 91; PA

Ontario, Toronto; Office Building; High Rise; CN/Royal Trust; Jury Comments, PA Award; Ehrlebe & Becket and Dunlop & Farrow; m. pl.; p.100-101; Jan 91; PA

Ontario, Toronto; Residence; Jury Comments, PA Award; Donald McKay; m. pl. dia.; p.98-99; Jan 91; PA

Ontario, Toronto; Restaurant; Cafe Outre; Charles K. & Gatserelia; ph. pl.; p.146-149; Oct 91; ID

Ontario, Toronto; Studio Prototype House; Fong & Steven; ph. pl. sec.; p.75-77; Nov 91; PA

Quebec, Montreal; Affordable Demonstration House; Witol Rybczynski and Avi Friedman; ph. pl.; p.96; June 91; PA

Quebec, Montreal; Beach Park, Parc Plage; Water Filtering Lake; Williams, Asselin & Ackaoui; ph.; p.32; Dec 91; LA

Quebec, Montreal; Downtown Redevelopment; First-Prize Winner; Peterson & Littenberg; m. pl. axon.; p.113-115; July 91; PA

Quebec, Montreal; Downtown Redevelopment; Second-Prize Winner; Hiroshi Hara; m. axon. sec. ill.; p.113-115; July 91; PA

Quebec, Montreal; Downtown Redevelopment; Second-Prize Winner; Martin Liefhebber; m. axon. sec. ill.; p.113-115; July 91; PA

Quebec, Montreal; Historical Shaughnessy House on Display; Restoration; Canadian Centre for Architecture; Dennis St. Louis; Original Design by William T. Thomas; ph.; p.90-93; Dec 91; ID

Quebec, Montreal; Municipal Workshops; Jury Comments, PA Award; LeMoyna, Lapointe & Martineau et al.; m. pl. ill.; p.104-105; Jan 91; PA

Yukon Territory, Dawson City; Architecture of the 1898 Yukon Gold Rush; ph.; p.62-63; Mar 91; AR
CARPET
Architects’ Influence on the Carpet Industry; Indoor Air Pollutants in Office Buildings; by Karen Randal; table; p.131-132; Mar 91; PA
Carpet Industry Standards for Volatile Organic Compound Emissions; by Charlene Bayer; ph.; p.127-128; Mar 91; PA
Commercial Carpet Specifications, Part 2; Installation; by Katherine Freeman; table; ph.; p.44-45; Nov 91; AR
Commercial Carpet Specifications; by Katherine Freeman; p.40-41; Sept 91; AR
Floorcovering Manufacturers’ Directory; table; p.36-46; Dec 91; INT
Prince St. St. Sisal Carpet; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.64-65; Aug 91; INT

CEILING
Illinois, Chicago; Standard Club; Ceiling Lighting Details; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. det. elev.; p.70-73, 34-35; June 91; INT
Lighting Coved Ceilings; by James R. Benya; ph. sec.; p.18-19; Nov Suppl 91; AR

CEMETERY
Columbia Memorial Park; Maryland, Columbia; Woodland Park; Ralph D’Amato; by Tom Nugent; ph.; p.73-75; Feb 91; LA
Italian Contemporary Cemeteries; Review; Italy; —; Aldo Rossi, Carlo Scarpa; by Linda J. Cook; ph.; p.66-69; Feb 91; LA
San Cataldo Cemetery; Italy, Modena; Interview with Aldo Rossi and Morris Adjmi, Aldo Rossi and Gianni Braghieri; ph. sec. ill.; p.50, 58-63; Feb 91; PA
Veterans’ Cemeteries; by Kathleen McCormick; ph. pl.; p.70-72; Feb 91; LA

CERAMIC TILE
Ceramic Tile Subflooring; Underlayment Allows for Movement; by Seymour Bortz and Gail Hook; ph. det.; p.41; Dec 91; PA

CHILD CARE CENTER
Child Care Center; District of Columbia, Washington; Design Studio; ph. pl.; p.158-159; May 91; INT

CHINA
—; Organic Health Center; Fields, Islands, Hotel, Athletic Facilities; Malcolm Wells; ph. sec.; p.82-83; Mar 91; PA

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Arizona, Tempe; Riverfront Linear Park; Tempe Rio Salado; Arizona State Univ Architecture Dept; ph. m.; p.42-43; Feb 91; LA

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (Cont’d)
Cities on the Edge; Review; Edge Cities Distribute Urban Growth to Perimeters of Large Cities; ph.; p.45-47, 114-115; Dec 91; A
City Greenways Design; North Carolina, Raleigh; History; Bill Flournoy; by Charles Little; pl.; p.112; Jan 91; LA
Community Based Anthroposophical Principles; Sweden, Jarna; Organic Architecture; Erik Asmussen; ph. dia. ill.; p.70-73; Mar 91; PA
Eco-Village, Toward Sustainable Architecture; by Sim Van der Ryn; ph. pl. m.; p.88-90; Mar 91; PA
Edge of the City Exhibit; Periphery of Six Cities; Steven Holt; ph.; p.33-34; June 91; A
Freening Suburb and Town Design from the Auto; by Jane Holtz Kay; p.15-20; Apr 91; INT
India, Indore; Study on Settlement Standards: User Planning Process; Jury Comments; PA Award; Witold Rybczynski and Vikram Bhatt; m. pl.; p.125; Jan 91; PA
Lindisfarne Village Concept; David Sellers; pl. ill.; p.86-87; Mar 91; PA
Management Plan for Tijuana River Valley; California, San Diego; Near; ASLA Award; California Polytechnic Graduate Students; pl.; p.68-69; Nov 91; LA
New Town, Disney Development; Florida, Celebration; pl.; p.27; Aug 91; A
New Town; Arizona, Arcosanti; Archology: Updating the Prognosis; Paolo Soleri; ph. m. sec. elev.; p.76-78; Mar 91; PA
New Town; California, Nance Canyon; Water Concerns in Plan; DPZ Associates; Landscape Design by CoDesign; by Robert L. Thayer, Jr.; pl.; p.168; Oct 91; LA
New Town; Maryland, Gaithersburg, The Kentlands; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph. pl.; p.112-113, 118-119; Oct 91; AR
New Village; Florida, Orange Beach, Tannin Village; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph. pl.; p.113, 116-117; Oct 91; AR
New Village; Florida, Vero Beach; Village of Windsor; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph. pl.; p.113-115; Oct 91; AR
New York, Flushing Meadows; Park, Flushing Meadows Corona Park Concept Plan; Site of Former World Fairs; Jury Comments; PA Award; Bernard Tschumi et al.; pl. ill.; p.124-125; Jan 91; PA
Open Pit Mine Site, Reclaimed for Housing and Open Space; Brazil, Aguas Claras; Design Workshop; ph. pl. ill.; p.30; Dec 91; LA
Paradise Regained; Perimeter Growth Around Large Cities; ph. pl. ill.; p.48-51; Dec 91; A
Portfolio of Current Work of Urban Planning Firm; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph. pl.; p.110-119; Oct 91; AR
Post-Suburban Environment; Questioning Reliance on the Car; Sketches of Transit-Oriented Development; Calthorpe Associates; by Peter Calthorpe; p.84-85; Mar 91; PA
Profile of Stephen Coyle; Massachusetts, Boston; Director of Redevelopment Authority; by Nancy Levinson; ph.; p.66-67, 183; Mar 91; AR
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CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (Cont'd)

Report on a Capital After Thirty Years; Brazil. Brasilia; Positive Critique; by Alan Hess; ph.; p.96-97; Oct 91; PA

Rethinking Housing in Suburbia; Discussion by Designers and Consultants; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.64-67; Apr 91; LA

Settlement Patterns in America; Suitable Environments; by David Sellers; pl. ill.; p.86-87; Mar 91; PA

Tijuana River Valley Concept Plan; John Tillman Lyle, p.l.; p.87; June 91; LA

Timeless Elements of Traditional Towns; by Peter Callhorpe; ph. pi: p.44-45; June 91; AR

Town Plan; New Zealand, Whakatane; Transformative Model for Design Education; University of Auckland Students; by Anthony Ward; ph. pl. ref.; p.90-109; Feb 91; JAE

Urban Land Patterns Explored on a Computer; Uses Random Factors; by Kevin V. O'Brien; ill.; p.40-41; Dec 91; LA

Urban Waterfront Development; Projects, Discussion by Designers; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. m.; p.28-57; Feb 91; ID

Zoning Ordinance Begins New Era for the City; Texas. Houston; by Gerald Moorhead: ph pi.; p.50-51; Nov 91; AR

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, URBAN DESIGN, ZONING also

CIVIC CENTER

Japan, Fukuoka; Park Climbs 15 Terraces; Other Works by Ambasz; Emilio Ambasz; m. pl.; p.68-69; July 91; AR

See GOVERNMENT BUILDING, PLAZA, URBAN DESIGN also

CLINIC

Child Development Center; Children's Hospital; California, Oakland; INTERIORS Award; Ratcliff Architects; by Karin Tettlow; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Jan 91; INT

Children's Health Care Clinic; California, Oakland; Remodeled. BUILDER Award; Ratcliff Architects; ph.; p.136-137; Oct 91; B

Dental Periodontal Offices; Florida, North Miami Beach; Steven B. Schwartz; Interior Design by Shuster Design; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Dec 91; INT

Health and Recreation Facility; Alabama, Coosa Pines; For Kimberly-Clark Corporation; Valeno Associates; ph. pl. ill.; p.84-87; Jan 91; AR

Organic Health Center; China; Fields, Islands, Hotel, Athletic Facilities; Malcolm Wells; pl. sec.; p.82-83; Mar 91; PA

Pediatric Offices; New York, Oceanside; Ronda Reckseit; ph.; p.118-119; Apr 91; ID

CLOTHING

NGOB, Thai Traditional Hat; Perfect Design; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.192-193; Oct 91; ID

Nike Product Design; ph.; p.116-119; May 91; INT

CLUB

Airline Traveler's Club; New York, New York; La Guardia Airport; Silvestre Tafuro; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Mar 91; INT

Club House; Arizona, Scottsdale; Desert Mountain, BUILDER Award; Studio b; ph.; p.134-135; Oct 91; B

Club House; Oregon, Beaverton; Andover Park, BUILDER Award; Fisher & Friedman; ph.; p.132-133; Oct 91; B

Country Club; Florida, Palm Beach; The Fountains; STH Interiors Group; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Oct 91; ID

Country Club; Illinois, Chicago Suburb; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph.; p.60-63; June 91; INT

Florida, Orlando; Yacht and Beach Clubs; Disneyland; Robert A. M. Stern; Interior Design by Design Continuum; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.56-59; Oct 91; INT

Masonic Hall; New York, New York; Restoration; Ethan Gerard; ph. pl.; p.200-201; May 91; ID

New York, New York; Seamen's Church Institute Headquarters; James Stewart Polshek; by Barry Bergdoll; ph. sec. axon, elev.; p.66-73; Nov 91; A

Standard Club; Illinois, Chicago; Ceiling Lighting Details; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl. det. elev.; p.70-73, 34-35; June 91; INT

See NIGHT CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT also

COATINGS

See PAINT, WALLCOVERING

COLOR

Color Forecast for '92/'93; ill.; p.146-147; Nov 91; ID

COLORADO

Aspen, Near; Residential Development; Wildcat Ranch, Large Sites and Preserve; Design Workshop; ph. pl.; p.26; Aug 91; LA

Aurora; Horseshoe Park; Wenk Associates; by Michele Strutin; ph. pl.; p.49-51; Jan 91; LA

Aurora; Municipal Justice Center; Innovative Precast Concrete Forms, Dome, Skidmore, Owings & Merill; ph. sec. det.; p.77-79; Jan 91; A

Beaver Creek; Conference Center, Executive Retreat, Interiors; Naomi Left; ph. pl.; p.134-143; June 91; ID

Castle Pines; Residence; Landscape, Stone Walls; Ford, Powell & Carson; Landscape Design by POD and David Sheridan; by Tom Jenkins; ph. pl.; p.56-57; June 91; LA
COLORADO (Cont'd)

Crestone; Buddhist Center; Sim Van der Ryn; ph. pl. p.90; Mar 91; PA
Denver; Central Library Competition; Michael Graves and Klipp Partnership; m. pl. p.34; Apr 91; A
Denver; Convention Center; C. W. Fentress and J. H. Bradburn; Interior Design by Barbara Fentress; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. p.44-49; July 91; INT
Denver; Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile, Their Work, Civitas, m. ph. p.58-59; May 91; LA
Denver; Residential Development; High Density; ph. pl. p.84, 86; Mar 91; B
Denver; Residential Development; Residence, U. S. Homes; Habitat Design Group; ph. pl. p.70; Feb 91; B
Denver; Residential Development; The Preserve, High End Planned Development; ph. pl. p.237, 240, 242; Jan 91; B
Denver; Two Public Parks, Flood Control, Stormwater Control; Wallace Park and Shop Creek Park; Wenk Associates; by Michele Strutin; ph. p.84-87; Oct 91; LA
Englewood; Samuel Love Greenway, City Park; EDAW; ph. p.49-51; Jan 91; LA
Fiorissant; Visitor Center and Administration Building; Fossil Beds National Monument; National Park Service; ill. pl. p.66; Mar 91; LA
Golden; Municipal Center; C. W. Fentress and J. H. Bradburn; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. m. p.50-51; July 91; INT
Jefferson County; Residence, Custom Home Award, Knudson & Gloss; ph. p.44-47; Jan 91; CB

COMMUNITY CENTER

California, San Francisco; Gymnasium, Park and Community Center; Marquis Associates; ph. pl. sec. ill. p.68-73; June 91; AR
Community Recreation Center; California, San Francisco; BUILDER Award; Marquis Associates; ph. p.143; Oct 91; B
Community Services Center; California, Santa Monica; Koning & Eizenberg; ph. pl. sec. p.98-103; Mar 91; A
Illinois, Chicago; Residential Training Center for the Disadvantaged; Remodeled; Chicago Architectural Assistance Center, ph. pl. axon. p.41; Mar 91; PA
Interior Design Studio; California, San Diego; San Diego State, Community Projects; ph. p.74-75; Nov 91; INT
New York, Greenburgh; Apartment Development; Affordable Temporary Housing for Single Parents, with Community Center; Cooper & Robertson; ph. pl. p.98-99; June 91; PA
See CULTURAL CENTER, GOVERNMENT BUILDING also

COMPUTER

Alias Upfront 1.0; SketchMate RP-11W Plotter; Gen-CADD Architectural Applications; by Steven S. Ross; ill. p.44-45; Sept 91; AR
Architectural Computer Technology Survey; Five Articles; ill. ph. dia. p.107-127; Oct 91; PA
Auto-CAD Release II, Microstation 4.0 Evaluated; by Eric Teicholz; p.67; Jan 91; PA
AutoShade Version 2.0; ill. p.40; Oct 91; AR
Automated Specifications; Computer Technology, Various Systems; ill. p.157-160; Mar 91; A
Automating the Custom Home; Smart House Experiences; by Tim Schott; ph. chart. p.26-32; Nov 91; CB
Builder's Computer Software Shopping; Builder's Experiences; ph. ill. p.112-119; Nov 91; B
Building Entry Designed with 3-D CAD; by Hans-Christian Lischeski; ill. p.43; Apr 91; AR
CAD 3D; Computer 3D Interiors Drawings; ill. p.25; Apr 91; INT
CAD and the Profession; Production vs Marketing and Management; by Garry Stevens; ill. p.141-143; May 91; PA
CAD In Colleges; Review of Use in Various Schools of Architecture; ph. p.103-107; Jan 91; A
CADD Holdouts; Use of CADD in Architectural Drawing and Sketching; pl. ill. p.97-99; Aug 91; A
CD-ROM; Databases for Architecture; by Michael Chusid; ill. p.155-156, 158; May 91; PA
California, Burbank; Office Building; Middle Rise; Columbia Pictures Headquarters; The Role of CAD; Case Study; Gensler Associates; by Ann Moore and John Hughes; ph. ill. p.86-87; July 91; AR
Color Video Adapters and Monitors; Review of Products; ph. ill. p.109-112; Feb 91; A
Computer Animation and 3-D Drawings for Interiors; ill. p.18; Nov 91; INT
Computer Animation and Rendering; Roundtable; ill. p.135-138; May 91; PA
Computer Building Control Systems; ill. ph. pl. iso. charts. p.107-111; June 91; A
Computer Modeling as a Design Tool; 3D CAD; by Kent Larson; ill. p.117-119; Oct 91; PA
Computer Modeling; WalkThrough and Form-Z; A Graphics Computer; by Steven S. Ross; ill. p.40-41; Aug 91; AR
Computer Systems for Large Firms; by Hans-Christian Lischeski; ph. dia. p.123-125; Oct 91; PA
Computer Use in Practice; Networking and Scanning; Part 3; ill. p.30-32; May 91; AR
Computer-Based Expert Systems; Part 2; Information Management; by David Kent Ballast; dia. biblio. p.40-41; Feb 91; AR
Computer-Based Systems Integration; Conference Report; by Michael Chusid; ill. p.109-111; Oct 91; PA
Computer Imaging Development Choices; Use by National Park Service; by Alan Kania; ph. p.74-75; Mar 91; LA
Customizing CADD; ill. axon. p.102-105; Dec 91; A
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Data CAD 4.0, Fine-Tuning; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.60-61; Mar 91; AR

Data Light3 Software; ill.; p.22; Aug/Suppl 91; AR

Desk with Computer Display Horizontal Screen; Ergonomically Improved; ph.; p.26; Jan 91; INT

Energy Conservation Software; ph. sec.; p.127-131; May 91; A

Facility Management Software; Review of Various Software; ill.; p.114-121; June 91; A

Firm Decides to Use Both Mac and DOS; Reasons; Atkin & Wreglesworth; by John Hughes; ill.; p.46-47; Nov 91; AR

Floor Plan Software, ROOMER2; pl.; p.24, 31; Aug 91; INT

Generic CAD for Mac and DOS; by Steven S. Ross; ill. pl.; p.46-47; Apr 91; AR

How New Computer Systems Become More Responsive; by Mark Lauden Crosby; p.113, 115; Oct 91; PA

Indiana; Rural; Energy Conservation House; Charles Griffith; ph. sec. ill.; biblio.; p.129; May 91; A

Integrating Computers into Practice; Part 2 of Series; by Kristine Fallon; ill.; p.50-51, 56; Feb 91; AR

Low Cost CAD; Easy CAD 2, Version 2.60; Design CAD 3D. Version 3.0; ill.; p.42-43; May 91; AR

Managing CAD for Landscape Design; by Gary Clay and Mark Lindhult; ph.; p.88-89; May 91; LA

MicroStation PC 4.0, CAD; Coprocessor Substitutes; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.42-43; June 91; AR

Multimedia and Automated Instruction; by Kristine Fallon; ph.; ill.; p.42-43; Sept 91; AR

Networks in the Architectural Firm; Profiles of Two Firms; Auto CAD and CADvance; by Mark Lauden Crosby; ill. ph. tab.; p.149-151; May 91; PA

New CADD Developments; Software, Hardware; ph.; ill.; p.121-125; Apr 91; A

New Computer Techniques; for Making Photorealistic Presentations; by William Thompson; ph.; p.39, 41; Feb 91; PA

New Technologies for Creating Computer Models; 3D Design: Cyberspace and Beyond; by Larry Yu.; ph.; p.126-127, Oct 91; PA

New and Old Production Techniques Meet Demands of Complex Design Technology; by Norma Sklarek; ph. sec. elev. det.; p.44-45; Feb 91; AR

Plotting Devices; Review of Capabilities and Machines; ill. elev. ph.; p.113-115; Aug 91; A

Pre-Vizualization in Architectural Design; Using Computers Before the Working Drawings; Jury Comments; PA Award; Glenn Goldman and Michael Stephen Zdepski; ill.; p.131; Jan 91; PA

Predicted Changes of Computer on Practice; ph. ill.; p.182-187; July 91; AR

Project Management Software; Reviews; ill.; p.103-106; Oct 91; A

COMPUTER (Cont’d)

Reducing Electromagnetic Field Hazards; Computer Terminal Magnetic Field Hazards; ill. pl.; p.93-96; July 91; A

Retrofitting Offices for Computers; Examples; ph. axon.; p.131-133; Nov 91; A

Review of Computer Products from A/E/C Systems Show; by Steven Ross; ph. ill.; p.88-93; July 91; AR

Review of Input Devices; Mouse and Other Devices; ph.; p.99-103; July 91; A

Reviews; ArchiCAD 4.0, Thumbnail 3-D, 1.0; New Graphics Translator; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.48-49; Nov 91; AR

Scanning Technology; by Eric Teicholz; p.55, 57; Apr 91; PA

Software Reviews; Auto CAD 386 Release II, C-Line III Professional; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.122-124; Feb 91; AR

Software Reviews; Cadvance 4.0, Novell Network/386; by Steven S. Ross; ill.; p.139, 141; Jan 91; AR

Some Ways Computers Will Change Practice and Education; by Dennis Neeley; p.59; Sept 91; PA

Trends at A/E/C SYSTEMS Show; by Eric Teicholz; ill.; p.56; Aug 91; PA

Urban Land Patterns Explored on a Computer; Uses Random Factors; by Kevin V. O'Brien; ill.; p.40-41; Dec 91; LA

Video 3D Presentations; Use of CAD; m. ill.; p.115-118; Sept 91; A

Visual Display Terminal Reflections; Analysis; by Mark S. Rea; ph. dia. biblio.; p.35-40; Oct 91; PA

See FURNITURE, OFFICE PRACTICE also

CONCRETE
See STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE

CONFERENCE CENTER

Executive Retreat, Interiors; Colorado, Beaver Creek, Naomi Leff; ph. pl.; p.134-143; June 91; ID

See AUDITORIUM, CONVENTION CENTER also

CONNECTICUT

Bridgeport; Office Building; Middle Rise; Bridgeport Center; Analysis; Richard Meier, by Gervork Hartoontian; ph.; p.33-36; Nov 90; JAE

Falls Village, Near; Residence, Landscaping; A. E. Byer; ph. pl.; p.66-69; June 91; LA

Greenwich; Beauty Salon, Shear Artistry; McWilliams & Wimpenny; ph.; p.150-151; Mar 91; ID

Greenwich; Hotel; Atrium Courtyard, Landscaping; Berkshire Design Group; ph. pl.; p.60-61; May 91; LA

Gullford; Townhouse; Fair Street; Jackson & Page; ph.; p.120-121; May 91; B

Hartford; Mathematics, Computing and Engineering Center, Trinity College; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl.; p.102-109; Nov 91; AR
CONSERVATION (Cont'd)

National Park Problems; Tourist Control, Wildlife and Nature Conservation; by Michele Strutin; ph.; p.50-59; Mar 91; LA

Protecting Wetlands, Rivers and Groundwater; ph.; p.76-78; Oct 91; LA

Recycled Materials Used for Building; Earthship Houses; ph.; p.22; Sept 91; LA

Recycled Materials in Audubon Headquarters; Croxton Collaborative, elev.; p.132; Sept 91; INT

Recycling Construction Waste; by William Lohnman, ill.; p.69; May 91; PA

Rethinking Housing in Suburbia; Discussion by Designers and Consultants; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.64-67; Apr 91; LA

Sustainable Forest Wood Products; p.66; July 91; INT

Technology Offers Energy Savings; Residential Sector; p.100-101; Jan 91; CB

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, ECOLOGY, ENERGY, SOLAR also

CONSERVATORY

See BOTANICAL GARDEN, RECREATION

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MANAGEMENT

CONVENTION CENTER

Colorado, Denver; C. W. Fentress and J. H. Bradburn; Interior Design by Barbara Fentress; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.44-49; July 91; INT

Convention Center with Four Theaters; Japan; Tokyo; Rafael Vinoly; ill. pl. sec. dia.; p.120-121, 125; May 91; PA

France, Toulouse; Francois Deslaugiers; ill. pl. sec. axon.; p.111; Apr 91; PA

Oregon, Portland; Glass Tower Analysis, Wind Effect; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.86-93, 127-129; Mar 91; A

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Convention Center Complex; Alternate Plan; Sarto Schickel; axon.; p.28, 30; Jan 91; PA

See AUDITORIUM, CONFERENCE CENTER, HOTEL also

CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

California, Pasadena; Police Building and Jail; Stern, Ehrenkrantz & Karmages; ph.; p.41-47; Feb 91; A

Suffolk County Jail; Massachusetts, Boston; Stubbins Associates; ph.; p.98; Apr 91; A

COST ANALYSIS

Controlling Costs of Office Occupancy; by Jonathan Butler; chart; p.27, 32; Apr 91; INT
COST ANALYSIS (Cont'd)

New Tools to Help Make Life-Cycle Assessment of Products; by Michael Chusid; p. 49; Dec 91; PA

Value Engineering, Analyzed; ph. p. 21-25; Dec 91; AR

CULTURAL CENTER

Cultural Center, Metallic Garden; Japan, Shonandai; Itsuko Hasegawa; by Rita McWilliams; ph.; p. 64-66; July 91; LA

Japan Cultural Center; France, Paris; SITE; ill. pl.; p. 119; Aug 91; ID

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

CURTAIN WALL

See WALL

DECK

Waterproofing Decks over Living Spaces; sec. det.; p. 292; Jan 91; B

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Cont'd)

Washington Suburbs; Residential Development; Models; Bloodgood, Sharp & Snider; ill. pl.; p. 174; Jan 91; B

Washington, Near; Residential Development; Residence; Kentlands; Kaufman & Meeks; ph. pl. elev.; p. 80-81; July 91; B

Washington; Architectural Center, Catholic University; Remodeled Gymnasium; John Yanik; by Peter Blake; ph. pl. 196-199; May 91; ID

Washington; Art Museum; National Gallery of Art; Exhibit; John Russell Pope; ill. sec.; p. 33; May 91; A

Washington; Bank; Classical Style; John Blat teau; elev. ph. sel. det.; p. 80-84; Feb 91; PA

Washington; Child Care Center; Design Studio; ph. pl. 158-159; May 91; INT

Washington; Firm Profile, Their Work; Keyes, Condon & Florance; ph. pl. p. 66-79; Apr 91; A

Washington; Interiors; Apartment; Juan Montoya; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 110-111; Nov 91; A

Washington; Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile; Oehme & Van Sweden; by James A. Van Sweden; ph. pl. 136; May 91; LA

Washington; Law Library, Georgetown University; Hartman & Cox; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-101; Nov 91; AR

Washington; National Cathedral’s Landscape Completed; EDAW; ph. pl. p. 22; Jan 91; LA

Washington; Office Building; Exterior Lighting; Brennan, Beer & Gorman; ph. elev. det.; p. 92-93; Dec 91; A

District of Columbia (Cont'd)

Washington; Office Building; Lobby; Hisaka Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p. 91; Apr 91; PA

Washington; Office Building; Lobby; Shalom Baranes; ph. pl.; p. 90; Apr 91; PA

Washington; Office Building; Low Rise; Firm Profile; Weinstein Associates; ph. pl. 82-85; Apr 91; A

Washington; Office Building; Low Rise; Remodeled Kresge’s Store Building; Weinstein Associates; ph. pl. 86-87; Apr 91; A

Washington; Office Building; Middle Rise; 2401 Pennsylvania; Keyes, Condon & Florance; ph. pl. p. 68-73; Apr 91; A

Washington; Office Building; Middle Rise; Addition Surrounds Historic Homer Building; Shalom Baranes; Original Design by Appleton P. Clarke; ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-111; Nov 91; A

Washington; Office Building; Middle Rise; Curtain Wall Details; Hisaka Associates; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p. 66-73; May 91; AR

Washington; Office Building; Middle Rise; Liberty Place; Keyes, Condon & Florance; ph. pl.; p. 74-75; Apr 91; A

Washington; Office Building; Middle Rise; Market Square; Hartman & Cox and Morris Architects; ph. pl. elev.; p. 58-63; Apr 91; A

Washington; Office Building; Middle Rise; One Franklin Square; Hartman & Cox; ph.; p. 64-65; Apr 91; A

Washington; Pennsylvania Plaza; Office and Residential, Precast Concrete Wall Details; Hartman & Cox; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-83; Aug 91; AR

Washington; Restaurant; Mediterranean; Sequoia; MGS Architects; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. p. 66-67, 30; Oct 91; INT

Washington; Review of Recent Office Buildings; ph. pl. p. 55-79; Apr 91; A

Washington; Rock Creek Park; Preserve of Forest and Meadow; ph. pl. p. 42-43; Jan 91; LA

Washington; World Bank Headquarters, Retains Two of Seven Existing Structures; Details of Skylight and Wall Sections; Keyes, Pedersen & Fox and Kress & Cox and Naeghele, Hoffmann & Tiedemann; m. pl. elev. sec. det.; p. 156, 160-163; Mar 91; AR

DOOR

Custom Boardroom Door; Perkins, Geddis & Eastman and Barry Poskanzer; ph. pl.; p. 26; Mar 91; INT

Door Sill Detailing; Solutions to Leaky Sills; by Paul E. Beers; det.; p. 109-110; Aug 91; PA

Sound Insulating Door; sec. ph.; p. 28; Aug 91; INT

Storm and Screen Doors; ph. p. 66-69; July 91; CB
DOOR (Cont'd)
Stylish Interior Doors; by Tim Schott; ph. pl.; p.62-64; Mar 91; CB

DRAINAGE
Detention and Stormwater Design; by Bruce K. Ferguson; ph. sec.; p.76-79; Dec 91; LA

ECOLOGY (Cont'd)
Spain, Seville; World Ecology Pavilion. World Fair 1992; SITE; ill. sec. pl.; p.98; Mar 91; PA

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
See COST ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL, OFFICE PRACTICE

EDUCATION
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY

EGYPT
Cairo; OMAM Restaurant Complex, Various Styles; Spyros Papaioannou; ph. pl.; p.110-115; Dec 91; ID
The Literature of Historical Egyptian Architecture; Quatremere de Quincy's Historical Analysis; by Sylvia Lavin; ill. pl. ref.; p.131-137; May 91; JAE

ELDERLY HOUSING
Apartment Complex; California, Colton; Colton Palms; Jury Comments, PA Award; Valerio Associates; m. pl. ill.; p.102-103; Jan 91; PA
California, San Francisco; Apartment Complex for Low-Income; Robert Herman; ph. pl. axon.; p.90-99; Aug 91; AR
Hebrew Home for the Aged; New York, Riverdale; Gruzen, Samton & Steiniglass; ph.; p.94; Aug 91; INT
Mentally Ill Elderly House; New York, Buffalo; Hamilton, Houston & Lowrie and BOST; pl.; p.24; Aug 91; AR
Nursing Home; Library, Dormitory and Residential Addition; New Jersey, Princeton; Jeffrey Hildner; ph. pl. elev.; p.72-77; Feb 91; AR
Selling Seniors; by June Fletcher; ph. ill.; p.48-53; Nov 91; B
Talks with Decision-Makers in Retirement Communities; ph. m. ill. graph; p.69-76; 78; Sept 91; PA

ELECTRICAL
Automating the Custom Home; Smart House Experiences; by Tim Schott; ph. chart; p.26-32; Nov 91; CB
Electronic Smart House Equipment; ph.; p.126; 130; Nov 91; B
New House Wiring Systems; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.58-60; Mar 91; CB
New Technology to Curb Electrical Use in the Home; by Leslie LaMarre; chart; p.17, 96-99; 102-103; Jan 91; CB
Reducing Electromagnetic Field Hazards; Computer Terminal Magnetic Field Hazards; ill. pl. iso.; p.93-96; July 91; A
ELECTRICAL (Cont'd)

Technology Offers Energy Savings; Residential Sector; p.100-101; Jan 91; CB
S/n AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY, HEATING, INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS, LIGHTING, VENTILATION also

ELEVATOR

California, San Francisco; Office Building, Interiors; One Bush Street, Renovation, Elevator Cab Detail; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz and Pfister Partnership; Original Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. det.; p.55, 22-23; Feb 91; INT

EMPLOYMENT
See OFFICE PRACTICE

ENERGY

Energy Conservation Software; ph. sec.; p.127-131; May 91; A
Energy Efficiency Elements, Audubon Society Headquarters; ph. ill. graph; p.38; June 91; AR
Energy Saving in Building Design; ph. sec. iso. chart; p.108-111; June 91, INT
Environmentally Friendly House Design; Project Examples; Saving Energy, Water, Recycling, Cleaning Air; by Richard Binsacca and David A Jones; ph. chart, axon.; p.136-145; July 91; B
Environmentally Sound Architecture; Review of Recent Movements; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p.61-63; May 91; A
Guidelines to Energy Efficient Building Rehabilitation; Jury Comments, PA Award; by Cannon; sec. graphs; p.130; Jan 91; INT
Window Energy Standards; by Stephen Carpenter; biblio.; p.107; Aug 91; PA
See ELECTRICAL, HEATING, SOLAR, VENTILATION also

ENGLAND

Bath; Recording Studio; Real World Studios, Acoustic Concerns; Feilden & Clegg, Acoustical Design by Harris & Grant; ph.; p.38; June 91; INT
Colchester; Candy Factory; Arup Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.70; Dec 91; PA
Essex; Airport Terminal, Stansted; Wall Section; Foster Associates; ph. pl. sec. ill. m. sel. det.; p.53-63; Dec 91; PA
London; Advertising Agency Offices; Stefano DeMartino and Rem Kohlaas; ph. pl. axon.; p.100-105; Sept 91; AR
London; Art Museum Addition, National Gallery; Critique; Venturi & Scott Brown; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-87; Aug 91; PA
London; Art Museum Addition, National Gallery Wing; Critique; Venturi & Scott Brown and Sheppard & Robson; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-79; Oct 91; AR

ENGLAND (Cont'd)

London; Art Museum Additions; Royal Academy; Sackler Galleries; Foster Associates; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.88-93; Oct 91; AR
London; Clothing Store and Other Designer Goods, Joseph; INTERIORS Award; Eva Jiricna, by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.104-105; Jan 91; INT
London; Interiors; Apartment, Large, with Industrial Imagery; Includes Stair Details; John Young, ph. pl. sec. sel. det.; p.130-135; Sept 91; PA
London; Interiors; Apartment, Zen-Like; John Pawson; ph. pl.; p.128-129; Sept 91; PA
London; Interiors; Apartment; Billy Francis; ph.; p.102-103; Dec 91; ID
London; Master Plan; Paternoster Square; Thomas Beeby and Terry Farrell and John Simpson; elev. pl.; p.23; Sept 91; PA
London; National Gallery Wing; Opening; Venturi & Scott Brown; ph.; p.26-27; July 91; A
London; Paternoster Square Development; Master Plan; Terry Farrell et al.; elev. pl.; p.32; July 91; A
London; Urban Public Square; Canary Wharf and Exchange Square, Firm's Other Work; Hanna & Olin; by Martin H. McNamara; ph. pl.; p.58-61, 44-45; Aug 91; LA

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Architecture's Role in Saving the Environment; by James Wines; p.12-22; June 91; INT
Arizona, Oracle; Biosphere II; Steel and Glass Enclosure for Mini Ecosystem for Living Experiment; Sarbid Corporation; ph. sec. pl.; p.75-81; May 91; A
Ecological Landscape Design; Wetlands Concerns in Design; Firms' Ecological Design Work; Andropogon; by Kathleen McCormick; ph. sec.; p.88-91; Oct 91; LA
Endangered Species Act Used to Halt Growth; Case Histories; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.118-121; July 91; B
Environmental Concerns in Residential Development Planning; Trees, Wetlands, Slopes; by William Devereaux and Berkus Group and Susan Bradford; pl. sec.; p.86-91; July 91; B
Environmental Regulatory Overkill; Lobbying; ill.; p.40, 42; July 91; B
Environmentalist Versus Developer Conflict; by Brad German; ph.; p.44-49; July 91; B
Environmentally Conscious Architecture; Entire Issue; ph. pl. ill. sec. det.; p.61-137; May 91; A
Environmentally Friendly Guidelines; for Manufacturers' Products; by Stewart Mosberg; table; p.62-63; Mar 91; PA
Environmental Sound Architecture; Review of Recent Movements; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p.61-63; May 91; A
Journal Publications; ASLA Award; p.72-74; Nov 91, LA
Materials for Safe Indoor Environment; Reducing Construction Waste; Safe Lumber-Recycled Products; ph.; p.113-118, 135-137; May 91; A
ENVIROMENTAL IMPACT (Cont’d)

Protecting Wetlands, Rivers and Groundwater; ph.; p.76-78; Oct 91; LA

Report on AIA’s Environmental Resource Guide; Technical Issues, Lifecycle Costs, Site Issues, Others; dia. biblio; p.36-39; Oct 91; AR

Sustainable Forest Wood Products; p.66; July 91; INT

Texas, Laredo: Self-Sustaining Farm; Ecologically Sound Elements, Utopian; Center/Maximum Potential Building Systems; ph. axon, sec map; p.64-71; May 91; A

Wetlands Policy Changes; p.34; Oct 91; B

Wetlands Revisions; ph. table; p.28; July 91; B

Wetlands as Amenities; ph.; p.56; July 91; B

Wetlands, New Federal Definition; ph.; p.32; Oct 91; AR

Wetlands, Review of Legislation; ill.; p.48; May 91; B

EVALUATION

See Specific Building Type

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

‘Franklin D. Roosevelt’ Exhibit Room; Modern Office for Handicapped Person; Katherine Stephens; ph. pl.; p.228-231; Sept 91; ID

Architect’s Work; Tadao Ando; m. sec. pl.; p.30-31; Nov 91; A

Architectural Tourism Exhibition; Minnesota: Minneapolis; Fifty Suitcases Utilized; Diller & Scofidio; ph.; p.27; Mar 91; A

California, Oakland; Small Starter House; Demonstration Affordable; Donald MacDonald; ph. axon.; p.170; Jan 91; B

Display Machine, Mechanical, for Office Accessories; Holt, Hinshaw, Pfau & Jones; ph. axon.; p.85; July 91; PA

Edge of the City Exhibit; Periphery of Six Cities; Steven Holt; ph.; p.33-34; June 91; A

Exhibit of Architect’s Work; California, Los Angeles; Arata Isozaki; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.120; July 91; ID

Factory Orientation Center; Migliassi & Jackson; ill.; p.111; Apr 91; A

New York, New York; Homeless Vehicle Project; Shelter and Recycling Vehicle; Wodiczko & Luria; ph. pl. ill, elev.; p.37-42; Summer 90; JAE

Office Tools and Accessories Exhibit, Details; New York, New York; Holt, Hinshaw, Pfau & Jones; ph.; p.163; Mar 91; A

On Weak U.S. Participation in Expo 92; Spain, Seville; by Peter Blake; m. ill.; p.174-175; June 91; ID

Palace of Fine Arts Building Lighting; California, San Francisco; Luminae Souter; Original Design by Bernard Maybeck; ph.; p.44-47; Feb/Suppl 91; AR

World Ecology Pavilion, World Fair 1992; Spain, Seville; SITE; ill. pl. sec.; p.98; Mar 91; PA

World Exposition, United States Pavilion; Spain, Seville; Antoine Predock; m. pl.; p.63; Aug 91; A

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (Cont’d)

World’s Fair Buildings, Three; Spain, Seville; SITE; ill. pl.; p.74-75; May 91; A

World’s Fair Pavilion, Denmark; Spain, Seville; Krohn & Hartvig Rasmussen; m.; p.91; Feb 91; PA

World’s Fair Pavilion, France; Spain, Seville; Jean-Paul Viguier and Jean-Francois Jodry; m. sec.; p.90; Feb 91; PA

World’s Fair Pavilion, Japan; Spain, Seville; Tadao Ando; m. sec. ill.; p.91; Feb 91; PA

World’s Fair Pavilion, United Kingdom; Spain, Seville; Nicholas Grimshaw; m. sec.; p.89-90; Feb 91; PA

World’s Fair Pavilion, United States; Spain, Seville; Barton Myers; m. pl.; p.90-91; Feb 91; PA

World’s Fair; Spain, Seville; m. sec. ill.; p.89-91; Feb 91; PA

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, CONVENTION CENTER, MUSEUM, SHOWROOM, UNIVERSITY also

F

FACTORY

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

FABRICS

Architect Designs Fabric; Peter Eisenman; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.60-63; Aug 91; INT

Award Winners; Association for Contract Textiles; by Marilyn Zelinsky; ph. ill.; p.78-79; Aug 91; INT

Fabric Design by Three Architects; Aldo Rossi and Venturi & Scott Brown and Richard Meier; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.120-125; Mar 91; ID

Fabric Patterns Designed by Architects; ph.; p.38-39; Aug 91; INT

Nuno Innovative Textiles; by Angi Bates; ph.; p.100-103; June 91; INT

Schumacher Interprets Frank Lloyd Wright Patterns; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p.24-25; July 91; INT

Silk Factory; Thailand, Pakthong Chai; Describing the Process; ph.; p.162-163; Oct 91; ID

Textile and Wall Covering Directory; table; p.71-81; July 91; INT

Upholstery Maintenance; p.46; Oct 91; ID

FACILITY MANAGEMENT

Facility Management Software; Review of Various Software; ill.; p.114-121; June 91; A

FILM STUDIO

Film and Tape Archives Building; California, Los Angeles; Paramount Pictures; Holt, Hinshaw, Pfau & Jones; ph. pl.; p.82-84; July 91; PA
FINANCIAL

Inside Story of Resolution Trust Corporation; by Garry Donohue; chart; p.130-135; Mar 91; B
Lender Survey; Availability of Mortgage Money; table; p.35-40; Dec 91; B

FIRE PROTECTION

Children's Fire Education and Safety Facility; Urban Innovations; ph.; p.163; May 91; INT
Fire Sprinkler in Residential Construction, Controversy; by Ann L. Patterson; ph. biblio.; p.63-67; Sept 91; CB
Flammability Standards for Furniture; p.17; Dec 91; AR
Glazed Fire Walls in School Building; ph. elev. sec. det.; p.144-145; Jan 91; AR
High Rise Building Fire Analyzed; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; ph.; p.97; June 91; A
Highrise Fire Concerns Unresolved; ph.; p.39; June 91; AR

FIRE STATION

See GOVERNMENT BUILDING

FIREPLACE

Alternative to Wood Burning Fireplaces; ph. sec. tables; p.284, 288; Jan 91; B
Smoking Fireplace Problem; p.136; Dec 91; B

FLOOR, FLOORING

Ceramic Tile Subflooring; Underlayment Allows for Movement; by Seymour Bortz and Gail Hook; ph. det.; p.41; Dec 91; PA
Controlled Slip Resistance of Flooring; by Robert Brungraber and John Templer; ph. dia. ref.; p.112-116; Mar 91; PA
Floorcovering Manufacturers’ Directory; table; p.36-46; Dec 91; INT
Flooring Slip Resistance and the Designer; by Robert L. Kohr; ill. biblio.; p.45, 47-48; July 91; PA
Hardwood Flooring; by Tim Schott; ph. ill. table; p.44-49; July 91; CB
Sound Isolation in Floors; Maximum Acoustical Privacy; by Timothy J. Foulkes and Gregory C. Tocci; det. ph. ref.; p.121-124; Mar 91; PA
Warm Floors; Hydronic Radiant Floors; ph.; p.61-65; July 91; CB
See CERAMIC TILE, CARPET also

FLORIDA

—; Florida Exterior Lighting Competition; ph.; p.90-91; Dec 91; A
Bal Harbour; Clothing Store, Caron Cherry; Display System; Studio Morsa; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. det.; p.82-83, 36; Aug 91; INT

FLORIDA (Cont’d)

Cape Canaveral; Astronauts Memorial; Kennedy Space Center; Holt, Hinshaw, Plau & Jones; by Gavin Horgan and Jeffrey Kipnis; ph. pl. elev. axon. det. dia.; p.71-79, 142; July 91; PA
Celebration; New Town, Disney Development; ill. pl.; p.27; Aug 91; A
Dade County; School; Elementary; Prototype; Hervin Romney; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-101; Jan 91; AR
Fort Lauderdale; Planted Berm; Sound Barrier at Airport; sec.; p.36; Oct 91; LA
Gables Estates; Residence; Joyce & Snoweis; ph. pl.; p.164-167; June 91; ID
Heathrow; Residential Development; Residence; Willowbrook Village; Post, Buckley, Schuh & Jernigan; ph. pl.; p.226-227; Jan 91; B
Homestead; Visitor Center and Headquarters; Biscayne National Park; National Park Service, ill.; p.60; Mar 91; LA
Lake Buena Vista; Ballroom, Acoustic Treatment; Michael Graves and Alan Lapidus; Acoustical Design by Cerami Associates; ph. sec.; p.13; July 91; INT
Lake Buena Vista; Disney World Office Building; Arata Isozaki and Hunton, Brady, Pryor & Maso; ph. pl.; p.30; Apr 91; A
Lake Buena Vista; Middle Rise; Disney World Office Building; Arata Isozaki and Hunton, Brady, Pryor & Maso; ph. pl. sec.; p.69-77; Apr 91; PA
Lakeland; Four One-Bedroom Houses for Extended Family Raised on Posts into Tree Canopy; Pugh & Scarpia; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.96; Mar 91; PA
Lansing Island; Residence; Showcase House; DiPrima Construction; by John Andrews; ph. pl.; p.30-34; July 91; CB
Longwood; Residence; Custom Home Award; Evans Group; ph.; p.72-74; Jan 91; CB
Miami Beach; Ceramic Tile Showroom; Italian Tile Center; Architectonica and Bernstein Design; ph. pl.; p.164-167; Oct 91; ID
Miami, Near; Inventory of Flora of Fuchs Hummock; ASLA Award; Kerry Dawson; ph.; p.78; Nov 91; LA
Miami; Master Plan, University of Miami; Analysis; Marleen Davis and Thomas K. Davis; by Marleen Davis and Thomas K. Davis; pl. ill. biblio.; p.8-15; Summer 90; JAE
Miami; Residential Development; Townhouse; Affordable, Liberty City; Ted Hoffman; ph. pl.; p.100; June 91; PA
Miami; School; Elementary; Zyszovich Architects; ph. pl.; p.58-59, 64-65; Jan 91; A
North Miami Beach; Dental Periodontic Offices; Steven B. Schwarez; Interior Design by Shuster Design; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Dec 91; INT
North Tampa; Residential Development; Residence; Windsor Park Model; Bloodgood, Sharp & Snider; by Richard Binsacca; ph. pl.; p.217-219; Jan 91; B
Orange Beach, Tannin Village; New Village; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph. pl.; p.113, 116-117; Oct 91; AR
FOUNTAIN (Cont'd)

Water Fountains Featured in Landscape Designs; Examples; by Kim Sorvig; ph. det.; p.72-75; Dec 91; LA
See WATER also

FRANCE

—; Creative Work from Architectural Competitions; Review; by Wojciech Lesniskowski; m. pl. sec. elev. ill. axon.; p.109-111; Apr 91; PA
—; Four Houses; Le Corbusier; pl. ill. ph. iso.; p.176-178; May 91; JAE
Arc-et-Senans; Ledoux Architecture Museum, Remodeled Royal Saltworks, 1779, Anthony Vidler and Pierre Schall; Original Design by Claude-Nicolas Ledoux; ph. pl. m.; p.112-113; May 91; PA
Belfort; General Council Chambers; INTERIORS Award; Studio Naco; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Jan 91; INT
Calais, Near; Oceanographic Museum; Large Fish Fossil Etched into the Ground; Schnedelbach Partnership; pl.; p.47-51; Aug 91; LA
Chartres; Chartres Cathedral Landscape Extension; Bernard Tschumi; axon. pl.; p.13; Dec 91; AR
Longwy; Museum and Park for Technology; Other Work in France; Schnedelbach Partnership; by Karin Tetlow; ill. pl. ph.; p.47-51; Aug 91; LA
Marne-la-Vallee; Schools of Geography and Engineering; Philippe Chaix and Jean-Paul Morel; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.109-110; Apr 91; PA
Normandy; Chateau, 1769; Claude-Nicolas Ledoux; pl. sec.; p.111; May 91; PA
Paris; Beauty Salon, Carita; Andree Putman; ph. pl. axon.; p.144-147; Mar 91; ID
Paris; Clothing Store, Gianni Versace; Laboratoire Associat; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Nov 91; INT
Paris; Industrial 'Hotel'; Factory Structure Rents Space; Jean-Paul Vigier and Jean-Francois Jodry; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.71; Dec 91; PA
Paris; Interiors; Apartment, Ron Brice; ph. pl.; p.94-97; Dec 91; ID
Paris; Japan Cultural Center, SITE; ill. pl.; p.119; Aug 91; ID
Paris; Restaurant; Bice; Adam Tihany; ph. pl.; p.98-101; Dec 91; ID
Paris; Showroom for Plumbing Fixtures and Furniture; Richard Butler and Richard Dumas; by Mervyn Kaufman; p.74-77; Aug 91; INT
Paris; Silverware Store, Puiforcal; Jean-Pierre Helm; ph.; p.88-89; July 91; ID
Paris; Swiss Pavilion, Cite Universitaire of Paris; Essay by William Curtis; Discussion; Le Corbusier; ill. pl. ref.; p.200-205; Aug 91; JAE
Paris; Tollgates, 18th Century, Restored; Claude-Nicolas Ledoux; ph. pl. axon.; p.107-108; May 91; PA
Toulouse; Arenes Technical School, Architecture Studio; m. ill.; p.110-111; Apr 91; PA
Toulouse; Convention Center; Francois Deslaugiers; ill. pl. sec. axon.; p.111; Apr 91; PA

FOREST MANAGEMENT

Tropical Woods in Sustainable Forests; ph. chart; p.94-98; Mar 91; INT

FOUNDATION

Crawl-Space Water Control; ph. sec.; p.136; Dec 91; B
Foundation Insulation; sec.; p.150; June 91; B
Slabs for All Seasons; Cost-Effective Insulation; Frost-Protected Slabs; det. dia. graph, table, biblio. ph.; p.30-36; Feb 91; PA

FOUNTAIN

Lighting Outdoor Fountains; by John D. Taylor; ph.; p.78-80; Sept 91; LA
Ohio, Cincinnati; Union Terminal Museum Fountain and Landscaping; Bentley & Meisner; ph. pl.; p.24; June 91; LA
FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS

Antiques, Glass Paperweights; by Roslyn Bellly; ph.; p.96; Mar 91; ID
Antiques, Paris Biennale; by Robert Purdom; ph.; p.98, 100; Jan 91; ID
Architect's Sculpture and Furniture; Gene Summers; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.94-95; June 91; INT

Biomorph, Desk Designs; Based on Biologically Harmonious Movements; Stephen Barlow-Lawson; ph. pl. ill.; p.116-120; Sept 91; INT

Designing to Prevent Repetitive Strain Injury; Chair, Work-Surface, Lighting Relationships; ill. biblio.; p.168-171; May 91; ID
Desk with Computer Display Horizontal Screen; Ergonomically Improved; ph.; p.26; Jan 91; INT

Flammability Standards for Furniture; p.17; Dec 91; AR
Furniture Collection for Jack Lenore Larsen; Shelton & Mindel; ph.; p.152-157; May 91; INT

Hardwood Furniture, from Sustainable Forests; ph.; p.99; Mar 91; INT

Imaginative Furniture, Harvey Propper; ill.; p.130-133; Feb 91; ID
Interior Design; Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; Michael Graves; ph.; p.524-527; Dec/Suppl 91; ID

Interiors Products Dealers; Changing Business Practices; ill.; p.20-21; Nov 91; INT

Iowa, Cedar Rapids; Hospital; Psychiatric; Storage and Desk Unit Detailed; Eiffle & Beckett; ph. sec.; p.28; May 91; INT

Massachusetts, Gloucester; AIDS and Substance Abuse Center; Easier House; Wall Paneling and Furniture System; Payette Associates; by Karin Tettle; ph. pl. det.; p.50-57; 18; Dec 91; INT

Metal Furniture; Shannon & Jeat; ph.; p.58, 61; July 91; INT

Models, History; Furniture, Interiors; by Roslyn Beilly; ph.; p.90; Feb 91; ID

Office Seating; Stress Free; Henry Dreyfuss; ph.; p.34; Nov 91; INT

Plastic Laminate and Solid Surfacing; Its Use in Surfaces and Furniture; ph. det. dia. biblio. graph. table; p.39-43; July 91; PA

Plastic Products; Recycling; Durable Products; ph.; p.64-67; Apr 91; INT

Seating Directory; table; p.49-59; Aug 91; INT

Selling Innovative Furniture Design; by Mark McIntire; ph.; p.42; Jan 91; ID

Student Designed Furniture; Research for Brayton; ph. ill.; p.68-71; Feb 91; INT

Upholstery Maintenance; p.46; Oct 91; ID

See SHOWROOM also

GARDEN

GARDEN (Cont'd)

Four Painterly Gardens in Urban Development; Georgia, Atlanta; Robinson Fisher; by Nancy Anne Dawe; ph.; p.48-51; Apr 91; LA

Nature, Landscape and Garden, Design Studio; Example of Student's Work; by Achva Benzinberg Stein; m. biblio. ph. ill. axon.; p.156-162; May 91; JAE

Shakespeare Garden, Central Park; New York, New York; ASLA Award; Bruce Kelly and David Varnett; ph. pl.; p.65; Nov 91; LA

See BOTANICAL GARDEN, CONSERVATORY, LANDSCAPE DESIGN, RECREATION and Specific Building Types also

GEORGIA

Alpharetta; Residential Development; Residence; Hillbrooke; Frank Betz; ph. pl.; p.222-223; Jan 91; B

Andersonville; Civil War Memorial, Visitor Center; Museum; National Park Service; pl. elev. m. ill.; p.62; Mar 91; LA

Atlanta, Near; Hospital; Cancer Treatment Center; Medical Design International and Baker Interiors; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.60-63; Dec 91; INT

Atlanta; Apartment Development; Lenox Gables; Niles Bolton; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Nov 91; B

Atlanta; Builder's Own House; Frank Camp Puckett; ph. pl.; p.68; Nov 91; B

Atlanta; City Hall Addition; Lighting the City Council Chambers; Muldawer & Moultrie and Jova, Daniell & Busby-Harris; ph. det.; p.48-51; Feb/Suppl 91; AR

Atlanta; Designer's Apartment, Office, Studio and Rental Apartments, Remodeled Warehouse; Anthony Ames; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-99; Sept 91; AR

Atlanta; Four Painterly Gardens in Urban Development; Robinson Fisher; by Nancy Anne Dawe; ph.; p.48-51; Apr 91; LA

Atlanta; Hotel; Swissotel, Lighting; Rabun & Hatch; Lighting Design by PHA Lighting; by Geoffrey Fenley; ph. sec.; p.46-49; Nov/Suppl 91; AR

Atlanta; Interiors; AT&T Offices; Thompson, Ventulett & Stanback; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.102-107; July 91; ID

Atlanta; Mixed-Use Project, Riverwood; John Portman; ph. sec.; p.84-85; Dec 91; A

Atlanta; Office Building; Bilevel Lobby; John Portman; ph. pl. sec.; p.89; Apr 91; PA

Atlanta; Office Building; High Rise; Lighting, Interior and Exterior; Thompson, Ventulett & Stanback; Lighting Design by David Mintz; by David Masello; ph.; p.52-55; Feb/Suppl 91; AR

Atlanta; Office Building; Three Level Lobby; Michael Graves; ph. pl. sec.; p.89; Apr 91; A

Atlanta; Residence; Scogin, Elam & Bray; ph. pl. elev.; p.76-85; Apr 91; AR

Atlanta; Town Center, Northpark; Office, Parking Complex; John Portman; ph. pl. sec.; p.82-83; Dec 91; A

Atlanta; Window Covering Showroom, Hunter Douglas; Associated Space Design; ph. pl.; p.178-181; Oct 91; ID
GLAZED FIRE WAllS IN SCHOOL BUILDING; ph. elev. increasing use; by Ann L Patter­

COOLNESS PERFORMANCE OF GlaZINGS; graphs; by Armand Patenaude; ph. biblio. graph; p.43-45; Oct 91; PA

See WINDOW also

GOVERNMENT BUILDING

Bureau of Worker's Compensation Offices; Ohio, Columbus; Landahl Group; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Jan 91; INT

City Hall Addition; Georgia, Atlanta; Lighting the City Council Chambers; Muldawer & Moutrie and Jova, Daniels & Busby-Harris; ph. pl. det.; p.48-51; Feb/Suppl 91; AR

City Hall Complex; Israel, Jerusalem; A. J. Diamond and Donald Schmitt; ill. pl.; p.40; Aug 91; LA

City Hall; California, Pleasant Hill; Charles Moore and Urban Innovations Group and Fisher & Friedman; ph. pl. det.; p.74-81; Sept 91; A

Department of Ecology Headquarters; Washington, Olympia, near; competition winner; KMJR; m. pl.; p.47; June 91; A

District Court Building; Massachusetts, Newburyport; Leers & Wenzapfel; ph. pl. axon.; p.68-71; Oct 91; A

Embassy, U. S., Offices; Venezuela, Caracas; Gunner Birkerts; m. ill. pl. elev.; p.64-65, 72-73; Aug 91; AR

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Headquarters; Virginia, Fairfax; Electronic Systems; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p.109-110; June 91; A

Fire Station; Kansas, Lenexa; Shaughnessy, Fickel & Scott; ph. pl.; p.48-51; Feb 91; A

Flight Training Complex; California, San Diego; Seismic Considerations; Very Light, Braced-Frame Steel Structure; Mcgraw & Baldwin; ph. pl. det. axon. sec.; p.106-111; June 91; AR

General Council Chambers; France, Belfort; INTERIORS Award; Studio Naco, by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Jan 91; INT

Judicial Center; Minnesota, St. Paul; Addition; Leonard Parker; Original Design by Cass Gilbert; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.80-87; Nov 91; A

Justice Center; Texas, San Antonio; Justice Center Joint Venture; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-69; Feb 91; A

Legislative Complex; Guam, Agana; Courtyard Features Native Latte Stones; Arizala & Arizala and Dan Kiley; m. pl.; p.38; Sept 91; LA

Marin County Civic Center, Exterior Lighting; California, San Rafael; Frank Lloyd Wright; Lighting Design by Luminae Soutier; ph. pl.; p.40-43; Nov/Suppl 91; AR

Municipal Center; Colorado; Golden; C. W. Fentress and J. H. Bradburn; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. m.; p.50-51; July 91; INT

Municipal Justice Center; Colorado, Aurora; Innovative Precast Concrete Forms, Dome; Skidmore, Owings & Merrit; ph. det. sec.; p.77-79; Jan 91; A

Municipal Workshops; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Jury Comments, PA Award; LeMoyne, Lapointe & Magne et al.; m. pl. ill.; p.104-105; Jan 91; PA

GERIATRIC

Lighting for the Elderly; sec.; p.134-135; Feb 91; ID

Visual Abilities of the Elderly; Accomodating with Design; ph. elev.; p.80-81; Feb 91; INT

See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOSPITAL/GERIATRIC also

GERMANY

Berlin; American Memorial Library Extension; Karen Van Lenger; m. pl. sec.; p.95; Dec 91; PA

Berlin; American Memorial Library; Karen Van Lenger; ph. pl. det. axon. elev.; p.54-57; Oct 91; A

Berlin; Four Post-Wall Projects; ill. m. pl. sec.; p.93-95; Dec 91; PA

Berlin; History Museum with Jewish Museum Addition; Daniel Libeskind; pl. m.; p.94; Dec 91; PA

Berlin; Landscaping in City Rebuilding; ph.; p.38; Aug 91; LA

Cologne; Production Plant; Nicholas Grimshaw; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.72; Dec 91; PA

Frankfurt; Art Museum, Addition; Staedel Art Institute; Gustav Peichl; ph. pl. iso.; p.70-73; Oct 91; PA

Frankfurt; Modern Art Museum; Hans Hollein; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.61-69; Oct 91; PA

Frankfurt; Postal Museum; Behnisch & Partner; ph. pl.; p.74-78; Oct 91; PA

Frankfurt; Program to Build Thirteen Museums Is Almost Complete; ph. pl. sec. axon. iso.; p.61-68; Oct 91; PA

Kassel; Medical Synthetics Factory; James Stirling and Michael Wilford; m. pl.; p.67; Dec 91; PA

GLASS

Coolness Performance of Glazings; graphs; p.41; Oct 91; PA

Glass Block; Increasing Use; by Ann L. Patterson; ph.; p.67-70; Nov 91; CB

Glazed Fire Walls in School Building; ph. elev. sec. det.; p.144-145; Jan 91; AR

GLASS (Cont'd)

Visual Distortion of Reflected Images; in Sealed Glazing Units; by Armand Patenaude; dia. ph. biblio. graph; p.43-45; Oct 91; PA
GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont’d)

Police Building and Jail; California, Pasadena; Stern, Ehrenkrantz & Kamages; ph, pl.; p.41-47; Feb 91; A

Post Office; Illinois, Glendale Heights; Ross Barney & Jankowski; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-73; Feb 91; A

Privately Developed Public Building; Review of Projects; ph, table m.; p.114-115; June 91; A

State Capitol Building, Restoration; Nebraska, Lincoln; Vermeer & Haecker; Original Design by Bertram Goodhue; ph.; p.34-35; Nov 91; A

U.S. Court of Appeals and Post Office; California, San Francisco; 1905 Structure, Base-Isolation and Other Seismic Strengthening; James Knox Taylor; ph. sec. det.; p.114-115; June 91; A

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HISTORICAL, MUSEUM, UNIVERSITY also

GRAPHICS

‘Wizzbang’ Interior Lighting and Graphics; Programmable, Building Wide; Jerde Partnership; ill. elev.; p.8; Feb/Suppl 91; A

Developing a Logo; ph.; p.68; May 91; B

Pennsylvania, Blue Bell; U.S. Healthcare Customer Service Center Offices; Signage; Hillier Group; by Karin Tettow; ph.; p.66-73; Dec 91; INT

See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER also

GREECE

Alexandria; Alexandria Library; Historical Site Analysis, Mark Mack and Nezar AlSayyad, by Mark Mack and Nezar Alsayyad; ph. pl. ill. axon. sec. map; p.110-118; Feb 91; JAE

GUAM

Agana; Legislative Complex; Courtyard Features Native Latte Stones; Arizala & Arizala and Dan Kiley; m. pl.; p.38; Sept 91; LA

HANDICAPPED DESIGN (Cont’d)

California, Menlo Park; Flood Park, Accommodates People with Disabilities; Moore, Iacofano & Gollisman and Lawrence Wight; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Feb 91; A

California, Walnut Creek; Hayward Farm Health and Sports Facility; Accommodates People with Disabilities; Hirshen & Trumbo and Jacobson, Silverstein & Winslow; ill. elev. sec.; p.104; Feb 91; A

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HISTORICAL, MUSEUM, UNIVERSITY also

Handicapped Design (Cont’d)

Identifying the New Accessibility Standards; ph.; p.196; May 91; B

Hardware for the Disabled; Plumbing Fixtures; ph.; p.88-89, 107; July 91; A

Impact of New Handicapped-Access Laws on Architecture and Urban Design; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p.42-44; Aug 91; A

New Regulations, Americans with Disabilities Act (1990); Review and Implications; Projects: elev. ill. pl. sec.; p.101-105; Feb 91; A

Ski Lodge for the Disabled; Student Thesis; Grettchen Sprafke; ph. ill. sec.; p.78-79; Dec 91; INT

Update on Americans with Disabilities Act; p.77; Oct 91; A

HARDWARE

Door Hardware; Sculptured Handles, George Ranallt; ph.; p.90-91; Aug 91; INT

Hardware for the Disabled; Plumbing Fixtures; ph.; p.88-89, 107; July 91; A

HAWAII

Kauai; Kitchen; Lacayo Architects; ph. pl.; p.65; Mar 91; B

Oahu; Ewa Beach Marina; HOH Associates; pl. elev.; p.50-55; Sept 91; LA

Wailea Beach; Four Seasons’ Palace Hotel; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; Interior Design by James Northcutt; ph. pl. elev.; p.148-157; June 91; ID

HAZARDS

Asbestos Reassessed; p.78; Dec 91; A

Designing for the Waterfront, Techniques; Eroding Shorelines; ph. pl. sec.; p.121-123; May 91; A

Designing to Prevent Repetitive Strain Injury; Chair, Work-Surface, Lighting Relationships; ill. biblio.; p.168-171; May 91; ID

Domestic Indoor Pollution; Mercury and Other Pollutant Materials; by Peter Retondo; dia. biblio. table; p.58-61; Mar 91; PA

Flooring Slip Resistance and the Designer; by Robert L. Kohr; ill. biblio.; p.45, 47-49; July 91; PA

Greening of Interior Design; Air Quality, Recycling, Waste, Material Concerns, Conservation; Entire Issue; ph. ill. biblio.; p.40, 71-92+; Aug 91; ID
HAZARDS (Cont'd)

Hazards of Paints and Other Finishes; by John Bower; ph. ill.; p.37-40; July 91; CB

Job-Site Safety Program; ph.; p.144, 146; June 91; B

Protective Measures Against Electromagnetic-Field Radiation; pl.; p.113; Feb 91; AR

Reducing Electromagnetic Field Hazards; Computer Terminal Magnetic Field Hazards; ill. pl. iso.; p.93-96; July 91; A

Repetitive Motion Injuries; Hazards of Constant Keyboard Work; Ordinances, Relief Attachments; ph. ill.; p.80-81; Oct 91; INT

Residence; Environmentally Sound Design; Paul Bierman-Lyle; ph.; p.65; July 91; INT

Safe Baths; by Gary E. White; ph. pl.; p.39-42; May 91; CB

See EARTHQUAKE, FIRE PROTECTION, POLLUTION, STRUCTURAL also

HEALTH CARE

Massachusetts, Gloucester; AIDS and Substance Abuse Center; Easier House; Wall Paneling and Furniture System; Payette Associates; by Karin Tettlow; ph. pl. det.; p.50-57, 18; Dec 91; INT

See CLINIC, HOSPITAL, RECREATION also

HEATING

New Jersey; Livingston; Builder's Own House, Energy Efficient; Daniel Falcone; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.34-38; Nov 91; CB

Warm Floors; Hydronic Radiant Floors; ph.; p.61-65; July 91; CB

See AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY, SOLAR, VENTILATION also

HIGHWAY

Airport Entry Drive; Oregon, Portland; ASLA Award; Jones & Jones; ph. pl.; p.54; Nov 91; LA

Massive Green Sound Barriers at Highways; by Robin Crockett and Lieven Verkruisen; ph.; p.70-71; Aug 91; LA

See STREET also

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION

(Cont'd)

Black American Architects; of the Late 19th-Early 20th Centuries; Obstacles and Opportunities; by Michael Adams; ph. ill.; p.85-87; Feb 91; PA

California, Riverside; Hotel; Renovation of Mission Inn, 1903; ELS/Eibasani & Logan; ph. pl.; p.82-89; Oct 91; PA

California, San Francisco; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Affordable Housing, Converted Hospital Annex Buildings; Sandy & Babcock; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.136-143; Mar 91; AR

California, San Francisco; Hotel; Sheraton Palace, 1895; Renovation, Skidmore, Owings & Merill; Original Design by John Gaynor; ph. pl.; p.150-155; Oct 91; ID

California, San Francisco; Palace of Fine Arts Building Lighting; Luminae Souter; Original Design by Bernard Maybeck; ph.; p.44-47; Feb/Suppl 91; AR

Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Historical Shaughnessy House on Display; Restoration; Canadian Centre for Architecture; Dennis St. Louis; Original Design by William T. Thomas; ph.; p.90-93; Dec 91; ID

Connecticut; New Canaan; Renovation of Architect's House; Herbert Beckhard; Original Design by Marcel Breuer; ph.; p.154-159; Mar 91; ID

Corporate Design Award, ITT Sheraton; Hotel Restorations, Review of Work; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.132-144; May 91; INT

Development of Skyscrapers, Beginnings of Modernism, 1891-1909; by Jack Hartray; ph. ill.; p.150-153; July 91; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Office Building; Middle Rise; Addition Surrounds Historic Forever Building; Shalom Baranes; Original Design by Appleton P. Clarke; ph. pl. sec.; p.110-111; Nov 91; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Water Filtration System Plant, 1905; Preservation Plans; Frederick Law Olmsted; ph.; p.44-45; May 91; AR

Dry Technology Fixes Roof at Monticello; ph.; p.28; Aug 91; AR

Entire issue; ph. pl. elev. sec. det. ill. axon.; p.52-163; Mar 91; AR

Five Projects Show How Preservation Can Serve as Catalyst for Urban Rebirth; ph.; p.152-155; Mar 91; AR

France, Arc-et-Senans; Ledoux Architecture Museum, Remodeled Royal Saltworks, 1779; Anthony Vidler and Pierre Schall; Original Design by Claude-Nicolas Ledoux; ph. pl. m.; p.112-113, May 91; PA

France; Normandy; Chateau, 1769; Claude-Nicolas Ledoux; ph. pl. sec.; p.111; May 91; PA

Grand Central Station Restoration and Remodeling; New York, New York; Use of CAD; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; by John Hughes; ph. ill.; p.56-57, 197; Mar 91; AR

Greece, Alexandria; Alexandria Library, Historical Site Analysis; Mark Mack and Nezar AlSayyad; by Mark Mack and Nezar AlSayyad; ph. pl. ill. axon. sec. map.; p.110-118; Feb 91; JAE
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION (Cont’d)

Guidelines to Energy Efficient Building Rehabilitation; Jury Comments, PA Award; by Cannon; sec. graphs; p.130, Jan 91; PA

Historical Mansions on Private Street; Missouri; St. Louis; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.116-117, Dec 91; ID

History of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD’s Century of Covering Technology; by Gretchen G. Bank; ph. axon.; p.144-149, July 91; AR

Housing America: Innovative Housing Developments: Modernism, 1920-1929; by Robert A. M. Stern and Thomas Mellins; ph. ill.; p.158-161, July 91; AR

Illinois, Chicago: Chicago Tribune Lobby, 1925, Illinois, Chicago; by Kay Bea Jones; ph. pl. sec elev; p.16-26; Summer 90; JAE

Industrialism, Production; New Ideas, Large Scale, 1930-1945; by Thomas Hine; ph. ill.; p.162-165; July 91; AR

Infrastructure, Historic Preservation; Schism Between Architecture and Art, 1970-1991; by Mildred Friedman; ph. ill.; p.170-173; July 91; AR

Italy, Genoa; Architectural Morphology of Urban Genoa; San Lorenzo Cathedral; Plaza Proposals; by Kay Bea Jones; ph. pl. sec elev; p.16-26; Summer 90; JAE

Kansas, Lawrence; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Steel Clad Addition to Historic House; Dan Rockhill; ph.; p.90-93; May 91; A

Maintenance to Roof Structure; Pennsylvania; Pittsburgh; Temple Rodef Shalom; Palmer & Hornbostel; ph. axon.; p.120; Nov 91; A

Massachusetts, Boston; Office Building; Middle Rise; Berkeley Building, Office and Retail, 1905, Restored and Remodeled; Notter, Finegold & Alexander; Original Design by C. D. Despradel; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-99; Mar 91; AR

Massachusetts, Boston; Profile of Stephen Coyle; Director of Redevelopment Authority; by Nancy Levinson; ph.; p.66-67; 183; Mar 91; AR

Massachusetts, Hanover; Church; Episcopal; 1810, Reconstructed After Fire; Ann Beha; ph. pl. sec.; p.114-119; Mar 91; AR

Minnesota, St. Paul; Judicial Center; Addition, Leonard Parker; Original Design by Cass Gilbert; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.80-87; Nov 91; A

Minnesota; Minneapolis; Restoration of House, 1913; MacDonald & Mack; Original Design by Purcell & Elmslie; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.144-151; Mar 91; AR

Modernity and the Historical Perspectivism of Nietzsche and Loos; by Taisto H. Makela; ill. ref.; p.138-143; May 91; JAE

National Park Service Comments; On Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation; biblio.; p.59-61; May 91; PA

New York, Brooklyn; Auditorium; Brooklyn Academy of Music; Majestic Theater Renovation; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Sept 91; INT

New York, New York; New Hotel Over Landmark Palace Theater; Fox & Fowle; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.107-109; Nov 91; A

New York, New York; New York Public Library, Restoration; Davis & Brody; by Jean Gorman; ph. sec.; p.52-57; Apr 91; INT

New York, New York; New York Public Library, Restoration; Davis & Brody; ph. sec.; p.86-87; Sept 91; INT

New York, New York; Office Building; High Rise; 1931 Building Renovated; 745 Fifth Avenue; Hammond, Beeby & Babka; Original Design by Ely Jacques Kahn; ph. sec. det.; p.155, 156-158; Mar 91; AR

New York, New York; Remodeled 1891 Building, Environmental Concerns, Audubon Society Offices; Craxton Collaborative; Original Design by George B. Post; chart. axon. ill. sec.; p.93-99; Aug 91; ID

New York, New York; Study Centers for Academic Departments, New York University; Two 1850’s Townhouses Restored; Helpen Architects; ph. pl. elev.; p.100-105; May 91; AR

Ohio; Akron; Residence; Restored Stan Hywet Hall Estate, Landscaping; Child Associates; by Nancy Levinson; ph.; p.64-65; June 91; LA

On Attaining Landmark Approval; Examples, Case Histories, 1850’s Townhouses Restored; by Kay Bea Jones; ph. pl. sec elev; p.16-26; Summer 90; JAE

Pennsylvania State Supreme Court Strikes Down Preservation Law; ph.; p.29; Sept 91; AR

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Anatomy of a Wall Failure; Alden Park, Restoration; John Milner; ph. pl. sec elev.; p.114-119; Feb 91; AR

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Library; Furness Building, University of Pennsylvania; Restoration; Ventur & Scott Brown; Original Design by Frank Furness; ph. pl. sec. dia. elev.; p.81-89; May 91; PA

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; State Supreme Court Rules Against Historic Designation Without Owner’s Consent.; p.28; Nov 91; PA

Portfolio of National Park Service Designs; Visitor Centers, Trail Standards, Historic Sites; by Vernon Mays; ill. pl. ph. m. elev sec.; p.60-67; Mar 91; LA

Preservation Contracts Are Different; by Charles Heuer; ph.; p.54-55; Mar 91; AR

Preservation Literature, Excerpts From; National Park Service; ph. m.; p.125-128; Nov 91; AR

Preservation Politics; Editorial; by Deborah K. Dietsch; p.13; Nov 91; A

Preservation vs. Codes; Many Old Buildings Don’t Comply With Current Codes; by Theodore Prudon; ph. pl.; p.52-54; Mar 91; AR

Preservation, Annotated Bibliography; by H. Ward Jandl; p.64-65; Mar 91; AR

Preservation, Masonry; Guide; Specification Series; by Frances Gale; ph. biblio.; p.58-59; Mar 91; AR
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION
(Cont'd)
Preserving Preservation; Economic Recession Spur to Preservation; by Nora Richter Greer, p.88-89, 179; Mar 91; AR
Profile of John Julius Norwich of World Monuments Fund; by David Masello; ph.; p.68-69; Mar 91; AR
Radical Changes in Architecture, 1910-1919; by Witold Rybczynski; ph. ill.; p.154-157; July 91; AR
Recently Discovered Original City Park Drawings; Illinois, Chicago; Sparked a Preservation Movement; ph. pl.; p.156-163; Mar 91; AR
Renovation of Outdated Commercial Buildings; ph. ill. sec. elev. det.; p.156-163; Mar 91; AR
Replacement Alternatives to Historic Building Components; New York, New York; New York City Library Baluster; Carrere & Hastings; ph. sec.; p.117-120; Nov 91; A
Replacement to Bank's Dome; Tile Roofing with Aluminum; New York, New York; Clarence W. Brazier; ph. sec.; p.119; Nov 91; A
Researching Revolutionary Architecture; by Anthony Vidler; ref.; p.206-210; Aug 91; JAE
Rockefeller Family Contributions to American Places; ph. ill.; p.36-37; May 91; A
Singapore; Express Place Museum and Exhibition Hall, 1865; Restoration; Pister Partnership; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.54; Feb 91; INT
South Carolina, Charleston; Landscape Rescue After Hurricane Hugo; by Judy Donohue; ph.; p.86-87; Mar 91; LA
The American Public Market; Review of Historic Public Markets; by James M. Mayo; ph. ref. ill.; p.41-57; Nov 91; JAE
The Crisis of Interdisciplinary Historiography; by Mark Jarzombek; table; ref.; p.150-155; May 91; JAE
The Literature of Historical Egyptian Architecture; Egypt; Quatremere de Quincy's Historical Analysis; by Sylvia Lavin; ill. pl. ref.; p.131-137; May 91; JAE
The Textual Colligation of Historic Knowledge on Architecture; by Mitchell Schwarzer; ref.; p.144-149; May 91; JAE
Tollgates, 18th Century, Restored; France, Paris; Claude-Nicolas Ledoux; ph. pl. axon.; p.107-108; May 91; PA
See MUSEUM, Specific Building Types also

HONG KONG
Hotel; Grand Hyatt Interiors; NG Chun Man; Interior Design by Hirsch & Bedner; ph. pl.; p.140-145; Feb 91; ID
Office Building; High Rise; Bank of China Tower; I. M. Pei and Wong, Kung & Lee; ph. pl. sec. axon. det. elev.; p.76-83; Jan 91; AR
Tuen Mun; Urban Park; EBC; ph. pl.; p.40; Sept 91; LA

HOSPITAL
Advice from Health Care Architects; ph. ill. m.; p.75-81; July 91; A

CHILDREN'S
California, Oakland; Child Development Center; Children's Hospital; INTERIORS Award; Ratcliff Architects; by Karin Tietlow; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Jan 91; INT

GENERAL
California, Joshua Tree; California Desert Medical Center; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; ph. pl.; p.46-49; July 91; A
Medical Center; Texas, El Paso; Longoria & Peters; ill. axon.; p.108; Apr 91; A
New York, New York; Milstein Hospital Building; Presbyterian Center; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec.; p.120-127; Oct 91; AR
Norway, Oslo; National Hospital; Ellerbe & Becket; m. pl.; p.102-103; Oct 91; PA
St. Luke's Medical Tower; Texas, Houston; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl.; p.42-45; July 91; A

GERIATRIC
Geriatric Center; Florida, West Palm Beach; Perkins, Geddis & Eastman; ph. axon.; p.82; Feb 91; INT

PSYCHIATRIC
Architectural Study; Louisiana, New Orleans; for a Changing Psychiatric Treatment Millieu; Jury Comments. PA Award; Ben J. Refuerzo and Stephen R. Verderber; m. ill. dia.; p.126-127; Jan 91; PA
Iowa, Cedar Rapids; Storage and Desk Unit Detailed; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. sec.; p.28; May 91; INT
New York, Rochester; Site Analysis; Andropogon; sec. pl.; p.90; Oct 91; LA

SPECIAL FACILITIES
AIDS and Substance Abuse Center; Massachusetts, Gloucester; Easier House; Wall Paneling and Furniture System; Payette Associates; by Karin Tietlow; ph. pl. det.; p.50-57; 18; Dec 91; INT
Cancer Treatment Center; Georgia, Atlanta; Near; Medical Design International and Baker Interiors; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.60-63; Dec 91; INT
Discussion of Intensive Care Unit; Roundtable; ph.; p.58-59; Dec 91; INT
Head Injury Treatment; Virginia, Manassas; Shenandoah Regional Campus; Richard Rauh; ph. pl.; p.64-67; July 91; A
Residences for AIDS Patients; California, San Pedro; Grinstein & Daniels; m. pl.; p.27; Nov 91; AR
Special Care Health Center; Georgia, Dalton; Gresham & Smith; Interior Design by Quantrell & Mullins; ph. det.; p.114-117; Apr 91; ID
See CLINIC, UNIVERSITY/MEDICAL CENTER also
HOTEL

Australia, Hayman Island; Resort Hotel; Interiors, Phillip Silver; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.62-65; Oct 91; INT

Ballroom, Acoustic Treatment; Florida, Lake Buena Vista; Michael Graves and Alan Lapidus; Acoustical Design by Cerami Associates; ph. sec.; p.13, July 91; INT

California, Berkeley; Affordable Single-Room Occupancy, Studio Duran. David Baker, m. pl. axon. ill.; p.104; June 91; PA

California, Los Angeles; Affordable Single-Room Occupancy, Koning & Eizenberg, ill.; p.104; June 91; PA

California, Los Angeles; New Otoni Hotel; TSL/Merchant Design, p.24; Mar 91; INT

California, Pasadena; Plaza las Fuentes; Moore, Ruble & Yudell, Interior Design by Pfister Partnership; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.48-51; Feb 91; INT

California, Riverside; Renovation of Mission Inn, 1903; ELS/Eliasani & Logan; ph.; p.82-89; Oct 91; PA

California, San Diego; Affordable Single-Room Occupancy, Harborplace; Rob Wellington Quigley; pl. axon. sec. elev.; p.105; June 91; PA

California, San Francisco; Sheraton Palace, 1895; Renovation; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Original Design by John Gaynor; ph.; p.150-155; Oct 91; ID

California, Squaw Valley; Resort Hotel, Squaw Creek; Ward & Young; Interior Design by Simon, Martin-Vuge, Winkelstein & Morris; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.68-71; Oct 91; INT

Connecticut, Greenwich; Atrium Courtyard, Landscaping; Berkshire Design Group; ph.; p.60-61; May 91; LA

Corporate Design Award, ITT Sheraton; Hotel Restorations, Review of Work; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.132-144; May 91; INT

Corporate Hospitality Center; Italy, Venice; Paolo Piva, by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.52-55; Oct 91; INT

Dolphin and Swan Hotels; Florida, Orlando; Use of Value Engineering; Michael Graves; ph.; p.24-25; Dec 91; AR

Florida, Walt Disney World; Yacht and Beach Club Resorts; Robert A. M. Stern; ph.; p.90-93; June 91; A

Hawaii, Wailea Beach; Four Season's Palace Hotel; Winmerly, Allison, Tong & Goo; Interior Design by James Northcutt; ph. elev.; p.148-157, June 91; ID

Hong Kong; Grand Hyatt Interiors; NG Chun Man; Interior Design by Hirsch & Bedner; ph.; p.140-154; Feb 91; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Omni Ambassador East, Interiors, Renovations; Corigan Designs; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.106-107; June 91, INT

Italy, Milan; Regent Hotel; Pfister Partnership; by Beverly Russell; ph. elev.; p.52-53; Feb 91; INT

Louisiana, Shreveport; Hotel for Elderly and Ill; Morgan, Hill, Sutton & Mitchell; ph.; p.43; Mar 91; PA

HOTEL (Cont'd)

New Mexico, Santa Fe; Santa Fe's Inn of the Anasazi; Aspen Design Group; Interior Design by Trisha Wilson; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.64-69; Nov 91; INT

New York, New York; Century Paramount Hotel, Interiors Remodeled; Philippe Starck and Haigh Space Architects; ph.; p.72-75; Jan 91; AR

New York, New York; Doral Park Avenue; Tom Lee; ph.; p.130-139; Oct 91; ID

New York, New York; Embassy Suites Hotel, Interiors; Fox & Folwe, ph.; p.124-125; Sept 91; INT

New York, New York; New Hotel Over Landmark Palace Theater; Fox & Folwe, ph. axon. sec.; p.107-109; Nov 91; A

New York, New York; Royalton, INTERIORS Award; Philippe Starck; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.114-115; Jan 91; INT

Ohio, Cleveland; Office Building and Hotel Towers Flank Train Station; Tower City Center; RTKI; ph. sec.; p.112-113; Nov 91; A

One Hundred Largest Hotel and Restaurant Interior Designers; Practice Analysis; by Andrew Loebelson; table, charts; p.97-110; Oct 91; ID

Radisson Empire Hotel, Renovation; New York, New York; Emery Roth and Sons; Interior Design by Tom Lee; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.74-77; Dec 91; INT

Swissotel, Lighting; Georgia, Atlanta; Rabun & Hatch; Lighting Design by PHA Lighting; by Graham Fenley; ph. sec.; p.46-49; Nov/Suppl 91; AR

Taj Group of Hotels; India, Bombay and New Delhi; Review of Interiors; Taj Hotels Group; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.146-149; May 91; INT

Yacht and Beach Clubs; Florida, Orlando; Disneyland; Robert A. M. Stern; Interior Design by Design Continuum; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.56-59; Oct 91; INT

See SHELTER also

HOUSING

'Habitat for Humanity,' Non-Profit House-Building Organization; Architects Help; ph. elev.; p.114-115; June 91; PA

Affordable Housing: Special Issue; Competition Winners and Other Projects; ph. sec elev. ill.dia. axon.iso.tabl. p.7, 45-158; June 91; PA

Affordable Housing; Review of Projects; by Philip Langdon; ph.; p.42-47; Apr 91; LA

Cohousing Developments; Share Some Spaces and Functions Among Families; by Clare Cooper Marcus and Kim Dovey; ph.; p.112-113; June 91; PA

Community Development Corporations in Housing Development; Case Study; by Joel Warren Barna; m. pl. elev.; p.116-117; June 91; PA

Industrialized Housing; Update of Affordable Housing Initiative; m.; p.47; Dec 91; PA

Missouri, St. Louis; The Pruitt-Igoe Myth; Failure of Designer's High Modernism; by Katharine G. Bristol; ph. sec. ref.; p.163-171; May 91; JAE
HOUSING (Cont'd)

Nexus World Kashii Offers Housing Solutions; Japan, Fukuoka; by Western Architects; ph. pl. m. sec. axon.; p.59-79, 148; Aug 91; PA

Rethinking Housing in Suburbia; Discussion by Designers and Consultants; by J. William Thompson; ph. p.64-67; Apr 91; LA

Revisiting Mexican; Mexico, Mexico; Occupant Use Report; Interview with Alexander; Fifteen Years After; Christopher Alexander and Center for Environmental Structure; ph. pl.; p.79-81; Mar 91; PA

Three Case Studies of Building Affordable Housing; New York, Brooklyn; ph. pl.; p.110-111; June 91; PA

See APARTMENT BUILDING, APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT; ELDERLY HOUSING, RESIDENCE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT; SHELTER, UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

I

IDAHO

Sun Valley; Residence; Organic Forms; Bart Prince; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-69; Aug 91; A

IILLINOIS

Bannockburn; Interiors; Offices, A. C. Nielsen; Griswold, Heckel & Kelly; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Aug 91; ID

Bannockburn; Interiors; TV-Ratings Company Offices, Lighting; Griswold, Heckel & Kelly; Lighting Design by Horton & Lees; ph.; p.34-35; Aug/Suppl 91; AR

Barlett; Residential Development; Residence; Balsamo & Olson; ph. pl.; p.229; Jan 91; B

Chicago Suburb; Country Club; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl.; p.80-83; June 91; INT

Chicago, Near; Sears Plan, Mixed Use; Corporate Headquarters; Johnson, Johnson & Roy; elev. pl.; p.55-55; Sept 91; LA

Chicago; Affordable Duplexes; Holabird & Root; ill. pl.; p.101; June 91; PA

Chicago; Apartment Building, Remodeled; Pappageorge & Haymes; ph. pl.; p.122-125; May 91; B

Chicago; Architects' Residence; Joseph Valerio and Linda Seant; ph. pl. axon.; p.92-97; Apr 91; AR

Chicago; Art Institute; Stanley McCormick Memorial Court; Hanna & Olin; elev. pl.; p.22; Apr 91; LA

Chicago; Baseball Stadium; Comiskey Park; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.60-67; June 91; AR

Chicago; Chicago Tribune Lobby, 1925, Restored; John Vinci; Original Design by Hovells & Hood; ph. elev. iso.; p.106-107; Sept 91; AR

Chicago; Hotel; Omni Ambassador East, Interiors, Renovations; Corigan Designs; by Justin Henderson; ph. p.106-107; June 91; INT

Chicago; NEOCON 23, Award Showrooms and Displays; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.66-71; Aug 91; INT

Chicago; Office Building; High Rise; 181 Madison Street; Curtain-Wall Details; Cesar Pelli; ph. sec. det.; p.100-103; Aug 91; AR

Chicago; Office Building; High Rise; Chicago Bar Association; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. pl. elev.; p.72-75; June 91; A

Chicago; Office Building; High Rise; Morton International Building; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. axon.; p.94-99; July 91; PA

Chicago; Office Furniture Showroom, Steelcase; ASID Winner; Facilities Design; ph.; p.176-177; Oct 91; ID

Chicago; Office Furniture Showroom, United Chair Company; ASID Winner; Tom Gass; ph. pl.; p.172-175; Oct 91; ID
ILLINOIS (Cont'd)

Chicago: Recently Discovered Original City Park Drawings; Sparked a Preservation Movement; ph. pl.; p.22, 24; Sept 91; LA

Chicago: Residential Development; Townhouse; Affordable Units, West Town Housing, Weese, Langley & Weese and Landon Architects; ph. pl.; p.92-93; June 91; PA

Chicago: Residential Training Center for the Disadvantaged; Remodeled; Chicago Architectural Assistance Center; ph. pl. axon.; p.41; Mar 91; PA

Chicago: Restaurant; Pinuccio, INTERIORS; Chicago; ph.; p.36-37; Dec 91; INT

Chicago: Restaurant; Vivere, INTERIORS Award; Chicago; ph.; p.116-117; Jan 91; INT

Chicago: School; Private; Chicago City Day School; Weese, Langley & Weese; ph. pl.; p.58-59, 66-67; Jan 91; A

Chicago: Sports Club Building; Kisho Kurokawa; Chicago; ph. pl.; p.92-99; June 91; AR

Chicago: Standard Club; Ceiling Lighting Details; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl. det. elev.; 70-73, 34-35; June 91; INT

Chicago: Urban Plazas; City Front Center, Illinois Center; Jacobs & Ryan; pl. m.; p.66; May 91; LA

Dearfield: Foodservice Presentation Center, Knauf, Environmental Group; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Nov 91; ID

Elk Grove Village: Lighting Training Center; Cooper Lighting; Booth & Hansen; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. axon.; p.124-125; Jan 91; INT

Geneva: Waste Management Monitoring Laboratory; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. sec.; p.85; July 91; A

Glendale Heights: Post Office; Ross Barney & Jankowski; ph. pl.; p.70-73, Feb 91; A

Hinsdale: Residence; Custom Home Award; Tim Thompson; ph.; p.50-53; Jan 91; CB

Moline: Office Building; Middle Rise; Deere and Company, Landscape; ASLA Award; Eero Saarinen; Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates; ph.; p.46-47; Nov 91; LA

North Barrington: Residential Development; Duplex; Contempo Builder; ph. pl.; p.164; Jan 91; B

Northbrook: Residential Development; Residence; Cotwold; Johnston Associates; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Aug 91; B

Oak Park: Unity Temple, 1906; Frank Lloyd Wright; pl. elev.; p.17; Jan 91; AR

Schaumburg: Electronics Museum; Motorola; Booth & Hansen; ph. pl.; p.68-73; Dec 91; A

Springfield: Residence; Restoration of the Dana-Thomas House, 1904; Hasbrouck & Peterson; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-95; May 91; AR

Yorkville: Outdoor Education Center; Boy Scout Camp; Tigerman & McCurry; by Michael J. P. Smith; ph. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p.84-91; June 91; AR

INDIA

Bombay and New Delhi: Taj Group of Hotels; Review of Interiors; Taj Hotels Group; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.146-149; May 91; INT

Indore: Study on Settlement Standards, User Planning Process; Jury Comments, PA Award; Witold Rybczynski and Vikram Bhatt; m. pl.; p.129; Jan 91; PA

INDIANA

Fortville: Residence; Custom Home Award; ph.; p.40-42; Jan 91; CB

Hope School; Elementary; Taft Architects; ph. pl. axon.; p.102-105; Jan 91; AR

Indianapolis: Art Museum; American Indian and Western Art; Browning Day, Mullins & Dierdorf; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-109; May 91; AR

Indianapolis: White River State Park, Promenade; Angela Danadjieva; by Steven Mannheimer; ph. pl.; p.56-59; Jan 91; LA

Rural: Energy Conservng House; Charles Griffith; ph. sec. ill. biblio.; p.129; May 91; A

Valparaiso: Residence; Custom Home Award; Scholz Master Builders; ph.; p.34-37; Jan 91; CB

Warsaw: School; High; Perkins & Will and Olde, McGuire & Shook; ph. pl.; p.94-97; Jan 91; AR

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

Administrative and Maintenance Facility; California; Oakland; Concrete Bathing Company; Holt, Hinshaw, Plau & Jones; ph. pl.; p.80-81; July 91; PA

Automobile Plant; Tennessee, Spring Hill; Saturn Automobile; Argonaut A. E. C./General Motors and Heilmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p.67; Dec 91; PA

Brewery Processing Hall; Malta; Passive Cooling System; Peak & Short; ph. sec.; p.69; Dec 91; A

Candy Factory; England, Colchester; Arup Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.70; Dec 91; PA

Center for Advanced Technologies; Michigan; Detroit; Smith, Hinchman & Grylls; ph. sec. axon.; p.66; Dec 91; PA

Computer Plant, Becton Dickinson; Roseville; Hewlett-Packard; Component Details; HED; ph. axon.; p.106-107; Aug 91; A

Industrial 'Hotel'; Factory Structure Rents; France, Paris; Jean-Paul Viguier and Jean-Francois Jody; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.71; Dec 91; PA

Manufacturing, Storage and Offices; California; Roseville; Hewlett-Packard; Component Details; HED; ph. axon.; p.106-107; Aug 91; A

Medical Synthetics Factory; Germany, Kassel; James Stirling and Michael Wilford; m. pl.; p.67; Dec 91; PA

Micro Electronics Facilities; California, Irvine; Controls Utilized; Rasmussen, Inge & Anderson; ph. sec.; p.64; July 91; A
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING (Cont'd)
Photovoltaic Systems Manufacturing Facility; California, Fairfield; KCA Architects; m. ill. pl. sec.; p.65; Dec 91; PA
Portfolio of Nine Projects; ph. pl. m. sec. elev. axon. ill.; p.64-72; Dec 91; PA
Production Plant; Germany, Cologne; Nicholas Grimshaw; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.72; Dec 91; PA
Sheet Metal Workers' Union Hall, Pre-Engineered; Missouri, Kansas City; Shaughnessy, Pickle & Scott; ph. sec. det.; p.132-135; Oct 91; AR
Small Industrial Building, Pre-Engineered; New York, Arkville; Margaret Helland; ph. sec. det. axon.; p.128-131; Oct 91; AR
See UTILITY, WATER TREATMENT also

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Industrialism, Production; New Ideas, Large Scale, 1930-1945; by Thomas Hine; ph. ill.; p.162-165; July 91; AR
Japan-U.S. Design Discussions; Japan, —; ph.; p.62-63; Nov 91; INT
Understanding the Impact of Design; by Peter Dormer; p.20, 24-25; May 91; INT

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING
See PREFABRICATION

INSULATION
Air and Vapor Barriers; Definitions and Detailing Implications; Canadian Approach; by Richard L. Quirouette; ph. det. dia. biblio.; p.45-51; Sept 91; PA
Attic Insulation and Radiant Barriers, Steep Roofs; by Jeffrey E. Christian; ph. dia. biblio. table, graph; p.54-56; May 91; PA
Exterior Wall R-Values; det.; p.146; Mar 91; B
Foundation Insulation; sec.; p.150; June 91; B
House-Wraps; by John Andrews; sec.; p.61-64; Nov 91; CB
Insulation Update, Review and Analysis; CFCs and Foam Insulation; ph. table; p.93-98; Feb 91; A
Structural Foam-Core Panels; Details, Use; ph. det. sec.; p.97-100; Oct 91; A
Vapor Retarder Walls; sec.; p.180; Oct 91; B
See GLASS also

INSURANCE
See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE

INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
Automating the Custom Home; Smart House Experiences; by Tim Schott; ph. chart; p.26-32; Nov 91; CB
Computer Building Control Systems; ill. ph. pl. iso. charts; p.107-111; June 91; A
Electronic Smart House Equipment; ph.; p.126, 130; Nov 91; B
Smart House; iso. ph.; p.111; June 91; A
Virginia, Fairfax; Federal Home Loan Mortgage Headquarters; Electronic Systems; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p.109-110; June 91; A

INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION
California, San Diego; Community Center; Interior Design Studio; San Diego State, Community Projects; ph.; p.74-75; Nov 91; INT

INTERIOR DESIGN
ASID Moves to Washington, D. C.; by Peter Blake; p.160; Mar 91; ID
Aesthetic Implications of Green Design; by James Wines; ph. ill. m. pl.; p.114-119; Aug 91; ID
Ancient Chinese Art of Feng Shui; Application to Building and Interior Design; ph. pl. chart; p.92-93; Aug 91; INT
Computer Animation and 3-D Drawings for Interiors; ill.; p.18; Nov 91; INT
Current and Future Economy, Part Two; Comments by Various Principals; ph.; p.140-143; Mar 91; ID
Current and Future Economy; Comments by Various Principals; ph.; p.108-111; Feb 91; ID
Designer of the Year Award; Profile. His Work; Gregory Landahl; ph.; p.63-93; Jan 91; INT
Designers' Contributions to Homeless Shelters; ph.; p.36-37; Jan 91; INT
Economy's Effect on Interior Design, Part 3; Comments by Designers; ph.; p.110-113; Apr 91; ID
Electronic Catalogues; ill.; p.150; Jan 91; ID
Firm Profile and Business Strategies; SCR; ph. pl.; p.28; Feb 91; INT
Firm Profile, Their Work; Pfister Partnership; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.47-55, 22-23; Feb 91; INT
Firm Profile, Their Work; Powell & Kleinschmidt; by Cynthia Davidson; ph. ill. det. m.; p.69-83; June 91; INT
Firm Profile; Richard Penney; ph.; p.36; Oct 91; INT
Firm's Survival Tactics; Planning Design Research; ph.; p.56; Sept 91; INT
Floor Plan Software, ROOMER2; pl.; p.24, 31; Aug 91; INT
INTERIOR DESIGN (Cont'd)

Greening of Interior Design; Air Quality, Recycling, Waste, Material Concerns, Conservation; Entire Issue; ph. ill. biblio.; p.40, 71-92; Aug 91; ID

Hall of Fame Honorees; Winterthur, Antique Collection; Santo Loquasto, Theater Designer; Philip E. Kelley, Merchandise Mart President; ph.; p.S14-S15; Dec/Suppl 91; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; Her Work; Naomi Left; ph.; p.S28-S31; Dec/Suppl 91; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; Adam Tihany; ph.; p.S36-S39; Dec/Suppl 91; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; Don Brinkmann; ph.; p.S16-S19; Dec/Suppl 91; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; Michael Graves; ph.; p.S24-S27; Dec/Suppl 91; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; R. Scott Bromley; ph.; p.S20-S23; Dec/Suppl 91; ID

Hall of Fame Inductee; His Work; Robert Metzger; ph.; p.S32-S35; Dec/Suppl 91; ID

Interior Projects During Corporate and Economic Upheaval; AIA Panel's Advice; ph.; p.26; Apr 91; INT

Interior Renovation and Alteration Specifications Guidelines; by Katherine Freeman; ph.; p.40-41; May 91; AR

Interiors Issue; ph. sec. elev. ill. axon. iso.; p.73-133; Sept 91; AR

One Hundred Largest Firms; Analysis of Practice Factors; by Andrew Lobelson; tables, charts; p.57-78; Jan 91; ID

Organizing the Office for Excellence; in Building and Interiors Design; Various Views, Roundtable; ph.; p.139-144; Mar 91; A

Resource Library for Designers; California, Los Angeles, Shlemmer Design; ph. pl.; p.30; Feb 91; INT

Second Hundred Largest Interior Design Firms; Practice Analysis; by Andrew Lobelson; tables, charts; p.49-64; July 91; ID

Special Issue; ph. sec. ill. dia. det. axon.; p.89-135; Sept 91; PA

See ARCHITECTURE, LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE, Specific Building Type also

IOWA

Cedar Rapids; Hospital; Psychiatric; Storage and Desk Unit Detailed; Ellerbe & Becket; ph. sec.; p.28; May 91; INT

ISRAEL

Jerusalem; City Hall Complex; A. J. Diamond and Donald Schmitt; ill. pl.; p.40; Aug 91; LA

South Judean Desert; Potash Conveyor Belt; Eighteen Kilometers Long, Landscape Concerns; Shlomo Aronson; by J. William Thompson and Shlomo Aronson; ph.; p.86-87; Apr 91; LA

Tel Aviv; Residence; Karmi Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-74; Nov 91; PA

ITALY

—; Italian Contemporary Cemeteries. Review; Aldo Rossi, Carlo Scarpa; by Linda J. Cook; ph.; p.66-69; Feb 91; LA

Florence; Furniture Showroom, Knoll; Carl Magnusson; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-101; July 91; ID

Florence; Mixed-Use Center. Gunnar Birkerts; m. pl. axon. ill.; p.64-65, 70-71; Aug 91; AR

Genoa; Architectural Morphology of Urban Genoa: San Lorenzo Cathedral, Plaza Proposals; by Kay Bea Jones; ph. sec. elev.; p.16-26; Summer 90; JAE

Genoa; Opera House; Carlo Felice Theater; Aldo Rossi and Ignazio Gardella; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.49-57; Feb 91; PA

Genoa; Piazza Dante, with Fountain and Staircases; Jury Comments, PA Award; Machado & Silvetti and Fabio Nonis; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.118-119; Jan 91; PA

Milan; Interiors: Apartment; Marcello Pozzi; ph.; p.156-159; Nov 91; ID

Milan; Regent Hotel; Pfister Partnership; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl. elev.; p.52-53; Feb 91; INT

Milan; Silverware Store, Aldo Citterio; Cini Boeri; ph. pl.; p.92-97; July 91; ID

Modena; San Cataldo Cemetery; Interview with Aldo Rossi and Morris Adjimi; Aldo Rossi and Gianni Braghieri; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.50, 58-63; Feb 91; PA

Rome; Silverware Store; Limantani Argenti; Transit Design; ph.; p.90-91; July 91; ID

Sicily; Research Report; Architecture & Urban Environments of Sicily; Jury Comments, PA Award; Jorge Silvetti and Harvard Graduate School of Design; ph.; p.128; Jan 91; PA

Tolentino; Leather Showroom, Poltrona Frau; INTERIORS Award; Massimo and Leila Vignelli and Yoshimo Kono; by Alice Feiring; ph.; p.108-109; Jan 91; INT

Turin; Humanities Complex, University of Turin; Gunnar Birkerts; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.68-69; Aug 91; AR

Turin; Lingotto Park; Integration with Fiat Factory; Remodeled into Multi-Purpose Center; Lawrence Halprin; by Kevin Powell; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.52-55; Aug 91; LA

Turin; Mixed-Use Center Development With Office Tower; Gunnar Birkerts; m. sec. elev.; p.64-69; Aug 91; AR

Venice; Cinema Palace Competition; Ten International Architect's Entries; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.142-145; Sept 91; PA

Venice; Cinema Palace; Aldo Rossi; m. pl. sec.; p.143-145; Sept 91; PA

Venice; Cinema Palace; Fumihiko Maki; m. pl.; p.143-145; Sept 91; PA

Venice; Cinema Palace; Jean Nouvet; m. pl.; p.142-144; Sept 91; PA

Venice; Cinema Palace; Rafael Moneo; m. pl.; p.143-144; Sept 91; PA

Venice; Cinema Palace; Steven Holt; m. pl.; p.144-145; Sept 91; PA

Venice; Corporate Hospitality Center; Paolo Piva; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.52-55; Oct 91; INT
JAPAN

—; American Landscape Architects’ Work in Japan; Review of Various Firms’ Work; by Sally Woodbridge; ph.; p.58-63; July 91; LA
—; Design Opportunities Overseas; Discussion; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.71-72; July 91; LA
—; Experiences of American Landscape Architects in Japan; by Donald Gibson; ill.; p.112; July 91; LA
—; Japan-U.S. Design Discussions; ph.; p.62-63; Nov 91; INT
—; Review of Current Landscape Architecture in Japan; by Marc Treib; p.; p.52-57; July 91; LA
—; Review of New Architectural Projects; ph.; p.40-41; Apr 91; AR
Eishin; Campus; New Eishin University; Center for Environmental Structure; ph.; p.102-103; July 91; PA
Fukuoka; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Jury Comments; PA Award; Steven Holt; m. sec. ill.; p.114-115; Jan 91; PA
Fukuoka; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Nexus World Housing; Mack Architects and Masumi Yanase; ph. sec. axon.; p.60, 66-70, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA
Fukuoka; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Nexus World Housing; Steven Holt; ph. m. sec. axon.; p.60-65, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA
Fukuoka; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Nexus World Housing; Christian DePortzamparc; ph.; p.60, 72, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA
Fukuoka; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Nexus World Housing; Osamu Ishiyama; ph.; p.60, 73, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA
Fukuoka; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Nexus World Housing; Tusquets & Diaz; ph.; p.60, 71, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA
Fukuoka; Nexus World Kashii Offers Housing Solutions: by Western Architects; ph. m. sec. axon.; p.59-79, 148; Aug 91; PA
Fukuoka; Park Climbs 15 Terraces; Other Works by Ambasz; Emilio Ambasz; m. pl.; p.68-69; July 91; AR
Fukuoka; Residential Development; Nexus World Housing; Rem KoOoasha and Fuminori Hoshino; ph. pl. sec. 70, 74-79, 79, 148; Aug 91; PA
Fukuoka; Restaurant; Angelo Pietro; Lembo & Bohn; ph.; p.76-79; Dec 91; ID
Hokusetsu; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Competition Winner; Yoji Sasaki; m.; p.69; July 91; LA
Mie Prefecture; Ise Shima; Mixed-Use Resort and Research Center; Jury Comments; PA Award; Jerde Partnership; m. sec. ill.; p.122-123; Jan 91; PA
Osaka; Aquarium; Cambridge Seven; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.63-71; Feb 91; AR
Osaka; Office Building; Landscape; Raika Headquarters; Tadao Ando; ph.; p.54-55; July 91; LA
Sapporo; Moonsoon Restaurant; Zaha Hadid; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-69; Feb 91; PA
Shinwa; Mountain Resort; SITE; ill. pl.; p.72-73; May 91; A

JAPAN (Cont’d)

Shonandai; Cultural Center; Metallic Garden; Itsuko Hasegawa; by Rita McWilliams; ph.; p.64-66; July 91; LA
Tokyo; Aquarium; Taniguchi Associates; ph.; p.50-51, 68; July 91; LA
Tokyo; Convention Center with Four Theaters; Rafael Vinoly; ill. pl. sec. dia.; p.120-121, 135; May 91; PA
Tokyo; Furniture Showroom; Cassina; Tadao Ando; Interior Design by Mario Bellini; ph.; p.86-89; Dec 91; ID
Tokyo; Interiors; Advertising Offices, Client Conference Rooms; Dentsu; Clodagh; ph. pl.; p.70-75; Dec 91; ID
Tokyo; Landscape Grounds of Hotel and Office Building; Atsumi Kawai; ph.; p.70; July 91; LA
Tokyo; Retail Complex with Apartments, Showroom; Collezione; Tadao Ando; ph. sec.; p.74-79; Feb 91; PA
Tokyo; Search for Space; Review of Park Expansion; by Michael Lecese; ph.; p.67-70; July 91; LA
Tokyo; Tepia Plaza; Fumihiko Maki; ph. pl.; p.52-57; July 91; LA

K

KANSAS

Lawrence; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Steel Clad Addition to Historic House; Dan Rockhill; ph.; p.90-93; May 91; A
Lawrence; Mobile Ticket Office; Steve Padget; ph.; p.94-95; May 91; A
Lawrence; Residence; Two Houses, Industrial and Salvage Yard Building Elements; Dan Rockhill; ph. axon.; p.90-93; May 91; A
Lenexa; Fire Station; Shaughnessy, Fickel & Scott; ph.; p.48-51; Feb 91; A
Shawnee; School; Elementary; Abend & Singer; ph.; p.87; July 91; PA

KENTUCKY

Lexington, Near; Horse Farm, Landscape; Morgan Wheelock; by Nancy Levinson; ph.; p.58-59; June 91; LA
Lexington; Farm Estate Landscape; A. E. Bye; by Jory Johnson; ph.; p.66-69; June 91; LA

KITCHEN

Award Kitchen; James Scott Fleming; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Mar 91; B
Bathrooms and Kitchens by Various Designers; ph.; p.121-124, 125-128; Mar Suppl 91; ID
Cabinets, Review; by Nancy Roffey; ph.; p.22-27; May 91; CB
California, Hillsborough; BUILDER Award; House & House; ph.; p.145; Oct 91; B
California, Orange County; Remodeled; Concepts II; by Donna Hartman; ph. pl.; p.23-26; Mar 91; CB
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KITCHEN (Cont'd)

Cooking Appliances, Review; by John Andrews; ph.; p.31-35; May 91; CB

Countertops, Survey of Use in Various Kitchens; Products; ph.; p.38-45; Mar 91; CB

Design Award; Pamela Bold, ph.; p.51; Aug 91; B

Five Distinctly Different Kitchens; ph.; p.142-143; Nov 91; ID

Kitchen Addition; New York, Albany; Gary P. Rosard, ph. axon. p.324-S25; Mar/Suppl 91; ID

Kitchen; Hawaii, Kauai, Lacayo Architects, ph. pi.; p.65; Mar 91; B

Kitchen; Earth Design, ph.; p.64; Mar 91; B

New Jersey, Franklin Lakes; Remodeled; David Ulrich, ph. pl.; p.23-24, 26-28; Mar 91; CB

Pennsylvania, Edgeworth; Remodeled, BUILDER Award; Kenneth J. Krukowski; ph.; p.146; Oct 91; B

Storage Systems; ph.; p.51-56; July 91; CB

Work of Kitchen Designer; Florence Perchuk; ph.; p.26-30; Sept 91; CB

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE (Cont'd)

American Landscape Architects' Work in Japan; Japan, —; Review of Various Firms' Work; by Sally Woodbridge; ph.; pl.; p.58-63; July 91; LA

American Landscape Architecture Practice in Europe; Discussion; by J. William Thompson; ph.; pl.; p.62-64; Aug 91; LA

California, Sebastopol; Firm Profile, Her Work; Maisha Ruth; ph. III.; p.64-65; May 91; LA

Changes in Our Landscape; by Barbara Stauf-facher Solomon; ph.; p.120; Dec 91; LA

Colorado, Denver; Firm Profile, Their Work; Civitas; m. ph.; p.56-59; May 91; LA

Design Opportunities Overseas; Japan, —; Discussion; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.71-72; July 91; LA

District of Columbia, Washington; Firm Profile; Oehme & Van Sweden; ph. p.136; May 91; LA

Expanding Landscape Architecture Work in Europe; by Ken Fieldhouse; ill.; p.120; Aug 91; LA

Experiences of American Landscape Architects in Japan; Japan, —; by Donald Gibson; ill.; p.112; July 91; LA

Firm Profile, Their Work; Hyatt, Raines & Vitek; ph. ill. m.; p.68-69; May 91; LA

Garden Architecture; Small Portfolio of Architect's Work; Emilio Ambasz; m. pl.; p.68-69; July 91; AR

Gardening for the Highest Income Level; by Phoebe Cutler; ph. p.50-55; June 91; LA

Germany, Berlin; Landscaping in City Rebuilding; ph.; p.38; Aug 91; LA

How New Firms Have Started; Case Histories; by Vernon Mays; p.70-71; May 91; LA

Illinois, Chicago; Firm Profile, Their Work; Jacobs & Ryan; ph. m. elev.; p.66-67; May 91; LA

Landscape Architects' Search for Projects Tests Their Values; Review of Projects; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl.; p.60-59; Sept 91; LA

Landscape Design for Large Estates; Its Changing Character; by Dan Rose; ph.; p.136; June 91; LA

Massachusetts, Northampton; Firm Profile, Their Work; Berkshire Design Group; ph. p.60-61; May 91; LA

New Mexico, Santa Fe; Firm Profile, Her Work; Clair Reinger; ph. p.50-53; May 91; LA

North Carolina, Raleigh; Firm Profile, Their Work; Greenways; ph. p.56-57; May 91; LA

One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile, Belt & Collins; ph. p.65; Sept 91; LA

One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile, CRSS; m. pl.; p.61; Sept 91; LA

One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile, EDAW; ph. p.63; Sept 91; LA

One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile, Edward D. Stone, Jr.; ph. p.66; Sept 91; LA

L

LABORATORY

Waste Management Monitoring Laboratory; Illinois, Geneva; Perkins & Will; ph. pl.; p.85; July 91; A

See RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY also

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION

Need for More Business Courses in Landscape Architecture Education; Discussion; by Dirk Sutro; ph.; p.56-59; Sept 91; LA

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH

Inventory of Flora of Fuchs Hammock; Florida, Miami, Near; ASLA Award; Kerry Dawson; ph. p.78; Nov 91; LA

Traditional Gardens and Yards of African-Americans; ASLA Award; Richard Westmacott; ph.; p.76-77; Nov 91; LA

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

ASLA Annual Awards; Analysis, Jury's Comments; by David Dillon; ph. p.42-45; Nov 91; LA

ASLA Awards; ph. pl.; p.46-80; Nov 91; LA

ASLA Conference Site; Missouri, Kansas City; Background of Park and Civic Landscape Design; ph.; p.42, 44; Oct 91; LA

American Designers' Work in Europe; ph.; p.44-61; Aug 91; LA

American Designers' Work in Japan; Japan, —; Review of Various Firms' Work; by Sally Woodbridge; ph.; pl.; p.58-63; July 91; LA

ASLA Awards; ph. pl.; p.60-61; May 91; LA

New Mexico, Santa Fe; Firm Profile, Her Work; Clair Reinger; ph. p.50-53; May 91; LA

North Carolina, Raleigh; Firm Profile, Their Work; Greenways; ph. p.56-57; May 91; LA

One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile, Belt & Collins; ph. p.65; Sept 91; LA

One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile, CRSS; m. pl.; p.61; Sept 91; LA

One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile, EDAW; ph. p.63; Sept 91; LA

One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile, Edward D. Stone, Jr.; ph. p.66; Sept 91; LA
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

(Cont'd)

One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; m.: p.70; Sept 91; LA
One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile; Johnson, Johnson & Roy; ph. pl.; p.67; Sept 91; LA
One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile; Peridian; ph. pl.; p.69; Sept 91; LA
One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile; Sasaki Associates; pl.; p.62; Sept 91; LA
One of Ten Largest Landscape Architecture Firms; Firm Profile; Wallace, Roberts & Todd; ph. pl.; p.68; Sept 91; LA
Professional Gains in Present Economy; by Jim Heid; ph.; p.120; Sept 91; LA
Rethinking Housing in Suburbia; Discussion by Designers and Consultants; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.64-67; Apr 91; LA
Review of Current Landscape Architecture in Japan; Japan, —; by Marc Treib; ph.; p.52-57; July 91; LA
Starting a New Small Firm; Small Firm Perils; Discussion of Process; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl.; p.72-75; May 91; LA
Student Designs; ASLA Student Award; by J. William Thompson; ill. pl.; p.79-80; Nov 91; LA
Survival Tactics in Recession Economy; Discussion; by Craig Evans and Michael Leccese; ph.; p.71-74; Sept 91; LA
Texas, Austin; Firm Profile; His Work; Xeriscape Advocate; Stephen K. Domigan, pl.; ph.; p.62-63; May 91; LA
The Garden as Art; Landscape Architect's Views; Minimalist Sculpture in the Landscape, Examples; Peter Walker; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.60-67; Dec 91; LA
Virginia, Arlington; Firm Profile; His Work; E. Michael Vergason; ph. pl.; p.54-55; May 91; LA
Visionary Competition, Jury Comments; ph.; p.54-55; Dec 91; LA
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, CIVIC CENTER, GARDEN, PLAZA, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN also

LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES

(Cont'd)

Creek Path, Path of Decomposition; Student Proposal; Tama Agranat; ph. ill.; p.48-49; Dec 91; LA
Detention and Stormwater Design; by Bruce K. Ferguson; ph. sec.; p.76-79; Dec 91; LA
Ecological Landscape Design; Wetlands Concerns in Design; Firms' Ecological Design Work; Andropogon; by Kathleen McCormick; ph. sec.; p.88-91; Oct 91; LA
Environmental Concerns in Residential Development Planning; Trees, Wetlands, Slopes; by William Devereaux and Berkus Group and Susan Bradford; pl. sec.; p.86-91; July 91; B
Interlocking Concrete Pavers; Design Guidelines; by David R. Smith; ill. det. ph.; p.72-74; Aug 91; LA
Landcape Architect's Work in the Southwest; Arizona, Tempe; Uses Native Sonoran Species; Steve Martino; by Nora Burba Trulsson; ph.; p.114-116; Oct 91; LA
Landcape Rescue After Hurricane Hugo; South Carolina, Charleston; by Judy Donohue; ph.; p.86-87; March 91; LA
Lighting Outdoor Fountains; by John D. Taylor; ph.; p.78-80; Sept 91; LA
Making City Parks Work; Designer Discussion; by Michael Leccese; ph. axon.; p.60-63; Jan 91; LA
Managing CAD for Landscape Design; by Gary Clay and Mark Lindhult; ill. ph.; p.88-89; May 91; LA
Ploughman Path; Student Visionary Landscape Idea; Richard Newton; ph. pl. ill.; p.46-47; Dec 91; LA
Redefining the Boundary, Defining the Modern; by Diana Balmori; ph. ill.; p.94-95; Aug 91; PA
River and Stream Bank Restoration; California; —; Examples; Restored Dam; by Craig Evans; ph.; p.92-95; Oct 91; LA
Seeing and Making the Landscape Whole; by Anne Whiston Spirn; ph.; p.92-94; Aug 91; PA
Street Tree Planting, New Approach; by Jan Goldstein et al.; ph. table; p.66-68; Jan 91; LA
The Landscapes of Neglect; by Martha Schwartz; ph.; p.96; Aug 91; PA
Using Water with Sense and Sensibility; Project Examples, Xeriscape; by Rachel S. Cox; ph. pl.; p.79-83; Oct 91; LA
Water-Saving Landscaping; ph.; p.58; July 91; B
See LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE also

LATVIA

Riga; National Library; Gunnar Birkerts; sec. elev. pl. ill.; p.64-65, 74-75; Aug 91; AR

LAW

Arbitration Fee Collection; Ground Rules; by C. Jaye Berger; p.48; Oct 91; PA
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LAW (Cont'd)

Copyright Protection Under New Law is Improved; Its Interpretation Is Open; by Arthur Kornblut and Gary Stearman; ph.; p. 81; July 91; AR

Finality of Architect's Decision on Contractor's Work; by Norman Coplan; p. 41; Nov 91; PA

Growth Management; Review of State Legislation; map; p. 26; July 91; B

Impact of New Handicapped-Access Laws on Architecture and Urban Design; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 42-44; Aug 91; AR

Joint Ventures; Issues to Be Resolved; by C. Jaye Berger; p. 43; Feb 91; PA

Liability and Owner Design Expectations; by Norman Coplan; p. 61; Sept 91; PA

Making House Sales Contracts Relevant; ill.; p. 72; Oct 91; B

New Architectural Liability Risks; Supervision Concerns; p. 87, 89; Sept 91; A

New Copying Law Protects Architects’ Copyrighting Law Protects Architects’ New Architectural Liability Risks; Supervision Concerns; by Arthur Kornblut and Gary Stearman; ph. p. 81; July 91; AR

New Copyrighting Law Protects Architects’ Work; Checklist; ph. axon.; p. 95-97; Dec 91; A

Pennsylvania State Supreme Court Strikes Down Preservation Law; by Charles Heuer; ph.; p. 54-55; Mar 91; AR

Preservation Contracts Are Different; by Charles Heuer; ph.; p. 54-55; Mar 91; AR

Pros and Cons of Arbitration; by Norman Coplan; ill.; p. 112-115; Jul 91; B

Property and Development Rights; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 42-44; Aug 91; AR

Waiving the Right to Sue; Reducing Architect's Liability for Building Damage; by Norman Coplan; p. 65; Jan 91; PA

See CITY PLANNING, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE, SPECIFICATIONS, ZONING also

LEGAL

See LAW

LIBRARY (Cont'd)

California, Los Angeles; Resource Library for Designers; Shlemmer Design, ph. pl.; p. 30; Feb 91; INT

Central Library Competition; Colorado, Denver; Michael Graves and Klipp Partnership; m. pl.; p. 34; Apr 91; A

Library and Discovery Museum; Nevada, Las Vegas; INTERIORS Award; Antoine Preddock; by Shane Mitchell; ph. axon.; p. 110-111; Jan 91; INT

National Library; Latvia, Riga; Gunnar Birkerts; sec. elev. ill.; p. 64-65, 74-75; Aug 91; AR

New Hampshire, Concord; Library, St. Paul's School; Robert A. M. Stern; by Robert Campbell; ph. sec.; p. 56-63; Aug 91; AR

New York Public Library, Restoration; New York, New York; Davis & Brody; by Jean Gorman; ph. sec.; p. 52-57; Apr 91; INT

New York Public Library; New York, New York; Restoration; Davis & Brody; ph. sec.; p. 86-87; Sep 91; INT

Public Library; New Mexico, Los Alamos; Antoine Preddock; ill. m.; p. 62; Aug 91; A

See UNIVERSITY/LIBRARY also

LIGHTING

‘Wizzbang’ Interior Lighting and Graphics; Programmable, Building Wide; Jerde Partnership; ill. elev.; p. 8; Feb Supp 91; AR

Arizona, Phoenix; Plaza Lighting; Renaissance Square; Emery Roth and Sons; Lighting Design by Craig A. Roeder; ph.; p. 34-37; May Supp 91; AR

Automated Light Fixtures; ph. ill.; p. 26; Aug 91; INT

California, Commerce; Lighting, The Citadel; Nadel Partnership and Sussman & Prejza; Lighting Design by Gerald Associates; by David Masello; ph. pl.; p. 36-39; Now Supp 91; AR

California, San Francisco; Palace of Fine Arts Building Lighting, Luminae Souter; Original Design by Bernard Maybeck; ph.; p. 44-47; Feb Supp 91; AR

California, San Rafael; Marin County Civic Center; Exterior Lighting; Frank Lloyd Wright; Lighting Design by Luminae Souter; ph.; p. 40-43; Nov Supp 91; AR

Compact Fluorescent Sources; Comparisons; by James R. Benya; tables; p. 24-25; May Supp 91; AR

Data Light3 Software; ill.; p. 22; Aug Supp 91; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Office Building; Exterior Lighting; Brennan, Beer & Gorman; ph. elev. det.; p. 92-93; Dec 91; A

Downtown Master Lighting Plan, Street and Building Lighting; Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Kahler, Slater & Torphy; by Judith Davidson; ph. ill.; p. 30-35; Nov Supp 91; AR

Education Challenge; by Donald C. Thomas and Helen Diemer; ph.; p. 28; May Supp 91; AR

Energy Efficient Lamps; Promoted by EPA; ill.; p. 99; May 91; A

LEGAL

See LAW

LIBRARY

Alexandria Library; Greece, Alexandria; Historical Site Analysis; Mark Mack and Nezar AlSayyad; by Mark Mack and Nezar Alsayyad; ph. pl. ill. axon. sec. map; p. 110-118; Feb 91; JAE

American Memorial Library Extension; Germany, Berlin; Karen Van Lingen; m. pl. sec.; p. 95; Dec 91; PA

American Memorial Library; Germany, Berlin; Karen Van Lingen; ph. det. axon. elev.; p. 54-57; Oct 91; A

Branch Library; Arizona, Phoenix; William P. Bruder; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; Aug 91; A

Branch Library; California, Pacific Beach; Manuel Oncina; elev. sec.; p. 39; Sept 91; A
Lighting (Cont'd)

Energy Efficient Light Fixtures; ph.; p.36; June 91; INT

Fiber Optic Lighting; Its Use, Fixtures; ph.; p.18-19; July 91; INT

Florida Exterior Lighting Competition; Florida, —; ph.; p.90; Dec 91; A

Georgia, Atlanta; City Hall Addition; Lighting the City Council Chambers; Muldawer & Moultrie and Jova. Daniels & Busby-Harris; ph. pl. det.; p.48-51; Feb/Supp 91; AR

Georgia, Atlanta; Hotel; Swissotel, Lighting; Rabun & Hatch; Lighting Design by PHA Lighting; by Gareth Fenley; ph. sec.; p.46-49; Nov/Supp 91; AR

Georgia, Atlanta; Office Building; High Rise Lighting; Interior and Exterior; Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback; Lighting Design by David Mintz; by David Masello; ph.; p.52-55; Feb/Supp 91; AR

Halogen Task Lamps; Luxo Lamp; ph.; p.80; May 91; INT

Illinois, Bannockburn; Interiors; TV-Ratings Company Offices, Lighting; Griswold, Heckel & Kelly; Lighting Design by Horton & Lees; ph.; p.34-35; Aug/Supp 91; AR

Incandescent to Fluorescent Fixture Conversions; Energy Savings; by Lindsay Audin; ph.; p.22-23; May/Supp 91; AR

Lighting Coved Ceilings; by James R. Benya; ph. sec.; p.18-19; Nov/Supp 91; AR

Lighting Design; Motoko Ishii; ph.; p.28; Mar 91; INT

Lighting Equipment Directory; tables; p.34-55; Mar 91; INT

Lighting Fixtures; Designed by Architect; James Stewart Polshek; ph.; p.82-83; Mar 91; INT

Lighting Outdoor Fountains; by John D. Taylor; ph.; p.76-80; Sept 91; LA

Lighting Sculpture; Michael Hayden; ph.; p.10+; Aug/Supp 91; AR

Lighting Shopping Centers; Review, Techniques, Appraisals; by Gareth Fenley; ph.; p.65-69; Feb/Supp 91; AR

Lighting Show; Seminars; by Nicholas Basta; ph.; p.72-73, 84, 97; Feb/Supp 91; AR

Lighting a Bank Interior; Illinois, Chicago; Bauhs & Dring; Lighting Design by Mitchell B. Kohn; ph.; p.20; Dec 91; INT

Lighting for the Elderly; sec.; p.134-135; Feb 91; ID

Lighting in Detroit; Michigan, Detroit; Downtown Lighting Plan; H. M. Brandston; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Dec 91; A

Lighting the Office; Illuminating Workstations; ill.; p.99-102, 133; June 91; A

Low-Voltage Tungsten-Halogen Lighting; ph.; p.32; Oct 91; INT

Low-Wattage Metal-Halide Lighting; ph.; p.44; Sept 91, INT

Maintenance May Preclude Need for New Reflectors; by Lindsay Audin; ph.; p.20; Nov/Supp 91; AR

Missouri, Kansas City; Jewelry Store, Lighting; Cowan & Stevens; Lighting Design by Yarnell Associates; ph.; p.44-45; Nov/Supp 91; AR

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Museum; Futures Defines Neighborhoods, Streets and Buildings; ph. pl.; p.87-93; Dec 91; A

Pha Lighting; PoZO Lighting; by Jerry Kugler; ph. pl. det.; p.56-61; Feb/Supp 91; AR

Stage Screen; Fiber Optics Lighting; ph. sec.; p.14; Nov/Supp 91; AR

Three Chandeliers; Motoko Ishii; ph.; p.30; Apr 91; INT

Uplighting Fixtures, VDT; ph.; p.44; June 91; INT
LIGHTING (Cont'd)

Visual Display Terminal Reflections; Analysis; by Mark S. Rea; ph. dia. biblio.; p.35-40; Oct 91; PA

Washington, Bellevue; Supermarket, Larry's; Lighting; Carlson & Ferrin; ph. pl.; p.42-45; Aug/Sep/91; AR

White, High-Pressure Sodium Interior Light Fixtures; sec det.; p.24; Feb 91; INT

LOUISIANA

New Orleans; Aquarium of the Americas; Bienville Group; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-59; Feb 91; A

New Orleans; Architectural Study; for a Changing Psychiatric Treatment Milieu; Jury Comments, PA Award; Ben J. Refuerzo and Stephen R. Verderber; m. ill. dia.; p.126-127; Jan 91; PA

New Orleans; Contemporary Arts Center, Remodeled Warehouse; Concordia Architects; ph. sec.; p.23; Jan 91; PA

New Orleans; Contemporary Arts Center, Remodeled; Concordia Architects; ph. axon.; p.152-153; Mar 91; AR

New Orleans; Performing, Musical and Visual Arts Center; INTERIORS Award; Concordia Architects, by Jean Gorman; ph. sec.; p.74-77, 116-117; Dec 91; A

New Orleans; Residential Development; Residence; Aurora Oaks; JBL Homes; ph. pl.; p.97; Mar 91; B

New Orleans; Residential Development; Residence; English Turn; Hopkins Company; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Mar 91; B

New Orleans; Riverfront Park, Waldenberg; Design Consortium; ph.; p.28-31; Feb 91; LA

 Monarch; Hotel for Elderly and Ill; Morgan, Hill, Sutton & Mitchell; ph. pl.; p.43; Mar 91; PA

MARYLAND (Cont’d)

Bel Air; Apartment Development; English Country Manor; CWA; ph.; p.80; Nov 91; B

Charles County; Residential Development; Chapman's Landing; Roger Lewis; pl.; p.84; July 91; B

Columbia; Cemetery; Columbia Memorial Park; Woodland Park; Ralph D'Amato; by Tom Nugent; ph. pl.; p.73-75; Feb 91; LA

Gaithersburg; The Kentlands; New Town; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph. pl.; p.112-113, 118-119; Oct 91; AR

Gaithersburg; Residential Development; Kentlands, Community Taking Shape; Analysis of Design; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph.; p.74-77, 116-117; Dec 91; A

Montgomery Village; Residential Development; Maleady, Roy & O'Brien; ill. pl.; p.72-74; June 91; B

Owings Mills; Residential Development; Residence; Cobblestone; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.88; Oct 91; B

Potomac; Residence; The Courts, Large Models; Stephen M. Bangian; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Dec 91; B

MASONRY

Anchored Thin Stone Veneer; Design Considerations, Safety Factors; by George L. Maness and Ava Shypula; det. dia. biblio.; p.127-129; Nov 91; PA

Finishing Various Building Stone; ph.; p.99-101; Dec 91; A

Granite Thickness; Too-Thin Panels Split and Fall; ph. dia.; p.63; May 91; PA

Interlocking Concrete Pavers; Design Guidelines; by David R. Smith; ill. det.; ph.; p.72-74; Aug 91; LA

Masonry Research Techniques; ph. iso. dia. det. tables; p.115-118; Apr 91; A

Natural Stone Finishes; Success Depends on the Quarry; by J. Malcolm Swenson; ph. biblio.; p.45-47; Aug 91; PA

Preserving Masonry; Guide; Specification Series; by Frances Gale; ph. biblio.; p.58-59; Mar 91; AR

Recycled Incinerator Ash Block; elev.; p.131; Sept 91; INT

Stone Cladding, Well Designed; ph. det. sec.; p.79-83; Feb 91; A

See STRUCTURAL/MASONRY also

MASSACHUSETTS

—; Non-Toxic Materials Used in House; Paul Bierman-Lytle; ph.; p.108; May 91; A

Andover; Classroom Building Renovation, Phillips Academy; Glazed Fire Walls; Alan Schoenegg; ph. elev. sec. det.; p.144-145; Jan 91; AR

Boston; Bank of Boston; Banking Services Offices; Sasakr Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Mar 91; INT
MASSACHUSETTS (Cont'd)

Boston; Botanical Conservatory; Monacelli Associates and Morgan Wheelock; pl. m. elev.; p.22; June 91; LA

Boston; Clothing Store, Joseph Abboud; Bentley, LaRosa & Salasky; ph. pl.; p.116-121; Sept 91; AR

Boston; Furniture Showroom, Henderson Candler; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. pl.; p.26; July 91; ID

Boston; Furniture Showroom, Kimball/Artec; Stubbins Associates; ph. axon. pl.; p.54; May 91; ID

Boston; Holocaust Memorial; Competition Winner; Stanley Saitowitz; m.; p.37; Aug 91; A

Boston; Interiors; Handicapped Designer's Apartment; Todd Lee and Clark & Rozas; ph. pl.; p.120-123; Apr 91; ID

Boston; Library of Architecture, Planning and the Environment; Atrium, Precast Concrete Wall Section; Newton; Leers & Weinzapfel; ph. pi. sec.; p.104-109; Oct 91; AR

Boston; Library of Architecture; Lobby as Public Passageway; Goody & Clancy; ph. pl. sec.; p.85; Apr 91; PA

Boston; Office Building; Lobby as Public Passageway; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. pl.; p.85; Apr 91; PA

Boston; Office Building; Lobby; Schwartz & Silver; ph. pl. sec.; p.86; Apr 91; PA

Boston; Office Building; Middle Rise; Berkeley Building; Office and Retail, 1905, Restored and Remodeled; Nutter, Finegold & Alexander; Original Design by C. D. Despradelle; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-99; Mar 91; AR

Boston; Office Building; Prudential Center Redevelopment; Urban Mixed Use Complex; Sikes, Jennings, Kelly & Brewer and Carr, Lynch, Hack & Sandell; m. pl. sec.; p.46-47; Nov 91; A

Boston; Office Building; Prudential Center Redevelopment Authority; by Nancy Levinson; ph.; p.66-67, 183; Mar 91; AR

Boston; Subway Structures; Wall Section and Plan; Selected Detail; Leers & Weinzaapel; ph. pl. sec.; p.112; Apr 91; PA

Boston; Suffolk County Jail; Stubbins Associates; ph.; p.98; Apr 91; A

Brookline; Residence; Porch Addition; Adams & Wolf; ph.; p.147; Oct 91; B

Cambridge; Fogg Museum, Addition, Harvard University; Werner Otto Hall; Gwathmey & Siegel; by Michael J. Crostie; ph. pl. sec.; p.51-59; Nov 91; A

Cambridge; Library of Architecture, Planning and the Environment; Atrium, Precast Concrete Wall Section; Newton; Leers & Weinzapfel; ph. pi. sec.; p.104-109; Oct 91; AR

Cambridge; Residential Development; Residence; Whitaker Architecture; pl. ph.; p.166; Jan 91; B

Cambridge; Shopping Center; Urban Marketplace; Cambridge Side Galleria, Critique; Arrowstreet; ph. pl.; p.96-103; May 91; ID

Falmouth; Residential Development; Affordable Housing; Bunker, Stimson & Solien; pl. elev.; p.45; Apr 91; LA

MASSACHUSETTS (Cont'd)

Gloucester; AIDS and Substance Abuse Center; Easler House; Wall Paneling and Furniture System; Payette Associates; by Karin Tettlow; ph. pl. det.; p.50-57, 18; Dec 91; INT

Hanover; Church; Episcopal; 1810, Reconstructed After Fire; Ann Beha; ph. pl. sec.; p.114-119; Mar 91; AR

Head of Westonport; Residence; Architect's Residence; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. pl. sec.; p.112-115; Apr 91; ID

Holyoke; Banners for the Street; ASLA Award; ph.; p.75; Nov 91; LA

Holyoke; Heritage State Park; Massachusetts Dept/Environmental Management; by Nancy Levinson; ph.; p.52-55; Jan 91; LA

Lincoln; Residential Development; Affordable Housing; Battle Road Farm; William Rawn; Landscape Design by Michael Van Valkenburgh; axon. ill.; p.42-47; Apr 91; LA

Lowell; Performance Pavilion; William Rawn; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.104-109; Oct 91; AR

Newburyport; District Court Building; Leers & Weinzaapel; ph. pl. axon.; p.68-71; Oct 91; A

Newburyport; Performing Arts Center; Firehouse Center; Remodeled Fire Station; Schwartz & Silver; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79; Nov 91; A

Newton; The Atrium, Precast Concrete Wall Sections; Jung & Branner; ph.; p.77, 82-83; Jan 91; A

Northampton; Landscape Architecture; Firm Profiles; Their Work; Berkshire Design Group; ph. pl.; p.60-61; May 91; LA

Norton; Residence; River Crossing; Martin Organization; ph.; p.71; Aug 91; B

Seekonk; Residence; Estes Company; ph.; p.94-95; June 91; B

Springfield; Materials Recycling Facility; Dimanni & Wolfe; ph. pl. sec.; p.68; Dec 91; PA

Sunderland; School; Elementary; Earl R. Flansburgh; pl. pl.; p.58-61; Jan 91; A

Warren; School; Elementary; Earl R. Flansburgh; pl. elev. ill.; p.90; July 91; PA

MECHANICAL SYSTEM

See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, SOLAR

MEMORIAL

Astronauts Memorial; Florida, Cape Canaveral; Kennedy Space Center; Holt, Hinshaw, Flau & Jones; by Gavin Hogben and Jeffrey Kipnis; ph. pl. elev. axon. det. dia.; p.71-79, 142; July 91; PA

Civil War Memorial, Visitor Center, Museum; Georgia, Andersonville; National Park Service; pl. elev. m. ill.; p.62; Mar 91; LA

Holocaust Memorial; Massachusetts, Boston; Competition Winner; Stanley Saitowitz; m.; p.37; Aug 91; A

Japan. —; Review of Current Landscape Architecture in Japan; by Marc Treib; ph.; p.52-57; July 91; LA
MEMORIAL (Cont’d)

Japanese-American Internment Memorial Plaza; Oregon, Portland; Riverfront; Robert Murase; ph. pl.; p.36-39; Feb 91; LA

Korean War Memorial Competition; Controversy; Don Alvaro Leon; m. pl.; p.27; Feb 91; A

Memorial Peace Park; Taiwan; —; Ruey Yuan Chen; m. ph.; p.44-45; Dec 91; LA

MEXICO

Mexicali; Revisiting Mexicali; Occupant Use Report; Interview with Alexander; Fifteen Years After; Christopher Alexander and Center for Environmental Structure; ph. pl.; p.79-81; Mar 91; PA

Mexico City; Park; Parque Tezozomac; Grupo De Diseño Urbano; pl. ill.; p.20; Dec 91; LA

Monteveli; Art Studio; Mayeux & Rangel; ph. axon.; p.51-57; Aug 91; A

Xalapa; Museum of Anthropology; Landscape; ASLA Award; Edward Durrell Stone; Landscape Design by Edward D. Stone, Jr.; ph. pi.; p.52-53; Nov 91; LA

MICHIGAN

Ann Arbor; Residence; Builder’s Own House, Custom Home Award; Bob Murray; ph.; p.78-81; Jan 91; CB

Birmingham; Residential Development; Residence; Woodlynett, BUILDER Award; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.117; Oct 91; B

Birmingham; Townhouse; Merrill Park; Victor Sarokr; ph. pl.; p.59-61; Aug 91; B

Bloomfield Hills; Affleck House, 1941, Restored; Frank Lloyd Wright; by John Andrews; ph. pl.; p.47-49; Mar 91; CB

Buchanan; Residential Development; Residence; Log Cabin Type; Town & Country Cedar Homes; ph. pl.; p.88; Feb 91; B

Detroit; Center for Advanced Technologies; Smith, Hinchman & Grylls; ph. sec. axon.; p.66; Dec 91; PA

Detroit; Lighting in Detroit; Downtown Lighting Plan; H. M. Brandston; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Dec 91; A

Northville Township; Apartment Development; Landscape; Blue Heron Points; Robert Leighton; ph. pl.; p.56-63; Apr 91; LA

Wayne; Amphitheater at Civic Center; TMP Associates; pl. elev.; p.26; Nov 91; AR

MINNESOTA (Cont’d)

Minneapolis; Restoration of House, 1913; MacDonald & Mack; Original Design by Purcell & Elmslie; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.144-151; Mar 91; AR

St. Paul; Judicial Center; Addition; Leonard Parker, Original Design by Cass Gilbert; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.80-87; Nov 91; A

MISSISSIPPI

Picayune; Aboretum. Crosby; Ecological Garden; ASLA Award; Edward L. Blake, Jr.; ph. pl.; p.55; Nov 91; LA

MISSOURI

Kansas City; ASLA Conference Site; Background of Park and Civic Landscape Design; ph.; p.42; 44; Oct 91; LA

Kansas City; Jewelry Store, Lighting; Cowan & Stevens; Lighting Design by Yarnell Associates; ph.; p.44-45; Nov Suppl 91; AR

Kansas City; Museum; Sculpture Garden; Henry Moore Sculpture Garden; ASLA Award; Cooper & Robertson; Landscape Design by Dan Kiley; ph. pl.; p.57; Nov 91; LA

Kansas City; Sheet Metal Workers’ Union Hall; Pre-Engineered; Shaughnessy, Fickel & Scott; ph. sec. det.; p.132-135; Oct 91; AR

St. Louis; Accessory Apartment Added to House; Thomas Moore; ph. pl.; p.54; Aug 91; B

St. Louis; Gateway Arch; Monument to a Dream; Eero Saarinen; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.138-139; Jan 91; ID

St. Louis; Historical Mansions on Private Street; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.116-117; Dec 91; ID

St. Louis; The Pruitt-Igoe Myth; Failure of Designer’s High Modernism; by Katharine G. Bristol; ph. pl. sec. ref.; p.163-171; May 91; JAE

St. Louis; Zoo; Living World Complex; Lighting; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; by David Masello; ph.; p.46-49; Aug/Suppl 91; AR

MONTANA

Helena; Student Center; Carroll College; Center/Maximum Potential Building Systems and Milosav Cekic; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.45; May 91; A

MONUMENT

City Monument; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Giant Arrows and Sign; Elliott Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.36-37; July 91; INT

Gateway Arch; Missouri, St. Louis; Monument to a Dream; Eero Saarinen; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.138-139; Jan 91; ID

See MEMORIAL also

MOTEL

See HOTEL
MUSEUM

Art Institute; Illinois, Chicago; Stanley McCormick Memorial Court; Hanna & Olin; elev. pl.; p.22; Apr 91; LA

Art Museum Addition, National Gallery; England, London; Critique; Venturi & Scott Brown; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-87; Aug 91; PA

Art Museum Addition; National Gallery Wing; England, London; Critique; Venturi & Scott Brown and Sheppard & Robson; ph. pl. sec.; p.72-79, Oct 91; AR

Art Museum Addition; Germany, Frankfurt; Royal Academy; England, London; Sackler Galleries; Foster Associates; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.88-93, Oct 91; AR

Art Museum and Research Complex; Getty Center; California, Los Angeles; Richard Meier; m. pl.; p.21-22; Nov 91; A

Art Museum, Addition; California, San Jose; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Interior Design by Robinson, Mills & Williams; ph. sec.; p.54-57; Sept 91; A

Art Museum, Addition; Garmany, Frankfurt; Staedel Art Institute; Gustav Peichl; ph. pl. iso.; p.70-73, Oct 91; PA

Art Museum, Addition; Netherlands, Amsterdam; Van Gogh Museum; Kisho Kurokawa; axon. ill.; p.25; Nov 91; AR

Art Museum, Philbrook; Oklahoma, Tulsa; Villa Philbrook Estate; Urban Design Group and Michael Lustig; Original Design by Edward Buehler Delk; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.60-65; Nov 91; A

Art Museum; District of Columbia, Washington; National Gallery of Art, Exhibit; John Russell Pope, ill. sec.; p.33; May 91; A

Art Museum; Indiana, Indianapolis; American Indian and Western Art; Browning, Day, Mullins & Dierdorf; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-109; May 91; AR

Art Museum; Kimbell, 1972; Texas, Fort Worth; Louis I. Kahn; ph.; p.101; Oct 91; AR

Art Museum; Spain, Bilbao; Guggenheim Museum of Modern Art; Frank O. Gehry; m. sec.; p.25; Nov 91; AR

California, Los Angeles; J. Paul Getty Arts Center; Richard Meier; m. pl. axon.; p.80-87; Oct 91; AR

Children's Discovery Museum; California, San Jose; Legorreta Arquitectos; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Sept 91; A

Children's Museum; New Mexico, Santa Fe; Jeff Harnar; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Aug 91; A

County Museum and Cultural Center; California, Napa County; Fernau & Hartman; pl. sec. elev. ill.; p.99; Aug 91; PA

Electronics Museum, Motorola; Illinois, Schaumburg; Booth & Hansen; ph. pl.; p.68-73; Dec 91; A

Express Place Museum and Exhibition Hall, 1865; Singapore; Restoration; Pfister Partnership; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.54; Feb 91; INT

MUSEUM (Cont'd)

Futures Center, Franklin Institute; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Lighting; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; Lighting Design by Jerry Kugler; ph. pl. det.; p.56-61; Feb/Suppl 91; AR

Historical Shaughnessy House on Display; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Restoration; Canadian Centre for Architecture; Dennis St. Louis; Original Design by William T. Thomas; ph. p.90-93; Dec 91; ID

History Museum with Jewish Museum Addition; Germany, Berlin; Daniel Libeskind; pl. m.; p.94; Dec 91; PA

Ledoux Architecture Museum, Remodeled Royal Saltworks, 1779; France, Arc-et-Senans; Anthony Vidler and Pierre Schall; Original Design by Claude-Nicolas Ledoux; ph. pl. m.; p.112-113, May 91; PA

Modern Art Museum; Germany, Frankfurt; Hans Hollein; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.61-69; Oct 91; PA

Museum and Park for Technology; France, Longwy; Other Work in France; Schnadelbach Partnership; by Karin Tewol; ill. pl.; p.47-51; Aug 91; LA

Museum of Anthropology; Mexico, Xalapa; Landscape; ASLA Award; Edward Durrell Stone; Landscape Design by Edward D. Stone, Jr.; ph. pl.; p.52-53; Nov 91; LA

Museum of Contemporary Art; Spain, Barcelona; Jury Comments, PA Award; Richard Meier, m. pl. sec.; p.94-95; Jan 91; PA

National Cowboy Hall of Fame, Exhibition Gallery; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Art Museum; Elliott Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph. axon.; p.38-39; July 91; INT

National Gallery Wing; England, London; Opening; Venturi & Scott Brown, ph.; p.26-27; July 91; A

Nevada, Las Vegas; Library and Discovery Museum; INTERIORS Award; Antoine Predock; by Shane Mitchell; ph. axon.; p.110-111; Jan 91; INT

New York, New York; Brooklyn Museum Auditorium; Remodeled; Arata Isozaki and James Stewart Polshek; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.88-93; Sept 91; AR

Oceanographic Museum; France, Calais, Near; Large Fish Fossil Etched into the Ground; Schnadelbach Partnership; pl.; p.47-51; Aug 91; LA

Postal Museum; Germany, Frankfurt; Behnisch & Partner; ph. pl.; p.74-78, Oct 91; PA

Program to Build Thirteen Museums Is Almost Complete; Germany, Frankfurt; ph. pl. sec. axon. iso.; p.61-81; Oct 91; PA

Science Museum; Franklin Institute's Futures Center; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.61-67; Jan 91; AR

Sculpture Garden; Missouri, Kansas City; Henry Moore Sculpture Garden; ASLA Award; Cooper & Robertson; Landscape Design by Dan Kiley; ph. pl.; p.57; Nov 91; LA

Union Terminal Museum Fountain and Landscaping; Ohio, Cincinnati; Bentley & Meisner; ph. pl.; p.24; June 91; LA

See EXHIBITION, HISTORICAL, UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM also.
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

MUSIC HALL
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY

N

NATURAL HAZARDS
See HAZARDS

NEBRASKA
Lincoln; State Capitol Building, Restoration; Vermeer & Haecker, Original Design by Bertram Goodhue; ph.; p.34-35; Nov 91; A

NETHERLANDS
Amsterdam; Art Museum, Addition; Van Gogh Museum; Kisho Kurokawa; axon. ill.; p.25; Nov 91; AR
Amsterdam; Office Building; Middle Rise; NMB Postbank Headquarters; Alberts & Van Huut; ph. sec.; p.72-73; Nov 91; INT
Groningen; Cutting-Edge Architecture in Dutch City; by Nancy Stieber; ph. ill. elev.; p.97-101; Nov 91; PA
Reclaimed Land, High Density, High Agricultural Exports; Highly Industrialized; ph.; p.38, 40; July 91; LA

NEVADA
Las Vegas; Builder's Own House; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Nov 91; B
Las Vegas; Library and Discovery Museum; INTERIORS Award; Antoine Predock; by Shane Mitchell; ph. axon.; p.110-111; Jan 91; INT
Mojave Desert; Development Sales Office; Antoine Predock; m. ill.; p.58-59; Aug 91; A

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Concord; Library, St. Paul's School; Robert A. M. Stern; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl. sec.; p.56-63; Aug 91; AR
Exeter; Library and Dining Hall; Philips Exeter Academy, 1972; Louis I. Kahn; ph.; p.102; Oct 91; A
Exeter; Observatory, Philips Exeter Academy; Leers Weinzapfel; ph.; p.72-73; Oct 91; A
Hanover; Faculty Housing, Dartmouth College; William Rawn; pl. sec. elev.; p.106; June 91; PA
Hanover; School of Engineering, Addition, Dartmouth College; Venturi & Scott Brown and Payette Associates, ph. pl. sec.; p.78-79, 84-87; May 91; A
Lincoln; Residential Development; Townhouse; Ski Area; Bloodgood, Sharp & Snider; ph. pl.; p.89; Feb 91; B
Meredith; Residence; Lavallee & Brensinger; ph. pl.; p.96-97; June 91; B

NEW JERSEY
Lincoln; Residential Development; Townhouse; Ski Area; Bloodgood, Sharp & Snider; ph. pl.; p.89; Feb 91; B

NEW MEXICO
—; Highway Rest-Stops and Weigh Stations; Based on Traditional, Spiritually-Based Cultures; Mazria Associates; m. dia.; p.74-75; Mar 91; PA
NEW MEXICO (Cont’d)
Albuquerque; Residence; Custom Builder Award;
Robert A. Owens, Jr.; ph.: p.90-93; Jan 91; CB
Santa Fe; Artist’s Studio; Jeff Harnar; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Aug 91; A
Santa Fe; Children’s Museum; Jeff Harnar; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Aug 91; A
Santa Fe; Hotel; Santa Fe’s Inn of the Anasazi;
Aspen Design Group; Interior Design by Trisha Wilson;
by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.64-69; Nov 91; INT
Santa Fe; Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile;
Her Work; Clair Reining; ph.; p.50-53; May 91; LA
Santa Fe; Residence; Firm Profile; Jeff Harnar;
ph. pl.; p.78-81; Aug 91; A
Santa Fe; Residential Development; Residence;
Santa Fe Courtyards; Phoenix Group; ph. pl.; p.70; Aug 91; B
Santa Fe; Three Fill-In Houses; Chapman Homes;
by Ann L. Patterson; ph. pl. elev.; p.58-60; July 91; CB

NEW YORK
Albany; Kitchen Addition; Gary P. Rosard; ph. axon.; p.524-525; Mar/Suppl 91; ID
Arkville; Small Industrial Building; Pre-Engineered, Margaret Helfand; ph. sec. det. axon.; p.128-131; Oct 91; AR
Bronx; Physical Education Facility; Lehman College;
Rafael Vinoiy; m. pl.; p.121-122; May 91; PA
Brooklyn; Apartment Development, Middle Rise; Affordable; Spring Creek Gardens; Liebman & Melting and Birnbaum & Kondylis; ph. pl.; p.110-111; June 91; PA
Brooklyn; Auditorium; Brooklyn Academy of Music; Majestic Theater Renovation; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Sept 91; INT
Brooklyn; Interiors; Office Lobby; Remodeled Warehouse;
Fifield & Piaker; ph. pl. iso.; p.164-165; Sept 91; ID
Brooklyn; Three Case Studies of Building Affordable Housing; ph. pl.; p.110-111; June 91; PA
Brooklyn; Townhouse; Affordable; Nehemiah Homes Plan; James Thomas Martino; ph. pl.; p.110-111; June 91; PA
Brooklyn; Townhouse; Affordable; Remodeled;
Pratt Center; ph. pl.; p.110-111; June 91; PA
Buffalo; Mentally Ill Elderly House; Hamilton, Houston & Lowrie & BOSTI; pl. p.24; Aug 91; AR
East Hampton; Designer’s Residence and Offices;
Jack Lenor Larsen and Charles Forberg; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.112-115; Sept 91; INT
East Hampton; Residence; Alexander Gorlin; Interior Design by Siskin & Valls; ph. pl.; p.234-237; Sept 91; ID

NEW YORK (Cont’d)
Flushing Meadows; Park, Flushing Meadows Corona Park Concept Plan; Site of Former World Fairs; Jury Comments, PA Award; Bernard Tschumi et al.; ph. ill.; p.124-125; Jan 91; PA
Flushing; School; High; HELMUTH, OBERA & KASSABAUM; m. pl. sec.; p.91; July 91; PA
Great Neck; Apartment Building; Century;
BUILDER Award; Spectrus Group; ph. pl.; p.125; Oct 91; B
Greenburgh; Apartment Development; Affordable Temporary Housing for Single Parents, with Community Center; Cooper & Robertson; ph. pl.; p.98-99; June 91; PA
Guilidar; Residential Development; Residence;
Haven Hills; Martin Organization; ph. pl.; p.79; Sept 91; B
Harrison; Beauty Salon, Naka; George Kunihito;
ph. pl. axon.; p.148-149; Mar 91; ID
Ithaca; Agriculture and Life Sciences Building, Cornell University; Alumni Auditorium; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. sec.; p.38-39, 44-47; 98-99; Jan 91; A
Ithaca; Biotechnology Center, Cornell University; Davis & Brody; ph. pl. p.104-105; Feb 91; AR
Ithaca; Center for Theory and Simulation, Cornell University; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. elev.; p.39; 42-43; Jan 91; A
Ithaca; Field House, Cornell University; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. sec.; p.38-41; Jan 91; A
Kips Bay; Kips Bay Decorator Showhouse; Rooms by Various Designers; ph.; p.166-173; Sept 91; ID
Kips Bay; Kips Bay Guest Bedroom, Interiors; Noel Jeffrey; ph.; p.170-171; Sept 91; ID
Long Island City; Design Showroom; IDCNY;
Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Sept 91; INT
Long Island City; Furniture Showroom, Atelier International; Richard Penney; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Sept 91; INT
Long Island City; Interiors; Fiduciary and Information Service, Offices; Citibank; SCR; ph. pl.; p.158-161; Oct 91; ID
Long Island; Interiors, Designer’s House; Lou Switzer; ph. pl.; p.152-155; Nov 91; ID
Mamaroneck; Residence; Peter L. Gluck; ph. pl. ill.; p.100-103; Apr 91; PA
Millbrook; Restaurant; 210-Year-Old Building Remodeled, Allyn’s; Jane Victor; ph.; p.194-195; May 91; ID
New York; AIDS Research Center; Lord, Aech & Sargent; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Mar 91; INT
New York; Airline Traveler’s Club; La Guardia Airport; Silverst Tafuro; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Mar 91; INT
New York; Apartment Building; Interiors; Landmark Building Renovation; Judith Stockman; Original Design by W. J. Edbrooke; ph. pl. elev.; p.188-193; May 91; ID
New York; Apartment Building; Interiors; Lobby, Two; Ellen McCluskey; ph. pl.; p.160-161; Sept 91; ID
New York; Apartment Building; Lobby; Pilat & Davis; ph. pl. axon.; p.90; Apr 91; PA
NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Apartment Development; Middle Rise: Affordable, Harlem; Strickland & Carson; ph. ill. axon. elev.; p.107; June 91; PA

New York; Apartment, Loft; Tod Williams and Billie Tsien; ph. ill.; p.108-115; Sept 91; AR

New York; Bedroom Sheets and Accessories: Showroom; Stevens and West Point Pepperell; Crettol & Mayer; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.60-61; Nov 91; INT

New York; Brooklyn Museum Auditorium; Remodeled; Arata Isozaki and James Stewart Polshek; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.88-93; Sept 91; AR

New York; Cathedral; Completion of St. John the Divine, as Biosphere; Santiago Calatrava; m. pl. sec.; p.23; Aug 91; PA

New York; Century Paramount Hotel, Interiors: Cathedral: St. John the Divine; Competition for the Completion Design; Santiago Calatrava; m. sec.; p.35; Sept 91; A

New York; Clothing Showroom, Marimekko; Toshiko Mori; ph. pl. axon.; p.174-177; Sept 91; ID

New York; Clothing Store and Restaurant, Boogie's Diner, Wall Details; Lighting; Himmel & Bonner, by Laura Heberton; ph. pl.; p.52-55, 14, 16; Nov 91; INT

New York; Clothing Store, Men's; Bergdorf Goodman; J. T. Nakaoaka; ph. pl.; p.110-115; Jan 91; ID

New York; Clothing Store, Saks Fifth Avenue; Naomi Left; ph. pl. m.; p.178-181; Sept 91; ID

New York; Clothing Store, Zara International; ISD; ph. axon.; p.94-95; Sept 91; INT

New York; Designer Showhouse; ph.; p.152-153; Mar 91; ID

New York; Designer's Apartment; Mark Hampton; ph. pl.; p.158-163; June 91; ID

New York; Embassy Suites Hotel, Interiors; Fox & Fowle; ph. pl.; p.124-125; Sept 91; INT

New York; Entertainment Company Offices, Firm Profile; Bauerman & Gilt; ph. sec. axon.; p.50-53; Oct 91; A

New York; Formal Floral and Vegetable Decorative Community Garden; Joint Developer and Community Project; Schnadelbach Partnership; ph. pl.; p.22; Aug 91; LA

New York; Fragrance Manufacturer's Space; Phillips & Janson; ph.; p.162-163; May 91; ID

New York; Furniture Showroom, Haworth; Donovan & Greer; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Apr 91; INT

New York; Furniture Showroom, Vecta; Lee Stout; ph.; p.60-61; July 91; INT

New York; Furniture Showroom; Arc International; Waiz Design; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Jan 91; ID

New York; Furniture Showroom; Brayton; Berger & Rait; ph. pl.; p.118-121; Jan 91; ID

New York; Glass Vaulted Plaza; Winter Garden; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. axon.; p.104-105; Sept 91; INT

New York; Grand Central Station Restoration and Remodeling; Use of CAD; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; by John Hughes; ph. ill.; p.56-57, 197; Mar 91; AR

NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Grand Central Station, Lighting; Benjamin Thompson; Lighting Design by Sylvan R. Shenowitz; ph. axon.; p.30-33; Aug/Sep 91; AR

New York; Homeless Vehicle Project; Shelter and Recycling Vehicle; Wodicko & Luria; ph. pl. ill.; elev. p.37-42; Summer 90; JAE

New York; Hospital; General; Milstein Hospital Building, Presbyterian Center; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec.; p.120-127; Oct 91; AR

New York; Hotel, Doral Park Avenue; Tom Lee; ph. pl.; p.130-139; Oct 91; ID

New York; Hotel; Royalton, INTERIORS Award; Philippe Starck; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Jan 91, INT

New York; Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; OMN: Don Zivkovic; ph. pl.; p.104-107; Dec 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Advertising Offices, Deutsch Advertising; Davis & Brody; by Laura Heberton; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Apr 91; INT

New York; Interiors; Apartment Renovation; Hariri & Hariri; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Sept 91; PA

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Two Levels; Tamarkin & Techer; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Apr 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Adam Thiery; ph. pl.; p.126-131; Jan 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Bray & Schaible; ph. pl.; p.124-129; Feb 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment; D'Aquino & Humphreys; ph. pl.; p.172-177; May 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Ralph Gillis; Interior Design by Robert Currie; ph. pl.; p.148-151; Nov 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Shelton & Mindet; ph. pl.; p.140-145; Apr 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Architects' Offices; Davis & Brody; by Laura Heberton; ph. pl.; p.40-43; Apr 91; INT

New York; Interiors; Architects' Offices; Parsons & Fernandez-Casteleiro; ph. pl.; p.132-135; Mar 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Architects' Offices; Paul Segal; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.202-207; Sept 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Book Developers Offices; Lee Stout; ph. pl.; p.154-157; May 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Cable Company Offices, Viacom; Kohm; Pedersen; Fox & Conway; ph. pl. elev.; p.190-195; Sept 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Designer's Apartment; Elyse Lacher; ph. pl.; p.182-187; May 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Designer's Apartment; Kenneth Brian Walker; ph. pl.; p.186-191; Oct 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Designer's Apartment; Mark Pollack; ph. pl.; p.232-233; Sept 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Designer's Offices; Vignelli Associates; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Sept 91; INT

New York; Interiors; Detail of Lighting Over Partition Wall, Management Firm's Offices; Janusz Gottwald, by Kristen Richards; ph. pl. axon.; p.110-111; Sept 91; INT

New York; Interiors; Entertainment Company Offices, Elektra; Bauerman & Gilt; ph. pl. axon.; p.140-149; May 91; ID
NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York; Interiors; Financial Offices; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p.75-78, Dec 91; PA

New York; Interiors; Food Company Offices, Castle & Cooke, Dole Foods; Owen & Mandolfo; ph. pl.; p.210-213; Sept 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Guest Apartment; Jack Lowery; ph. pl.; p.226-227; Sept 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Insurance Company Offices, Chubb & Son; Will Ching; ph. p.208-209; Sept 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Insurance Company Offices, Marsh & McLennan; Lighting Plan; R. M. Klement and Frances Haisbund; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79; Mar 91; INT

New York; Interiors; Investment Bank Offices, Elders; Zivkovic Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p.214-217; Sept 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Investment Company Offices; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Sept 91; INT

New York; Interiors; Law Offices, Two Offices; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox, Conway & Partners; ph. pl.; p.73-75; Dec 91; PA

New York; Interiors; Law Offices; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. ill.; p.218-221; Sept 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Loft Apartment and Studio; Richard Gluckman; ph. p.222-225; Sept 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Mappleton Foundation Offices, 1100 Architect; ph. pl.; p.124-127; Sept 91; PA

New York; Interiors; Modeling Agency Offices, Wilhelmina; Gallery Lighting; SGA Group; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl. det.; p.108-109, 40; Sept 91; INT

New York; Interiors; Modeling Agency Offices; Getler & Woolf; ph. pl. axon.; p.128-131; Apr 91; ID

New York; Interiors; National Resources Defense Council’s Offices, INTERIORS Award; Croxton Collaborative; by Michael Wagner; ph. pl.; p.130-131; Jan 91; INT

New York; Interiors; Penthouse Apartment; Haverson & Rockwell; ph. pl.; p.236-241; Sept 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Public Relations Offices, Brooks Rogers; Clidagh; ph. p.200-201; Sept 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Publisher’s Offices, Ziff-Davis; Manuel Castrodo; ph. pl.; p.196-199; Sept 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Record Company Offices; Waltz Design; ph. pl. det. ill. axon.; p.106-111; Sept 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Record Distribution Company Offices, WEA; Carol Groh; ph. pl.; p.124-127; Apr 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Rockefeller Center Lobby, Renovation; Helmut, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. p.162-163; Sept 91; ID

New York; Interiors; Textile Designer’s Studio, Offices; Trombach Interior Design; ph. pl.; p.26; Sept 91; INT

NEW YORK (Cont’d)

New York; Jewelry Showroom, Tiffany; Carbone & Smolan and NBBJ Retail Concepts; Original Design by Stanford White; ph.; p.127; May 91; INT

New York; Jewelry Store, Tiffany; NBBJ; ph.; p.120; May 91; INT

New York; Lighting a Landmark Fashion House; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; Lighting Design by Johnson & Schwinghammer; ph.; p.14; Aug/Suppl 91; AR

New York; Masonic Hall; Restoration; Ethan Gardner; ph. pl.; p.200-201; May 91; ID

New York; Men’s Clothing Store, Wilke Rodriguez; Thad Hayes; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Sept 91; ID

New York; Mitsui Banking Offices; Kajima International; ph. pl.; p.80-85; Dec 91; ID

New York; Modular Display Systems Showroom; Studio Morsa; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Aug 91; INT

New York; New Hotel Over Landmark Palace Theater; Fox & Fowler; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.107-109; Nov 91; A

New York; New York Headquarters, Interiors; San Paulo Bank; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Sept 91; INT

New York; New York Public Library, Restoration; Davis & Brody; by Jean Gorman; ph. sec.; p.52-57; Apr 91; INT

New York; New York Public Library, Restoration; Davis & Brody; ph. sec.; p.86-87; Sept 91; INT

New York; Office Building, High Rise; 1931 Building Renovated; 745 Fifth Avenue; Hammond, Beeby & Babka; Original Design by Ely Jacques Kahn; ph. sec. det.; p.156, 158-159; Mar 91; AR

New York; Office Building; High Rise; Carnegie Hall Tower; Cornice Detail; Cesar Pelli and Brennan, Beer & Gorman; ph. pl. elev. det.; p.66-71; June 91; A

New York; Office Building; High Rise; Stone Cladding Details; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Lichtenstein; Cram & Eron; ph. sec.; p.82; Feb 91; A

New York; Office Building; Lobby; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. pl.; p.86, Apr 91; PA

New York; Office Building; National Audubon Society; Croxton Collaborative; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.104-105; May 91; A

New York; Office Building; Natural Resources Defense Council, Croxton Collaborative; ph. ill. sec.; p.88; May 91; A

New York; Office Tools and Accessories Exhibit, Details; Holt, Hinshaw, Plau & Jones; ph. p.163; Mar 91; A

New York; Pedestrian Plaza at Civic Center; Competition Winner; Schwartz, Smith & Meyer; ph. pl.; p.20; Jan 91; LA

New York; Penthouse Apartment, Two-Story; Roger Ferris; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.80-87; Sept 91; AR

New York; Performing Arts Center; School for American Ballet, Julliard, Samuel and David Rose Building; Davis & Brody; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl. axon.; p.44-51; Apr 91; INT
NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Portable Outdoor Orchestra Shell; Tension Fabric and Steel Frame Details; FTL Associates; ph. det.; p.102-105; Sept 91; A
New York; Radisson Empire Hotel, Renovation; Emery Roth and Sons; Interior Design by Tom Lee; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.74-77; Dec 91; INT
New York; Rainbow Room Atop Rockefeller Center; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Sept 91; INT
New York; Refreshment Stand in Central Park; Buttrick, White & Burris; ph. p.100-101; June 91; AR
New York; Remodeled 1891 Building. Environmental Concerns, Audubon Society Offices; Croxton Collaborative, Original Design by George B. Post; chart, axon. ill. sec.; p.53-55; Aug 91; ID
New York; Remodeled Rowhouse. Interiors; Peter Wheelwright; ph. sec. ill. axon. dia.; p.102-105; Sept 91; PA
New York; Replacement Alternatives to Historic Building Components. Example; New York City Library Baluster; Carrere & Hastings; ph. sec.; p.117-120; Nov 91; A
New York; Replacement to Bank's Dome; Tile Roofing with Aluminum; Clarence W. Brazier; ph. sec.; p.119; Nov 91; A
New York; Residence; Interiors, Remodeled; Paul Haigh; ph. pl.; p.114-119; July 91; ID
New York; Restaurant; Barolo; Studio Morsa; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Aug 91; INT
New York; Restaurant; City Bakery; Turret & Freyer; ph. axon.; p.140-141; Oct 91; ID
New York; Restaurant; Courtyard at World Financial Center; Studio Morsa; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Aug 91; INT
New York; Restaurant; Eldorado Petit; Jamie Tressera and Robert Pali; ph. pl.; p.144-147; June 91; ID
New York; Restaurant; McDonald's Prototype; Charles Morris Mount; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Sept 91; INT
New York; Restaurant; Mesa Grill; James Biber; ph. pl.; p.56-57; July 91; INT
New York; Restaurant; Mon Cher Ton Ton; Kajima Internat.; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Feb 91; ID
New York; Riverside Redevelopment; Penn Yards; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Paul Willen; m. pl.; p.17-18; Oct 91; PA
New York; School; School above Daycare-Community Center; HMFA Architects; ill. sec.; p.93; Jan 91; AR
New York; Seamen's Church Institute Headquarters; James Stewart Polshek; by Barry Bergdoll; ph. pl. sec. axon. elev.; p.66-73; Nov 91; A
New York; Shakespeare Garden, Central Park; ASLA Award; Bruce Kelly and David Varnell; ph. pl.; p.65; Nov 91; LA
New York; Shoe Store, Joan & David; Eva Jiricna; ph. pl. sec.; p.186-189; Sept 91; ID
New York; Shoe Store, Kenneth Cole; INTERIORS Award; Edward I. Mills; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Jan 91; INT
New York; Shoe Store, Kenneth Cole; Edward I. Mills; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Sept 91; INT

NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Student Housing, Union Theological Seminary, 1910; Renovated; James Stewart Polshek; by Jean Gorman; ph. p.80-82; Mar 91; INT
New York; Study Centers for Academic Departments, New York University; Two 1850's Townhouses Restored; Helpern Architects; ph. pl. elev.; p.100-105; Mar 91; AR
New York; Walk-Through Observatory, Garbage-Disposal Plant; Mieire Laderman Ukeles and Greetly & Hanson; ph.; p.100; Mar 91; PA
New York; Women's Clothing Store, Henri Bendel; Limited Store Design; ph. p.82-87; July 91; ID
New York; Women's Clothing Store, Versace; Laboratorio Associati; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-101; Apr 91; ID
New York; Women's Fashions Studio, Showrooms and Offices; for Isaac Mizrahi; Anderson & Schwartz; ph. pl.; p.74-79; Sept 91; AR
North Haven, Long Island; Residence, Jury Comments, PA Award; Diller & Scafiddio; m. pl.; p.90-99; Jan 91; PA
Oceanside; Pediatric Offices; Ronda Reckseit; ph. p.118-119; Apr 91; ID
Patchogue; Library, St. Joseph College; Bentel & Bentel; ph. pl.; p.126-131; Nov 91; AR
Riverdale; Hebrew Home for the Aged; Gruzen, Samton & Steinglass; ph.; p.94; Aug 91; INT
Rochester; Hospital; Psychiatric; Site Analysis; Andropogon, sec. pl.; p.90; Oct 91; LA
Saratoga Springs; Residence; Custom Home Award; Murray Blatt; ph. p.64-67; Jan 91; CB
Scarsdale; Residence; Interiors; Georg Andersen; ph. pl.; p.178-181; May 91; ID
Schenectady; Master Plan; Union College; ASLA Award; Saratoga Associates; ph. pl.; p.59; Nov 91; LA
Syracuse; Science and Technology Building; Syracuse University; King & Lindquist and Koetter & Kim and Dennis & Clark; ph. axon.; p.48-51; Jan 91; A
Syracuse; Shaffer Art Building, Syracuse University; Koetter & Kim and Dennis & Clark; ph. axon.; p.48-51; Jan 91; A
Westhampton Beach; Mixed-Use Downtown Project; Sexton Commons; Kahn Associates; ph.; p.123; May 91; B
Yorktown; Residential Development; Residence; Bloodgood, Sharp & Snider; ph. pl.; p.230; Jan 91; B

NEW ZEALAND

Whakatane; Town Plan; Transformative Model for Design Education; University of Auckland Students; by Anthony Ward; ph. pl. ref.; p.90-109; Feb 91; JAE

NIGHT CLUB

Rainbow Room Atop Rockefeller Center; New York, New York; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Sept 91; INT
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES

Franklin D. Roosevelt' Exhibit Room; Modern Office for Handicapped Person; Katherine Stephens; ph. pl; p.228-231; Sept 91; ID

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

Free-Address' Office Study; No Permanently Assigned Desk Space; chart; p.24; Dec 91; INT
Building Entry Designed with 3-D CAD; by Hans-Christian Lischeski; ill; p.43; Apr 91; AR
Computer Building Control Systems; ill; ph. pl; iso; charts; p.107-111; June 91; A
Controlling Costs of Office Occupancy; by Jonathan Bollu; chart; p.27-32; Apr 91; INT
Corporate Design Award, Nike; Firm Profile, Building and Product Design; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl; p.108-119; May 91; INT
Design Competition for Sears Tower Floor Plan; ph. pl; p.33; Mar 91; INT
Designing to Prevent Repetitive Strain Injury; Chair, Work-Surface, Lighting Relationships; ill; bi; p.168-171; May 91; ID
District of Columbia, Washington; Firm Profile, Their Work, Keyes, Condon & Florance; ph. pl; p.66-79; Apr 91; A
Facade Lighting; Review of Buildings and Technologies; by Gareth Fenley; ph; p.36-41; Aug/Supp 91; AR
On the Design of Offices; by Peter Blake; p.208-209; May 91; ID
Renovation of Outdated Commercial Buildings; ph pl ill; sec; elev; det; p.156-163; Mar 91; AR
Repetitive Motion Injuries; Hazards of Constant Keyboard Work; Ordinances, Relief Attachments; ph ill; p.80-81; Oct 91; INT

HIGH RISE

California, Los Angeles; 777 South Figueroa; Curtain-Wall Details; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl axon; det; p.101, 104-107; Aug 91; AR
Canada, Ontario, Toronto; CN/Royal Trust; Jury Comments, PA Award; Elterbe & Becket and Dunlop & Farrow; m. pl; p.100-101; Jan 91; PA
Georgia, Atlanta; Lighting, Interior and Exterior; Thompson, Venutell & Stainback; Lighting Design by David Mintz; by David Masello; ph; p.52-55; Feb/Supp 91; AR
Highrise Fire Concerns Unresolved; ph; p.39; June 91; AR
Hong Kong; Bank of China Tower; I. M. Pei and Wong, Kung & Lee; ph. pl sec; axon; det; elev; p.76-83; Jan 91; AR
Illinois, Chicago; 181 Madison Street; Curtain-Wall Details; Cesar Pelli; ph. sec; det; p.100-103; Aug 91; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Chicago Bar Association; Tigerman & McCurry; ph. pl elev; p.72-75; June 91; A
Illinois, Chicago; Morton International Building; Perkins & Will; ph. pl axon; p.94-99; July 91; PA
Italy, Turin; Mixed-Use Center Development With Office Tower; Gunnar Birkerts; m. sec; elev; pl ill; p.64-69; Aug 91; AR
Massachusetts, Boston; Prudential Center Redevelopment, Urban Mixed Use Complex; Sikes, Jennings, Kelly & Brewer and Carr; Lynch, Hack & Sandell; m. pl sec; p.46-47; Nov 91; A

NIGHT CLUB (Cont'd)

Spain, Barcelona; Torres De Avila; Remodeled Exposition Towers; Alfredo Arribas and Javier Mariscal; ph pl sec; p.90-97; Sept 91; PA
Spain, Barcelona; Torres De Avila; Alfredo Arribas and Javier Mariscal; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.50-61; Oct 91; INT
See CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT also

NORTH CAROLINA

Cashiers; Residence; Marion Blackwell; ph; pl sec; p.98-103; Apr 91; AR
Charlotte; College of Architecture, University of North Carolina; Gwathmey; Siegel and FWA Group; ph; pl sec axon; p.118-125; Nov 91; AR
Charlotte; Office Building; Middle Rise; Stone Cladding Details; J. N. Pease; ph; sec elev; p.80-81; Feb 91; A
Greensboro; Residential Development; Residence, River Hills Plantation; Arapcco Homes; ph pl; p.102-103; Mar 91; B
Greensboro; Residential Development; Residence, River Hills Plantation; Charter Carolina; ph; pl; p.103; Mar 91; B
Maggie Valley; Residence; Custom Home Award; Evans Group; ph; p.56-58; Jan 91; CB
Raleigh; City Greenways Design; History; by Charles Little; pi; p.112; Jan 91; LA
Raleigh; Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile, Their Work, Greenways; ph; p.56-57; May 91; LA
Raleigh; Residential Development; Residence; Wexford; EDI; ph pl; p.72-73; Sept 91; B
Roanoke Island; Residential Development; Boat Houses; Cline & Davis; elev pl; p.76; June 91; B
Wilmington; New Hanover International Airport; Howard, Needles, Tammen & Bergendoff; ph; pl sec; p.60-63; Feb 91; A

NORTH DAKOTA

Fargo; Crop Science Laboratory, North Dakota State University; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; ph pl; p.107; Feb 91; AR
Stanton; Visitor Center, Knife River Indian Villages Historic Site; National Park Service; ph; m sec; p.63; Mar 91; LA

NORWAY

Oslo; National Hospital; Ellerbe & Becket; m pl; p.102-103; Oct 91; PA

O
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont’d)

HIGH RISE (Cont’d)

New York, New York; 1931 Building Renovated; 745 Fifth Avenue; Hammond, Beeby & Babka; Original Design by Ely Jacques Kahn; ph. sec. det.; p.156, 158-159; Mar 91; AR

New York, New York; Carnegie Hall Tower; Cornice Detail; Cesar Pelli and Brennan; Beer & Gorman; ph. pl. elev. det.; p.66-71; June 91; A

New York, New York; Stone Cladding Details; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Schuman, Lichtenstein, Claman & Efton; ph. sec.; p.82-83; Feb 91; A

Ohio, Cleveland; Office Building and Hotel Towers Flank Train Station; Tower City Center; RTKL; ph. pl. sec.; p.112-113; Nov 91; A

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Bell Atlantic Tower; Structural Analysis; Wall, Kling & Lindsquith; ph. pl. sec. det. dia.; p.104-107, 132-135; Mar 91; A

Poland, Warsaw; Trade Center; William McDonough; ph. ill.; p.97; Mar 91; PA

Saudi Arabia, Jeddah; Ellerbe & Becket; m. pl.; p.103; Oct 91; PA

South Carolina, Spartanburg; Spartan Food Systems; Clark, Tribble, Harris & Lr.; ph. pl.; p.76-79; June 91; A

The Tall Building in American Life and Lore; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p.51, 55, 57; Jan 91; AR

INTERIORS

Actuarial Consultants Offices; Landahl Group; ph. pl.; p.74-77; Jan 91; INT

Alabama, Birmingham; Publishing Corporation Offices; Southern Progress; Jova, Daniels & Busby; ph. pl.; p.126-131; Mar 91; ID

Atrium; California, San Jose; Becton Dickinson; ASLA Award; Schwartz, Smith & Meyer; ph.; p.62; Nov 91; LA

California, Beverly Hills; Lobby; Pei, Cobb & Freed; ph. pl.; p.91; Apr 91; PA

California, Beverly Hills; Management Firm Offices; David Kellner; ph. pl. axon.; p.114, 118-119; Sept 91; PA

California, Culver City; Advertising Studio and Offices, Remodeled Warehouses; Eric Owen Moss; ph. pl. sec. axon. m.; p.98-103; May 91; PA

California, Culver City; Film Production Offices, Remodeled Warehouses; Eric Owen Moss; ph. pl. ill.; p.104-105; May 91; PA

California, Cupertino; Apple Computer Offices; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.116-119; Nov 91; ID

California, Emeryville; Financial Offices; Remodeled Warehouse; Mathews, Bice & Debbas; ph. axon. pl.; p.114-117; Sept 91; PA

California, Irvine; Law Offices; Alibert C. Martin; Interior Design by ISD; ph. pl.; p.128-131; Nov 91; ID

California, Long Beach; Glazed Lobby; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.87; Apr 91; PA

California, Los Angeles; Lobby; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. pl. sec.; p.88; Apr 91; PA

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont’d)

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

California, Los Angeles; Qualitative Research Company Offices, INTERIORS Award; Eric Owen Moss; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl. axon.; p.120-121; Jan 91; INT

California, Los Angeles; Record Company Offices, Virginia Vision; Rieber O’Brien and Cardella Design; ph. pl.; p.158-161; May 91; ID

California, Oakland; Port of Oakland Offices, INTERIORS Award; Robinson, Mills & Williams; by Karin Tetoew; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Jan 91, INT

California, Palo Alto; Financial Offices; Bratton & Hughes; ph. pl. axon.; p.122-125; Sept 91, AR

California, San Francisco; Financial Planning Office; Pfister Partnership; ph. pl.; p.112-117; Feb 91; ID

California, San Francisco; Financial Services Office; Orlando Diaz-Azcuy; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.60-63; Feb 91; INT

California, San Francisco; Land Development Company Offices, Keenan; Richard Brayton; by Paula Rice Jackson; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Feb 91; INT

California, San Francisco; Magazine Company Offices; Manuel Castedo; ph. pl.; p.118-121; Feb 91; ID

California, San Francisco; One Bush Street, Renovation; Elevator Cab Detail; Kaplan, Mclaughlin & Diaz and Pfister Partnership; Original Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merill; ph. det.; p.55, 22-23; Feb 91; INT

California, Venice; Design Firm’s Offices; Ceiling Glass Details; Franklin D. Israel; iso. ph.; p.24; Apr 91; INT

California, Woodland Hills; Cosmetics and Hair Products, Corporate Headquarters; Sebastian; Artecnica; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.52-55; July 91; ID

Canada, Ontario, Scarborough; Glazed Lobby; Jones & Kirkland; ph. axon. ill.; p.87; Apr 91; PA

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Interior Design Firm’s Offices; Yabu & Pushelberg; ph. pl.; p.120-123; Sept 91; PA

District of Columbia, Washington; Lobby; Hisaka Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.91; Apr 91; PA

District of Columbia, Washington; Lobby; Shalom Baranes; ph. pl.; p.90; Apr 91; PA

District of Columbia, Washington; NCARB Offices; Eikus & Manfredi; ph. pl.; p.26-27; Dec 91; INT

England, London; Advertising Agency Offices; Stefano DeMartino and Rem Kohlhass; ph. pl. axon.; p.100-105; Sept 91; AR

Franklin Mint Offices; Dagit & Saylor; by Justin Henderson; ph. sec.; p.71; Mar 91; INT

Georgia, Atlanta; AT&T Offices; Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.102-107; July 91; ID

Georgia, Atlanta; Bilevel Lobby; John Portman; ph. pl. sec.; p.89; Apr 91; PA
INTERIORS (Cont’d)

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont’d)

Georgia, Atlanta; Three Level Lobby; Michael Graves; ph. pl. sec. ; p.89; Apr 91; PA

Glass Vaulted Plaza; New York, New York; Winter Garden; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. axon.; p.104-105; Sept 91; INT

Headquarters Offices; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl. ; p.132-135; Nov 91; ID

Illinois, Bannockburn; Offices, A. C. Nielsen; Griswold, Heckel & Kelly; ph. pl. ; p.106-107; Aug 91; ID

Illinois, Bannockburn; TV-Ratings Company Offices, Lighting; Griswold, Heckel & Kelly; Lighting Design by Horton & Lees; ph.; p.34-36; Aug/Suppl 91; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Advertising Agency Offices, Executive Suite; Landahl Group; ph. pl. ; p.84-85; Jan 91; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Tribune Lobby, 1925, Restored; John Vinc, Original Design by Howells & Hood; ph. elev. iso.; p.106-107; Sept 91; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Corporate Headquarters; Klein Tools; Showroom; Gensler Associates; ph. pl. ; p.112-115; Nov 91; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Corporation Offices, Crown Consolidated; Larson Associates; ph. pl. ; p.164-167; May 91; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Developer’s Offices, F. H. Prince; Landahl Group; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl. ; p.88-89; June 91; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Investment Bankers Offices, Tokai Bank; Perkins & Will; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.90-93; June 91; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Law Offices; Landahl Group; ph. pl. ; p.78-79; Jan 91; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Law Offices; Powell & Klesichmidt; ph. pl.; p.76-79; June 91; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Law Offices; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. pl. sec.; p.132-135; Apr 91; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Playboy Enterprises Offices, INTERIORS Award; Himmel & Bonner; by Michael Wagner; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Jan 91; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Real Estate Firm Offices; Landahl Group; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Jan 91; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Realtor’s Offices; JMB; Griswold, Heckel & Kelly; ph. pl. ; p.122-125; Nov 91; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Skin-Care Company Offices; Landahl Group; ph. pl. Ill.; p.88-93; Jan 91; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Telephone Technology Center, Ameritech; Mekus & Johnson; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.84-87; June 91; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Whitman Corporation Offices; Hague & Richards; by Laura Heberton; ph. pl.; p.96-99; June 91; INT

Japan, Tokyo; Advertising Offices, Client Conference Rooms; Dentsu; Ciadagh; ph. pl.; p.70-75; Dec 91; ID

Lighting the Office; Illuminating Workstations; Ill.; p.99-102, 133; June 91; A

Massachusetts, Boston; Bank of Boston; Banking Services Offices; Sasaki Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Mar 91; INT

Massachusetts, Boston; Lobby as Public Passage; Goody & Clancy; ph. pl. sec.; p.85; Apr 91; PA

Massachusetts, Boston; Lobby as Public Passage; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; ph. pl.; p.85; Apr 91; PA

Massachusetts, Boston; Lobby, Schwartz & Silver; ph. pl. sec.; p.66; Apr 91; PA

Massachusetts, Boston; Trust Management Company’s Offices, Earl R. Flansburgh; ph. pl.; p.150-153; May 91; ID

New York, Brooklyn; Office Lobby, Remodeled Warehouse; Fifthfield & Piaker; ph. pl. iso.; p.164-165; Sept 91; ID

New York, Long Island City; Fiduciary and Information Service Offices; Citibank; SCR; ph. pl.; p.158-161; Oct 91; ID

New York, New York; Advertising Agency Offices, OMG; Don Zivkovic; ph. pl. ; p.104-107; Dec 91; ID

New York, New York; Advertising Offices; Deutsch Advertising; Davis & Brody; by Laura Heberton; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Apr 91; INT

New York, New York; Architects’ Offices; Davis & Brody; by Laura Heberton; ph. pl.; p.40-43; Apr 91; INT

New York, New York; Architects’ Offices; Parsons & Fernandez-Castileteiro; ph. pl.; p.132-135; Mar 91; ID

New York, New York; Architects’ Offices; Paul Segal; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.202-207; Sept 91; ID

New York, New York; Book Developers Offices, Lee Stout; ph. pl.; p.154-157; May 91; ID

New York, New York; Cable Company Offices, Viacom; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl. elev.; p.190-195; Sept 91; ID

New York, New York; Designers’ Offices; Vignelli Associates; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Sept 91; INT

New York, New York; Detail of Lighting Over Partition Wall, Management Firm’s Offices; Janusz Gottlewald; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl. axon.; p.110-111; Sept 91; INT

New York, New York; Entertainment Company Offices; Elektra; Bausman & Gill; ph. pl. axon.; p.140-149; May 91; ID

New York, New York; Entertainment Company Offices; Firm Profile; Bausman & Gill; ph. sec. axon.; p.50-53; Oct 91; A

New York, New York; Financial Offices; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p.75-78; Dec 91; PA

New York, New York; Food Company Offices, Castle & Cooke, Dole Foods; Owen & Mandolfo; ph. pl.; p.210-213; Sept 91; ID

New York, New York; Insurance Company Offices, Chubb & Son; Will Ching; ph. pl. ; p.208-209; Sept 91; ID
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

New York, New York; Insurance Company Offices; Marsh & McLennan; Lighting Plan; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-79; Mar 91; INT

New York, New York; Investment Bank Offices, Elders; Zivkovic Associates; ph. pl. axon.; p. 214-217; Sept 91; ID

New York, New York; Investment Company Offices; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p. 84-85; Sept 91; INT

New York, New York; Law Offices, Two Offices; Kohn, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p. 73-75; Dec 91; PA

New York, New York; Law Offices; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. ill.; p. 218-221; Sept 91; ID

New York, New York; Lobby; Elliott & Fox; ph. pl.; p. 86; Apr 91; PA

New York, New York; Mapplethorpe Foundation Offices, 1100 Architect; ph. pl.; p. 124-127; Sept 91; PA

New York, New York; Mitsu Banking Offices; Kajima International; ph. pl.; p. 80-85; Dec 91; ID

New York, New York; Modeling Agency Offices, Wilhelmina; Gallery Lighting; SPGA Group; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl. det.; p. 108-109; Sept 91; INT

New York, New York; Modeling Agency Offices; Gertler & Wolff; ph. pl. axon.; p. 128-131; Apr 91; ID

New York, New York; Natural Resources Defense Council's Offices, INTERIORS Award; Croxton Collaborative; by Michael Wagner; ph. pl.; p. 130-131; Jan 91; INT

New York, New York; Public Relations Offices, Brooks Rogers; Cloalagh; ph. pl.; p. 200-201; Sept 91; ID

New York, New York; Publisher's Offices, Ziff-Davis; Manuel Castro; ph. pl.; p. 196-199; Sept 91; ID

New York, New York; Record Company Offices; Walz Design; ph. pl. det. ill. axon.; p. 106-111; Sept 91; PA

New York, New York; Record Distribution Company Offices, WEA; Carol Groh; ph. pl.; p. 124-127; Apr 91; ID

New York, New York; Rockefeller Center Lobby, Renovation; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p. 162-163; Sept 91; ID

New York, New York; Textile Designer's Studio, Offices; Trimbach Interior Design; ph. pl.; p. 26; Sept 91; INT

New York, East Hampton; Designer's Residence and Offices; Jack Lenor Larsen and Charles Forberg; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p. 112-115; Sept 91; INT

Ohio, Columbus; Law Offices; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Interior Design by NBBJ; ph. pl.; p. 136-139; Nov 91; ID

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Insurance Company Offices, Photo Holder Details; Elliott Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl. det.; p. 40-41; July 91; INT

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Lobby; Elliott Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; July 91; INT

Pennsylvania, Blue Ball; U.S. Healthcare Customer Service Center Offices, Signage; Hillier Group; by Karin Tellow; ph. pl.; p. 66-73; Dec 91; INT

Pennsylvania, Fort Washington; Insurance Company Offices, Hillier Group; Interior Design by Daroff Design; ph. pl. axon. elev.; p. 132-137; Jan 91; ID

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Law Offices, Dagit & Saylor; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 72-73; Mar 91; INT

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Hallway Lighting; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski; ph. pl.; p. 16; May/Suppl 91; AR

Portfolio of 14 Recent Lobbies; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 84-91; Apr 91; PA

Real Estate Developers Offices, Miglin-Beitler; Lobby Shelf Detail; Cesar Pelli; Interior Design by Gregory Landaha; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-71; 16-17; Jan 91; INT

Retrofitting Offices for Computers; Examples; ph. axon.; p. 131-133; Nov 91; A

Rhode Island, Providence; Restoration; Corporation Offices, Cookson America; Peter Wooding; ph. pl.; p. 202-207; May 91; ID

Texas, Austin; Lobby; Hammond, Beeby & Babka; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88; Apr 91; PA

Texas, Dallas; Advertising Agency Offices, INTERIORS Award; CRSS; by J. Scott Omelianuk; ph. pl.; p. 122-123; Jan 91; INT

Texas, Dallas; Law Offices; Hermanovsky & Lauck; ph. pl.; p. 170-173; June 91; ID

Washington, Seattle; Insurance Company Offices, INTERIORS Award; NBBJ; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p. 98-99; Jan 91; INT

LANDSCAPE

Japan, Osaka; Raika Headquarters; Tadao Ando; ph. p. 54-55; July 91; LA

LOW RISE

Arizona, Phoenix; New Times Building, Landscape; ASLA Award, John C. Douglas; Landscape Design by Steve Martino; ph. pl.; p. 50; Nov 91; LA

California, Culver City; Public Relations Firm Offices, Remodeled Steel Foundry; Critique; Eric Owen Moss; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 106-113; Mar 91; AR

California, Palo Alto; Plaza Ramona, BUILDER Award; DES; ph. pl.; p. 140; Oct 91; B

California, Torrance; Epson America; Canopy Section; Gensler Associates; ph. sec.; p. 104-105; Aug 91; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Firm Profile; Weinstein Associates; ph. pl.; p. 82-85; Apr 91; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Remodeled Kresge's Store Building; Weinstein Associates; ph. pl.; p. 86-87; Apr 91; A
OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont'd)

LOW RISE (Cont'd)

Insurance Company Offices, AAA; Dagit & Saylor; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.70; Mar 91; INT

Nevada, Mojave Desert; Development Sales Office; Antoine Predock; m. ill.; p.58-59; Aug 91; A

New York, New York; Natural Resources Defense Council; Croxton Collaborative; ph. sec. ill.; p.88; May 91; A

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Remodeled Loft, BUILDER Award; Brawer & Hauptman; ph.; p.142; Oct 91; B

Virginia, Rural; Small Log Cabin Inspires Office Building, Firm Profile: Adamstein & Demetriou; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-81; Apr 91; A

MIDDLE RISE

California, Burbank; Columbia Pictures Headquarters; The Role of CAD; Case Study: Gensler Associates; by Ann Moore and John Hughes; ph. ill.; p.86-87; July 91; AR

California, Burbank; Team Disney Offices; Michael Graves; ph. pl.; p.80-89; June 91; A

California, San Francisco; Precast Concrete Wall Section; Heller & Leake; ph. sec. det.; p.77-80; 81; Jan 91; A

Connecticut, Bridgeport; Bridgeport Center, Analysis; Richard Meier; by Geyvork Hartooian; ph. p.33-36; Nov 90; JAE

Connecticut, North Haven; Lighting Blue Cross Blue Shield; Ellenzenzg Associates; Lighting Design by William Lam; by Virginia Cartwright; ph. pl.; p.50-55; May/Suppl 91; AR

Disney World Office Building; Florida, Lake Buena Vista; Arata Isozaki and Hunton, Brady, Pryor & Maso; ph. pl.; p.30; Apr 91; A

District of Columbia, Washington; 2401 Pennsylvania; Keyes, Condon & Florance; ph. pl.; p.68-73; Apr 91; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Addition Surrounds Historic Homer Building; Shalom Baranes; Original Design by Appleton P. Clarke; ph. pl. sec.; p.110-111; Nov 91; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Curtain Wall Details; Hisaka Associates; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.66-73; May 91; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Exterior Lighting; Brennan, Beer & Gorman; ph. elev. det.; p.92-93; Dec 91; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Liberty Place; Keyes, Condon & Florance; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Apr 91; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Market Square; Hartman & Cox and Morris Architects; ph. pl. elev.; p.58-63; Apr 91; A

District of Columbia, Washington; One Franklin Square; Hartman & Cox; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Apr 91; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Pennsylvania Plaza; Office and Residential, Precast Concrete Wall Details; Hartman & Cox; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.76-83; Aug 91; AR

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES (Cont’d)

MIDDLE RISE (Cont’d)

District of Columbia, Washington; World Bank Headquarters; Retains Two of Seven Existing Structures; Details of Skylight and Wall Sections; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Kress & Cox and Naegle, Hoffmann & Tielemann; m. pl. elev. sec. det.; p.156, 160-163; Mar 91; AR

Florida, Lake Buena Vista; Disney World Office Building; Arata Isozaki and Hunton, Brady, Pryor & Maso; ph. pl. sec.; p.89-77; Apr 91; PA

Illinois, Moline; Deere and Company, Landscape; ASLA Award; Eero Saarinen; Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates; ph.; p.46-47; Nov 91; LA

Massachusetts, Boston; Berkeley Building, Office and Retail, 1905, Restored and Remodeled; Nolte, Finegold & Alexander; Original Design by C. D. Despradelle; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-95; Mar 91; AR

Netherlands, Amsterdam; NMB Postbank Headquarters; Alberts & Van Hout; ph. sec.; p.72-73; Nov 91; INT

New Jersey, Franklin Lakes; Becton Dickinson Headquarters, Landscape; ASLA Award; Kallman, McKinnell & Wood; Landscape Design by Morgan Wheelock; ph.; p.58; Nov 91; LA

New Jersey, Jersey City; Harborside Financial Center, Remodeled Terminal Warehouse; Beyer, Binder & Belle; ph. pl. 120-129; Mar 91; AR

New Jersey, Ridgefield Park; Jury Comments, PA Award; Hillier Group; m. pl. ill. det.; p.108-109; Jan 91; PA

New York, New York; National Audubon Society, Croxton Collaborative; ph. pl. ill.; p.104-105; May 91; A

New York, New York; Remodeled 1891 Building, Environmental Concerns, Audubon Society Offices; Croxton Collaborative; Original Design by George B. Post; chart, axon. ill. sec.; p.93-99; Aug 91; ID

New York, New York; Seamen’s Church Institute Headquarters; James Stewart Polshek; by Barry Bergdoll; ph. pl. sec. axon. elev.; p.66-73; Nov 91; A

North Carolina, Charlotte; Stone Cladding Details; J. N. Pease; ph. sec. elev.; p.80-81; Feb 91; A

Oregon, Beaverton; Nike World Campus; Sports and Fitness Center, Bo Jackson; Thompson & Vaiuova; ph. pl. sec.; p.57-65; June 91; A

Oregon, Beaverton; Office Building Complex, Nike World Campus; Firm Profile; Thompson & Vaiuova; Interior Design by Wyatt Architects, by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.108-115; May 91; INT

See AIR CONDITIONING, BANK, CLINIC, GOVERNMENT BUILDING, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, LIGHTING, PLAZA, STRUCTURAL, UNIVERSITY also

OFFICE PRACTICE

Analysis of a Firm’s Financial Indicators; by Robert Mattox; ph., p.43, 45; Feb 91; PA

95
OFFICE PRACTICE (Cont'd)

Architects’ Strategies for Diversification; Firm Examples; m. elev.; p.91-94; Aug 91; A
Association of Small Firms in Britain; Has Potential in U.S.; by Brian Lewis; p.61; July 91; PA
Brochures and Other Graphics; Society for Marketing Professional Services Awards; by Ernest Burden; ph.; p.30-31; Feb 91; AR
CAD and the Profession; Production vs Marketing and Management; by Garry Stevens; ill.; p.141-143; May 91; PA
Compensation Survey of Architects in Practice; ph. table; p.93-95; Oct 91; A
Computer Use in Practice; Networking and Scanning; Part 3; ill.; p.30-32; May 91; AR
Computer-Based Expert Systems; Part 2; Information Management; by David Kent Ballast; dia. bibliol.; p.40-41; Feb 91; AR
Creatively Shaping Fees and Negotiating Better Fees; by Bradford Perkins; ph.; p.41; Nov 91; AR
Design-Management Ideas; Three Approaches; by Weld Cox; ph. dia.; p.74-75; July 91; AR
Design/Build Ventures, Alternatives; Project Examples, Case Studies; dia. ph.; p.107-112; Sept 91; A
Efforts of Firm to Make Client Service Its Top Priority; by Robert Gutman; p.53; Apr 91; PA
Getting Paid; Ways To Improve Your Chances; by Timothy Twomey; p.36-37; Sept 91; AR
Implementing ConDoc; System for Formatting Construction Drawings; by William Lohmann; p.53; Aug 91; PA
Improving Working Drawings; Techniques; p.153-154; Mar 91; A
Joint Ventures; Issues to Be Resolved; by C. Jaye Berger; p.43; Feb 91; PA
Organizing the Office for Excellence; in Building and Interiors Design; Various Views, Roundtable; ph.; p.139-144; Mar 91; A
Overseas Work; Managing It; Roundtable Discussion; Part 2; ph. table; p.34-37; Feb 91; AR
Overseas Work; Where and How To Win It; Roundtable Discussion; ph. graph; p.37, 39, 41, 43; Jan 91; AR
Predicted Changes of Computer on Practice; ph. ill.; p.182-187; July 91; AR
Preservation Contracts Are Different; by Charles Heuer; ph.; p.54-55; Mar 91; AR
Profit Sharing; by Peter Piven; p.32, 153; Sept 91; AR
Pro Bono Services; Need for Architectural Services for Social Problems; by Natalie Shivers and Douglas MacLeod; ph. pl. axon. ill.; p.40-44; Mar 91; PA
Project Management Software; Reviews; ill.; p.103-106; Oct 91; A
Promoting the Small Firm; Getting Exposure for Capabilities; by Robert L. Miller; ph.; p.42; Nov 91; AR
Quality Control to Quality Assurance; Quality Management Items; by David Ballast; p.34-35; May 91; AR
Reasons for Mergers and Acquisitions; by Bradford Perkins; ph.; p.38-39; Sept 91; A
Sales Taxes on Interior Design Services; by C. Jaye Berger; p.55; Apr 91; PA
Selecting and Working with Consultants; p.90-91; July 91; A
Staff Changes, Rethinking; Young Professionals See Alternate Activities; ill.; p.87-89; Feb 91; A
Transfering Ownership of an Architectural Practice; Some Principles; by Robert Gutman and Larry Hirschorn; ill.; p.45; Nov 91; PA
U. S. S. R., --; Conference on U.S.-Soviet Business Relations; ph.; p.40-41; May 91; A
Value Engineering, Analyzed; ph.; p.21-25; Dec 91; AR
Women in Corporate Firms; Interviews; ph. tables; p.79-87; Oct 91; A
See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR, LAW, SPECIFICATIONS also

OHIO
Akron; Residence; Restored Stan Hywet Hall Estate, Landscaping; Child Associates; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p.64-65; June 91; LA
OHIO (Cont'd)

Cincinnati; College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning; University of Cincinnati; Jury Comments, PA Award; Eisenman Architects and Lorenz & Williams; pl. elev. ill.; p.82-84; Jan 91; PA

Cincinnati; Music Hall. Exterior Lighting; Glazer Associates; Lighting Design by William Lam; by Judith Davidson; ph.; p.48-49; May/Supp '91; AR

Cincinnati: School; Elementary, E. A. Glendening. ph. pi.; p.90; June 91; LA

Cleveland; Office Building and Hotel Towers Flank Train Station; Tower City Center; RTKL. ph. pi. sec.; p.112-113; Nov 91; A

Cleveland; Sports District Plan; Gateway Project; ASLA Award, Sasaki Associates; m. p.66-67; Nov 91; LA

Columbus; Bureau of Worker's Compensation Offices, Landahl Group, ph pi.; p.80-83; Jan 91; INT

Columbus; Interiors; Law Offices; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Interior Design by NBBJ. ph.; p.136-139; Sept 91; INT

Dublin; Residence; BUILDER Award; Phillip Markwood; ph.; p.144; Oct 91; B

New Albany; Kevin Knight, Firm Profile; New High End Residential Development; Acok & Schlegel; by John Andrews; ph.; p.16-22; Sept 91; CB

Perry; Education Village, K Through 12; Burgess & Niple and Perkins & Will, ill. sec. pl.; p.27; Jan 91; A

OKLAHOMA

—; Ballet Studios; INTERIORS Award; Elliott Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.129-129; Jan 91; INT

Oklahoma City; City Monument; Giant Arrows and Sign; Elliott Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.36-37; July 91; INT

Oklahoma City; Interiors; Insurance Company Offices, Photo Holder Details; Elliott Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph. det.; p.40-41; July 91; INT

Oklahoma City; Jewelry Store; BUILDER Award; Elliott Associates; ph.; p.139; Oct 91; B

Oklahoma City; National Cowboy Hall of Fame, Exhibition Gallery, Art Museum; Elliott Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph. axon.; p.38-39; July 91; INT

Oklahoma City; Office Building; Interiors; Lobby; Elliott Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.42-43; July 91; INT

Stillwater; Research Center, Oklahoma State University, Architects Collaborative, ph. pl. sec.; p.106; Feb 91; AR

Tulsa; Art Museum, Philbrook; Villa Philbrook Estate; Urban Design Group and Michael Lustig; Original Design by Edward Buehler Delk; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.60-65; Nov 91; A

OREGON

Beaverton; Apartment Development; Andover Park, BUILDER Award; Fisher & Friedman; ph.; p.120; Oct 91; B

Beaverton; Club House; Andover Park, BUILDER Award; Fisher & Friedman; ph.; p.132-133; Oct 91; B

Beaverton; Fitness Center, Nike World Campus; Thompson & Vaivoda; Interior Design by Wyatt Architects; ph.; p.108-115; May 91; INT

Beaverton; Nike World Campus; Sports and Fitness Center, Bo Jackson; Thompson & Vaivoda; ph. pl. sec.; p.57-65; June 91; A

Beaverton; Office Building Complex, Nike World Campus; Firm Profile; Thompson & Vaivoda; Interior Design by Wyatt Architects; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.108-115; May 91; INT

Beaverton; Residential Development; Andover Park, Preserves Trees; Fisher & Friedman; ph.; p.72-74; July 91; B

Eugene; Residential Development; BUILDER Award; Arbor South Architecture; ph.; p.104-105; Oct 91; B

Eugene; Science Complex, University of Oregon; Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Ratcliff Architects; ph.; p.86-95; Nov 91; AR

Lake Oswego; School; Elementary; BOOR/A; m. iso. pl.; p.93; July 91; PA

Portland; Airport Entry Drive; ASLA Award; Jones & Jones; ph.; p.54; Nov 91; LA

Portland; Convention Center; Glass Tower Analysis, Wind Effect; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.86-93, 127-129; Mar 91; A

Portland; Japanese-American Internment Memorial Plaza, Riverfront; Robert Murase; ph.; p.36-39; Feb 91; LA

Portland; Shoe Store, Nike; Lighting; Gordon Thompson III; Lighting Design by RDS; ph.; p.44-47; May/Supp '91; AR

Sunriver; Residence; Custom Home Award; B.B.T. Architects; ph.; p.84-87; Jan 91; CB

ORNAMENTATION

Metal Use in Ornamentation; ph.; p.101+; Aug 91; A

PAINT

Hazards of Paints and Other Finishes; by John Bower; ph. ill.; p.37-40; July 91; CB

Painting and Finishing Exterior Wood; by William C. Feist; ph. tables, biblio.; p.29-34; Dec 91; PA

PARK

See GARDEN, RECREATION
PARKING, GARAGE

Parking Garage, Review of Projects; ph. pl. m. sec.: p.80-85; Dec 91; A

Underground Parking Garage; California, San Diego: Seaport Village: Hope Architects; m. sec. pl.; p.81; Dec 91; A

PENAL
See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

PENNSYLVANIA

Blue Ball: U.S. Healthcare Customer Service Center Offices: Signage; Hillier Group; by Karin Tetrault; ph. pl.; p.66-73; Dec 91; INT

Breinigsville: Solid State Technology Center; AT&T Bell Laboratories: Davis & Brody; ph. pl. sec.; p.97; 100-103; Feb 91; AR

Edgeworth: Kitchen: Remodeled, BUILDER Award; Kenneth J. Krukowski; ph.; p.146; Oct 91; B

Elverson: Residential Development; Attached Triplet Homes: James Wentling; ph. pl.; p.69; July 91; B

Fort Washington: Interiors; Insurance Company Offices; Hillier Group; Interior Design by Daroff Design; ph. pl. axon. elev.; p.132-137; Jan 91; ID

Hampton Township: School: Private: Winchester Thurston North Hills Campus: Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski; ph. pl.; p.58-59, 68-71; Jan 91; A

Lancaster: Apartment Development: Landscape; Old Town Lancaster: Derck & Edson; ph. pl.; p.55-63; Apr 91; LA

Newtown: Builder's Own House: Feltoon & Parry; ph. pl.; p.69; Nov 91; B

Philadelphia: Anatomy of a Wall Failure; Alden Park: Restoration; John Milner; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.114-119; Feb 91; AR

Philadelphia: Apartment Development; Low Rise; Affordable Housing; Regent Terrace; Rehabilitation; Goldner, Goldfarb & Kline and Kelly & Maiello; ph. pl.; p.88-89; June 91; PA

Philadelphia: Bank; BUILDER Award; Susan Maxman; ph.; p.141; Oct 91; B

Philadelphia: Clinical Research Building; University of Pennsylvania: Payette Associates and Venturi & Scott Brown; ph. pl. det.; p.78-83; May 91; AR

Philadelphia: Coffee and Pastry Bar: Barciccio; Floss Barber; ph. pl.; p.21; Apr 91; INT

Philadelphia: Convention Center Complex: Alternate Plan; Sarto Schickel; axon.; p.28, 30; Jan 91; PA

Philadelphia: High Rise Building Fire Analyzed; ph.; p.97; June 91; A

Philadelphia: Interiors; Law Offices: Dagit & Saylor; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.72-73; Mar 91; INT

Philadelphia: Library; Furness Building; University of Pennsylvania: Restoration; Venturi & Scott Brown: Original Design by Frank Furness; ph. pl. sec. dia. elev.; p.81-89; May 91; PA

PENNNSYLVANIA (Cont'd)

Philadelphia: Medical Research Building and Biology Building: 1965; University of Pennsylvania; Louis I. Kahn; ph. p.103; Oct 91; AR

Philadelphia: Museum; Futures Center; Franklin Institute: Lighting; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; Lighting Design by Jerry Kugler; ph. pl. det.; p.56-61; Feb/Suppl 91; AR

Philadelphia: Office Building; High Rise; Bell Atlantic Tower: Structural Analysis; Wall: King & Lindquist; ph. pl. sec. det. dia.; p.104-107, 133-135; Mar 91; A

Philadelphia: Office Building, Remodeled Loft; BUILDER Award; Brawer & Hauptman; ph.; p.142; Oct 91; B

Philadelphia: Record Store; Tower; Lighting; Buttrick; White & Burris; Lighting Design by Peter J. Golden; by David Masello; ph. pl.; p.38-43; May/Suppl 91; AR

Philadelphia: Residence; Architect's Philosophy; Susan Maxman; ph. pl. sec.; p.46-49; Oct 91; A

Philadelphia: Residence; BUILDER Award; Susan Maxman; ph. pl.; p.110; Oct 91; B

Philadelphia: Residence; Remodeled, BUILDER Award; Susan Maxman; ph. pl.; p.128-129; Oct 91; B

Philadelphia: Residence; Susan Maxman; ph.; p.90-91; June 91; B

Philadelphia: Science Museum; Franklin Institute's Futures Center; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.61-67; Jan 91; AR

Philadelphia: State Supreme Court Rules Against Historic Designation Without Owner's Consent; ph.; p.28; Nov 91; PA

Philadelphia: Video-Sculpture Installation; Video Arbor; Nam June Paik; ph. pl.; p.26; Mar 91; LA

Pittsburgh: College of Fine Arts Building; Carnegie-Mellon University; Stone Carving Resumes After 75 Years; Paul Rosenblatt and Bruce Lindsay; Original Design by Henry Hornbostel; sec. elev.; p.154-155; Mar 91; AR

Pittsburgh: East Campus; Carnegie Mellon University; Dormitories; Michael Dennis and Jeffrey Clark and TAMS/Architects; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Oct 91; PA

Pittsburgh: Maintenance to Roof Structure; Temple Rodef Shalom; Palmer & Hornbostel; axon.; p.120; Nov 91; A

Pittsburgh: Office Building; Hallway Lighting; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski; ph. pl. axon.; p.18; May/Suppl 91; AR

Scranton: Steamtown National Historic Site; Railroad Roundhouse; National Park Service; Ill.; p.66; Mar 91; LA

Stroudsburg: Apartment Development; Project Chronicle; Womack & Humphreys; ph. pl.; p.115, 118, 120, June 91; B

PERSONNEL
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

PLANTS
See GARDEN, LANDSCAPE DESIGN
PLASTICS

Developments in Plastics; Structural and Non-Structural; ph.; p.89-91; Oct 91; A
Plastic Laminate and Solid Surfacing; Its Use in Surfaces and Furniture; ph. det. dia. biblio. graph. table; p.39-43; July 91; PA
Plastic Products; Recycling; Durable Products; ph.; p.64-67; Apr 91; INT

PLAZA

First Interstate Plaza; Texas, Dallas; Public Use; Dan Kiley; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.44-46; Jan 91; LA
Italy, Genoa; Architectural Morphology of Urban Genoa; San Lorenzo Cathedral; Plaza Proposals; by Kay Bea Jones; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.16-26; Summer 90; JAE
Louisiana, New Orleans; Riverfront Park, Woldenberg; Design Consortium; ph.; p.28-31; Feb 91; LA
Texas, San Antonio; Rivercenter, River Walk Extension; Ford, Powell & Carson; ph.; p.32-35; Feb 91; LA

Piazza Dante, with Fountain and Staircases; Italy, Genoa; Jury Comments, PA Award: Machado & Silvetti and Fabio Nonis; ph. pl. sec ill.; p.18-19; Jan 91; PA
Spanish, Barcelona; Stacked Roof Gardens and Sculpture: Vila Olimpica, Peter Walker; by Kevin Powell; m.; p.56-57; Aug 91; LA
Tepia Plaza; Japan, Tokyo; Fumihiko Maki; ph.; p.52-57; Jul 91; LA
Texas, San Antonio; Rivercenter, River Walk Extension; Ford, Powell & Carson; ph.; p.32-35; Feb 91; LA

See CIVIC CENTER, OFFICE BUILDING, URBAN DESIGN also

PLUMBING

Hardware for the Disabled; Plumbing Fixtures; ph.; p.88-89, 107. July 91; A
Polybutylene Pipe Failures; ph.; p.192; May 91; B
See HEATING, SOLAR, WATER TREATMENT also

POLAND

Warsaw; Office Building; High Rise; Trade Center; William McDonough; pl. ill.; p.97; Mar 91; PA

POLLUTION

Architects' Influence on the Carpet Industry; Indoor Air Pollutants in Office Buildings; by Karen Randal; table; p.131-132; Mar 91; PA
Carpet Industry Standards for Volatile Organic Compound Emissions; by Charlene Bayer; ph.; p.127-128; Mar 91; PA
Clean Room Technology; Contaminant Free Laboratories; ph. sec.; p.83-86; July 91; A
Domestic Indoor Pollution; Mercury and Other Pollutant Materials; by Peter Retondo; dia. biblio. table; p.58-61; Mar 91; PA
Greening of Interior Design; Air Quality, Recycling, Waste, Material Concerns, Conservation; Entire Issue; ph. ill. biblio.; p.40, 71-92+; Aug 91; ID
Indoor Air Quality; Survey of Factors; Design, by Hal Levin and Kevin Telchan; references; p.52-57; Mar 91; PA
Indoor Environment; Avoiding Indoor Air Pollution; by C. William Brubaker; ph.; p.40, 43; Aug 91; ID
Massachusetts: Non-Toxic Materials Used in House; Paul Bierman Lytle; ph.; p.108; May 91; A
Materials for Safe Indoor Environment; Reducing Construction Waste; Safe Lumber-Recycled Products; ph.; p.113-118, 135-137; May 91; A
Protective Measures Against Electromagnetic Field Radiation; ph.; p.113; Feb 91; AR
See HAZARDS, VENTILATION also

PREFABRICATION

Factory-Built House, Affordable; Berke & McWhorter; elev. axon; pl.; p.108; June 91; PA
Industrialized Housing; Update of Affordable Housing Initiative; m.; p.47; Dec 91; PA
Massachusetts, Boston; Modular Housing; Papesch Associates; ph. pl.; p.142-143; Apr 91; AR
Modular Houses; Berke & McWhorter; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Apr 91; AR
Modular Housing as Lower-Cost Solution; ph. pl. dia. elev. ill.; p.138-145; Apr 91; AR
Pre-Engineered Systems Buildings Offer Flexibility; ph. sec. det. axon.; p.128-135; Oct 91; AR
See APARTMENT BUILDING, RESIDENCE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT also

PUBLIC RELATIONS

See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

RECLAMATION

Brazil, Aguas Claras; Open Pit Mine Site, Reclaimed for Housing and Open Space; Design Workshop; ph. pl. ill.; p.30; Dec 91; LA
THE Architectural Index

RECLAMATION (Cont'd)

Reclaimed Land, High Density, High Agricultural Exports; Netherlands; Highly Industrialized; ph.: p.38, 40; July 91; LA
See CONSERVATION also

RECORDING STUDIO

England, Bath; Real World Studios, Acoustic Concerns; Feilden & Clegg, Acoustical Design by Harris & Grant; ph.: p.38; June 91; INT

Florida, Winter Park; Full Sail Center; Walters & Story; by Michael Wagner; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-85; Mar 91; INT

RECREATION

Alabama, Coosa Pines; Health and Recreation Facility; For Kimberly-Clark Corporation, Valerio Associates; ph. pl. ill.; p.84-87; Jan 91; AR

Art and Music Camp for Underprivileged Children; California, Glendale; Widom, Wein & Cohen; ph. pl. ill.; p.44; Mar 91; PA

Balancing Convenience and Conservation, Review; National Park Visitor Center and Other Buildings; by James Krohe, Jr.; ph.; p.68-73; May 91; LA

Baseball Stadium; Illinois, Chicago; Comiskey Park; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.60-67; June 91; AR

Baseball Stadium; Texas, Arlington; David M. Schwarz and HNTB and HKS; pl. elev.; p.25; Oct 91; AR

Beach Park, Parc Plage; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Water Filtering Lake; Williams, Asselin & Ackaoua; ph.; p.32; Dec 91; LA

Beach Pavilion; Florida, Seaside; Roger Ferri; ph. sec.; p.74-77; May 91; AR

Billiard Parlor; Whitney Sander Design; ph. pl.; p.22; Nov 91; INT

California, San Francisco; Community Recreation Center; BUILDER Award; Marquis Associates; ph.; p.143; Oct 91; B

China, —; Organic Health Center, Fields, Islands, Hotel, Athletic Facilities; Malcolm Wells; pl. sec.; p.82-83; Mar 91; PA

Dignity, the Design Goal of National Parks; Commercial Negative Influences, Controversy; by Alfred Runte; ill.; p.136; Mar 91; LA

Fitness Center, Nike World Campus; Oregon, Beaverton; Thompson & Viavoda; Interior Design by Wyatt Architects; ph.; p.108-115; May 91; INT

Flood Park; California, Menlo Park; Accomodates People with Disabilities; Moore, Iacofano & Golsman and Lawrence Wight; ph.; p.102-103; Feb 91; A

Football and Rugby Stadium; Australia, Sydney; Roof Strut Details; Philip Cox and Richardson & Taylor; by Graham Jahn; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.74-83; June 91; AR

Gymnasium, Park and Community Center; California, San Francisco; Marquis Associates, ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.68-73; June 91; AR

RECREATION (Cont'd)

Heather Farm Health and Sports Facility; California, Walnut Creek; Accomodates People with Disabilities; Hirshen & Trumbo and Jacobson, Silverstein & Winslow; ill. pl. elev. sec.; p.104; Feb 91; A

Heritage State Park; Massachusetts, Holyoke; Massachusetts Dept/Environmental Management; by Nancy Levinson; ph.; p.52-55; Jan 91; LA

Horseshoe Park; Colorado, Aurora; Wenk Associates; by Michele Strutin; ph. pl.; p.49-51; Jan 91; LA

Landfill Park; California, Palo Alto; Hargreaves Associates; pl. ill.; p.99; Mar 91; PA

Liberty State Park; New Jersey; —; Includes Amphitheater, Golf Course, Museum and Science Center; Wallace, Roberts & Todd; pl. ill.; p.52-53; Feb 91; LA

Lingotto Park; Italy, Turin; Integration with Fiat Factory, Remodeled into Multi-Purpose Center; Lawrence Halprin; by Kevin Powell; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.52-55; Aug 91; LA

Making City Parks Work; Designer Discussion; by Michael Lecesse; ph. pl. axon.; p.60-63; Jan 91; LA

Mixed-Use Resort and Research Center; Japan, Mie Prefecture; Ise Shima; Jury Comments, PA Award; Jerde Partnership; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.122-123; Jan 91; PA

Mountain Resort; Japan, Shinwa; SITE; ill. pl.; p.72-73; May 91; A

National Park Evaluation, Discussion; Future Management Ideas; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.76-80; Mar 91; LA

National Park Problems: Tourist Control, Wildlife and Nature Conservation; by Michele Strutin; ph.; p.50-59; Mar 91; LA

New Commemorative Foot Path; Switzerland; —; Twenty-One Miles; Stefan Rotzler and Peter Lanz; ph.; p.62; Oct 91; LA

New Urban Park Building Era; Survey; by Tony Hiss; ph.; p.36-42; Jan 91; LA

Newcastle Beach Park Building Era; Survey; by Tony Hiss; ph.; p.36-42; Jan 91; LA

Nike World Campus; Oregon, Beaverton; Sports and Fitness Center, Bo Jackson; Thompson & Viavoda; ph. pl. sec.; p.57-65; June 91; A

Ohio, Cleveland; Sports District Plan; Gateway Project; ASLA Award; Sasaki Associates; m. pl. sec.; p.66-67; Nov 91; LA

Olympic Sports Hall; Spain, Barcelona; Raising the Dome; Arata Isozaki and Juan Carlos Cardenal; ph. pl. sec.; p.79-83; Apr 91; PA

Outdoor Education Center; Boy Scout Camp; Illinois, Yorkville; Tigerman McCurry; by Michael J. P. Smith; ph. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p.84-91; June 91; AR

Park, Flushing Meadows Corona Park Concept Plan; New York, Flushing Meadows; Site of Former World Fairs; Jury Comments, PA Award; Bernard Tschumi et al.; pl. ill.; p.124-125; Jan 91; PA

Park; Mexico, Mexico City; Parque Tezozomac; Grupo De Diseno Urbano; pl. ill.; p.20; Dec 91; LA
RECREATION (Cont'd)

Performance Pavilion; Massachusetts, Lowell; William Rawn; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.104-109; Oct 91; AR

Playground; California, Petaluma; Maisha Ruth; ill.; p.64; May 91; LA

Portfolio of National Park Service Designs; Visitor Centers, Trail Standards, Historic Sites; by Vernon Mays; ill. pl. ph. m. elev. sec.; p.60-67; Mar 91; LA

Recreation Center, Shatto; California, Los Angeles; Steven Ehrlich; ph. ill.; pl. iii.; sec.; p.70-73; Sept 91; A

Refreshment Stand in Central Park; New York, New York; Buttrick, White & Burris; ph.; p.100-101; June 91; AR

Resort Hotel, Squaw Creek; California, Squaw Valley; Ward & Young; Interior Design by Simon, Martin-Vegue, Winkelstein & Morris; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.68-71; Oct 91; INT

Resort Hotel; Australia, Hayman Island; Interiors; Phillip Silver, by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.62-65; Oct 91; INT

Rivercenter, River Walk Extension; Texas, San Antonio; Ford, Powell & Carson; ph.; p.32-35; Feb 91; LA

Riverfront Linear Park; Arizona, Tempe; Tempe Rio Salado; Arizona State Univ Architecture Dept.; ph. m.; p.42-43; Feb 91; LA

Riverfront Park, Waldenberg; Louisiana, New Orleans; Design Consortium; p.28-31; Feb 91; LA

Riverfront Walkway Park; California, San Jose; Incorporates Flood Control; Hargreaves Associates; ill. pl.; p.40-41; Feb 91; LA

Rock Creek Park; District of Columbia, Washington; Preserve of Forest and Meadow; ph.; p.42-43; Jan 91; LA

Samuel Love Greenway, City Park; Colorado, Englewood; EDAW; ph.; p.49-51; Jan 91; LA

Search for Space; Japan, Tokyo; Review of Park Expansion; by Michael Leccese; ph.; p.67-70; July 91; LA

Ski Lodge for the Disabled; Student Thesis; Gretchen Sprafke; ph. ill.; sec.; p.78-79; Dec 91; INT

Sports Arena, Pyramid; Tennessee, Memphis; Roof Section; Rosser & Fabrpr; ph. sec.; p.100-101; Aug 91; A

Sports Club Building; Illinois, Chicago; Kisho Kurokawa and Fujikawa & Johnson; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-99; June 91; AR

Sports and Recreation Facilities; Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. elev. det. ill.; p.57-103; June 91; AR

Stadiums and Other Buildings, Review; by Rick DeFon; ph.; p.58-59; June 91; AR

Steamtown National Historic Site; Pennsylvania, Scranton; Railroad Roundhouse; National Park Service; ill.; p.66; Mar 91; LA

Strawberry Creek Park; California, Berkeley; Douglas Wolfe; by Kevin Powell; ph. pl.; p.47-48; Jan 91; LA

Swimming Pool Complex; Texas, Austin; Heather H. McKinney; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Oct 91; A

Trail Standards; National Park Service; ph. ill.; p.64; Mar 91; LA

RECREATION (Cont'd)

Two Public Parks, Flood Control, Stormwater Control; Colorado, Denver; Wallace Park and Shop Creek Park; Wenk Associates; by Michele Strutin; ph.; p.84-87; Oct 91; LA

Urban Park; Hong Kong, Tuen Mun; EBC; ph. pl.; p.40; Sept 91; LA

Urban Waterfront Development; Projects, Discussion by Designers; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. m.; p.28-57; Feb 91; LA

Visitor Center and Administration Building; Colorado, Florissant; Fossil Beds National Monument; National Park Service; Ill.; p.66; Mar 91; LA

Visitor Center and Headquarters; Florida, Homestead; Biscayne National Park; National Park Service; ill.; p.60; Mar 91; LA

Visitor Center and Headquarters; Texas, Beaumont; Big Thicket National Preserve; National Park Service; ill.; p.61; Mar 91; LA

Visitor Center; California, Santa Rosa; Environmental Education Tool; Obie G. Bowman; m. sec.; p.82-83; May 91; A

Visitor Center; North Dakota, Stanton; Knife River Indian Villages Historic Site; National Park Service; ph. m. sec.; p.63; Mar 91; LA

Waterfront Park; South Carolina, Charleston; Sasaki Associates; ph.; p.44-47; Feb 91; LA

White River State Park, Promenade; Indiana, Indianapolis; Angela Danadjieva; by Steven Mannheimer; ph.; p.56-59; Jan 91; LA

Yacht and Beach Club Resorts; Florida, Walt Disney World; Robert A. M. Stern; ph.; p.90-93; June 91; A

See ART, COMMUNITY CENTER, GARDEN, NIGHT CLUB, PLAZA, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY also

REGIONAL PLANNING
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING

CATHEDRAL

Chartres Cathedral Landscape Extension; France, Chartres; Bernard Tschumi; axon. pl.; p.13; Dec 91; AR

Italy, Genoa; Architectural Morphology of Urban Genoa; San Lorenzo Cathedral; Plaza Proposals; by Kay Bea Jones; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.16-26; Summer 90; JAE

National Cathedral's Landscape Completed; District of Columbia, Washington; EDAW; ph. pl.; p.22; Jan 91; LA

New York, New York; Completion of St. John the Divine, as Biosphere; Santiago Calatrava; m. pl. sec.; p.23; Aug 91; PA

St. John the Divine; New York, New York; Competition for the Completion Design; Santiago Calatrava; m. sec.; p.35; Sept 91; A

CHURCH

Catholic; California, Rancho Santa Fe; Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Austin Hansen Group; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-83; Feb 91; AR
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CHURCH (Cont'd)

Catholic; Texas, Kerrville; Tapley & Lunow. ph. pl. sec. p.86, 88-89; Feb 91; AR
Church of Christ; California, Glendale; Moore, Ruble & Yudell, ph. pl. sec. p.74-77; Mar 91; A
Community Chapel; Texas, Fort Worth; Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings. ph. pl. sec.; p.94-97; Mar 91; A
Episcopal; 1810, Reconstructed After Fire; Massachusetts, Hanover; Ann Beha, ph. pl. sec.; p.114-119; Mar 91; AR

RETREAT

Buddhist Center, Guest House; California, Marin County; Sim Van der Ryn. ph. pl.; p.90; Mar 91; PA
Buddhist Center; Colorado, Crestone; Sim Van der Ryn. ph. pl.; p.90; Mar 91; PA

TEMPLE

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Maintenance to Roof Structure; Temple Rodef Shalom; Palmer & Hornbostel, ph. axon.; p.120; Nov 91; A
Temple Emanuel-EI; California, San Francisco; Acoustic Aberrations; Robinson, Mills & Williams; Aoustical Design by Paolletti Associates. ph. pl. elev.; p.52; May 91; INT
Temple Emanuel School; California, Beverly Hills; Albert Group; by Jane Trigera; ph. pl. 62-65; Apr 91; INT
Unity Temple, 1906; Illinois, Oak Park; Frank Lloyd Wright, pl. elev.; p.17; Jan 91; AR

REMODELING

See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type

RESEARCH FACILITY

AIDS Research Center; New York, New York; Lord, Aek & Sargent, ph. pl. p.86; July 91; A
Arizona, Oracle; Biosphere II; Steel and Glass Enclosure for Mini Ecosystem for Living Experiment; Sarid Corporation, ph. sec. pl. p.76-81; May 91; A
Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. m. p.97-109; Feb 91; AR
Clean Room Technology; Contaminant Free Laboratories; ph. sec.; p.83-86; July 91; A
Drug-Discovery Laboratories, Two; CUH2A; pl. m. p.98-99; Feb 91; AR
Forest Engineering Research Facility; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Uses Engineered Wood; Henry Hawthorne. ph.; p.98-99; Sept 91; A
Salk Institute, Addition; California, La Jolla; Anshen & Allen; Original Design by Louis I. Kahn; m. pl. sec.; p.23; Apr 91; A
Salk Institute Landscape Alteration; California, La Jolla; Lois Scherr; Original Design by Louis I. Kahn; pl.; p.38; Oct 91; LA

RESEARCH FACILITY (Cont'd)

Salk Institute for Biological Studies, 1965; California, La Jolla; Louis I. Kahn; ph.; p.100; Oct 91; AR
Solid State Technology Center; Pennsylvania, Breinigsville; AT&T Bell Laboratories; Davis & Brody. ph. pl. sec.; p.97, 100-103; Feb 91; AR
See UNIVERSITY also

RESEARCH LABORATORY

See HOSPITAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY

RESEARCH

See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, RESEARCH FACILITY, Specific Subjects

RESIDENCE

Annual House Issue; ph. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p.53-93; Nov 91; PA
Automating the Custom Home; Smart House Experiences; by Tim Schott. ph. chart.; p.26-32; Nov 91; CB
Concrete Demonstration House; Concrete Products. axon.; p.89; Aug 91; A
Custom Houses; by Susan Bradford and David A. Jones; ph.; p.84-87; June 91; B
Designing for Large Private Estates; Private Universe, Public Inheritance. Discussion; by J. William Thompson; ph.; p.70-73; June 91; LA
Electronic Smart House Equipment; ph.; p.126, 130; Nov 91; B
Entire Issue; ph. pl. sec. elev. axon. ill. iso. dia.; p.70-145; Apr 91; AR
Environmentally Sound Design; Paul Bierman-Lytle. ph.; p.65; July 91; INT
Gardening for the Highest Income Level; by Phoebe Cutler. ph.; p.50-55; June 91; LA
Residence Design, Up and Down Dimensions; by Max Jacobson and Murray Silverstein and Barbara Winslow. ph.; p.31-35; Mar 91; CB

AUSTRALIA

Melbourne; Dale Jones-Evans; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.84-87; Nov 91; PA

AUSTRIA

Salzburg, Near; Child's Bedroom, Interiors; Sandra Nunnerley, ph.; p.108-109; Dec 91; ID

CALIFORNIA

—; Fernau & Hartman. sec. pl.; p.98-99; Aug 91; PA
Belvedere; Remodeled Hillside House; Hank Bruce; by Christina Nelson. ph. pl.; p.34-39; Sept 91; CB
Healdsburg; Weekend House; Jennings & Stout. ph. pl.; p.78-83; Nov 91; PA
Lake Berryessa; Center for Environmental Structure; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-105, July 91; PA
RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Los Angeles; 1963 House Remodeled; John Lautner; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-93; Nov 91; PA

Los Angeles; Remodeled 1925 House; Schweitzer BIM; Original Design by Lloyd Wright; ph. pl. sec.; p.126-133; Sept 91; AR

Los Angeles; Legorreta Arquitectos; ph. pl.; p.126-133; Apr 91; AR

Malibu; For Visiting Japanese Executives; Jury Comments; PA Award; Holt, Hinshaw, Plau & Jones; pl. sec. elev. ill. det.; p.91-93; Jan 91; PA

Malibu; Jury Comments, PA Award; Coop Himmelblau, m. pl. sec. ill.; p.85-87; Jan 91; PA

Malibu; Buzz Yudell; ph. pl.; p.88-89; June 91; B

Manhattan Beach; Jury Comments, PA Award; Holt, Hinshaw, Plau & Jones; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.110-111; Jan 91; PA

Marina del Rey; Ronald McCoy; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-99; Apr 91; PA

Montecito; Residence with Guest House; Jury Comments; Steel Structural Details; Morphosis; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.53-63; Nov 91; PA

Napa Valley; Landscape; ASLA Award; Powell, Tuck & Conner; Landscape Design by Hargreaves Associates; ph.; p.56; Nov 91; LA

Orange County; Bart Prince; ph. pl. sec.; p.104-111; Apr 91; AR

Rancho Santa Fe; Wave Crest Properties; ph. pl.; p.100; June 91; B

San Francisco Bay Area; Fernau & Hartman; m. pl. sec.; p.100; Aug 91; PA

Santa Monica Mountains; Xeriscape Landscape; Elsa Leviser; ph. pl.; p.79-83; Oct 91; LA

Santa Monica; Mack Architects; ph. pl.; p.64-69; Nov 91; PA

Sausalito; BUILDER Award; Marquis Associates; ph. pl.; p.111; Oct 91; B

Sea Ranch; Sod Roof; Obie G. Bowman; ph. pl.; p.84; May 91; A

Sea Ranch; Fernau & Hartman; m. pl. axon.; p.100; Aug 91; PA

Stanford; Hanna House, 1937, Repaired and Strengthened After Earthquake; Architectural Resources Group and Martin Eli Weil; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl. det.; p.112; June 91; AR

CANADA

Ontario, Toronto; Jury Comments, PA Award; Donald McKay; m. pl. dia.; p.98-99; Jan 91; PA

COLORADO

Castle Pines; Landscape, Stone Walls; Ford, Powell & Carson; Landscape Design by POD and David Sheridan; by Tom Jenkins; ph. pl.; p.56-57; June 91; LA

Jefferson County; Custom Home Award; Knudson & Gloss; ph. pl.; p.44-47; Jan 91; CB

CONNECTICUT

Falls Village, Near; Landscaping; A. E. Bye; ph. pl.; p.66-69; June 91; LA

RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

CONNECTICUT (Cont'd)

Kent; Steven Harris; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-75; Apr 91; AR

New Canaan; Renovation of Architect's House; Herbert Beckhardt; Original Design by Marcel Breuer; ph. pl.; p.154-159; Mar 91; ID

Ridgefield; Rafael Vinoly; m. pl.; p.122; May 91; PA

Southern; BUILDER Awards; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Oct 91; B

FLORIDA

Gables Estates; Joyce & Snoweiss; ph. pl.; p.164-167; June 91; ID

Lakeland; Four One-Bedroom Houses for Extended Family Raised on Posts into Tree Canopy; Pugh & Scarpa; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.96; Mar 91; PA

Longwood; Custom Home Award; Evans Group; ph.; p.72-74; Jan 91; CB

Seaside; Curt's & Meares/ The Architects Studio; ph. pl.; p.84-86; June 91; B

FRANCE

—and Four Houses; Le Carbusier; ph. ill.; iso.; p.176-178; May 91; JAE

Normandy; Chateau, 1769; Claude-Nicolas Ledoux; ph. pl. sec.; p.111; May 91; PA

GEORGIA

Atlanta; Builder's Own House, Frank Camp Puckett; ph. pl.; p.68; Nov 91; B

Atlanta; Scagin, Elam & Bray; ph. pl. elev.; p.76-85; Apr 91; AR

Northwest Area; Interiors; Gregg Sims; Interior Design by James C. R. Laney; ph. pl.; p.160-163; Nov 91; ID

IDAHO

Sun Valley; Organic Forms; Bart Prince; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-69; Aug 91; A

ILLINOIS

Chicago; Architects' Residence; Joseph Vale­rio and Linda Scarf; ph. pl. axon.; p.92-97; Apr 91; AR

Springfield; Restoration of the Dana-Thomas House, 1904; Hasbrouck & Peterson; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-95; May 91; AR

INDIANA

Fortville; Custom Home Award; ph.; p.40-42; Jan 91; CB

Rural; Energy Conserving House; Charles Griffin; ph. sec. ill. biblio.; p.129; May 91; A

ISRAEL

Tel Aviv; Karmi Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.70-74; Nov 91; PA

KANSAS

Lawrence; Two Houses, Industrial and Salvage Yard Building Elements; Dan Rockhill; ph. axon.; p.90-93; May 91; A
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESIDENCE (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARYLAND</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore; Custom Home Award; Thomas A. Norton; ph.; p.30-32; Jan 91; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASSACHUSETTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—; Non-Toxic Materials Used in House; Paul Bierman-Lytle; ph.; p.108; May 91; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brookline; Porch Addition; Adams &amp; Wolf; ph.; p.147; Oct 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of Westport; Architect's Residence; Perry, Dean &amp; Rogers; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-115; Apr 91; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seekonk; Estes Company; ph. pl.; p.94-95; June 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MICHIGAN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Arbor; Builder's Own House, Custom Home Award; Bob Murray; ph.; p.78-81; Jan 91; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomfield Hills; Affleck House, 1941; Restored; Frank Lloyd Wright; by John Andrews; ph. pi.; p.47-49; Mar 91; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MINNESOTA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakeville; Custom Home Award, Kathy Anderson and Kyle Williams; ph.; p.22-25; Jan 91; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis; Restoration of House, 1913; MacDonald &amp; Mack; Original Design by Purcell &amp; Elmslie; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.144-151; Mar 91; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEVADA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Las Vegas; Builder's Own House; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Nov 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW HAMPSHIRE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith; Lavallee &amp; Breensinger; ph. pl.; p.96-97; June 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW JERSEY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livingston; Builder's Own House, Energy Efficient; Daniel Falcone; by Tim Schott; ph.; p.34-38; Nov 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockton; Waterfront, BUILDER Award; Tony Atkin; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Oct 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW MEXICO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albuquerque; Custom Builder Award; Robert A. Owens, Jr.; ph.; p.90-93; Jan 91; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Fe; Firm Profile; Jeff Harnar; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Aug 91; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW YORK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Hampton; Designer's Residence and Offices; Jack Lenor Larsen and Charles Forberg; by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.112-115; Sept 91; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Hampton; Alexander Gorlin; Interior Design by Siskin &amp; Valls; ph. pl.; p.234-237; Sept 91; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Island; Interiors, Designer's House; Lou Switzer; ph. pl.; p.152-155; Nov 91; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamaroneck; Peter L. Gluck; ph. pl. ill.; p.100-103; Apr 91; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW YORK (Cont'd)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Interiors, Remodeled; Paul Haight; ph. pl.; p.114-119; July 91; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York; Remodeled Rowhouse, Interiors; Peter Wheelwright; ph. sec. ill. axon. dia.; p.102-105; Sept 91; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Haven, Long Island; Jury Comments, PA Award; Diller &amp; ScOFfido; m. pl. elev.; p.88-90; Jan 91; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saratoga Springs; Custom Home Award; Murray Blatt; ph.; p.64-67; Jan 91; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarsdale; Interiors; Georg Andersen; ph. pl.; p.178-181; May 91; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORTH CAROLINA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cashiers; Marion Blackwell; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-103; Apr 91; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggie Valley; Custom Home Award; Evans Group; ph.; p.56-58; Jan 91; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OHIO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akron; Restored Stan Hywet Hall Estate, Landscaping; Child Associates; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p.64-65; June 91; LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dublin; BUILDER Award; Phillip Markwood; ph.; p.144; Oct 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OREGON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunriver; Custom Home Award; B.B.T. Architects; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Jan 91; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PENNSYLVANIA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newton; Builder's Own House; Feltoon &amp; Parry; ph. pl.; p.69; Nov 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia; Architect's Philosophy; Susan Maxman; ph. pl. sec.; p.46-49; Oct 91; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia; BUILDER Award; Susan Maxman; ph. pl.; p.110; Oct 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia; Remodeled, BUILDER Award; Susan Maxman; ph. pl.; p.128-129; Oct 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOUTH CAROLINA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence; Rosenblum Associates; ph. pl.; p.98-99; June 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEXAS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—; Architect Discusses Work in Progress; Steven Holt; ph. pl. ill. elev.; p.134-137; Apr 91; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin; Architect's House; Lawrence W. Speck; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Feb 91; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin; Xeriscape Landscape Plan; Stephen K. Domigan; ph. pl.; p.79-83; Oct 91; LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas; Includes Dance Studio; Max Levy; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Feb 91; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hills Prairie; Carrie Glassman Shoemaker; ph. sec.; p.58-61; Oct 91; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston; Residence and Architect's Studio; Frank Zeni; by Gerald Moorehead; ph. pl.; p.84-86; Feb 91; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston; L. Barry Davidson; ph. pl.; p.101; June 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston; Val Gitsch; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-65; Oct 91; A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

TEXAS (Cont’d)

Kyle: Uses Industrial Shed of Old Cement Plant; Lake & Flato; ph. pl. sec.; p.86-91; Apr 91; AR

Roma: Ranch House; Lake & Flato; ph. pl.; p.70-73; Aug 91; A

VIRGINIA

Clifton: Remodeled, BUILDER Award; O’Neill & Maniour; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Oct 91; B

Front Royal: Weekend House; Firm Profile; Mcinturff Architects; ph. axon.; p.88-91; Apr 91; A

McLean: Estate Landscaping, DCA Landscape Architects; ph. pl.; p.60-63; June 91; LA

Shenandoah Valley: Estate Landscaping; Oehme & Van Sweden; by Virginia Greiner; ph. pl.; p.60-63; June 91; LA

WASHINGTON

Bainbridge Island: Designed with the Forest Site; James Cutler, ph. pl. sec.; p.85; May 91; A

Camano Island: Mithun Partners; ph. pl.; p.92-93; June 91; B

Decatur Island: Vacation Cabin; Miller & Hull; ph. pl. sec.; p.122-125; Apr 91; AR

Seabeck and Medina: Two Environmentally Sound Designs; James Cutler, elev. pl.; p.106-107; May 91; A

Whidbey Island: Center for Environmental Structure; ph. pl.; p.105-107; July 91; PA

WEST INDIES

Nevis: Vacation House; Taft Architects; ph. pl.; p.116-121; Apr 91; AR

See APARTMENT BUILDING, APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, BATHROOM, GARDEN, HISTORICAL, INTERIOR DESIGN, KITCHEN, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT also

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

Affordable Streets; Avoid Costs of Excessive Street Widths; ph. pl. biblio. table; p.51-53; June 91; PA

Buyers’ Guide to Products, Entire Issue; Manufacturers’ Directory; ph.; p.29-245; Apr 91; B

Comparison of 1920 Versus 1980 Costs; Older House Myths, Comparison of Houses, Low to High End; ph. pl. ill. tables; p.296-307; Jan 91; B

Endangered Species Act Used to Halt Growth; Case Histories; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.118-121; July 91; B

Environmental Concerns in Residential Development Planning; Trees, Wetlands, Slopes; by William Devereaux and Berkus Group and Susan Bradford; ph. sec.; p.86-91; July 91; B

Environmentally Friendly House Design; Project Examples; Saving Energy, Water, Recycling, Cleaning Air; by Richard Binsacca and David A. Jones; ph. chart, axon.; p.136-145; July 91; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

Factory-Built House, Affordable; Berke & McWhorter, elev. axon. pl.; p.108; June 91; PA

Family Homes; Projects, Analysis; by Susan Bradford; ph. pl. tables; p.67-80; Sept 91; B

Franchiser, Arthur Rutenberg; ph.; p.115, 118; Mar 91; B

Housing America; Innovative Housing Developments; Modernism, 1920-1929; by Robert A. M. Stern and Thomas Mellins; ph. ill.; p.158-161; July 91; AR

Inside Story of Resolution Trust Corporation; by Gerry Donohue; chart; p.130-135; Mar 91; B

Modular Housing as Lower-Cost Solution; ph. pl. dia. elev. ill. iso.; p.138-145; Apr 91; AR

Modular Housing; ph.; p.157, 160, 162; Oct 91; B

New York, Brooklyn: Three Case Studies of Building Affordable Housing; ph. pl.; p.110-111; June 91; PA

One, Two and Multi-Family Housing Definitions; dia.; p.55; June 91; PA

Options in High Sell Houses; Various Examples; ph.; p.62-63; Sept 91; B

Planning to Halt Sprawl; Techniques, Review of Projects; by Susan Bradford; ill. pl. elev.; p.78-84; July 91; B

Projects for Singles and Childless Couples; Buyer Analysis; by Susan Bradford; ph. pl.; p.59-72; Aug 91; B

Property and Development Rights; ill.; p.112-115; July 91; B

Real Estate Auctions; ph.; p.129, 132, 134; May 91; B

Semi-Custom House Projects; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.84-87; Aug 91; B

Setbacks, Victories and Plans of Attack by Various Builders; ph.; p.260-264; Jan 91; B

Small Lot Housing Typology; by James W. Willing; ph. pl. dia. elev. biblio.; p.45-49; July 91; PA

Steel Framing; Residential; Novatek System; ph.; p.134; Dec 91; B

Unusual Design Features, Inexpensive; ph.; p.103-105; May 91; B

DEVELOPMENT

California, Santa Clara Valley; Lee’s Orchard, Integration with an Orchard Site; Daniel Solomon and Kathryn Clarke et al.; by Kevin Powell; ph. pl. elev.; p.52-55; Apr 91; LA

California, Santa Clara: Sterling; Steinberg Group; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Aug 91; B

Colorado, Aspen, Near; Wildcat Ranch, Large Sites and Preserve; Design Workshop; ph. pl.; p.26; Aug 91; LA

Colorado, Denver: High Density; ph. pl.; p.84, 86; Mar 91; B

Colorado, Denver; The Preserve, High End Planned Development; ph. pl.; p.237, 240, 242; Jan 91; B

Florida, Orange Beach, Tannin Village; New Village; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph. pl.; p.113, 116-117; Oct 91; AR
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

DEVELOPMENT (Cont'd)

Florida, Vero Beach, Village of Windsor; New Village: Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, ph.; pl.: p.113-115; Oct 91; AR

Japan, Fukuoka; Nexus World Housing: Rem Koolhaas and Fuminao Hoshino, ph. pl. sec.; p.60, 74-79, 148; Aug 91; PA

Maryland, Charles County; Chapman's Landing: Roger Lewis, pt.; p.94; July 91; B

Maryland, Gaithersburg, The Kentlands; New Town: Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph.; pl.: p.112-113, 118-119; Oct 91; AR

Maryland, Gaithersburg, Kentlands. Community Taking Shape: Analysis of Design: Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, ph.; p.74-77, 116-117; Dec 91; A

Massachusetts, Falmouth; Affordable Housing: Bunker, Stimson & Soilien, pt. elev.; p.45; Apr 91; LA

Massachusetts, Lincoln; Affordable Housing, Battle Road Farm: William Rawn, Landscape Design by Michael Van Valkenburgh, axon.; p.42-47; Apr 91; LA

Nevada, Mojave Desert; Development Sales Office: Antoine Predock, m. ill.; p.58-59; Aug 91; A

Ohio, New Albany; Kevin Knight, Firm Profile; New High End Residential Development: Acock & Schlegel, by John Andrews, ph.; p.16-22; Sept 91; CB

Oregon, Beaverton; Andover Park, Preserves Trees: Fisher & Friedman, ph.; p.72, 74; July 91; B

Oregon, Eugene; BUILDER Award: Arbor South Architecture; ph.; pl.: p.104-105; Oct 91; B

Tennessee, Memphis, Near; Harbor Town, BUILDER Award; RTKL; ph.; pl.: p.124; Oct 91; B

Tennessee, Memphis; Harbor Town; RTKL; ph.; pl.: p.82-83; July 91; B

Virginia, Richmond; Wellesley: Planning and Design Collaborative, ph.; pl.: p.64-65; Aug 91; B

MANAGEMENT

Atlanta Builders Secure Their Firms in Collapsing Market; by Gerry Donohue; ph.; p.100-103; Sept 91; B

Builder Jim Manning's Formula for Success; ph. table.; p.123, 126, 128; Dec 91; B

Builder's Computer Software Shopping: Builder's Experiences; ph. ill.; p.112-119; Nov 91; B

Chapter 11 Case Histories; ph. ill.; p.87-96; Nov 91; B

Computer Use Levels Off; ph.; p.120; Mar 91; B

Cutting Direct Costs; chart; p.142, 144; Mar 91; B

Design Fees and Services; by Alan R. Trellis; p.12; May 91; CB

Good Contracts; by Alan R. Trellis; ph.; p.12-13; Nov 91; CB

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)

MANAGEMENT (Cont'd)

Gordon King Company, Firm Profile; by Simon Chaitowitz; ph.; p.14-18; May 91; CB

Helping Business Successors to Succeed; ill.; p.102; July 91; B

Higginbotham Brothers, Firm Profile, Their Work; by Sue Schneider; ph.; p.16-22; Nov 91; CB

Home Building Priorities; by Joseph Listbrierek; ph.; p.68-70; May 91; CB

Interview with Builder, Nathan Shapell; ph.; p.136, 138, 140; May 91; B

Job Site Safety Program; ph.; p.144, 146; June 91; B

ONE Hundred Largest Builders; Business Analysis; by Gerry Donohue; tables; p.155-174; May 91; B

Promoting Your Carpenter; ill.; p.184, 188; May 91; B

Randall Homes, Firm Profile; by Reta McKenan and Tim Schott; ph.; p.20-26; July 91; CB

Securing Development Money; ph.; p.85, 88; Sept 91; B

Steps to Zero Defects; ph.; p.152-157; June 91; B

Study of Financial Returns; by Tim Schott, chart; table; p.62, 64, 66; May 91; CB

Texas, Houston; Three Home Builders Who Survived Recession; House Examples; ph. pl.; chart; p.104-108; Feb 91; B

Understanding Building Costs; by Calvin Goldsmith; ph.; p.54-57; Mar 91; CB

Val Jermacans, Ecological Home Builder; Firm Profile; ph.; p.134, July 91; B

MARKETING, SALES

Advertising Clues from Major Non-Builders Advertisers; by June Fletcher; ph.; ill.; p.62-88; May 91; B

Builder Selling Environmental Concern; by June Fletcher; ph.; ill.; p.62-65; July 91; B

Charity Tie-ins; by Kyle Williams Young; ph.; p.68-69; Sept 91; CB

Closing a Sale; ill.; p.52, 54; Mar 91; B

Customer Services; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.44-47; Aug 91; B

Day in the Sales Office; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.92-94; Dec 91; B

Developing a Logo; ph.; p.68; May 91; B

Direct Mail Selling; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.92-55; Sept 91; B

Landscaped Entries and Other Amenities to Boost Sales in Various Developments; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.134-139; Jan 91; B

MIRM Marketing Awards: Literature, Sales Offices, Interior Design; ph. ill.; p.50-66; Feb 91; B

Making House Sales Contracts Relevant; ill.; p.72; Oct 91; B

Marketing the Builder Firm; by June Fletcher; ph.; ill.; p.142-145; Jan 91; B

Parade of Homes Evaluation; ph.; p.36, 38; Aug 91; B

Selling Seniors; by June Fletcher; ph. ill.; p.48-53; Nov 91; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,
SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)
MARKETING, SALES (Cont'd)
Survey of Characteristics of New Housing
1985 vs 1986; table; p.172; Jan 91; B
Wetlands as Amenities; ph.; p.56; July 91; B

RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE
Affordable Group House; PA Award; Jury Comments; Davids & Killory; m. pl. sec.; p.86; June 91; PA
Affordable Group House; PA Award; Jury Comments; Elizabeth Debs; pl. elev.; p.85; June 91; PA
Affordable Group House; PA Award; Jury Comments; Tjaden Architects; pl. sec. elev.; p.65; June 91; PA
Affordable House; PA Awards; Jury Comments; Selldorf & Van Campen; pl. axon. dia.; p.80-81; June 91; PA
Affordable Single-Family House; PA Award; First Place; Jury Comments; Abacus Architects and Planners; ill. pl. sec. elev.; p.76-77; June 91; PA
Affordable Single-Family House, Tower; PA Award; Jury Comments; Ferris Architects; pl. sec. elev.; p.86; June 91; PA
Affordable Single-Family House; PA Award; Jury Comments; Gregory Hackworth and Peggy Wyatt; ill. pl.; p.84; June 91; PA
Affordable Single-Family House; PA Award; Jury Comments; Jahan Associates; pl. sec. elev.; p.78-79; June 91; PA
Affordable Single-Family House; PA Award; Jury Comments; Pam Kinzie and Les Taylor; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.83; June 91; PA
Affordable Single-Family House; PA Award; Jury Comments; Romm & Pearssal; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.82; June 91; PA
Arizona, Tucson; Canada Hills; Vision Homes; ph. elev.; p.170; Aug 91; PA
California, Adelanto; American Traditions; Berkus Group; ph.; p.99; Mar 91; B
California, Chula Vista; Maracay, BUILDER Award; Lorimer & Case; ph.; p.116; Oct 91; B
California, Cypress; Sorrento; Berkus Group; ph.; p.76-77; 79; Sept 91; B
California, Escondido; Courtyard Houses; Pekarek & Crandell; pl. elev.; p.106; May 91; B
California, Fontana; Pekarek & Crandell; ph.; p.231; Jan 91; B
California, Foothill Ranch; Bellwood Park; BUILDER Award; Bassaniel & Lagoni; ph.; p.117; Oct 91; B
California, Fremont; Shleppay & Hesmahalch; ph.; p.166; Jan 91; B
California, Huntington Beach; Ocean Pointe; BUILDER Award; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph.; p.122; Oct 91; B
California, Indian Wells; Desert Horizons; Berkus Group; ph.; p.84-85; Feb 91; B
California, Laguna Niguel; Marina Hills; BUILDER Award; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph.; p.118; Oct 91; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,
SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)
RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE (Cont'd)
California, Laguna Niguel; Ocean Ranch; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Dec 91; B
California, Moreno Valley; Moreno Valley Ranch; Kaufman & Broad; ph. pl.; p.220-221; Jan 91; B
California, Oakland; Affordable Small Exhibit Starter Home; Donald MacDonald; ph. axon.; p.97; June 91; PA
California, Oakdale; Small Starter Home; Demonstration Affordable; Donald MacDonald; ph. axon.; p.170; Jan 91; B
California, Palmdale; California Marquis; Kaufman & Broad; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Mar 91; B
California, Rancho Cucamonga; Terra Vista; Lewis Homes; ph.; p.224; Jan 91; B
California, Sacramento, Near; Laguna West; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; elev. pl.; p.81; July 91; B
California, Santa Monica; Affordable Houses; Ocean Park; Appleton & Mechur; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.94-95; June 91; PA
California, Santa Rosa; Sandy & Babcock; ph.; p.228; Jan 91; B
California, Venice; Speculative Beachfront House; Antoine Predock; ph.; p.92-95; Apr 91; PA
California, Westlake Village; Westlake Village; Large Model; Randy Washington; ph.; p.110-111; Dec 91; B
Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Studio Prototype House; Fong & Steven; ph. pl. sec.; p.75-77; Nov 91; PA
Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Affordable Demonstration House; Witold Rybczynski and Avi Friedman; ph. pl.; p.96; June 91; PA
Colorado, Denver; U.S. Homes; Habitat Design Group; ph.; p.70; Feb 91; B
Connecticut, Terryville; Affordable Starter Home; Marcella; ph.; p.102; Dec 91; B
Connecticut, Westport; BUILDER Award; Ferris Architects; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Oct 91; B
Connecticut, Windsor; Walden; Press; Briesmeister & Coats; ph. pl.; p.105; Mar 91; B
District of Columbia, Washington Suburbs; Models; Bloodgood, Sharp & Snider; ill. pl.; p.174; Jan 91; B
District of Columbia, Washington, Near; Kentlands; Kaufman & Meeks; ph. pl. elev.; p.80-81; July 91; B
Florida, Heathrow; Willowbrook Village; Post, Buckley, Schuh & Jemigan; ph.; p.226-227; Jan 91; B
Florida, Lansing Island; Showcase House; DiPrima Construction; by John Andrews; ph.; p.30-34; July 91; CB
Florida, North Tampa; Windsor Park Model; Bloodgood; Sharp & Snider; by Richard Binsacca; ph.; p.217-219; Jan 91; B
Florida, Palm Beach Gardens; Ballenisles Country Club; Stene-Kunik Associates; ph.; p.114-115; Dec 91; B
Florida, Palm Beach Gardens; Sun Terrace; DiVosta; ph.; p.106-107; Mar 91; B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE (Cont'd)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida, Palm Coast; Hammock Dunes: Evans Group; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Feb 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida, Pembroke Pines; SilverLakes; Boca Architects Collaborative; ph. pl.; p.78; Sept 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida, Sunrise; Sawgrass Mills; Cano &amp; Sotolongo; ph. pl.; p.107; Mar 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia, Alpharetta; Hillbrooke; Frank Betz; ph. pl.; p.222-223; Jan 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia, Buckhead; New American Home Model; Berke &amp; McWhorter; by Susan Bradford; ph. pl. elev. axon.; p.178-212; Jan 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia, Woodstock; Charity Show House; Design Traditions; ph. pl.; p.63; Nov 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois, Bartlett; Balsamo &amp; Olson; ph. pl.; p.229; Jan 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois, Hinsdale; Custom Home Award; Tim Thompson; ph.; p.50-53; Jan 91; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois, Northbrook; Cotswolds; Johnston Associates; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Aug 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana, Valparaiso; Custom Home Award; Scholz Master Builders; ph.; p.34-37; Jan 91; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana, New Orleans; Aurora Oaks; JBL Homes; ph. pl.; p.97; Mar 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana, New Orleans; English Turn; Hopkin's Company; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Mar 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland, Montgomery Village; Maleady, Roy &amp; O'Brien; ill. pl.; p.72-74; June 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland, Owings Mills; Cobblestone; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.88; Oct 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland, Potomac; The Courts, Large Models; Stephen M. Banigan; ph. pl.; p.112-113; Dec 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts, Cambridge; Whitaker Architecture; ph. pl.; p.166; Jan 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts, Norton; River Crossing; Martin Organization; ph. pl.; p.71; Aug 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan, Birmingham; Woddyne, BUILDER Award; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.117; Oct 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan, Buchanan; Log Cabin Type; Town &amp; Country Cedar Homes; ph. pl.; p.88; Feb 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modular Houses; Berke &amp; McWhorter; ph. pl. elev.; p.140-141; Apr 91; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey, Clifton; Builder's Plans Are Smaller Than the Eighties, Two Examples; Stern &amp; Ring; ill. pl.; p.72-74; June 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey, Colts Neck; The Conservatories; Ehrich Custom Home Builders; Firm Profile; by Ellen Rand; ph.; p.14-15; Mar 91; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey, Gloucester Township; Valleybrooke; Tarquinia Organization; ph. pl.; p.100; Mar 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey, Tinton Falls; Sterling Forest; Womack &amp; Humphreys; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Mar 91; B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESIDENCE, SPECULATIVE (Cont'd)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico, Santa Fe; Santa Fe Courtyards; Phoenix Group; ph. pl.; p.70; Aug 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico, Santa Fe; Three Fill-In Houses; Chapman Homes; by Ann L. Patterson; ph. pl. elev.; p.58-60; July 91; CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Guilderland; Haven Hills; Martin Organization; ph. pl.; p.79; Sept 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Yorktown; Bloodgood, Sharp &amp; Snider; ph. pl.; p.230; Jan 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina, Greensboro; River Hills Plantation; Arapcco Homes; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Mar 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina, Greensboro; River Hills Plantation; Charter Carolina; ph. pl.; p.103; Mar 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina, Raleigh; Wexford; EDt; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Sept 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina, Roanoke Island; Boat Houses; Cline &amp; Davis; elev. pl.; p.76; June 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Homes, Examples, Analysis; by Susan Bradford; ph.; p.79-90; Feb 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas, Houston; New Territory; Danielian Associates; ph. pl.; p.70; Sept 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas, Houston; New Territory; Evans Group; ph. pl.; p.71; Sept 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas, Houston; New Territory; Quincy &amp; Johnson; ph.; p.67-69; Sept 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas, Houston; New Territory; Richardson, Nagy &amp; Martin; ph. pl.; p.70; Sept 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas, Houston; Runnbrook; Lavender Design; ph. pl.; p.225; Jan 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas, Plano; Wentworth Estates; Doyle Wilson Homes; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Dec 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah, Salt Lake City; Gregory Scot Hackworth; ph. pl.; p.72; Feb 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia, Centreville; Sully Station Model; Lessard Architectural Group; ph. pl.; p.99; Dec 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia, Herndon; Chantilly Highlands; Centex Homes; ph. pl.; p.95; Mar 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, Bothell; Tall Tree Park; Northward; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Sept 91; B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOWNHOUSE, ATTACHED UNITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California, Dana Point; Admiralty; Richardson, Nagy &amp; Martin; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Feb 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California, Escondido; Housing for Homeless Single Mothers and Children; Jury Comments, PA Award; Davids &amp; Killof; m. pl. sec. ill. axon.; p.96-97; Jan 91; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California, Piru; Affordable Farmworkers' Housing, Rancho Sespe; John V. Mutlow; elev. pl.; p.101; June 91; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California, Sunnyvale; Copley Square; Dahin Group; ill. pl.; p.104; Dec 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California, Thousand Oaks; San Alicia; Stockton &amp; Hidey; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Aug 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California, Tustin; Corte Villa, BUILDER Award; Shleppey &amp; Hezmalthal; ph. pl.; p.114-115; Oct 91; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut, Guilford; Fair Street; Jackson &amp; Page; ph. pl.; p.120-121; May 91; B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESTORATION (Cont'd)

Illinois, Chicago; Standard Club; Ceiling Lighting Details; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph. pl. det. elev.; p.70-73, 34-35; June 91; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Vивере, INTERIORS Award; Jordan Mazzer by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.116-117, Jan 91; INT

Japan, Fukuoka; Angelo Pietro, Lembo & Bonh; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Dec 91; ID

Japan, Sapporo; Moonsoon Restaurant; Zaha Hadid; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-69; Feb 91; PA

New York, Millbrook; 210-Year-Old Building Renovated, Ally's, June 91; May 91; ID

New York, New York; Barolo; Studio Morsa; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Aug 91; INT

New York, New York; City Bakery; Turett & Frey; ph. pl. axon.; p.140-141; Oct 91; ID

New York, New York; Courtyard at World Financial Center, Studio Morsa; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.86-87, Aug 91, INT

New York, New York; Eldorado Petit; Jamie Tressera and Robert Pall; ph. pl.; p.144-147, June 91; ID

New York, New York; McDonald's Prototype; Charles Morris Mount; ph. pl.; p.92-93, Sept 91; INT

New York, New York; Mesa Grill; James Biber; ph. pl.; p.56-57; July 91; INT

New York, New York; Mon Cher Ton Ton; Kajima International; ph. pl.; p.136-139, Feb 91; INT

One Hundred Largest Hotel and Restaurant Interior Designers; Practice Analysis; by Andrew Loebelson; table, charts; p.97-110, Oct 91; ID

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Coffee and Pastry Bar, Capriccio; Floss Barber; ph. pl.; p.21, Apr 91; INT

Spain, Barcelona; Tragaluz; Pepe Cortes and Sandra Tarruella; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-101, Sept 91; PA

See CLUB, HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, OFFICE BUILDING/INTERIORS also

RESTORATION

See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type

RETIREMENT HOUSING

See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

RHODE ISLAND

Providence; Restoration; Corporation Offices, Cookson America; Peter Wooding; ph. pl.; p.202-207; May 91; ID

RIVER

California, -; River and Stream Bank Restoration; Examples; Restored Dam; by Craig Evans; ph. pl.; p.92-95, Oct 91; LA
RIVER (Cont'd)
California, San Diego, Near; Management Plan for Tijuana River Valley; ASLA Award; California Polytechnic Graduate Students; pl.; p.68-69; Nov 91; LA

ROOF, ROOFING
Architectural Shingles; by Tim Schott, ill. ph.; p.50-53, Mar 91; CB
Attic Insulation and Radiant Barriers, Steep Roofs; by Jeffrey E. Christian; ph. dia. biblio. table, graph; p.54-56, May 91; PA
Detailing the Difficult Roof; Eight Manufacturers' Proposals; Roof Parapet, Gutter, Sloping Roof, Flat Roof Meets Wall with Low-Sat Opening; det. sec. table; p.110-117; Jan 91; AR
Dry Technology Fixes Roof at Monticello; ph.; p28; Aug 91; AR
Fire-Retardant Treated Roof Sheathing Failures; p 192; May 91; B
Fire-Retardant Treated Sheathing Alternatives; det. ph., pi 10, 112; Sept 91; B
Membrane Roofing Specifications Series; Part 2; by John A. Raeber; table; p.54-55; Feb 91; AR
New York, New York; Replacement to Bank's Dome; Tile Roofing with Aluminum; Clarence W. Brazier; ph. sec.; p 103; Oct 91; PA
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Maintenance to Roof Structure; Temple Rodef Shalom; Palmer & Hornbostel; ph. axon.; p.120; Nov 91; A
Roofing Primer; Low Slope Commercial Roof Systems; ph. tables, iso. det.; p.103-105; Apr 91; A
Sinking Roof Felt Pies; Diagnostic Clinic; by Carl G. Cash; ph. table; p.51; July 91; PA
Steep Roofings; Recommendations; by H. Leslie Simmons; tables, det. dia. biblio.; p.51-53, May 91; PA
Tile Dome for Fashion Institute; Jerde Partnership; ph. elev. det.; p.45; Feb 91; AR
Tile, Slate and Shake Roofing; ph.; p.50-56, Sept 91; CB

RURAL DESIGN
Farm Estate Landscape; Kentucky, Lexington; A. E. Byer; by Jory Johnson; ph. pl.; p.66-69, June 91; LA
Horse Farm, Landscape; Kentucky, Lexington; Near; Morgan Wheelock; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p.58-59, June 91; LA
Self-Sustaining Farm; Texas, Laredo; Ecologically Sound Elements; Utopian; Center/Maximum Potential Building Systems; ph. axon. sec. map; p.64-71; May 91; A

SAFETY
See FIRE PROTECTION, HAZARDS

SANITATION
See PLUMBING, WATER TREATMENT

SAUDI ARABIA
Jeddah; Office Building; High Rise; Ellerbe & Becket; m. pl.; p.103, Oct 91; PA

SCHOOL
New York, New York; School Above Daycare-Community Center; HMFH Architects; ill. sec.; p.93, Jan 91; AR
Ohio, Perry; Education Village; K Through 12; Burgess & Niple and Perkins & Will; ill. sec. pl.; p.27, Jan 91; A
Review of Educational Projects; Entire Issue; ph. pl. elev. sec. axon. det.; p.37-107+; Jan 91; A
Review of Old Lessons and Today's State of School Design; Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. ill. axon.; p.91-105; Jan 91; AR
Special Section on New Schools; ph. pl. m. ill. sec. elev. iso.; p.86-93; July 91; PA

ELEMENTARY
Arizona, Flagstaff; NBBJ; ph. pl.; p.92; July 91; PA
Arizona, Tucson; NBBJ; ph. pl.; p.58-59, 62-63; Jan 91; A
California, Orange; Dougherty & Dougherty; m. pl.; p.89; July 91; PA
California, Santa Ana; Dougherty & Dougherty; m. pl.; p.89; July 91; PA
Canada, British Columbia, Agassiz; Seabird Island School; Patkau Architects; ph.; p.100; Sept 91; A
Canada, British Columbia, Stone Indian Reserve; Based on Native Forms; Jury Comments, PA Award; Peter Cardew; m. pl. sec.; p.112-113; Jan 91; PA
Florida, Dade County; Prototype; Hervin Romney; ph. sec.; p.98-101; Jan 91; AR
Florida, Miami; Zyscovich Architects; ph.; p.58-59, 64-65; Jan 91; A
Indiana, Hope; Taft Architects; ph. pl. axon.; p.102-105; Jan 91; AR
Kansas, Shawnee; Abend & Singleton; ph. pl.; p.87; July 91; PA
Massachusetts, Sunderland; Earl R. Flansburgh; ph. pl.; p.58-61; Jan 91; A
Massachusetts, Warren; Earl R. Flansburgh; pl. elev. ill.; p.90; July 91; PA
Minnesota, Eagan; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; ph. pl.; p.88; July 91; PA
Ohio, Cincinnati; E. A. Glendening; ph. pl.; p.90; July 91; PA
Oregon, Lake Oswego; BOOR/A; m. iso. pl.; p.93; July 91; PA

HIGH
Arizona, Peoria; Howard, Needles, Tammen & Bergendoff; ph. pl.; p.88; July 91; PA
Indiana, Warsaw; Perkins & Will and Olde McGuire & Shook; ph. pl.; p.94-97; Jan 91; AR
SCHOOL (Cont’d)

HIGH (Cont’d)

New York, Flushing; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum. m. pl. sec.; p.91; July 91; PA

LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER

Apple Computer Learning Center for Adults; INTERIORS Award; Studios; by Rachael Butler; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Jan 91; INT

Lighting Training Center; Illinois, Elk Grove Village; Cooper Lighting; Booth & Hansen; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. axon.; p.64-69; Mar 91; INT

PRIVATE

California, Beverly Hills; Temple Emanuel School; Albert Group; by Jane Trigere; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Apr 91; INT

California, Ojai; Foundation School; Albert Group; by Jane Trigere; ph. pl.; p.62-63; Apr 91; INT

California, Ojai; Foundation School; Sim Van der Ryn. m. ill. sec. ph.; p.102-103; May 91; A

Classroom Building Renovation, Phillips Academy; Massachusetts, Andover; Glazed Fire Walls; Alan Schoenegge; ph. elev. sec. det.; p.144-145; Jan 91; AR

Dormitories, Taft School; Connecticut, Watertown; BUILDER Award; Herbert S. Newman; ph.; p.121; Oct 91; B

Florida, Tampa; Independent Day School; Curts Meares/The Architects Studio; ph. pl.; p.89; May 91; A

Illinois, Chicago; Chicago City Day School; Weese, Langley & Weese; ph. pl.; p.58-59, 66-67; Jan 91; A

Library and Dining Hall; Phillips Exeter Academy; New Hampshire, Exeter; Louis I. Kahn; ph.; p.102; Oct 91; AR

Library, St. Paul’s School; New Hampshire, Concord; Robert A. M. Stern; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl. sec.; p.56-63; Aug 91; AR

Pennsylvania, Hampton Township; Winchester Thurston North Hills Campus; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski; ph. pl.; p.58-59, 68-71; Jan 91; A

See UNIVERSITY also

SCULPTURE

See ART

SEALANT

Building Facade Watertightness; Barrier Walls and Cavity Walls; Window Waterproofing; by John C. Myers and Stephen S. Ruggiero; dia. det. ph. biblio.; p.111, 113-119; Nov 91; PA

Exterior Wall Sealant Joint Design; Step-by-Step Analysis; by Thomas F. O’Connor; ph. adia. table. graph. biblio.; p.121-125; Nov 91; PA

See WATERPROOFING also

SECURITY

See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

SHELTER

Designers’ Contributions to Homeless Shelters; ph.; p.36-37; Jan 91; INT

Homeless Vehicle Project; New York, New York; Shelter and Recycling Vehicle; Wodziak & Luria; ph. pl. ill. elev.; p.37-42; Summer 90; JAE

Ronald McDonald House; California, San Francisco; for Critically Ill Children and Their Families; ELS/Eibasani & Logan; ph. pl. axon.; p.160-161; May 91; INT

Shelter for the Homeless; California, San Jose; Julian Street Inn; Center for Environmental Structure; ph. pl.; p.100-101; July 91; PA

SHIP

Cruise Ship, Interiors; Crown Princess; Renzo Piano; ph.; p.10; July 91; INT

Twin-Hulled Cruisers, Interiors; FWA Group; ph.; p.24; June 91; INT

SHOPPING CENTER

California, Commerce; Lighting, The Citadel; Nadel Partnership and Sussman & Prejza; Lighting Design by Granada Associates; by David Masello; ph. pl.; p.36-39; Nov/Suppl 91; AR

Downtown Shopping Center; California, Del Mar; Landscape Design by Emmet Wemple; by Dirk Sutro; ph.; p.70-73; Apr 91; LA

Lighting Shopping Centers; Review, Techniques, Appraisals; by Gareth Fenley; ph.; p.65-69; Nov/Suppl 91; AR

Massachusetts, Boston; Office Building; Prudential Center Redevelopment, Urban Mixed Use Complex; Sikes, Jennings, Kelly & Brewer and Carr, Lynch, Hack & Sandell; m. pl. sec.; p.46-47; Nov 91; A

Massachusetts, Newton; The Atrium, Precast Concrete Wall Sections; Jung & Brannen; ph. det.; p.77, 82-83; Jan 91; A

Retail Complex with Apartments, Showroom; Isetan, Tokyo; Collezione; Tadao Ando; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79; Feb 91; PA

The American Public Market; Review of Historic Public Markets; by James M. Mayo; ph. ref. ill.; p.41-57; Nov 91; JAE

The Citadel; California, Commerce; Shopping, Offices, Hotel, Factory Complex; Nadel Partnership and Sussman & Prejza; ph. axon.; p.62-67; Dec 91; A

Tustin Market Place; California, Tustin; LPA Architects and Legorreta Arquitectos; ph. pl.; p.52-55; Dec 91; A

Urban Marketplace; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Cambridge Side Galleria, Critique; Arrowstreet; ph. pl.; p.96-103; May 91; AR

Virginia, Reston; Town Center; Shopping and Office Complex; RTKL Associates; ph. pl.; p.56-61; Oct 91; A

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, STORE, URBAN DESIGN also
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SHOWROOM

Automobile Showroom; Volkswagen Feature Car Center; CRSS and Deiss Associates; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.44-45; Nov 91; INT

Bedroom Sheets and Accessories Showroom; New York, New York; Stevens and West Point Pepperell; Cretell & Mayer; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.60-61; Nov 91; INT

Carpet Showroom, DuPont; California, Los Angeles; Eva Maddox; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Oct 91; ID

Ceramic Tile Showroom; Florida, Miami Beach; Italian Tile Center, Arquitectonica and Bernstein Design; ph.; p.164-167; Oct 91; ID

Clothing Showroom, Marimekko; New York, New York; Toshiko Mori; ph. pl. axon.; p.174-177; Sept 91; ID

Design Showroom; New York, Long Island City; IDCNY, Gwathney & Siegel; ph. pl.; p.88-89; Sept 91; INT

Designer Showhouse; New York, New York; ph.; p.152-153; Mar 91; ID

Foodservice Presentation Center, Kraft; Illinois, Deerfield; Environmental Group; ph.; p.140-141; Nov 91; ID

Fragrance Manufacturer’s Space; New York, New York; Phillips & Janson; ph.; p.162-163; May 91; ID

Furniture Showroom, Allsteel; Texas, Dallas; Gensler Associates; ph.; p.46; June 91; ID

Furniture Showroom, Atelier International; New York, Long Island City; Richard Penney; ph. pl.; p.102-103; Sept 91; INT

Furniture Showroom, Cassina; Japan, Tokyo; Tadao Ando; Interior Design by Mario Bellini; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Dec 91; ID

Furniture Showroom, Harpers; California, San Francisco; Andrew Bellshner and Joseph Vincent; ph. pl. axon.; p.168-171; Oct 91; ID

Furniture Showroom, Haworth; New York, New York; Donovan & Green; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Apr 91; INT

Furniture Showroom, Henderson Candler; Massachusetts, Boston; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. pl.; p.26; July 91; ID

Furniture Showroom, Kimball/Artec; Massachusetts, Boston; Stubbins Associates; ph. axon. pl.; p.54; May 91; ID

Furniture Showroom, Knoll; Italy, Florence; Carl Magnusson; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-101; July 91; ID

Furniture Showroom, Vecta; New York, New York; Lee Strut; ph. pl.; p.60-61; July 91; INT

Furniture Showroom, New York, New York; Arc International; Walz Design; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Jan 91; ID

Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; Brayton; Berger & Raitt; ph. pl.; p.118-121; Jan 91; ID

Georgia, Atlanta; Interiors; AT&T Offices; Thompson, Ventulett & Steinback; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.102-107; July 91; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Interiors; Corporate Headquarters; Klein Tools; Showroom; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.112-115; Nov 91; ID

Illinois, Elk Grove Village; Lighting Training Center; Cooper Lighting; Booth & Hansen; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl. axon.; p.64-69; Mar 91; INT

SHOWROOM (Cont’d)

Jewelry Showroom, Tiffany; New York, New York; Carbone & Smolan and NBBJ Retail Concepts; Original Design by Stanford White; ph.; p.127-129; May 91; INT

Kips Bay Decorator Showhouse; New York, New York; Kips Bay; Rooms by Various Designers; ph.; p.168-173; Sept 91; ID

Kips Bay Guest Bedroom, Interiors; New York, New York; Noel Jeffrey, ph.; p.170-177; Sept 91; ID

Leather Showroom, Poltrona Frau; Italy, Tolentino; INTERIORS Award; Massimo and Lella Vignelli and Yoshimo Kono; by Alice Ferrigno; ph.; pl.; p.108-109; Jan 91; INT

Modular Display Systems Showroom; New York, New York; Studio Morsa; by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.60-81; Aug 91; INT

NEOCON 23, Award Showrooms and Displays; Illinois, Chicago; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.66-71; Aug 91; INT

Office Furniture Showroom, Steelcase; Illinois, Chicago; ASID Winner; Facilities Design; ph.; p.176-177; Oct 91; ID

Office Furniture Showroom, United Chair Company; Illinois, Chicago; ASID Winner; Tom Gass; ph. pl.; p.172-175; Oct 91; ID

Office Furniture Showroom; Westminster; California, San Francisco; PP&H Environments; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.56-59; Feb 91; INT

Showroom for Plumbing Fixtures and Furniture; France, Paris; Richard Butler and Richard Dumas; by Mervyn Kaufman; p.74-77; Aug 91; INT

Washington Office Center; District of Columbia, Washington; Keyes, Condon & Florance; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Apr 91; A

Window Covering Showroom, Hunter Douglas; Georgia, Atlanta; Associated Space Design; ph. pl.; p.178-181; Oct 91; ID

Women’s Fashions Studio, Showrooms and Offices; New York, New York; for Isaac Mizrahie Anderson & Schwartz; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79; Sept 91; AR

See STORE also

SIDEWALK

Midwestern Sidewalks; Student Proposal; Greg Meyer and Brian Wood; ph. ill.; p.50-51; Dec 91; LA

SIGN

See GRAPHICS

SINGAPORE

Express Place Museum and Exhibition Hall, 1865; Restoration; Pfister Partnership; by Beverly Russell; ph.; p.54; Feb 91; INT
SKYLIGHT

Rehearsal Hall; Skylight and Other Acoustic Elements; Van Dijk & Johnson; Acoustical Design by Jaffe Acoustics; ph. sec.; p.54; Sept 91; INT

SKYLIGHTS and V-Shaped Coffers; Arata Isozaki and Gruen Associates; ph. sec. det.; p.45; Feb 91; AR

SOLAR

Coolness Performance of Glazings; graphs; p.41; Oct 91; PA

Malta: Brewery Processing Hall; Passive Cooling System; Peak & Short; ph. sec.; p.69; Dec 91; PA

Sunroom Mass and Glass; sec.; p.114; Sept 91; B

COLLECTOR

Massive Solar Collectors; Their Architectonic Potential; Joel Goodman; m. sec.; ill.; p.99; Mar 91; PA

See ENERGY also

SOUTH CAROLINA

Charleston: Landscape Rescue After Hurricane Hugo; by Judy Donohue; ph.; p.86-87; Mar 91; LA

Charleston: Waterfront Park; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl.; p.44-47; Feb 91; LA

Florence: Residence; Rosenblum Associates; ph.; p.98-99; June 91; B

Spartanburg: Office Building; High Rise; Spartan Food Systems: Clark, Tribble, Harris & L r; ph. pl.; p.76-79; June 91; A

SPAIN

Barcelona: Apartment Building; Casa Batllo, 1906; Antoni Gaudi; ph.; p.38; June 91; ID

Barcelona: Museum of Contemporary Art; Jury Comments, PA Award; Richard Meier; m. pl. sec.; p.94-95; Jan 91; PA

Barcelona: Night Club; Torres De A vil a; Remodeled Exposition Towers; Alfredo Arribas and Javier Mariscal; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-97; Sept 91; PA

Barcelona: Night Club; Torres de A vil a; Alfredo Arribas and Javier Mariscal, by Justin Henderson; ph.; p.60-61; Oct 91; INT

Barcelona: Olympic Sports Hall; Raising the Dome; Arata Isozaki and Juan Carlos Cardenal; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-83; Apr 91; PA

Barcelona: Restaurant; Tragaluz; Pepe Cortes and Sandra Tarruella; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-101; Sept 91; PA

Barcelona: Stacked Roof Gardens and Sculpture; Vila Olimpica; Peter Walker; by Kevin Powell; m.; p.56-57; Aug 91; LA

Bilbao: Art Museum; Guggenheim Museum of Modern Art; Frank O. Gehry; m. sec.; p.25; Nov 91; R

Madrid: Railroad Station, Atocha; Rafael Moneo; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec. axon. ill.; p.222-229; July 91; AR

SPAIN (Cont'd)

Seville: On Weak U S Participation in Expo 92; by Peter Blake; m. ill.; p.174-175; June 91; ID

Seville: World Ecology Pavilion, World Fair 1992; SITE; ill. pl. sec.; p.98; Mar 91; PA

Seville: World Exhibition, United States Pavilion; Antoine Predock; m. pl.; p.63; Aug 91; A

Seville: World's Fair Buildings, Three: SITE; ill. pl.; p.74-75; May 91; A

Seville: World's Fair Pavilion, Denmark; Krohn & Hartvig Rasmussen; m.; p.91; Feb 91; PA

Seville: World's Fair Pavilion, France; Jean-Paul Viguier and Jean-Francois Jodry; m. sec.; p.90; Feb 91; PA

Seville: World's Fair Pavilion, Japan; Tadao Ando; m. sec. ill.; p.91; Feb 91; PA

Seville: World's Fair Pavilion, United Kingdom; Nicholas Grimshaw; m. sec.; p.89-90; Feb 91; PA

Seville: World's Fair Pavilion, United States; Barton Myers; m. pl.; p.90-91; Feb 91; PA

Seville: World's Fair, m. sec. pl. ill.; p.89-91; Feb 91; PA

SPECIFICATIONS

Automated Specifications; Computer Technology; Various Systems; ill.; p.157-160; Mar 91; A

Broad Scope-of-Work Paragraphs in Specifications; by Walter Rosenfeld; ill.; p.47; Feb 91; PA

Commercial Carpet Specifications, Part 2; Installation; by Katherine Freeman, table; ph.; p.44-45; Nov 91; AR

Commercial Carpet Specifications; by Katherine Freeman; p.40-41; Sept 91; AR

Evaluating Lightweight Wall Systems; Exterior Insulation Systems and Other Thin Surfaces; by Joseph Iano; ph. sec. det.; p.18-20; Dec 91; AR

Interior Renovation and Alteration Specifications Guidelines; by Katherine Freeman; ph.; p.40-41; May 91; AR

Materials for Safe Indoor Environment; Reducing Construction Waste; Safe Lumber-Recycled Products; ph.; p.113-118; 135-137; May 91; A

Membrane Roofing Specifications Series; Part 2; by John A. Raeber; table; p.54-55; Feb 91; AR

Precautions with New Products; Ways of Reducing the Risk; by Robert Greenstreet; ill.; p.43; Nov 91; PA

Preserving Masonry; Guide; Specification Series; by Frances Gale; ph. biblio.; p.58-59; Mar 91; AR

Reasons for Enforcing Specifications; by Michael Chusid; p.65; July 91; AR

Recycling Construction Waste; by William Lohmann; ill.; p.69; May 91; PA

Reviewing Project Manuals; by William Lohmann; p.45; Dec 91; PA

Waiving the Right to Sue; Reducing Architect's Liability for Building Damage; by Norman Coplan; p.65; Jan 91; PA

THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX
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SPECIFICATIONS (Cont'd)

Way of Referring to Excavation Fill Materials;
by Walter Rosenthal; ill.; p.63; July 91; PA

Window Specifications; Performance Considerations;
by Susan Greenwald; biblio.; p.84-85; July 91; AR

See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE also

STADIUM

See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY

STAIRWAY

England, London; Interiors; Apartment, Large; with Industrial Imagery; Includes Stair Details;
John Young; ph. pl. sec. sel. det.; p.130-135; Sept 91; PA

New York, New York; Replacement Alternatives to Historic Building Components; Example; New York City Library Baluster; Carrere & Hastings; ph. sec.; p.117-120; Nov 91; A

Spiral Concrete Stair; Gwynne & Pugh; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.44; Feb 91; AR

STEEL

See STRUCTURAL/STEEL

STORE (Cont'd)

Clothing Store, Zara International; New York; New York; ISD; ph. axon.; p.94-95; Sept 91; INT

Clothing and Jewelry Store, Eve France; Houston; Texas; CRSS; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.48-51; Nov 91; INT

Computer Store, ComputerCraft; California; San Jose; Burdick Group; ph.; p.102-105; Apr 91; ID

Corporate Design Award, Tiffany; Firm Profile; Store Designs, Products; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.120-131; May 91; INT

Craft and Folk Art Museum Store; California; Los Angeles; Gere Kavanaugh; ph.; p.122-123; Feb 91; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; Office Building; Low Rise, Remodeled Kresge's Store Building; Weinstein Associates; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Apr 91; A

Eye Glasses Store; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Francisco and Aldo Piccaluga; by Kristen Richards; ph.; p.79-79; Oct 91; INT

Jewelry Store, Lighting; Missouri, Kansas City; Cowan & Stevens; Lighting Design by Yarnell Associates; ph.; p.44-45; Nov/Suppl 91; AR

Jewelry Store, Tiffany; New York, New York; NBBJ; ph.; p.120+; May 91; INT

Jewelry Store, William Noble; Texas, Dallas; David Cadwallader, ph.; p.168-169; June 91; ID

Jewelry Store; Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; BUILDER Award; Elliott Associates; ph.; p.139; Oct 91; B

Lighting a Landmark Fashion House; New York, New York; Beyer, Blinden & Beller; Lighting Design by Johnson & Schwinghammer; ph.; p.14; Aug/Suppl 91; AR

Men's Clothing Store, Paul Stuart; William McDonough; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Nov 91; INT

Men's Clothing Store, Sy Devore; California; San Fernando Valley; Zimmerman & Stafford; by Justin Henderson; ph. axon.; p.66-67; Feb 91; INT

Men's Clothing Store, Wilke Rodriguez; New York, New York; Thad Hayes; ph.; p.182-185; Sept 91; ID

Men's Clothing Store; Luchó; Texas, Houston; Reid & Fehr; ph. axon.; p.126-127; Nov 91; ID

New York, New York; Clothing Store and Restaurant; Boogie's Diner; Wall Details, Lighting; Himmel & Bonner; by Laura Heberton; ph.; p.140-141; Oct 91; ID

New York, New York; Restaurant; City Bakery; Turett & Freyer; ph. axon.; p.140-141; Oct 91; ID

Record Store, Tower; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Lighting; Buttrick, White & Burris; Lighting Design by Peter J. Golden; by David Masello; ph.; p.38-43; May/Suppl 91; AR

Record Stores, Tower; New Jersey, Cherry Hill and Paramus; Lighting; Buttrick, White & Burris; Lighting Design by Peter J. Golden; by David Masello; ph.; p.38-43; May/Suppl 91; AR

Shoe Store, Joan & David; New York, New York; Eva Jiricna; ph. pl. sec.; p.186-189; Sept 91; ID
STORE (Cont'd)

Shoe Store, Kenneth Cole; New York, New York;
INTERIORS Award; Edward I. Mills; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Jan 91, INT

Shoe Store, Kenneth Cole; New York, New York;
Edward I. Mills; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Sept 91, INT

Shoe Store, Nike; Oregon, Portland; Lighting;
Gordon Thompson III; Lighting Design by RDS;
ph.; p.44-47; May/Suppl 91; AR

Silverware Store, Aldo Citterio; Italy, Milan; Cini
Boeri; ph.; p.92-97; July 91; ID

Silverware Stores, Puiiforcat; France, Paris;
Jean-Pierre Heim; ph.; p.88-89; July 91; ID

Silverware Store, Itale; Rome, Limentani Argenti;
Transit Design; ph.; p.90-91; July 91; ID

Storers and Office Building on Historic Mall;
Austria, Vienna, Haas-Haus; Public Controversy; Critique; Hans Hollein; by Tracy Metz;
ph.; p.48-49; Apr 91; AR

Supermarket, Larry's; Washington, Bellevue;
Lighting; Carlson & Ferrin; ph.; p.42-45;
Aug/Suppl 91; AR

The American Public Market; Review of Historic Public Markets; by James M. Mayo; ph. ref. ill.;
p.41-57; Nov 91, JAE

Women's Clothing Store, Cullinane; Georgia;
Atlanta; Margaret Helfand; ph. p.106-109;
Apr 91; ID

Women's Clothing Store, Henri Bendel; New
York, New York; Limited Store Design; ph.;
p.82-87; July 91; ID

Women's Clothing Store, Versace; New
York, New York; Laboratorio Associati; ph. sec.;
p.96-101; Apr 91; ID

See ART GALLERY, OFFICE BUILDING, SHOPPING CENTER, SHOWROOM also

STREET

Affordable Streets; Avoid Costs of Excessive Street Widths; ph. biblio. table; p.51-53; June 91; PA

Local Roadway with Median; sec.; p.176; Oct 91; B

Street Tree Planting, New Approach; by Jan Goldstein et al.; ph. table; p.66-68; Jan 91; LA

See HIGHWAY also

STRUCTURAL

History of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD's Century of Covering Technology; by Gretchen G. Bank; ph. axon.; p.144-149; July 91; AR

Spaceboard; New Material from Recycled Low-Quality Wood Fiber; ph.; p.64; Mar 91; PA

Spain, Barcelona; Olympic Sports Hall; Raising the Dome; Arata Isozaki and Juan Carlos Cardenal; ph. sec.; p.78-83; Apr 91; PA

CONCRETE

Colorado, Aurora; Municipal Justice Center; Innovative Precast Concrete Forms. Dome; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. sec. det.; p.77-79; Jan 91; A

Concrete Demonstration House; Concrete Products; axon.; p.89; Aug 91; A

STRUCTURAL (Cont'd)

CONCRETE (Cont'd)

Corrosion of Anchors in Cavity Walls; by
George L. Maness; ph. biblio.; p.53; Sept 91; PA

New Findings on Lift-Slab Failure; det. ph.; p.87; Sept 91; A

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Anatomy of a Wall Failure; Alden Park; Restoration; John Miller; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.114-119; Feb 91; AR

Slabs for All Seasons; Cost-Effective Insulation; Frost-Protected Slabs; det. dia. graph, table, biblio. ph.; p.30-36; Feb 91; PA

EARTHQUAKE

California, Stanford; Memorial Church, Stanford University; 1903 Structure Repaired and Strengthened After Earthquake; Degenkolb Associates and Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; Original Design by Coolidge & Hodges; ph. det.; p.113; June 91; AR

California; Stanford; Residence; Hanna House, 1937; Repaired and Strengthened After Earthquake; Architectural Resources Group and Martin E. Weil; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. det.; p.112; June 91; AR

Improved Seismic Design for New and Existing Building; det.; p.104-115; June 91; AR

Seismically Safe Design; Architect's Role; Examples; ph. axon. sec. elev. det.; p.109-111; Aug 91; A

MASONRY

Masonry Research Techniques; ph. iso. dia. det. tables; p.115-118; Apr 91; A

PLASTICS

Development in Plastics; Structural and Non-Structural; ph.; p.89-91; Oct 91; A

STEEL

Australia, Sydney; Football and Rugby Stadium; Roof Strut Details; Philip Cox and Richardson & Taylor; by Graham Jahn; ph. sec. det.; p.74-83; June 91; AR

California, San Diego; Flight Training Complex; Seismic Considerations; Very Light, Braced-Frame Steel Structure; McGraw & Baldwin; ph. det. sec. axon.; p.106-111; June 91; AR

California; Montecito; Residence with Guest House, Steel Structural Details; Morphosis; ph. pl. sec. ill. sel. det.; p.53-63; Nov 91; PA

Hollow Section and Space-Frame Technology; Design Possibility Examples; ph. iso. ill.; p.149-151; Mar 91; A

Oregon, Portland; Convention Center, Glass Tower Analysis, Wind Effect; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. sec. axon.; p.86-93, 127-129; Mar 91; A

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Office Building; High Rise; Bell Atlantic Tower, Structural Analysis, Wall; King & Lindquist; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.104-107, 133-135; Mar 91; A

Steel Framing; Residential: Novatek System; ph.; p.134; Dec 91; B
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

STRUCTURAL (Cont'd)

TENSION

New York, New York; Portable Outdoor Orchestra Shell; Tension Fabric and Steel Frame Details; FTL Associates; ph. det.; p.102-105; Sept 91; A

WOOD

Earthquake and Wind Structural Holddown Connections; det.; p.132; Nov 91; B

Load and Resistance Factor Design; ph.; p.95; Apr 91; A

Mid-Rise Wood-Frame Buildings; Design and Construction; by Gunnar Brinck; ph. det.; p.37-38; Mar 91; PA

Reassessing Lumber Strengths; New Allowable Spans; by Gerald E. Sherwood; ph. table; p.37-38; Dec 91; PA

Structural Foam-Core Panels; Details, Use; ph. det. sec.; p.97-100; Oct 91; A

Wood Structural Alternatives; Building Examples; ill. ph.; p.97-100; Sept 91; A

See MASONRY WALL, WOOD also

STUCCO

See INSULATION

STUDIO

Art Studio; Mexico, Monterrey; Mayeux & Rangel; ph. axon.; p.51-57; Aug 91; A

Artist's Studio; New Mexico, Santa Fe; Jeff Harnar; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Aug 91; A

Ballet Studios; Oklahoma, —; INTERIORS Award; Elliott Associates; by Kristen Richards; ph. pl.; p.128-129; Jan 91; INT

New York, New York; Interiors; Textile Designer's Studio, Offices; Trimbach Interior Design; ph.; p.26; Sept 91; INT

Texas; Houston; Residence and Architect's Studio; Frank Zeni; by Gerald Moorehead; ph. pl.; p.84-86; Feb 91; AR

See APARTMENT BUILDING, FILM STUDIO, RECORDING STUDIO. RESIDENCE also

SWEDEN

Jarna; Community Based Anthroposophical Principles; Organic Architecture; Erik Asmussen; ph. dia. ill.; p.70-73; Mar 91; PA

SWITZERLAND

—; New Commemorative Foot Path; Twenty-One Miles; Stefan Rotzler and Peter Lanz; ph.; p.62; Oct 91; LA

Lucerne; Railway Station Entrance Hall; Santiago Calatrava; ph. sec.; p.84-89; Aug 91; AR

TAIWAN

—; Memorial Peace Park; Ruey Yuan Chen; m. ph.; p.44-45; Dec 91; LA

TELEVISION

See VIDEO

TENNESSEE

Clarksville; Music/Mass Communication Building; Austin Peay State University; Acoustical Design; Clark Associates and Stacke & Cook; Acoustical Design by Arete; ph. axon.; p.93-95; Jan 91; A

Memphis, Near; Residential Development; Harbor Town, BUILDER Award; RTKL; ph. pl.; p.124; Oct 91; B

Memphis; Residential Development; Harbor Town; RTKL; ph. pl.; p.82-83; July 91; B

Memphis; Sports Arena; Pyramid; Roof Section; Rosser & Fabrap; ph. sec.; p.102-103; Aug 91; A

Spring Hill; Automobile Plant; Saturn Automobile; Argonaut A. E. C./General Motors and Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p.67; Dec 91; PA

TEXAS

—; Residence; Architect Discusses Work in Progress; Steven Holt; ph. ill. elev.; p.134-137; Apr 91; AR

Arlington; Baseball Stadium; David M. Schwarz and HNTB and HKS; ph. elev.; p.25; Oct 91; AR

Austin; Alumni Center; University of Texas; Charles Moore and Richard Dodge and Jessen; ph. pl.; p.70-73; Mar 91; A

Austin; Architect's House; Lawrence W. Speck; ph. pl.; p.86-87; Feb 91; AR

Austin; Architecture School; Lecture Hall, University of Texas; Thomas & Booziohs and Charlier & Newton; ph. elev.; p.93; 100; Jan 91; A

Austin; Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile, His Work; Xeriscape Advocate; Stephen K. Domigan; ph. pl.; p.62-63; May 91; LA

Austin; Office Building; Lobby, Hammond, Beeby & Babka; ph. pl. sec.; p.88; Apr 91; PA

Austin; Residence; Xeriscape Landscape Plan; Stephen K. Domigan; ph. pl.; p.79-83; Oct 91; LA

Austin; Swimming Pool Complex; Heather H. McKinney; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Oct 91; A

Beaumont; Visitor Center and Headquarters; Big Thicket National Preserve; National Park Service; ill. ph.; p.61; Mar 91; LA

Dallas; First Interstate Plaza; Public Use; Dan Kiley; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.44-46; Jan 91; LA

Dallas; Furniture Showroom, Allsteel; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.46; June 91; ID
TEXAS (Cont'd)

Dallas; Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices, INTERIORS Award. CRSS; by J. Scott Omelanuk; ph. pl.; p.122-123; Jan 91; INT

Dallas; Interiors; Law Offices; Hermanovski & Lauck; ph. pl.; p.170-173; June 91; ID

Dallas; Jewelry Store; William Noble; David Cadwallader; ph.; p.168-169; June 91; ID

Dallas; Residence; Includes Dance Studio; Max Levy; ph. pl.; p.92-93; Feb 91; AR

El Paso; Medical Center; Longoria & Peters; ill. axon.; p.108; Apr 91; A

Fair Oaks; Bank; Lake & Flato; ph. pl. sec.; p.89-91; Feb 91; AR

Fort Worth; Art Museum; Kimbell; ph. pl.; p.101; Oct 91; AR

Fort Worth; Community Chapel; Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings; ph. pl. sec.; p.94-97; Mar 91; A

Hills Prairie; Residence; Carrie Glassman Shoemaker; ph. pl.; p.58-61; Oct 91; A

Houston; Accessory Apartment Added to House; EDI; ph. pl.; p.54; Aug 91; B

Houston; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Affordable; Cisneros Partners; m. pl. elev.; p.116-117; June 91; PA

Houston; Beauty Salon, Blockhead; CRSS; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.46-47; Nov 91; INT

Houston; Clothing and Jewelry Store, Eve France; CRSS; by Beverly Russell; ph. pl.; p.46-51; Nov 91; INT

Houston; Hospital; St. Luke's Medical Tower; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl.; p.42-45; July 91; A

Houston; Men's Clothing Store; Luchio; Reid & Fehn; ph. pl. axon.; p.126-127; Nov 91; A

Houston; New Zoning Plan; ph.; p.38; Mar 91; A

Houston; Residence and Architect's Studio; Frank Zeni; by Gerald Moorehead; ph. pl.; p.84-86; Feb 91; AR

Houston; Residence; New Territory; Evans Group; ph. pl.; p.71; Sept 91; B

Houston; Residence; L. Barry Davidson; ph. pl.; p.101; June 91; B

Houston; Residence; Val Glitsch; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-65; Oct 91; A

Houston; Residential Development; Residence; New Territory; Danielian Associates; ph. pl.; p.70; Sept 91; B

Houston; Residential Development; Residence; New Territory; Quincy & Johnson; ph.; p.67-69; Sept 91; B

Houston; Residential Development; Residence; New Territory; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph. pl.; p.70; Sept 91; B

Houston; Residential Development; Residence; Runningbrook; Lavender Design; ph. pl. sec.; p.228; Jan 91; B

Houston; Three Home Builders Who Survived Recession, House Examples; ph. ph. chart.; p.104-108; Feb 91; B

Houston; Zoning Ordinance Begins New Era for the City; by Gerald Moorhead; ph. pl.; p.50-51; Jan 91; AR

Kerrville; Church; Catholic; Tapley & Lunow; ph. pl. sec.; p.86, 88-89; Feb 91; AR

Kyle; Residence; Uses Industrial Shed of Old Cement Plant; Lake & Flato; ph. pl. sec.; p.86-91; Apr 91; AR

Laredo; Self-Sustaining Farm; Ecologically Sound Elements, Utopian; Center/MAXIMUM POTENTIAL BUILDING SYSTEMS; ph. axon. sec. map.; p.84-71; May 91; A

Plano; Residence; Wentworth Estates; Doyle Wilson Homes; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Dec 91; B

Roma; Ranch House; Lake & Flato; ph. pl.; p.70-73; Aug 91; A

San Antonio; Justice Center; Justice Center Joint Venture; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-69; Feb 91; A

San Antonio; Rivercenter, River Walk Extension; Ford, Powell & Carson; ph. pl.; p.32-35; Feb 91; LA

THAILAND

Pakthong Chai; Silk Factory; Describing the Process; ph.; p.162-163; Oct 91; ID

THEATER

Amphitheater at Civic Center; Michigan, Wayne; TMP Associates; pl. elev.; p.26; Nov 91; AR

California, La Jolla; Theater; La Jolla Playhouse, University of California; Antoine Predock; ph. pl.; p.48-53; Sept 91; A

Cinema Palace Competition; Italy, Venice; Ten International Architects' Entries; m. pl. sec. ill.; elev.; p.142-145; Sept 91; PA

Cinema Palace; Italy, Venice; Aido Rossi; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.143-145; Sept 91; PA

Cinema Palace; Italy, Venice; Fumihiko Maki; m. pl. sec.; p.143-145; Sept 91; PA

Cinema Palace; Italy, Venice; Jean Nouvel; m. pl. sec.; p.142-144; Sept 91; PA

Cinema Palace; Italy, Venice; Rafael Moneo; m. pl.; p.143-144; Sept 91; PA

Cinema Palace; Italy, Venice; Steven Holl; m. pl.; p.144-145; Sept 91; PA

Japan, Tokyo; Convention Center with Four Theaters; Rafael Viñoly; ill. pl. sec. dia.; p.120-121, 135; May 91; PA

Massachusetts, Newburyport; Performing Arts Center; Firehouse Center; Remodeled Fire Station; Schwartz & Silver; ph. pl. sec.; p.74-79; Nov 91; A

Mobile Ticket Office; Kansas, Lawrence; Steve Padget; ph.; p.94-95; May 91; A

New York, New York; New Hotel Over Landmark Palace Theater, Fox & Fowler; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.107-109; Nov 91; A

Stage Screen; Fiber Optics Lighting; ph. sec.; p.14; Nov/Supt 91; AR

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, RECREATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY also

TRANSPORTATION

Air and Intermodal Terminal; California, Visalia; Ratcliff Architects; ill. pl.; p.43; Sept 91; A

Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec.elev.axon.ill.; p.203-237; July 91; AR

Bus Tunnel Stations; Five, Washington, Seattle; TRA and Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Quade & Douglas; ph. pl. sec.elev.; p.212-221; July 91; AR
TRANSPORTATION (Cont'd)

Freeing Suburb and Town Design from the Auto; by Jane Holtz Kay: p.15-20; Apr 91; INT

Grand Central Station, Lighting; New York, New York; Benjamin Thompson; Lighting Design by Sylvan R. Shemitz; ph. axon.; p.30-33; Aug/Sep 91; AR

Highway Rest-Stops and Weigh Stations; New Mexico; —, Based on Traditional, Spiritually-Based Cultures; Massnia Associates; m. dia.; p.74-75; Mar 91; PA


New York, New York; Grand Central Station Restoration and Remodeling; Use of CAD; Beyer, Bender & Belle; by John Hughes; ph. ill.; p.56-57; Apr 91; PA

Passenger-Ship Terminal; Australia, Sydney; Public Works Department, New South Wales and Lawrence Nield; by John Graham; ph. pl sec. elev.; p.204-211; July 91; AR

Prototype Transit Station; California, Burbank; Monorail Transit System and Parking Intercept Program; Gensier Associates; pl ill.; p.42; Mar 91; PA

Railroad Station, Atocha; Spain, Madrid; Rafael Moneo; by David Cohn; ph. sec.; p.222-229; July 91; AR

Railway Station Entrance Hall; Switzerland, Lucerne; Santiago Calatrava; ph. sec.; p.84-89; Aug 91; AR

Solana Station, Bus and Automobile Center at Air Terminal; California, Solana Beach; Rob Wellington Quigley; ill. pl.; p.43; Sept 91; A

Subway Structures; Massachusetts, Boston; Wall Section and Plan; Selected Detail; Leers & Weinzapfel; ph. pl sec.; p.112; Apr 91; PA

See AIRPORT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, HIGHWAY also

U. S. S. R.

--; Conference on U.S.-Soviet Business Relations; ph.; p.40-41; May 91; A

UNDERGROUND ARCHITECTURE

Earth Covered Building Design; by Malcolm Wells; pl. sec. ill.; p.82-83; Mar 91; PA

UNIVERSITY

Academic Buildings; Building Type Study; Entire Issue; ph. pl. sec. axon. det.; p.79-131; Nov 91; AR

Arenes Technical School; France, Toulouse; Architecture Studio; m. ill.; p.110-111; Apr 91; PA

Review of Educational Projects; Entire Issue; ph. pl. elev. sec. axon. det.; p.37-107; Jan 91; A

AGRICULTURE SCHOOL

Agriculture and Life Sciences Building, Cornell University; New York, Ithaca; Alumni Auditorium; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. sec.; p.38-39, 44-47, 98-99; Jan 91; A

ALUMNI CENTER

University of Texas; Texas, Austin; Charles Moore and Richard Dodge and Jessett; ph. pl.; p.70-73; Mar 91; A

ARCHITECTURE SCHOOL

Architectural Center, Catholic University; District of Columbia, Washington; Remodeled Gymnasium, John Yanik; by Peter Blake; ph. pl.; p.196-199; May 91; ID

College of Architecture, University of North Carolina; North Carolina, Charlotte; Gwathmey & Siegel and FWA Group; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.118-125; Nov 91; AR

College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning; Ohio, Cincinnati; University of Cincinnati; Jury Comments, PA Award; Eisenman Architects and Lorenz & Williams; pl. elev. ill.; p.82-84; Jan 91; PA

Lecture Hall, University of Texas; Texas, Austin; Thomas & Boozich and Chatterly & Newton; ph. elev.; p.93; 100; Jan 91; A

ART SCHOOL

College of Fine Arts Building, Carnegie-Mellon University; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Stone Carving Resumes After 75 Years; Paul Rosenblatt and Bruce Lindsey; Original Design by Henry Hornbostel; sec. elev.; p.154-155; Mar 91; AR

Sculpature Studio; California College of Arts and Crafts, California, Oakland; Jury Comments, PA Award; Jim Jennings; m. pl. elev. ill.; p.116-117; Jan 91; PA

Shaffer Art Building, Syracuse University; New York, Syracuse; Koetter & Kim and Dennis & Clark; ph. axon.; p.48-51; Jan 91; A

ARTS CENTER

Art Center, St. John's University; Minnesota, Collegeville; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph. pl. sec.; p.80-85; Nov 91; AR

Arts Center; University of Virginia; Virginia, Charlottesville; Jury Comments, PA Award; Michael Dennis; m. pl. ill. dia.; p.120-121; Jan 91; PA

Fine Arts Center, Middlebury College; Vermont, Middlebury; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; elev. pl.; p.34; Jan 91; A

AUDITORIUM

Brooklyn Academy of Music; New York, Brooklyn; Majestic Theater Renovation; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Sept 91; INT
UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

AUDITORIUM (Cont’d)

New York, Ithaca; Agriculture and Life Sciences Building, Cornell University; Alumni Auditorium; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. sec.; p.38-39, 44-47, 98-99; Jan 91; A

CAMPUS

East Campus, Carnegie Mellon University; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Dormitories; Michael Dennis and Jeffrey Clark and TAMS/Architects; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Oct 91; PA

Humanities Complex, University of Turin; Italy, Turin; Gunnar Birkerd; pl. sec. ill.; p.68-69; Aug 91; AR

New Eishin University; Japan, Eishin; Center for Environmental Structure; ph. pl.; p.102-103; July 91; PA

CHURCH

Memorial Church, Stanford University; California, Stanford; 1903 Structure Repaired and Strengthened After Earthquake; Degenkolb Associates and Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; Original Design by Coolidge & Hodges; ph. pl. det.; p.113; June 91; AR

CLASSROOM

Building for Three Departments, Princeton University; New Jersey, Princeton; Venturi & Scott Brown; ph. pl.; p.88-91; Aug 91; PA

New York, New York; Study Centers for Academic Departments, New York University; Two 1850’s Townhouses Restored; Helpern Architects; ph. pl. elev.; p.100-105; Mar 91; AR

ENGINEERING BUILDING

Center for Theory and Simulation, Cornell University; New York, Ithaca; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. elev.; p.39, 42-43; Jan 91; A

Computer Science/Engineering Building; California, Irvine; University of California; Firm Profile: R. L. Binder; ph. pl.; p.40-45; Oct 91; A

Mathematics, Computing and Engineering Center; Connecticut, Hartford; Trinity College; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl.; p.102-109; Nov 91; AR

Princeton University; New Jersey, Princeton; Additions; Hillier Group; ill. elev. pl. m.; p.35; July 91; A

School of Engineering, Addition, Dartmouth College; New Hampshire, Hanover; Venturi & Scott Brown and Payne Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-79, 84-87; May 91; AR

Schools of Geography and Engineering; France, Marne-la-Vallee; Philippe Chaix and Jean-Paul Moret; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.109-110; Apr 91; PA

HUMANITIES BUILDING

Social Sciences and Humanities Building; California, Davis; University of California; Antoine Predock; ill. m.; p.61; Aug 91; A

UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

LAW SCHOOL

Law School, Illinois Institute of Technology; Illinois, Chicago; Powell & Kleinschmidt; m. pl.; p.74-75; June 91; INT

LIBRARY

Clark Library Center, University of California; California, Los Angeles; Expansion; Barton Phelps; ph. pl.; p.70-73, 116; Feb 91; PA

College of Law Library, Arizona State University; Arizona, Tempe; Expansion; Scogin, Elam & Bray; sec. pl.; p.30; Jan 91; A

Furness Building, University of Pennsylvania; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Restoration; Venturi & Scott Brown; Original Design by Frank Furness; ph. pl. sec. dia. elev.; p.81-89; May 91; PA

Law Library, Georgetown University; District of Columbia, Washington; Hartman & Cox; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-101; Nov 91; AR

Library Addition, University of Washington; Washington, Seattle; Wall Details; Edward Larrabee Barnes and John M. Y. Lee; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.110-117; Nov 91; AR

Library Administration Building, Bond University; Australia, Queensland; Arata Isozaki and Heather Thiedeker; ph. pl.; p.58-65; May 91; AR

Library of Architecture, Planning and Art; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Addition and Renovation; Wall Section; Schwartz & Silver; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.90-97; May 91; AR

Library, St. Joseph College; New York, Patchogue; Bentel & Bentel; ph. pl.; p.126-131; Nov 91; AR

Study Centers for Academic Departments, New York University; New York, New York; Two 1850’s Townhouses Restored; Helpern Architects; ph. pl. elev.; p.100-105; Mar 91; AR

MASTER PLAN

Florida, Miami; Master Plan, University of Miami; Analysis; Marleen Davis and Thomas K. Davis; by Marleen Davis and Thomas K. Davis; pl. ill. biblio.; p.8-15; Summer 90; JAE

Union College; New York, Schenectady; ASLA Award; Saratoga Associates; ph. pl.; p.59; Nov 91; LA

MEDICAL CENTER

Shiley Eye Center, University of California; California, San Diego; Anshen & Allen; ph. pl.; p.56-63; July 91; A

University of California; California, Westwood; Mitchell & Giurgola; ph. pl. sec.; p.68-71; July 91; A

MUSEUM

Art Galleries; Two, Yale University, 1953 and 1974; Connecticut, New Haven; Louis I. Kahn; ph.; p.96-97; Oct 91; AR

Fogg Museum, Addition, Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Werner Otto Hall; Gwathmey & Siegel; by Michael J. Crosse, ph. pl. sec.; p.51-59; Nov 91; A
THE UNIVERSITY INDEX

UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

MUSIC BUILDING
University of California; California, Santa Cruz; Antoine Predock; ill pl.; p.60; Aug 91; A

PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
School for American Ballet, Julliard; New York; New York; Samuel and David Rose Building; Davis & Brody; by Jean Gorman; ph. pl. axon.; p.44-51; Apr 91, INT

RECREATION
Field House, Cornell University; New York, Ithaca; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. sec.; p.38-41; Jan 91; A
Four-Level Private Suites Addition to Stadium; Arizona, Tucson; University of Arizona; Anderson, DeBartolo & Pan; ph. det.; p.100-101; June 91; AR
Physical Education Facility, Lehman College; New York, Bronx; Rafael Vinoly; m. pl.; p.121-122; May 91; PA

RESEARCH FACILITY
Biotechnology Center, Cornell University; New York, Ithaca; Davis & Brody; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Feb 91; AR
Clinical Research Building, University of Pennsylvania; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Payette Associates and Venturi & Scott Brown; ph. det.; p.78-83; May 91; AR
Crop Science Laboratory, North Dakota State University; North Dakota, Fargo; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; ph. pl.; p.107; Feb 91; AR
Earth Sciences Centre, University of Toronto; Canada, Ontario, Toronto; A. J. Diamond and Donald Schmitt and Bregman & Hamann; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Feb 91; AR
Medical Research Building, Northwestern University; Illinois, Chicago; Perkins & Will; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Jan 91; AR
Research Center, Oklahoma State University; Oklahoma, Stillwater; Architects Collaborative; ph. sec.; p.106; Feb 91; AR
Washington Technology Center; University of Washington; Seattle; Business/Academic Consortium; NBBJ; ph. pl. sec.; p.50-53; July 91; A

RESIDENTIAL
Faculty Housing, Dartmouth College; New Hampshire, Hanover; William Rawrr; pl. sec. elev.; p.106; June 91; PA
Food Facility, University of California; California, Irvine; BUILDER Award; Fisher & Friedman; ph.; p.138; Oct 91; B
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; East Campus; Carnegie Mellon University; Dormitories; Michael Dennis and Jeffrey Clark and TAMS/Architects; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Oct 91; PA
Student Housing, Union Theological Seminary, 1910; New York, New York; Renovated; James Stewart Polshek; by Jean Gorman; ph.; p.80-82; Mar 91; INT

UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

RESIDENTIAL (Cont’d)
Swiss Pavilion, Cite Universitaire of Paris; France, Paris; Essay by William Curtis; Discussion; Le Corbusier; ill. pl. ref.; p.200-205; Aug 91; JAE

SCIENCE CENTER
Biology and Chemistry Facility; California, Pasadena; California Institute of Technology; Beckman Institute; Albert C. Martin; ph. pl. sec.; p.54-57; July 91; A
Medical Research Building and Biology Building, 1965; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; University of Pennsylvania; Louis I. Kahn; ph.; p.103; Oct 91; AR
Molecular Biology Research Facility; California, San Diego; University of California; Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Ratcliff Architects; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Mar 91; A
Observatory, Phillips Exeter Academy; New Hampshire, Exeter; Leers & Weinapfel; ph.; p.72-73; Oct 91; A
Physics and Astronomy Building, Johns Hopkins University; Maryland, Baltimore; Auditorium; Ayers, Saint & Gross; ph.; p.52-57; 96-97; Jan 91; A
Science Complex, University of Oregon; Oregon, Eugene; Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Ratcliff Architects; ph. pl.; p.66-95; Nov 91; AR
Science and Technology Building, Syracuse University; New York, Syracuse; Kling & Lindquist and Koetter & Kim and Dennis & Clark; ph. pl. axon.; p.48-51; Jan 91; A

STUDENT CENTER
Carroll College; Montana, Helena; Center/Maximum Potential Building Systems and Mosav Cekic; m. pl. sec. elev.; p.45; May 91; A
Graduate Students Society Center, University of Victoria; Canada, British Columbia, Victoria; Peterson Architects; ph. sec. det.; p.101; Sept 91; A

TECHNICAL
Michigan, Detroit; Center for Advanced Technologies; Smith, Hinchman & Gryllis; ph. sec. axon.; p.66; Dec 91; PA

THEATER
La Jolla Playhouse, University of California; California, La Jolla; Antoine Predock; ph. pl.; p.48-53; Sept 91; A
Music/Mass Communication Building; Tennessee, Clarksville; Austin Peay State University; Acoustical Design; Clark Associates and Stacker & Cook; Acoustical Design by Artec; ph. axon.; p.93-95; Jan 91; A
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION also
MULTI-USE PROJECTS

Architectural Morphology of Urban Genoa; Italy, Genoa; San Lorenzo Cathedral; Plaza Proposals; by Kay Bea Jones; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 16-26; Summer '90; JAE

Arizona, Arcosanti; New Town; Arcology; Updating the Prognosis; Paolo Soleri; ph. pl. m. sec. elev.; p. 76-78; Mar '91; PA

Austria, Vienna; Stores and Office Building on Historic Mall; Haas-Haus; Public Controversy; Critique; Hans Hollein; by Tracy Metz; ph. pl.; p. 48-49; Apr '91; AR

California, Commerce; The Citadel; Shopping, Offices, Hotel, Factory Complex; Nadel Partnership and Sussman & Prejza; ph. axon.; p. 62-67; Dec '91; A

California, San Diego; Low Rise; Mixed Use Downtown Development; BUILDER Award; Lorimer & Case; ph. pl.; p. 98-103; Oct '91; B

Citadel, Office, Hotel and Shopping Complex; California, Los Angeles; Landscape; ASLA Award; Schwartz, Smith & Meyer; ph. m.; p. 48-49; Nov '91; LA

Coal Harbour; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Office, Hotel, Marine Berths, Retail and Market Space; Civitas; ill. m.; p. 48-49; Feb '91; LA

Convention Center Complex; Alternate Plan; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Sarto Schickel; axon.; p. 28, 30; Jan '91; PA

Cutting-Edge Architecture in Dutch City; Netherlands, Groningen; by Nancy Stieber; ph. ill. elev.; p. 97-101; Nov '91; PA

Downtown Mixed-Use Center; Arizona, Phoenix; Arizona Center, Landscape; SWA Group; by Reed Kroloff; ph.; p. 74-77; Apr '91; LA

Downtown Redevelopment; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; First-Prize Winner; Peterson & Littenberg; m. pl. axon.; p. 113-115; July '91; PA

Downtown Redevelopment; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Second-Prize Winner; Hiroshi Hara; m. axon. dia.; p. 113-115; July '91; PA

Downtown Redevelopment; Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Second-Prize Winner; Martin Liehebber; m. axon. sec.; p. 113-115; July '91; PA

Ewa Beach Marina; Hawaii, Oahu; HOH Associates; ph. elev.; p. 50-55; Sept '91; LA

Five Projects Show How Preservation Can Serve as Catalyst for Urban Rebirth; ph.; p. 152-155; Mar '91; AR

Four Post-Wall Projects; Germany, Berlin; ill. m. pl. sec.; p. 93-95; Dec '91; PA

Interview with Urban Designer; Stanton Eckstut; ph.; p. 96; Nov '91; PA

Interview with Wolf D. Prix; Austria, Vienna; on Urban Design and Vienna's Architecture of Neurosis; Coop Himmelblau; ph. pl. m.; p. 136-137, 178; Sept '91; PA

Italy, Bocca; Market Research Report; Architecture & Urban Environments of Sicily; Jury Comments; PA Award; Jorge Silvetti and Harvard Graduate School of Design; pl.; p. 128; Jan '91; PA

Japan, Mie Prefecture, Ise Shima; Mixed-Use Resort and Research Center; Jury Comments; PA Award; Jerde Partnership; m. pl. sec. ill.; p. 122-123; Jan '91; PA

Japan, Tokyo; Retail Complex with Apartments, Showroom; Collezione; Taddeo Ando; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-79; Feb '91; PA

Landscape Grounds of Hotel and Office Building; Japan, Tokyo; Atsumi Kawase; ph.; p. 70; July '91; LA

Lanscaping in City Rebuilding; Germany, Berlin; ph.; p. 38; Aug '91; LA

Massachusetts, Boston; Office Building; Prudential Center Redevelopment, Urban Mixed Use Complex; Sikes, Jennings, Kelly & Brewer and Carr, Lynch, Hack & Sandell; m. pl. sec.; p. 46-47; Nov '91; A

Master Plan, University of Miami; Florida, Miami; Analysis; Marleen Davis and Thomas K. Davis; by Marleen Davis and Thomas K. Davis; pl. ill. biblio.; p. 8-15; Summer '90; JAE

Master Plan; England, London; Paternoster Square; Thomas Biebye and Terry Farrell and John Simpson; elev. pl.; p. 23; Sept '91; PA

Mission Bay, Mixed Use Urban Plan; California, San Francisco; EDAW; pl.; p. 50-55; Sept '91; LA

Mixed-Use Center Development With Office Tower; Italy, Turin; Gunnar Birkerts; m. sec. elev. pl.; p. 64-69; Aug '91; AR

Mixed-Use Center; Italy, Florence; Gunnar Birkerts; m. pl. axon. ill.; p. 64-65, 70-71; Aug '91; AR

Mixed-Use Downtown Project; New York, Westhampton Beach; Sexton Commons; Kahn Associates; ph.; p. 123; May '91; B

Mixed-Use Project, Riverwood; Georgia, Atlanta; John Portman; ph. sec.; p. 84-85; Dec '91; A

Model for Public Spaces in Desert Communities; Jeffrey Cook; m.; p. 97; Mar '91; PA

New Urban Park Building Era; Survey; by Tony Hiss; ph.; p. 36-42; Jan '91; LA

Ohio, Cleveland; Office Building and Hotel Towers Flank Train Station; Tower City Center; RTKL; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-113; Nov '91; A

PA Awards; Jury Discussion; Profiles of Winning Firms; ph. pl. m. sec. elev. ill. dia. axon.; p. 77-80, 82-117, 132-135; Jan '91; PA

Paternoster Square Development; England, London; Master Plan; Terry Farrell et al.; elev. pl.; p. 32; July '91; A

Piers 5 and 6, Inner Harbor East; Maryland, Baltimore; Mixed Use Waterfront Development; Crozier Associates and LDR International; m. pl.; p. 50-51; Feb '91; LA

Plaza Lighting; Arizona, Phoenix; Renaissance Square; Emary Roth and Sons; Lighting Design by Craig A. Roeder; ph.; p. 34-37; May/Suppl '91; AR

Retail-Office Building with Landscaped Decks and Courtyards; California, Hollywood; SITE; ill. pl.; p. 95-97; Mar '91; PA

Riverside Redevelopment; New York, New York; Penn Yards; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Paul Willer; m. pl.; p. 17-18; Oct '91; PA

Roles for Landscape Architect in Waterfront Development; m.; p. 128; Feb '91; LA

Roots of Urbanism; by Richard Sennett; ill.; p. 108; Apr '91; PA

URBAN DESIGN, LARGE PROJECTS

Urban Design, Large Multi-Use Projects

The Architectural Index
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URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS (Cont’d)

Sears Plan, Mixed Use; Illinois, Chicago. Near; Corporate Headquarters; Johnson, Johnson & Roy; elev. pl.; p.50-55; Sept 91; LA

Sports District Plan; Ohio, Cleveland; Gateway Project; ASLA Award; Sasaki Associates; m. pl.; p.66-67; Nov 91; LA

Stacked Roof Gardens and Sculpture; Spain, Barcelona; Vila Olímpica; Peter Walker; by Kevin Powell; m.; p.56-57; Aug 91; LA

Texas, San Antonio; Rivercenter, River Walk Extension; Ford, Powell & Carson; ph. pl.; p.32-35; Feb 91; LA

Timeless Elements of Traditional Towns; by Peter Calthorpe; ph. pl.; p.44-45; June 91; AR

Town Center, Northpark; Georgia, Atlanta; Office, Parking Complex; John Portman; ph. pl.; sec; p.82-83; Dec 91; A

Town Center; Virginia, Reston; Shopping and Office Complex; RTKL Associates; ph. pl.; p.56-61; Dec 91; A

Urban Public Square; England, London; Canary Wharf and Exchange Square, Firm’s Other Work; Hanna & Olin; by Martin H McNamara; ph. pl.; p.58-61, 44-45; Aug 91; LA

Urban Waterfront Development; Projects, Discussion by Designers; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. m.; p.28-57; Feb 91; LA

Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Downtown Master Lighting Plan, Street and Building Lighting; Kahler, Slater & Torphy; by Judith Davidson; ph. ill.; p.30-35; Nov/Suppl 91; AR

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, SHOPPING CENTER, UNIVERSITY also

UTAH

Salt Lake City; Residential Development; Residence; Gregory Scot Hackworth; ph. pl.; p.72; Feb 91; B

UTILITY

Resource Recovery Facility; California, San Diego; James Stewart Polshek; ill. pl. sec.; p.100; Mar 91; PA

Walk-Through Observatory, Garbage-Disposal Plant; New York, New York; Mierle Laderman Ukeles and Greeley & Hanson; ph. p.100; Mar 91; PA

See WATER TREATMENT also

V

VENEZUELA

Caracas; Embassy, U. S. Offices; Gunnar Birkerts; m. ill. pl. elev.; p.64-65, 72-73; Aug 91; AR

VENTILATION

See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, POLLUTION

VERMONT

Middlebury; Fine Arts Center, Middlebury College; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; elev. pl.; p.34; Jan 91; A

VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

Canada, Yukon Territory, Dawson City; Architecture of the 1898 Yukon Gold Rush; ph.; p.62-63; Mar 91; AR

Portfolio of Firm’s Current Work; Influence of Vernacular Architecture; Fernau & Hartman; m. pl. sec. elev. axon. ill.; p.98-100; Aug 91; PA

VIDEO

Video 3D Presentations; Use of CAD; m. ill.; p.115-118; Sept 91; A

Video-Sculpture Installation; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Video Arbor; Nam June Paik; ph. pl.; p.26; Mar 91; LA

VINEYARD

Winery Offices; California, St. Helena; Sutter Home; Robert D. Torres; Interior Design by Thomas Bartlett; ph.; p.156-157; Oct 91; ID

VIRGINIA

Alexandria; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Colecroft Station; Michael & Michael; ph.; p.116-117; May 91; B

Alexandria; Residential Development; Townhouse; Kingsstone, Innova Architecture; ph. pl.; p.94; Mar 91; B

Arlington; Airport; National Terminal, Remodeled Hangar; Giuliani Associates; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.130-135; Mar 91; AR

Arlington; Landscape Architecture; Firm Profile, His Work; E. Michael Vergason; ph. pl.; p.54-55; May 91; LA

Centreville; Residence; Sully Station Model; Lessard Architectural Group; ph. pl.; p.99; Dec 91; B

Charlottesville; Arts Center; University of Virginia; Jury Comments, PA Award; Michael Dennis; m. pl. ill. dia.; p.120-121; Jan 91; PA

Clifton; Residence, Remodeled, BUILDER Award; O’Neil & Manion; ph. pl.; p.126-127; Oct 91; B

Fairfax; Federal Home Loan Mortgage Headquarters; Electronic Systems; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p.109-110; June 91; A

Front Royal; Weekend House; Firm Profile; McInturff Architects; ph. axon.; p.89-91; Apr 91; A

Herndon; Residential Development; Residence; Chantilly Highlands; Centex Homes; ph. pl.; p.95; Mar 91; B
VIRGINIA (Cont'd)

Loudon County; Conservation Easement Restoration; ASLA Award; HOH Associates; ph.; p.61; Nov 91; LA

Manassas: Hospital; Head Injury Treatment; Shenandoah Regional Campus; Richard Rauh; ph. pl.; p.64-67; July 91; A

McLean: Residence; Landscape Architecture; DCA Landscape Architects; ph. pl.; p.60-63; June 91; LA

Reston: Town Center; Shopping and Office Complex; RTKL Associates; ph. pl.; p.56-61; Dec 91; A

Richmond: Residential Development; Wellesley Planning and Design Collaborative; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Aug 91; B

Rural: Small Log Cabin Inspires Office Building; Firm Profile; Adamstein & Demetriou; det. dia. biblio.; p.80-81; Apr 91; A

Shenandoah Valley: Residence; Estate Landscaping; Oehme & Van Sweden; by Virginia Greiner; ph. pl.; p.60-63; June 91; LA

VISITORS CENTER
See RECREATION

W

WALKWAY
See SIDEWALK

WALL COVERING

Textile and Wall Covering Directory; table; p.71-81; July 91; INT
See PAINT also

WALL

Air and Vapor Barriers; Definitions and Detailing Implications; Canadian Approach; by Richard L. Quirouette; ph. det. dia. biblio.; p.45-51; Sept 91; PA

Anatomy of a Wall Failure; Alden Park; Pennsylvania; Philadelphia; Restoration; John Milner; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.114-119; Feb 91; AR

Anchored Thin Stone Veneer; Design Considerations, Safety Factors; by George L. Maness and Ava Shypula; det. dia. biblio.; p.127-129; Nov 91; PA

Building Facade Watertightness; Barrier Walls and Cavity Walls; Window Waterproofing; by John C. Myers and Stephen S. Ruggiero; dia. det. ph. biblio.; p.111, 113-119; Nov 91; PA

California, San Francisco; Office Building; Middle Rise; Precast Concrete Wall Section; Heller & Leake; ph. sec. det.; p.77, 80-81; Jan 91; A

Corrosion of Anchors in Cavity Walls; by George L. Maness; ph. biblio.; p.53; Sept 91; PA

WALL (Cont'd)

Curtain Wall, Flexible Cladding; det.; p.112-113; June 91; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Office Building; Middle Rise; Curtain Wall Details; Hisaka Associates; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.66-73; May 91; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Pennsylvania Plaza; Office and Residential; Precast Concrete Wall Details; Hartman & Cox; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.76-83; Aug 91; AR

England, Essex; Airport Terminal, Stansted; Wall Section; Foster Associates; ph. pl. sec. ill. m. sel.det.; p.53-63; Dec 91; PA

Evaluating Lightweight Wall Systems; Exterior Insulation Systems and Other Thin Surfaces; by Joseph Iano; ph. sec. det.; p.18-20; Dec 91; AR

Field vs. Laboratory Performance; Testing of Window and Curtain Wall Systems; by Dennis K. Johnson and Andrew S. Weber; ph. dia. sec. det.; p.125-128; Aug 91; PA

Granite Thickness; Too-Thin Panels Split and Fall; ph. dia.; p.63; May 91; PA

Illinois, Chicago; Office Building; High Rise; 181 Madison Street; Curtain-Wall Details; Cesar Pelli; ph. sec. det.; p.100-103; Aug 91; AR

Massachusetts, Newton; The Atrium, Precast Concrete Wall Sections; Jung & Brannen; ph. det.; p.77, 82-83; Jan 91; A

New York, New York; Clothing Store and Restaurant, Boogie's Diner; Wall Details, Lighting; Himmel & Bonner; ph. biblio.; p.52-55, 14, 16; Nov 91; INT

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Office Building; High Rise; Bell Atlantic Tower; Structural Analysis, Wall; Kling & Lindquist; ph. pl. sec. det. dia.; p.104-107, 133-135; Mar 91; A

Stone Cladding, Well Designed; ph. sec. det.; p.79-83; Feb 91; A

Success of Architect's Curtain Wall Designs; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. sec. det. axon.; p.100-107; Aug 91; AR
See INSULATION also

WAREHOUSE

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON

Bainbridge Island; Residence; Designed with the Forest Site; James Cutler; ph. pl. sec.; p.65; May 91; A

Bellevue; Newcastle Beach Park; ASLA Award; Jones & Jones; ph.; p.51; Nov 91; LA

Bellevue; Supermarket, Larry's; Lighting; Carlson & Ferrin; ph. pl.; p.42-45; Aug/Suppl 91; AR

Bothell; Residential Development; Residence; Tall Tree Park; Northward; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Sept 91; B

Camano Island; Residence; Mithun Partners; ph. pl.; p.92-93; June 91; B

Decatur Island; Residence; Vacation Cabin; Miller & Hult; ph. pl. sec.; p.122-125; Apr 91; AR
WASHINGTON (Cont'd)

Olympia, Near; Department of Ecology Headquarters; Competition Winner; KMJR, m. pl.; p.47; June 91; A

Seabeck and Medina; Residence; Two Environmentally Sound Designs; James Cutler, elev. pl.; p.106-107; May 91; A

Seattle; Bus Tunnel Stations; Five; TRA and Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Quade & Douglas, ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.212-221; July 91; AR

Seattle; Interiors; Insurance Company Offices; INTERIORS Award: NBBJ, by Justin Henderson; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Jan 91; INT

Seattle; Library Addition, University of Washington; Wall Details; Edward Larrabee Barnes and John M. Y. Lee; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 110-117; Nov 91; AR

Seattle; Washington Technology Center, University of Washington; Business/Academic Consortium; NBBJ. ph pl. sec.; p.50-53; July 91; A

Whidbey Island; Residence; Center for Environmental Structure; ph. pl.; p.106-107; July 91; PA

WATER TREATMENT

Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Beach Park, Parc Plage; Water Filtering Lake; Williams, Asselin & Ackaouf, ph.; p.32; Dec 91; LA

Water Filtration System Plant, 1905; Preservation Plans; District of Columbia, Washington; Frederick Law Olmsted; ph.; p.44-45; May 91; AR

WATER

California, San Diego, Near; Management Plan for Tijuana River Valley; ASLA Award; California Polytechnic Graduate Students; pl.; p.68-69; Nov 91; LA

Conserving Water in Landscape Design; Wetlands Stormwater, River Banks; Discussion; by Michael Lecesce; ph. pl. ill.; p.96-99; Oct 91; LA

Crawl-Space Water Control; ph. sec.; p.136; Dec 91; B

Detention and Stormwater Design; by Bruce K. Ferguson; ph. sec.; p.76-79; Dec 91; LA

See CONSERVATION, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, FOUNTAIN also

WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

Designing for the Waterfront, Techniques; Eroding Shorelines; ph. pl. sec.; p.121-123; May 91; A

Flexible Organic Pier; Visionary Project; David Steigler; ph. pl. ill.; p.52; Dec 91; LA

Hawaii, Oahu; Ewa Beach Marina; HOH Associates; pl. elev.; p.50-55; Sept 91; LA

Roles for Landscape Architect in Waterfront Development; m.; p.128; Feb 91; LA

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN also

WATERPROOFING

Building Facade Watertightness; Barrier Walls and Cavity Walls; Window Waterproofing; by John C. Myers and Stephen S. Ruggiero; dia. det. ph. biblio.; p.111, 113-119; Nov 91; PA

House-Wraps; by John Andrews; sec.; p.61-64; Nov 91; CB

See SEALANT also

WEST INDIES

Nevis; Residence; Vacation House; Tait Architects; ph. pl.; p.116-121; Apr 91; AR

WETLANDS

See CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

WIND

Building Facade Watertightness; Barrier Walls and Cavity Walls; Window Waterproofing; by John C. Myers and Stephen S. Ruggiero; dia. det. ph. biblio.; p.111, 113-119; Nov 91; PA

WINDOW

Acoustical Performance of Windows; by Gregory C. Tocci; ph. dia. det. biblio. graph; p.115-120; Aug 91; PA

Energy Saving in Building Design; ph. sec. iso. chart; p.108-111; June 91; INT

Field vs. Laboratory Performance; Testing of Window and Curtain Wall Systems; by Dennis K. Johnson and Andrew S. Webster; ph. dia. sec. det.; p.125-128; Aug 91; PA

National Fenestration Rating Council Ratings; ph.; p.40; June 91; AR

Premium Windows; Review; ph.; p.46-52; May 91; CB

Visual Distortion of Reflected Images; in Sealed Glazing Units; by Armand Patenaude; dia. ph. biblio. graph; p.43-45; Oct 91; PA

Window Energy Standards; by Stephen Carpenter; biblio.; p.107; Aug 91; PA

Window Shading; ph.; p.56-60, 76; Nov 91; CB

Window Specifications; Performance Considerations; by Susan Greenwald; ph. biblio.; p.84-85; July 91; AR

See GLASS, WALL also

WISCONSIN

Appleton; Apartment Building; Remodeled Paper Mills, Builder Award; Miller, Wagner & Coenen; ph.; p.131; Oct 91; B

Milwaukee; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Affordable Housing, Two Buildings Remodeled, King Place; Louis Wasserman; Ill. pl.; p.102; June 91; PA

Milwaukee; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled, BUILDER Award; Louis Wasserman; ph.; p.130; Oct 91; B
WISCONSIN (Cont’d)

Milwaukee; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Affordable Housing, Five Buildings Remodeled, Milwaukee West; Herbst, Eppstein, Keller & Chadek; ph. pl. elev.; p.102; June 91; PA

Milwaukee; Downtown Master Lighting Plan, Street and Building Lighting; Kahler, Slater & Torphy; by Judith Davidsen; ph. ill.; p.30-35; Nov/Suppl 91; AR

WOOD

Endangered Species of Tropical Woods; by Scott Wilber; ph.; p.48; Nov 91; ID

Painting and Finishing Exterior Wood; by William C. Feist; ph. tables, biblio.; p.29-34; Dec 91; PA

Reassessing Lumber Strengths; New Allowable Spans; by Gerald E. Sherwood; ph. table; p.37-38; Dec 91; PA

Tropical Woods, Sustainable; by Cymie Payne; p.16; Dec 91; AR

See STRUCTURAL/WOOD also

WORKING DRAWING

See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

Z

ZONING

New Zoning Plan; Texas, Houston; ph.; p.38; Mar 91; A

Texas, Houston; Zoning Ordinance Begins New Era for the City; by Gerald Moorhead; ph. pl.; p.50-51,147; Nov 91; AR

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, LAW also

ZOO

Living World Complex; Missouri, St. Louis; Lighting; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; by David Masello; ph.; p.46-49, Aug/Suppl 91; AR

San Diego Zoo; California, San Diego; ASLA Award; Jones & Jones; ph. pl.; p.60; Nov 91; LA

See RECREATION also
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS

ACOUSTICS
AIR CONDITIONING
AIRPORT
ALABAMA
APARTMENT BUILDING
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP)
AQUARIUM
ARBORETUM
  See GARDEN, BOTANICAL GARDEN, RECREATION
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER
ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION
ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
ARCHITECTURE
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
ART GALLERY
ART
ARTS CENTER
ASBESTOS
  See HAZARDS
AUDIO-VISUAL
  See ELECTRICAL, VIDEO
AUDITORIUM
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
BANK
BAR
  See NIGHT CLUB, RESTAURANT
BARRIER-FREE DESIGN
  See HANDICAPPED DESIGN
BATHROOM
BEAUTY SALON
  See STORE
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
BOTANICAL GARDENS
BRAZIL
BUILDING CODE
CAFETERIA
  See RESTAURANT
CALIFORNIA
CANADA
CARPET
CEILING
CEMETERY
CERAMIC TILE
CHILD CARE CENTER
CHINA
CHURCH
  See RELIGIOUS BUILDING
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
CITY HALL
  See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
CIVIC CENTER
CLINIC
CLOTHING
CLUB
COATINGS
  See PAINT, WALLCOVERING
COLLEGE
  See UNIVERSITY
COLOR
COLORADO
COMMUNITY CENTER
COMPUTER
CONCERT HALL
  See AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
CONCRETE
  See STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE
CONFERENCE CENTER
CONNECTICUT
CONSERVATION
CONSERVATORY
  See BOTANICAL GARDEN, RECREATION
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
  See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MANAGEMENT
CONVENTION CENTER
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
COST ANALYSIS
CRAFTS
  See ART, FURNITURE
CULTURAL CENTER
CURTAIN WALL
  See WALL
DECK
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DOOR
DRAINAGE
EARTHQUAKE
ECOLOGY
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
  See COST ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL, OFFICE PRACTICE
EDUCATION
  See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY
EGYPT
ELDERLY HOUSING
ELECTRICAL
ELEVATOR
EMPLOYMENT
  See OFFICE PRACTICE
ENERGY
ENGLAND
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
EVALUATION
  See Specific Building Type
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT
FACTORY
  See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
FABRICS
FACILITY MANAGEMENT
FACTORY
  See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont'd)

FILM STUDIO
FINANCIAL
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE STATION
   See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
FIREPLACE
FLOOR, FLOORING
FLORIDA
FOREST MANAGEMENT
FOUNDATION
FOUNTAIN
FRANCE
FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS
GARDEN
GEORGIA
GERIATRIC
GERMANY
GLASS
GOVERNMENT BUILDING
GRAPHICS
GREECE
GUAM

HANDICAPPED DESIGN
HARDWARE
HAWAII
HAZARDS
HEALTH CARE
HEATING
HIGHWAY
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION
HONG KONG
HOSPITAL
HOTEL
HOUSING

IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIA
INDIANA
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING
   See PREFABRICATION
INSULATION
INSURANCE
   See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE
INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION
INTERIOR DESIGN
IOWA
ISRAEL
ITALY

JAPAN

KANSAS
KENTUCKY
KITCHEN

LABORATORY
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES
LATVIA
LAW
LEGAL
   See LAW
LIBRARY
LIGHTING
LOUISIANA

MALL
   See PLAZA, SHOPPING CENTER, URBAN DESIGN
MALTA
MARKETING
   See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/MARKETING
MARYLAND
MASONRY
MASSACHUSETTS
MECHANICAL SYSTEM
   See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, SOLAR
MEMORIAL
MEXICO
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MONTANA
MONUMENT
MOTEL
   See HOTEL
MULTI-USE BUILDING
   See URBAN DESIGN
MUSEUM
MUSIC HALL
   See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY

NATURAL HAZARDS
See HAZARDS
NEBRASKA
NETHERLANDS
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW TOWN
   See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, URBAN DESIGN
NEW YORK
NEW ZEALAND
NIGHT CLUB
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA
NORWAY

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES
OFFICE PRACTICE
OLD AGE HOUSING
  See ELDERLY HOUSING
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
  OPERA HOUSE
    See AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
OREGON
ORNAMENTATION

PAINT
PARK
  See GARDEN, RECREATION
PARKING, GARAGE
PENAL
  See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
PENNSYLVANIA
PERSONNEL
  See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE
PLANTS
  See GARDEN, LANDSCAPE DESIGN
PLASTICS
PLAYGROUND
  See RECREATION
PLAZA
PLUMBING
POLAND
POLICE STATION
  See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
POLUTION
PREFABRICATION
PUBLIC RELATIONS
  See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE
RADON
  See HAZARDS
RECLAMATION
RECORDING STUDIO
RECREATION
REGIONAL PLANNING
  See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
RELIGIOUS BUILDING
REMODELING
  See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type
RESEARCH FACILITY
RESEARCH LABORATORY
  See HOSPITAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING,
  RESEARCH FACILITY, UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH
  See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH,
  BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, RESEARCH
  FACILITY, Specific Subjects
RESIDENCE
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE
HOUSING
RESORT
  See HOTEL, RECREATION
RESTAURANT
RESTORATION
  See HISTORICAL, Specific Building Type
RETIREMENT HOUSING
  See ELDERLY HOUSING, HOUSING,
  RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
RHODE ISLAND
RIVER

ROOF, ROOFING
ROW HOUSING
  See RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/
  TOWNHOUSE
RURAL DESIGN

SAFETY
  See FIRE PROTECTION, HAZARDS
SANITATION
  See PLUMBING, WATER TREATMENT
SAUDI ARABIA
SCHOOL
SCULPTURE
  See ART
SEALANT
SECURITY
  See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
SHELTER
SHIP
SHOPPING CENTER
SHOWROOM
SIDEWALK
SIGN
  See GRAPHICS
SINGAPORE
SKYLIGHT
SOLAR
SOUTH CAROLINA
SPAIN
SPECIFICATIONS
STADIUM
  See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY
STAIRWAY
STEEL
  See STRUCTURAL/STEEL
STONE
  See MASONRY, STRUCTURAL/MASONRY
STORE
STREET
STRUCTURAL
STUCCO
  See INSULATION
STUDIO
SUBWAY
  See TRANSPORTATION
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND

TAIWAN
TELEVISION
  See VIDEO
TEMPLE
  See RELIGIOUS BUILDING
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
THAILAND
THEATER
TILE
  See CERAMIC TILE, FLOORING
TOWNHOUSE
  See RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/
  TOWNHOUSE
TRANSPORTATION
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont'd)

U.S.S.R.
UNDERGROUND ARCHITECTURE
UNIVERSITY
URBAN DESIGN, LARGE MULTI-USE PROJECTS
UTAH
UTILITY

VENEZUELA
VENTILATION
See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, POLLUTION

VERMONT
VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
VIDEO
VINEYARD
VIRGINIA
VISITORS CENTER
See RECREATION

WALKWAY
See SIDEWALK
WALL COVERING
WALL

WAREHOUSE
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON
WATER TREATMENT
WATER
WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
WATERPROOFING
WEST INDIES
WETLANDS
See CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
WIND
WINDOW
WISCONSIN
WOOD
WORKING DRAWING
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

ZONING
ZOO